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1970s  

by 

Emily Charlotte Hooke 

From 1940 until the 1970s, resisters sought to preserve the resistance for posterity and thus 

dominated the historicisation of the resistance: under the Occupation they published 

clandestine newspapers, and from the Liberation onwards, they wrote histories, essays, 

memoirs and both collected and gave testimonies. This thesis argues that the interrelation 

between genre, gender and subjectivity was a key dynamic in this process. It demonstrates 

that the choice of genre affected what was said about the resistance and by whom. 

Through an exploration of genre, this thesis argues that that men were more likely to 

foreground their subjectivity, whereas women were more likely to marginalise their own 

subject position. Women were nevertheless actively involved within this process of 

historicisation, and this thesis argues that the genre of history allowed women to embrace 

their marginal position and to use it as an asset. This thesis shows how the production of 

testimonial sources for the Commission d’Histoire de l’Occupation et de la Libération de la 

France (CHOLF) project, which began in 1944, provided a space in which women made 

an important contribution to historical understandings of the resistance as both interviewer 

and interviewee. The paradox of women writing about the resistance but not about their 

own resistance is a central theme of this thesis, which draws on archival and published 

sources to argue that by embracing and adapting the traditional ‘female’ roles of 

remembering and memorialising from the margins, women became key participants in the 

historicisation of the French resistance. It explores the tensions between the reliance on 

subjective experience and the claim to have written ‘objective’, ‘scientific’ and yet also 

‘authentic’ accounts of resistance life. Tracing the discourses to the 1970s shows how 

women’s resistance was increasingly understood as crucial to the resistance fight. 

Fundamentally, the thesis demonstrates that despite changes over time, women were 

central to the formation of the gendered narratives of resistance from the very beginning. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

‘It’s me alone whom history will judge’ 

— Philippe Pétain, 30 October 19401 

‘In the eyes of History, [resisters] will be those who never gave up’ 

— Défense de la France, 25 January 19422 

 

Under the Occupation both the Vichy head of state, Marshall Philippe Pétain, and the 

resistance’s clandestine press were already envisioning what the historical record would 

later say about them. By expressing the belief that they would be vindicated by history, 

they sought to justify their present circumstances: Pétain’s 30 October 1940 radio 

broadcast sought to defend himself against accusations of treachery after his meeting with 

Adolf Hitler at Montoire the previous week; meanwhile resisters countered Vichy’s 

condemnation of them as traitors by asserting their legitimacy. As this thesis argues, from 

the Occupation onwards, ‘History’ was important to the resistance: resisters wanted to 

secure the legacy of the resistance within the French historical cannon, and they did so by 

writing their own histories.  

This preoccupation with history – found throughout resistance-authored discourses 

– demonstrates what this thesis calls a historicising imperative. This concept has a dual 

meaning: it describes both the perceived need to place the resistance within historical 

context, as part of a broader set of French traditions, and the desire to communicate their 

experiences of the Occupation and to record them for posterity. This thesis examines this 

 
1 ‘Philippe Pétain: Le lancement de la collaboration avec l’Allemagne’, 
<https://www.ina.fr/audio/PHD95079031> [accessed 14 December 2020]; ‘C’est moi seul que l’histoire 
jugera’. 
2 Indomitus, ‘Monsieur le Maréchal’, Défense de la France, 25/1/1942; ‘Aux yeux de l’Histoire [résistants] 
seront ceux qui n’ont pas abdiqué’. 
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historicising imperative by focusing on processes of historicising the resistance by resisters 

themselves from 1940 to the 1970s. By focusing on resisters as simultaneously historical 

actors, historical subjects and history-writers, this thesis acknowledges that the lived 

experience of resistance was crucial to the historical discourses and it therefore focuses on 

subjective experience. 

It focuses on the internal resistance, so while Charles de Gaulle is mentioned 

throughout the thesis, he is not central to this project. This thesis particularly focuses on the 

movements Combat, Défense de la France and Libération-Sud because as well as 

producing clandestine journals, members from these movements often published further 

writings and/or participated in the Commission d’Histoire de l’Occupation et de la 

Libération de la France (CHOLF) project to collate testimonies after their time in the 

resistance had come to an end. By focusing on these large movements this thesis traces the 

development of resistance-authored discourses from Occupation to Liberation and beyond, 

while spanning a range of genres: clandestine newspapers, memoirs, histories, and 

testimonies. It contends that these different modes of telling generated different 

articulations of resistance experience. 

It approaches its subject through a gendered lens to argue that the gender dynamics 

of the production impacted the content of these historical accounts. It demonstrates that 

the gender dynamics of the resistance, which placed men as historical actors and women as 

auxiliaries, were frequently reflected in the content and creation of historical accounts even 

after the liberation. Nevertheless, this thesis argues that the marginal position of the 

authorial voice in history-writing meant that women were able to claim historical and 

scholarly authority, while drawing implicitly on their subject position as resisters. Women 

had agency and were actively involved in the historicising process and – by accepting and 

embracing their marginal positions – were able to negotiate the male-dominated world and 

shape the historical record, including highlighting women’s resistance. 
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This thesis is enriched by – and contributes to – various fields of scholarship, which 

this chapter takes in turn. Firstly, this introduction situates this thesis within the existing 

literature on the resistance and particularly that on gender and the resistance, highlighting 

where this thesis extends the hypotheses of key literature. Next, this introduction explains 

the concept of ‘resistancialism’, and how it has been used by scholars to explore the variety 

of post-war histories on the resistance. It argues that the gender history approaches that this 

thesis uses add a new dimension to the existing scholarship on how the resistance was 

historicised. It then examines the two academic frameworks outside of resistance 

scholarship that this thesis develops and is enriched by: the construction of historical 

knowledge and subjectivity. Next, a methodology section outlines the development of this 

thesis through the sources consulted and explains the reading strategies used in my analysis 

of the data. The penultimate section summarises the research questions that this thesis 

answers and this introduction concludes with an overview of the structure of this thesis. 

1.1 Resistance 

1.1.1 Definitions of resistance 

Scholar Jean-Marie Guillon has argued that the term ‘the Resistance’ should be replaced 

by the more accurate term ‘resistances’ to encompass the vast array of ways people resisted 

the Nazi Occupation of France.3 This recognition that people resisted in various ways is 

crucial to this thesis, which argues in part that men and women largely resisted in different 

ways, and that it has taken longer for the ‘resistances’ that women were most prominent in 

to become recognised as such. Although some women understood the actions of other 

women as resistance, they nevertheless downplayed their own experiences when writing 

about it. This thesis thus contends that resisters themselves had different definitions of 

 
3 Jean-Marie Guillon, ‘La Résistance, cinquante ans et deux mille titres après’ in Mémoire et Histoire: la 
Résistance, ed. by Jean-Marie Guillon and Pierre Laborie (Toulouse: Éditions Privat, 1995), p.42. 
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resistance and that these were not fixed, but instead evolved in relation to the outside world 

and with broader historiographical trends. This section does not seek to offer an exhaustive 

and all-encompassing definition of ‘resistance’, but instead to give an overview of how 

scholars have understood the term ‘resistance’ and how this has changed over time.  

For Charles de Gaulle in his 18 June 1940 speech, the ‘flame of French resistance’ 

was made up of French officers, engineers and those working in armament factories; for 

members of the clandestine press, it included their writers, manufacturers, those who 

disseminated their journal and their readers; for the Vichy government and National 

Socialist regime, it was those who acted against them. At the Liberation, the definitions had 

shifted once more: Charles de Gaulle’s speech at the Hôtel de Ville in August 1944 spoke 

of ‘la France toute entière’ working together in resistance, although only a certain number 

of resisters – most of whom were involved in military resistance in some form – were 

decorated with the Compagnon de la Libération medal.4 As Paula Schwartz argued, this 

focus on military resistance by De Gaulle and the link between armed combat and 

resistance evident in other contemporary sources meant ‘women’s contributions often 

remained invisible, even to themselves’.5 Women who were not participants within the 

resistance army, or who were not living fully clandestine lives due to their caring 

commitments, did not always view their experience as ‘resistance’ or appreciate the 

importance of their actions. This thesis recognises that many women were reticent to speak 

about their experiences in part because the ‘resistances’ that women were most prominent 

in took longer to be recognised as resistance. Yet, as Schwartz crucially highlighted, the 

 
4 Julian Jackson, France: The Dark Years: 1940-1944 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), p.565; Paula 
Schwartz, ‘Redefining Resistance: Women’s Activism in Wartime France’ in Behind the Lines: Gender and the 
Two World Wars ed. by Margaret Randolph Higonnet, Jane Jenson, Sonya Michel and Margaret Collins 
Weitz (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987), pp.141-153 (p.144). 
5 Schwartz, ‘Redefining Resistance’, (p.143; p.152. 
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expanded definition of resistance by the Vichy and Nazi regimes meant women were 

deported to concentration camps for such ‘resistances’.6 

The initial histories of resistance were written by former resisters, which this thesis 

puts centre stage, and were therefore based around the personal experience of the authors. 

Most of these works were histories of local resistance movements and of regional battles for 

Liberation.7 Exceptions include Lucie Aubrac’s La Résistance: Naissance et Organisation, which 

this thesis explores in the third chapter.8 The more academic histories developed from the 

early 1950s and focused on large, organised, resistance movements, although these were 

still written by resisters.9 Even when the next generation of scholars emerged, resisters 

nevertheless continued to be involved in writing books on their movements, with doctoral 

students such as Laurent Douzou, Dominique Veillon and Olivier Wieviorka being 

contacted by members of resistance movements to write their histories (for Libération-Sud, 

Franc-Tireur and Défense de la France respectively).10 The resulting monographs offered 

detailed overviews of the movements based on a combination of oral histories, clandestine 

journals and other archival sources. This thesis has particularly relied on the work of 

Douzou and Wieviorka in offering important context for the movements examined. The 

focus on specific movements by the second generation of resistance scholars means that it 

 
6 Schwartz, ‘Redefining Resistance’, pp.146-7. 
7 For examples see Général Adeline, La Libération du Sud-Ouest (Algiers: Imp. Baconnier, 1948); Communistes de 
L’Héraut dans la Résistance: 1939-1944 (Hérault: Fédération Communiste de l’Hérault, 1947); Paul Cribeillet, 
Vie et Combats de partisans (1947); Nicholas Hobam, Quatre années de lutte clandestine en Lorraine (1946); Pierre de 
Préval, Sabotages et guerilla (1946); René Rascalon, Résistance et Maquis FFI: Aigoual-Cévennes (Montpellier: 1945). 
See Henri Michel, Bibliographie Critique de la Résistance (Intitut pédagogique National, 1964) pp.137-200 for a 
more complete list of regional histories. 
8 Lucie Aubrac, La Résistance: Naissance et Organisation (Robert Lang, 1945). 
9 See, for example, Françoise Bruneau, Essai d’historique du mouvement né autour du journal clandestin “Résistance” 
(Paris, SEDES, 1951); Marie Granet and Henri Michel, Combat: l’Histoire d’un mouvement de résistance ([Paris]: 
Presses Universitaires de France, 1957); Marie Granet, Ceux de la Résistance (Éditions de Minuit, 1964); Marie 
Granet, Défense de la France: histoire d’un movement de résistance: 1940-1944 (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 
1960); Marie Granet, Défense de la France: Le journal (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1961); Henri 
Michel and Boris Mirkine-Guetzevitch, Les idées politiques et sociales de la Résistance (Presses Universitaires de 
Paris, 1954); Henri Michel, Histoire de la Résistance en France (Presses universitaires de France, 1962); Henri 
Michel, Les courants de pensée de la Résistance (Presses universitaires de France, 1963). 
10 Laurent Douzou, ‘Resisting Fragments’ in Ego-histories of France and the Second World War: Writing Vichy, ed. by 
Manuel Bragança and Fransiska Louwagie (Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), pp.45-65 (p.48). 
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centred organised resistance and resisters who had been leading members of movements, 

who were primarily men. Those in lower-status positions and those who conducted more 

informal types of resistance – which were roles women were more likely to adopt – fell 

outside the scope of most scholars’ studies. This focus on verifiable resistance was perhaps 

influenced by Robert Paxton’s 1972 book Vichy France: Old Guard and New Order, in which 

Paxton claimed that only 2 percent of adult Frenchmen (around 400,000 people) actively 

resisted, although he recognised an additional 10 percent — 2 million people — read 

resistance newspapers.11 Most of the initial scholarship focused on these 2 percent. 

From the mid-90s, scholarship has offered a more critical view of the resistance. 

Rod Kedward’s foundational scholarship on the male-dominated rural communities of the 

maquis, largely formed of young men seeking to avoid compulsory work service, offered a 

social history that argued that maquisards formed an ‘outlaw culture’.12 Indeed, Kedward’s 

work acknowledged that even when not committing acts of violence or sabotage, resistance 

activity placed resisters firmly outside the law: they ‘broke the laws laid down by a 

submissive Vichy and … subverted censorship, legality and authority’.13  Living outside the 

bounds of accepted behaviour, many resisters — especially maquisards — had no access to 

ration cards and relied on crime and particularly stealing food to survive. Kedward 

examined what the maquis meant to those who had experienced it, particularly focusing on 

the military legacies that were invoked by different political groups. He observed a disparity 

between the supposedly apolitical, military, hierarchical and disciplined traditional warfare 

of the Gaullists and the overtly political, revolutionary, levée en masse guerrilla warfare 

championed by the Communists. Yet he nevertheless argued that they were not necessarily 

 
11 Robert O. Paxton, Vichy France: Old Guard and New Order: 1940-1944 (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2001), p.295. 
12 H.R. Kedward, In Search of the Maquis: Rural Resistance in Southern France: 1942-1944 (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1993), p.56. However, it is important to note most réfractaires who were escaping the STO did not join a 
maquis group. See Jackson, The Dark Years, p.483. 
13 H.R. Kedward, ‘The Anti-Carnival of Collaboration: Louis Malle’s Lacombe Lucien (1974)’, in French Film: 
Texts and Contexts, ed. by S. Hayward (London: Routledge, 2000), pp.227-239 (p.236); See also Kedward, In 
Search of the Maquis. 
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incompatible.14 This thesis builds on Kedward’s work by arguing that the use of these 

military discourses was not mutually exclusive. This was especially the case for the women’s 

press, who – as Chapter Two demonstrates – drew on a variety of military languages to 

emphasise the importance of male resisters and implore women to help them by acting in 

an auxiliary capacity.  

Paula Schwartz commented upon how the focus on verifiable resistance meant that 

scholarship focused primarily on the types of activity conducted by men, and argued that a 

broader definition of ‘resistance’ was required to encompass the diffuse nature of women’s 

crucial contribution to the resistance. Scholars have since adopted a broader definition of 

resistance than the first generation of resistance scholars.15 However, Julian Jackson has 

since argued that it is important to distinguish between breaking Vichy’s laws and 

challenging Vichy authority itself.16 Schwartz’s 2020 book, Today, Sardines are Not for Sale, 

further complicates this: Schwartz’s analysis of the food riot on the rue de Buci on 31 

March 1942 makes the distinction between those who organised or participated within the 

riot in order to challenge the Vichy regime and those who were simply in attendance 

because they were shopping for food.17 Both Jackson and Schwartz therefore highlighted 

the question of intent within many forms of resistance, which is particularly important 

when considering acts of resistance such as mourning rituals or wearing the tricolore colours 

as detailed in Chapter Two. 

While recent histories by Robert Gildea (2015) and Olivier Wieviorka (2013) were 

marketed as dispelling the ‘myths’ of the resistance, they did not challenge our 

 
14 Kedward, In Search of the Maquis, p.37; Robert Gildea, Fighters in the Shadows: A New History of the French 
Resistance (London: Faber and Faber, 2015), p.271. 
15 There are many examples of this and it is now widespread. See Guillon, and Schwartz, ‘Redefining 
Resistance’ for particularly important discussions of this analysis, but also Olivier Wieviorka, The French 
Resistance, trans. by Jane Marie Todd (Cambridge Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2016); Gildea, 
Fighters; Catherine Lacour-Astol, Le genre de la Résistance: La Résistance feminine dans le Nord de la France (Paris: 
Presses de Sciences Po, 2015), to name a few. 
16 Jackson, France the Dark Years, p.388. 
17 Paula Schwartz, Today Sardines Are Not for Sale: A Street Protest in Occupied Paris (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2020). 
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understanding of what ‘resistance’ was: Wieviorka furthered the traditional narrative of a 

‘nation of resisters’ while Gildea’s relegation of women to one chapter — ‘Une affaire des 

femmes’ — reproduced the male-centred resistance discourses of much of the foundational 

literature.18 However, other recent scholarship has explicitly challenged the traditional and 

idealised version of the resistance. Valerie Deacon’s 2016 book on right-wing extremists 

from the interwar groups the Cagoulards and Corvignolles shed light on a hitherto under-

explored area of the resistance. Deacon challenged the traditional notion of the resistance 

as seeking to re-establish the republic and demonstrating that popular insurrection spanned 

the political spectrum.19 Meanwhile Renée Poznanski’s work examined resistance anti-

Semitism, which Wieviorka also acknowledged in his monograph on Défense de la 

France.20 This thesis acknowledges this work by examining writings from across the 

political spectrum, from Communists (Pierre Hervé) to anti-Communist nationalists (André 

Girard). A transnational approach is also increasingly popular, demonstrated by recent 

books by Olivier Wieviorka and an edited collection by Robert Gildea and Ismee Tames.21 

 
18 See Wieviorka, The French Resistance, and Gildea, Fighters. 
19 Valerie Deacon, The Extreme Right in the French Resistance: Members of the Cagoule and Corvignolles in the Second 
World War (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Press, 2016). 
20 Renée Poznanski’s work includes Renée Poznanski, Propagandes et persécutions, La Résistance et le “problème juif” 
(Paris: Fayard, 2008); Renée Poznanski, ‘“Nobody is Protected from Deportation”: The Free French in 
London on the Persecution of the Jews’, Holocaust Studies, 18-2/3, (Summer/Autumn 2012), 163-188; and 
Renée Poznanski, ‘Stand Up for the Image of France or Follow French Opinion: the External Resistance and 
the Persecution of the Jews’, European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 263-276. 
21 See Olivier Wieviorka, The Resistance in Western Europe: 1940-1945 (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2019) and Fighters Across Frontiers: Transnational Resistance in Europe: 1936-1948, ed. by Robert Gildea and Ismee 
Tames (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2020). See also the Transnational Resistances in Europe, 
1936-48 network, funded by the Leverhume Trust and the Gerry Holdsworth Special Forces Trust 
<http://transnational-resistance.history.ox.ac.uk/> [accessed 12 April 2018]. Additionally, a 2018 special 
issue in the European Review of History, looked beyond the traditional triangle of Resistance (France-London-
Algiers) and adopted a broader perspective. See Charlotte Faucher and Laure Humbert, ‘Introduction: 
Beyond de Gaulle and Beyond London: the French External Resistance and its International Networks’, 
European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 195-221; Janet R. Horne, ‘Global Culture Fronts: the Alliance 
Française and the Cultural Propaganda of the Free French’, European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 222-241; 
Patricia E. Prestwich and Kenneth J. Munro, ‘A Wartime Partnership: Establishing the Free French 
Movement in Canada, 1940–42’, European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 242-262; Renée Poznanski, ‘Stand 
Up’; Géraud Létang, ‘Traque impériale et répression impossible? Vichy face aux Français Libres du Tchad’, 
European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 277-294; Guillaume Pollack, ‘Résister sous les tropiques: Les réseaux de 
résistance en Indochine: 1940–1945’, European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 295-311; Rachel Chin, ‘The 
Levant Mandates and Charles de Gaulle’s Provisional Government: Power, Culture and Messages of 
Imperial Reform’, European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 312-329; Raphaële Balu, ‘Pour une histoire des liens 
entre Français libres, maquis de France et Alliés: 1943–44: acteurs et réseaux d’une coopération oubliée’, 
European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 330-353; Guillaume Piketty, ‘From the Capitoline Hill to the Tarpeian 
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This thesis focuses on francophone sources and therefore recourse to ‘Frenchness’ in both 

how they understood themselves and how they wanted to appeal to their (francophone) 

readership is therefore to be expected. 

Even while using an expanded definition of resistance, scholars largely use 

‘Resistance’ to describe actions officially sanctioned by the resistance leadership, and 

particularly Charles de Gaulle in London — often those performed by men — while other 

resistance, including that primarily conducted by women such as providing shelter to those 

in need, has been largely assigned the small ‘r’.22 This contributes towards a hierarchy of 

resistance, in which the resistance performed by men is valued higher than that of women. 

Throughout this thesis, I use ‘resistance’ with a small ‘r’ rather than ‘Resistance’ to describe 

all forms of resistance activity: by resisting the use of capitalisation, this thesis seeks to 

challenge this implicit bias. 

The resistance was not a united entity, but formed from different organisations of all 

political affiliations, ranging from Communists to those on the far right.23 It was also split 

between ‘networks’, which were primarily military in nature and could include escape 

networks to help Allied airmen leave France, and ‘movements’, which were primarily 

created as social movements to organise civil opposition to the Occupation, in part through 

clandestine journals.24 This thesis largely focuses on movements. Although scholars often 

split the resistance between Communists and Gaullists, this is simplistic and underestimates 

the slowly growing nature of some movements’ allegiance to Charles de Gaulle. Indeed, 

while Charles de Gaulle’s Appeal of 18 June is heralded as the founding moment of the 

 

Rock? Free French Coming Out of War’, European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 354-373; Nina Wardleworth, 
‘The Documentary as a Site of Commemoration: Filming the Free French Dissidents from the French 
Antilles’, European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 374-391; Andrew W. M. Smith, ‘Eclipse in the Dark Years: 
Pick-up Flights, Routes of Resistance and the Free French’, European Review of History, 25.2 (2018), 392-414. 
22 See for example Gildea, Fighters, particularly pp.130-154. 
23 Wieviorka, The French Resistance, p.4. 
24 The distinction between the networks and movements was not so clear cut, however, with networks 
developing from movements in early 1943. See Julian Jackson, France: The Dark Years: 1940-1944 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2001), pp.408-9. 
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French resistance, scholars such as Robert Gildea have argued that very few people within 

France heard it at the time.25 While Gaullist is a meaningful term to describe the resistance 

– and, later, Liberation – infrastructure that developed out of de Gaulle’s efforts in London 

in the summer of 1940, de Gaulle was outside France until the summer of 1944. The 

internal resistance therefore developed outside any Gaullist framework. Not only that, but 

the term ‘Gaullist’ did not signify a clear political standpoint until the creation of the 

Conseil National de la Résistance (CNR) charter in March 1944 and even then, de Gaulle 

himself had an ambiguous relationship towards the charter.26  

Lines were frequently blurred between resistance organisations. People joined the 

resistance movements they could through their existing networks, and they were generally 

welcomed: the right-wing, anti-Semitic l’Organisation civile et militaire, for example, had 

socialist members.27 However, scholars are largely right in separating the Communist from 

the non-Communist resistance. Indeed, non-Communists were largely suspicious of the 

Communists, leading to men such as Pierre Hervé and Maurice Kriegel being forced to 

hide their Communist credentials to join non-Communist resistance associations.28 In part 

this was because the Parti Communiste Français (PCF) did not create an organised 

resistance movement early in the Occupation due to the Nazi-Soviet Pact, with individual 

members left to resist – or not – independently. Additionally, their violent actions often 

lead to reprisal killings from late summer 1941.29 The PCF attempted to unite the 

resistance under the banner of a ‘National Front’ in June 1941 after the Pact had been 

broken, which was a failure at the time and was criticised by other resistance groups.30 

However, the National Front was ultimately successful, forming an organisation in the 

 
25 Gildea, Fighters, p.23. 
26 For more on the CNR charter see Claire Andrieu, Le Programme commun de la Résistance: Des idées dans la guerre 
(Paris: Les Editions de l’Erudit, 1984). 
27 Jackson, The Dark Years, p.413. 
28 Jackson, The Dark Years, p.473. 
29 See Robert Gildea, ‘Resistance, Reprisals and Community in Occupied France’, Transactions of the RHS, 13 
(2003), 163-185. 
30 Wieviorka, The French Resistance, p.122. 
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winter of 1942-1943 that represented a broad range of ideologies, primarily Communists 

but also including Socialists, Christian Democrats and the political right.31 Communists 

were not initially included in the Mouvements Unis de la Résistance (MUR), which was the 

amalgamation of resistance groups Combat (itself a merging of Liberté and Libération 

Nationale headed by right-wing army career officer Henri Frenay, from 1941), Libération 

and Franc-Tireur from January 1943.32 This was further developed into the Mouvement 

de libération nationale (MLN) in 1943, which also included other movements Défense de la 

France, Résistance and Lorraine.33 However, PCF representatives were included in the 

political Conseil National de la Résistance from its first meeting on 27 May 1943.34 

Although pledging allegiance to the MUR and later the MLN in their publications 

masthead, and ostensibly united, the component parts maintained their independence. 

1.1.2 Women in the resistance 

Most gender histories of the resistance have focused on the role of women. Claire Andrieu 

argued these were slow to develop, with only 2 percent of all books on the resistance 

published between 1944 and 1995 focusing on women’s resistance, with two-thirds of these 

being memoirs.35 Andrieu offered two potential explanations for this. The first was that the 

emphasis on universalism in France prevented the development of gender as a category of 

analysis there.36 The second was that male resisters recognised women’s roles within the 

resistance and so women were hiding in plain sight and did not feel the need to speak about 

their own experiences.37 Andrieu highlighted that women often ‘practiced deliberate social 

self-effacement’, while Hanna Diamond argued that women who resisted in the home 

 
31 Jackson, The Dark Years, p.425. 
32 Wieviorka, The French Resistance, pp.222-223. 
33 Jackson, The Dark Years, p.470. 
34 Wieviorka, The French Resistance, pp.264-5. 
35 Claire Andrieu, ‘Women in the French Resistance: Revisiting the Historical Record’, French Politics, Culture 
& Society, 18.1 (Spring 2000), 13-27 (14-15). 
36 Andrieu, ‘Women’, p.13. 
37 Andrieu, ‘Women’, pp.17-8. 
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‘often retort that they did nothing’.38 More recently, Catherine Lacour-Astol’s study on 

resistance in the North of France emphasised how women were less likely to put themselves 

forward for the post-war honour of the carte de combattant volontaire de la Résistance (the 

CVR card), although when they did apply they were more likely to have their application 

accepted.39 This thesis concurs that women did indeed downplay their resistance, 

demonstrated by how they marginalised their subject position within their historicisation of 

the resistance. Yet this thesis departs from aspects of this scholarship by demonstrating 

throughout that women – including Lucie Aubrac, Elisabeth Terrenoire and Marie Granet 

– nevertheless recognised and argued that women’s experiences were important in the 

resistance.  

 Scholars including Diamond, Kedward and Paula Schwartz detailed how – despite 

the ‘felt equality’ of the resistance expressed within testimonies – men and women’s roles in 

the resistance were largely gendered, with women’s resistance largely being within the 

home or in the role of liaison agents.40 Paula Schwartz’s pioneering 1989 article argued 

that some tasks within the resistance initially had no ‘gender tags’, although the role of a 

liaison agent became seen as feminine as women adopted this role.41 Schwartz’s focus was 

on women fighters, who were undertaking roles that were deemed masculine.42 Schwartz 

also emphasised that gender was used as a disguise through the use of noms de guerre, with 

aliases of the opposite gender (‘gender-swapping’), or gender-neutral names such as 

‘Claude’ (‘gender-scrambling’) used to evade capture.43 Masculinity was thus encoded in 

the discourses of the resistance: women in a position of power or undertaking combat roles 

 
38 Andrieu, ‘Women’, p.17; Hanna Diamond, Women and the Second World War in France: 1939-1948: Choices and 
Constraints (Essex: Pearson Education Limited, 1999), p.101. 
39 Lacour-Astol, p.255. 
40 Diamond, Choices and Constraints, pp.98-124; Kedward, In Search of the Maquis, pp.93-4; Paula Schwartz, 
‘Partisanes and Gender Politics in Vichy France’, French Historical Studies, 16.1 (1989), 126-151. 
41 Schwartz, ‘Partisanes and Gender Politics’ p.127. 
42 Schwartz, ‘Partisanes and Gender Politics’, p.128. 
43 Schwartz, ‘Partisanes and Gender Politics’, pp.134-139. 
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were categorised as ‘honorary men’.44 Although they did not use the same theoretical 

framework as Schwartz, both Andrieu and Donald Reid similarly argued that women who 

had performed these types of roles in the resistance were seen as evidence of exceptionalism 

and ‘French singularity’.45 These ‘exceptional’ women continue to be the focus of historical 

scholarship, such as Deacon’s scholarship on the gendered experience of Marie-Madeline 

Fourcade — leader of the right-wing réseau Alliance — under the Occupation.46 

 This thesis, however, largely focuses on women’s resistance roles within the home 

and otherwise related to their domestic lives. As Diamond and Lacour-Astol have argued, 

this was how most women participated in the resistance, with the home often used as a 

post-box, somewhere to store arms or else to shelter resisters in hiding.47 Rod Kedward’s 

pioneering work on the role of women in the resistance as ‘women at the doorway’ has 

been particularly useful for this thesis in understanding women’s resistance. Kedward 

argued that while men were fighting in the male-dominated environment of the maquis 

women were tasked with confrontations with both French and German authorities in 

public spaces and at the doorway of the home:  

although women at the doorway and women as providers employed the strategies 
of silence and discretion to a high degree, their names were well known at local 
level and their confrontations with the incursive units of Germans and French 
involved assertiveness as well as evasion.48 

Douzou borrowed Kedward’s concept and argued that the doorway was central rather 

than marginal to the resistance, although he stated that this was undervalued in official 

recognitions such as medals.49 Kedward and Douzou’s acknowledgements of women’s 

 
44 Schwartz, ‘Partisanes and Gender Politics’, p.138. 
45 Andrieu, ‘Women’, p.24; Donald Reid, Germaine Tillion, Lucie Aubrac and the Politics of Memories of the French 
Resistance (Newcastle-Upon-Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2009), pp.106-7. 
46 Valerie Deacon, ‘From “femme d’officier, mère de famille” to “grande dame de la Résistance”: Marie-
Madeleine Fourcade during World War II’, Contemporary French Civilization, 42.2 (2017), 171-188. 
47 Diamond, Choices and Constraints, p.100; Lacour-Astol, pp.100-106. 
48 Kedward, In search of the maquis, pp.89-90. 
49 Laurent Douzou, ‘La Résistance, une affarie d’hommes?’, Cahiers de l’IHTP: Identiés féminines et violences 
politiques (1936-1946), 31, <https://ihtp2004-siteihtp2004.ihtp.cnrs.fr/spip.php?article244&lang=fr> 
[accessed 2 March 2021]. 
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agency and their roles are particularly important for this thesis, which argues that women 

themselves understood the doorway as an important site of resistance. It extends 

Kedward’s concept by arguing that women’s roles as interviewers for the CHOLF project 

and historians meant that they systematically acted as ‘women at the doorway’ and 

mediators of resistance memory. 

1.1.3 Post-war lives of resisters 

While much scholarship on the resistance focuses on the wartime years, from the 1990s 

onwards, scholars began to acknowledge the importance of resisters’ post-war trajectories: 

Diamond’s work on women and the Second World War ended in 1948, for example, while 

Wievorka’s monograph on Défence de la France continued until 1949. More recently 

Deacon and Gildea both dedicated chapters in their books to the post-war lives of resisters. 

Scholars have also focused on post-war engagement in and of itself. Jean-Marc Berlière and 

Franck Liaigre’s recent book Camarade, la lutte continue! examined Communists who used the 

skills gained in their clandestine experience to work as Russian spies as France entered the 

Cold War.50 Meanwhile, Emma Kuby’s work on the Commission Internationale contre le 

Régime Concentrationnaire argued that deported resisters led the charge against what they 

dubbed “the concentrationary universe” after 1945.51 

Guillaume Piketty’s work on resisters’ experiences of Liberation has been particularly 

enriching for this thesis. In his 2007 article, Piketty emphasised how internal resisters faced 

a rupture with their former lives necessitated by living clandestinely, with new forms of 

sociability and shared values negotiated with other resisters.52 Piketty separated the interior 

resistance into four generations, arguing that each experienced the post-war period 

 
50 Jean-Marc Berlière and Franck Liaigre, Camarade, la lutte continue! : de la Résistance à l'espionnage communiste 
(Paris: Robert Laffont, 2015). 
51 Emma Kuby, Political Survivors: The Resistance, the Cold War, and the Fight against Concentration Camps after 1945 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2019). 
52 Guillaume Piketty, ‘Générations résistantes à l’épreuve de la sortie de guerre’, Revue historique, 641.1 (2007), 
151-163 (153). 
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differently depending on their clandestine experience and the degree of gratitude they were 

afforded upon their return.53 These were ‘founders’, who were pioneers of the resistance; 

‘organisers’, who joined when the large movements and networks were being formed; ‘co-

ordinators’, who joined as the networks were beginning to work with one another and with 

the Free French; and finally the ‘liberators’, who joined in the final stages to fight in the 

battles for Liberation.54 Piketty argued that founders and organisers were better able to 

process the trauma and stress they had experienced because they were more likely to have 

an established resistance community to draw upon for support. They were also better 

equipped to write about the resistance because they were more likely to be educated and to 

have been recognised with decorations at the Liberation.55 Piketty’s work contributes to our 

understanding of why some resisters wrote about their wartime experiences at the 

Liberation and others did not. This thesis largely centres on the founders and organisers of 

the resistance, whose resistance was more intellectual with a focus on producing clandestine 

newspapers. It also expands Piketty’s work by integrating a gendered analysis within a 

study of resisters post-war histoires.56 

1.2 Resistancialism 

In his foundational book on memory and the Occupation, Henry Rousso reappropriated 

the concept of ‘resistancialism’ from the far right, who used the term ‘résistantialisme’ from 

1951 to critically refer to the seeming omnipresence of the resistance in the post-war 

period.57 Rousso claimed that:  

The French apparently had repressed memories of the civil war with the aid of 
what came to be a dominant myth: “resistancialism.” […] the construction of an 
object of memory, the “Resistance,” whose significance transcended by far the 

 
53 See Piketty, ‘Générations résistantes’. 
54 Piketty, ‘Générations résistantes’, p.156. 
55 Piketty, ‘Générations résistantes’, pp.159-161. 
56 Piketty, ‘Générations résistantes’, p.159. 
57 Henry Rousso, The Vichy Syndrome: History and Memory in France since 1944, trans. by Arthur Goldhammer 
(London: Harvard University Press, 1991), p.28. 
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sum of its active parts (the small groups of guerrilla partisans who did the actual 
fighting) and whose existence was embodied chiefly in certain sites and groups, 
such as the Gaullists and Communists, associated with fully elaborated ideologies 
[…] the identification of this “Resistance” with the nation as a whole, a classic 
feature of the Gaullist version of the myth.58 

Despite acknowledging differences in these narratives, Rousso’s work treats them as static 

phenomena, which emerged fully formed from the Liberation and remained intact until 

the late 1960s. This thesis challenges this position by examining how these resistance 

accounts developed from the Occupation through the Liberation and beyond. It also 

moves beyond the Gaullist/Communist divide in exploring how the various publications 

interacted within one another. Alon Confino criticised the Vichy Syndrome for being ‘largely 

a public, often official, and narrowly political memory’ and fundamentally ‘a memory 

created from above’, in which Rousso ‘fails to explore how the memory constructed by the 

powerful … was received by the people’.59 This thesis acknowledges that it is likely that the 

publications and testimonies cited were produced and read only by a small number of 

people. It therefore does not claim to speak of ‘collective memory’ or ‘myths’, but instead 

acknowledges that these accounts were rooted within the lived experience — and the literal 

memories — of resisters. Rousso’s work is useful, however, in offering a concept that refers 

to the various accounts of resistance produced from the Liberation onwards and in 

separating this into various fields, such as cultural representations and historical works. The 

following sections offer an overview of these resistance accounts, how they have been used 

by other scholars and how this scholarship has enriched my thesis. 

1.2.1 Writing their own histories 

This thesis has benefitted greatly from the existing scholarship by those who have focused 

on the actors and institutions that were involved in writing the history of the resistance. In 

 
58 Rousso, The Vichy Syndrome, p.10. 
59 Alon Confino, ‘Collective Memory and Cultural History: Problems of Method’, The American Historical 
Review, 102.5 (December 1997), 1386-1403 (1394-1395). 
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his pioneering work on the maquis, Kedward emphasised how the foundations of post-war 

narratives about the resistance were laid during the Occupation itself. Kedward writes that 

‘[t]he legendary nature of the maquis was not a post-war invention or nostalgia. It was 

structural to its growth, implanted at the time, and cultivated with every action’ and 

communicated through the resistance press.60 Kedward’s close analysis of the clandestine 

press demonstrated that the rumours and reports of armed, organised réfractaires from the 

Service du Travail Obligatoire (STO) pre-dated the existence of the maquis and helped to 

inspire its creation.61 Kedward’s work has been particularly influential to this thesis because 

he emphasised that resisters’ had embedded their own narratives within the historical and 

cultural record.  

Similarly, Laurent Douzou’s 2005 book, La Résistance française: une histoire périlleuse, 

argued that the foundations of later histories were written under the Occupation by the 

resisters themselves, as they were both envisioning how they would be written about in the 

future, while making sense of their increasingly dangerous lives. This awareness of resisters’ 

desire to historicise the resistance under the Occupation is crucial and yet often neglected 

in scholarship. Douzou used a diverse source base to build his argument, including Jean 

Texcier’s Conseils à l’occupé, a speech by a student at the école militaire in Brazzaville and 

Kessel’s Armée des ombres.62 Julien Blanc developed Douzou’s work by emphasising that the 

early history, La Résistance française by “Jean Jacques et Roland” published in Algiers in 

April 1944 and commissioned by les services de la France combattante sought to demonstrate 

that most Frenchmen and women supported the resistance.63 This thesis has a more 

specific focus for the Occupation in offering an analysis of internal resistance groups 

through their clandestine presses. Although in studies of individual movements scholars 

 
60 Kedward, In Search of the Maquis, p.64. 
61 Kedward, In Search of the Maquis, p.64. 
62Laurent Douzou, La Résistance: Une histoire périlleuse: l’histoire en débats (Éditions du Seuil, 2005), pp.23-51. 
63 Julien Blanc, ‘L’histoire de la Résistance avant les travaux du Comité d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre 
mondiale’, in Faire l’histoire de la Résistance, ed. by Douzou, pp.15-29. 
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have examined their discourses, analysing a selection of the press allows this thesis to trace 

how topics such as violence were negotiated between movements. 

Laurent Douzou centred on the historical debates, with the imperative behind the 

writing of the book to distinguish the myths from the reality and to apply proper scholarly 

rigour to the study of the resistance. Crucially, Douzou emphasised the role of resisters 

within this process, calling them ‘actors-turned-witnesses’.64 The edited collection, Faire 

l’histoire de la Résistance by Douzou et al., elaborated on many of Douzou’s observations, 

providing more detail and different perspectives.65 As this section demonstrates, these are 

all closely related to this thesis in terms of looking critically at the role of resisters in writing 

histories of the resistance and looking at their overlapping roles as historical actors, 

historians, archivists, interviewers and memoirists. This thesis has developed this rich 

scholarship by incorporating the position of the interviewer and the interviewee into an 

analysis of the CHOLF project, as well as adopting a gender history perspective. 

Douzou examined the difficulties faced in accurately communicating a resistance 

experience. He briefly mentioned the difficulties of returning home, and the tension felt 

between understanding their clandestine experience as an adventure and the sacrifices of 

their fellow resisters. Douzou looked to commemorative publications as a way of fighting 

‘[a] new fight, against rampant forgetting, the gradual banalisation and against a 

disembodied and disengaged image of the resistance’.66 Douzou emphasised that the life 

stories of fallen resisters were often written by those closest to them, yet the reality of their 

clandestine life was often difficult — if not impossible — to know for sure, and it often 

veered into people gaining legendary status very early.67 The deaths of resisters as 

expressed through survivors’ accounts often revealed guilt, shame, and a feeling of debt 

 
64 Douzou, Périlleuse, pp.13-14; ‘des acteurs mués en témoins’. 
65 Faire l’histoire de la Résistance, ed. by Laurent Douzou (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2010). 
66 Douzou, Périlleuse, p.85; ‘[u]n nouveau combat, contre l’oubli rampant, contre la banalisation graduelle, 
contre l’image d’une Résistance désincarné, s’engageait.’. 
67 Douzou, Périlleuse, p.85. 
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towards those who had died. This thesis similarly views articulations of fellow resisters’ 

deaths as important, and as manifestations of the rich emotional lives of resisters. 

 As with Douzou, this thesis centres the tension between the role of historical actor 

and historian. Douzou looked to this in terms of how the early histories of the resistance fit 

into the contemporary academic landscape. Resisters — Douzou stressed — feared that 

subsequent historians who had not participated would miss vital aspects of the resistance 

experience in their analysis. Indeed, while they collated materials about the resistance for 

the future, they believed that only they could properly understand them.68 Douzou 

examined the conflicts caused between this belief and historical tradition that appeared to 

be rational, scientific and after an extended amount time had passed. An example of this is 

the Sorbonne refusing to award a historical doctorate on the resistance until twenty years 

had passed.69 Despite this, the resister-led historical institution CHOLF produced the first 

francophone academic journal dedicated to the war, Cahiers d’histoire de la guerre, published in 

1949 and edited by resister-historian Henri Michel. This quickly became the long-running 

journal, Revue d’histoire de la deuxième guerre mondiale, which ran from 1950 until Michel’s death 

in 1986 and has been examined by Jacqueline Sainclivier and Dominique Veillon.70 While 

it focused on the war more broadly, it was also important for their focus on the resistance, 

with at least eight special issues dedicated solely to the topic. The first issue was 

characteristic of their approach of framing the resistance as simultaneously tragic and 

heroic and — as Sainclivier and Veillon noted — reflected the variety of different 

resistance ‘histories’ at the time, from personal testimonies to more academic studies.71 

Similarly, Henry Rousso commented that the early histories were not traditional academic 

 
68 Douzou, Périlleuse, pp.83-134. 
69 Douzou, Périlleuse, p.164. 
70 Jacqueline Sainclivier and Dominique Veillon, ‘L’histoire de la Résistance dans le travail du Comité 
d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale: la production éditoriale’, in Faire l’histoire de la Résistance, ed. by 
Douzou, pp.47-63. 
71 Sainclivier and Veillon, p.53. 
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texts, with the Occupation absent from school and university curricula until the Fifth 

Republic: it was not included in lycée examinations until 1962 or in teachers’ and civil 

servants’ examinations until 1970.72 As the next section will demonstrate, this tension was 

particularly important in the CHOLF project, which is the subject of Chapter Four of this 

thesis. 

1.2.2 The CHOLF 

The latter half of this thesis has particularly benefitted from the existing literature on the 

CHOLF, which was created in the autumn of 1944, and its successor, Comité d’histoire de 

la Deuxième Guerre Mondiale (CHDGM). These organisations have been commented 

upon briefly by scholars including Rousso, Pascal Ory and Richard J. Golsan, all of whom 

claim they produced a Gaullist account of resistance within their documents.73 Yet it is the 

scholarship of Douzou and Alexandra Steinlight that this thesis draws from in analysing the 

CHOLF project. Douzou examined the CHOLF as an initiative to prevent the 

disappearance of information on the resistance, using writings by those in charge, such as 

Édouard Perroy and his successor Henri Michel and internal bulletins to show how the 

CHOLF was envisioned, as well as reflecting on the methodology used. 

Similarly, the work of Alexandra Steinlight – in both her 2017 article and in her as 

yet unpublished doctoral thesis – examined the role of Henri Michel and the commission 

as creating historical documents. Unlike Douzou, Steinlight situated the CHOLF project 

within a broader process of archival practices and posited the archive as a contested space 

over the remembering — and forgetting — of France’s wartime past.74 Steinlight examined 

the impact of the Second World War on archival processes in France, and the rise of 

 
72 Rousso, The Vichy Syndrome, pp.260-268. 
73 See Rousso, The Vichy Syndrome; Richard J. Golsan, Vichy’s Afterlife: History and Counterhistory in Postwar France 
(London: University of Nebraska Press, 2000), p.11; Pascal, Ory, ‘Comme de l’an quarante: Dix années de 
“retro satanas”’, Le Débat, 16.9 (1981), 109-117 (110). 
74 See Alexandra Steinlight, ‘The Liberation of Paper: Destruction, Salvaging, and the Remaking of the 
Republican State’, French Historical Studies, 40.2 (April 2017), 291-318. 
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testimony accounts through CHOLF’s resistance project. Throughout, Steinlight focused 

on various figures involved in the collation of the archive, including Henri Michel and 

CHOLF regional interviewer Marcelle Appleton. Importantly for this thesis, Steinlight 

argued that these figures demonstrated an awareness of having lived through a historical 

moment — of the need to build the ‘future historical’ record — and the Vichy past, 

although the lived resistance experience lays outside the scope of her study.75 

Both Douzou and Steinlight’s scholarship has been particularly fruitful for this 

thesis by allowing me to contextualise the CHOLF and by emphasising that interviewers 

had a crucial role within this process. Indeed, Douzou cited Henri Michel describing the 

role of early historians of the resistance, who had to perform multiple roles: “to 

simultaneously be investigator, archivist, librarian and researcher”.76 Douzou and 

Steinlight examined the CHOLF project from the top-down as well as examining the 

periphery in the logistics of regional delegates roles. Yet the role of the interviewer for the 

central committee has been under-researched. This thesis therefore draws upon and 

develops the important research of Douzou and Steinlight by examining the role of the 

interviewer in the central commission. It builds upon Douzou’s work by exploring the 

tension inherent in their roles as both historical actors and interviewers and argues that 

their role demonstrates a tension at the heart of the CHOLF enquiry between experience 

and history. In examining the logistics of the CHOLF project, a gendered approach was 

perhaps inevitable, as women undertook the majority of the research. This thesis therefore 

enriches the existing scholarship and draws attention to figures involved in the CHOLF 

including Marie Granet, who is the subject of Chapter Five. 

 
75 Alexandra Steinlight, ‘Salvaging Paper, Capturing Experience: Constructing France’s Occupation 
Archives’ (unpublished doctoral dissertation, New York University, 2018), p.80. 
76 Douzou, Périlleuse, pp.164-5; “être à la fois enquêteur, archiviste, bibliothécaire et chercheur”. 
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1.3 The construction of historical knowledge 

The rich scholarship on the post-war construction of knowledge about the Holocaust has 

informed this thesis, in particular the literature on the Nuremberg trials. Donald Bloxham’s 

2001 monograph critiqued the supposedly “objective” nature of the Nuremberg trials, and 

how they were instead rooted in post-war politics, including the French focus on 

concentration camps where resisters had been held, such as Ravensbrück. While 

acknowledging that historical and judicial memory are not the same, Bloxham argued that, 

[t]he Nuremberg prosecutors effectively established themselves as historical 
authorities. In the extent of their concern with historical and moral “lessons” they 
arguably went beyond the traditional remit of their profession.77 

Ultimately, Bloxham argued that the Nuremberg trials produced knowledge that was 

incorrect and should not therefore have been used as historical sources. In contrast, in The 

Betrayal, Kim Christian Priemel claimed that — although they had flaws ‘some of them 

judicial, others historiographical’ — the Nuremberg trials were ultimately ‘a remarkable 

accomplishment’.78 By looking at the dynamics of the trial — focusing on the historical 

actors involved and contemporary discourses — Priemel provided a nuanced view in which 

knowledge creation was the subject for debate:  

These trials provide an arena in which history is not written by the victors alone 
but is the very subject of a contest over which version of events will be read into 
the judgement, with both sides hoping that the judicially prevailing view … will 
ultimately evolve into historical consensus.79 

Priemel’s approach to the creation of knowledge concluded that ‘historians need to 

appreciate the needs of the law rather than indulge in disappointment because of its 

frequent want of complexity’, as law and history are ultimately aiming to achieve different 

objectives.80 In doing so, Priemel moves beyond whether the knowledge was factually 

 
77 Donald Bloxham, Genocide on Trial: War Crimes Trials and the Formation of Holocaust History and Memory (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2001), p.222. 
78 Kim Christian Priemel, The Betrayal: The Nuremberg Trials and German Divergence (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2016), p.vi. 
79 Priemel, p.14. 
80 Primel, p.418. 
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accurate to how and why certain knowledge was formed. Similarly, my thesis does not 

approach resistance accounts with the aim of assessing their reliability and accuracy but 

instead looks at the dynamics through which they were produced.   

 My thesis draws from Priemel’s approach, which emphasised that histories of the trial 

were written by the participants, with ‘the historical protagonists eager to comment on 

each other’s reminiscences and reflections’.81 Indeed, my thesis brings the historical actors 

who wrote and helped form resistance accounts to the fore and explores how the discourses 

interacted with one another. It will not, however, focus on the process as one of 

constructing knowledge because the history of knowledge – which developed out of book 

history and science history to examine the spread of information – relies on an audience 

who ‘know’ the information that is produced.82 Many of the sources in this thesis had a 

limited spread in terms of an audience: clandestine newspapers were distributed secretly, 

while other publications within this thesis had a limited reach, which Douzou attributed to 

‘the confidentiality of the publishing houses and the limited means of distribution’ in the 

post-war period.83 Yet they are nevertheless important in terms of how the resisters 

understood and expressed their experiences in gendered terms and in the attempt to turn 

their subjective experiences into objective historical knowledge, even if this was not always 

successful. 

1.4 Situating my thesis theoretically 

1.4.1 Subjectivity 

As well as situating the documents that arose from the historicising imperative within 

scholarship on historical practices, this thesis acknowledges that these documents were 

 
81 Priemel, pp.16-17. 
82 See Peter Burke, What is the History of Knowledge? (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2016). 
83 Douzou, Périlleuse, p.90; ‘la confidentialité des maisons qui les éditèrent et de la pauvreté de leurs moyens de 
diffusion’. 
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rooted within the lived resistance experience. This thesis therefore borrows from 

scholarship that focuses on subjectivity and particularly the work of Michael Roper, as well 

as being informed by the ‘Historian’s I’ conference organised at the University of Essex in 

the summer of 2019 by Roper and Tracey Loughran. Roper’s 2005 article on emotion and 

subjectivity defines subjectivity ‘as a matter of personality formed through lived experience 

and the emotional responses to those experiences’.84 This thesis argues that men felt more 

comfortable showing their subjectivity and were keen to call on their personal experiences 

within their writings in the post-war world, while women were not. In order to distinguish 

the subjectivities of the women who wrote histories, then, it is necessary to understand the 

experiences that they had been through: Bernard Eric Jensen commented that, ‘[to] study 

human subjectivity requires autobiographical material’, which can then be used to 

decipher aspects of the lived experience from the writings of the subject.85 This thesis uses 

the concept of ‘subjectivity’ to unpick the aspects of lived resistance experience that 

informed and helped develop historical writings on the resistance, particularly those written 

by women. 

 Roper’s work on letters in the First World War illuminated ways of reading sources 

to unpick subjectivities even when the author of a text marginalised their subject position 

while writing. By using the example of Louisa Hooper’s transcription of her son Arnold’s 

letters for her other son, Kenneth, who was a Prisoner of War, Roper demonstrated 

Louisa’s construction of her subject position as a loving mother, and outlined how she was 

present within this process and in the letters despite not being the author herself.86 Roper’s 

method of paying attention to the physicality of the sources as well as what is written has 

 
84 Michael Roper, ‘Slipping out of View: Subjectivity and Emotion in Gender History’, History Workshop 
Journal, 59 (Spring 2005), 57-72 (65). 
85 Bernard Eric Jensen ‘Exploring Human Subjectivity: Barbara Taylor’s Autobiographies’, Life Writing, 16.4 
(2019), 601-615, (603). 
86 Michael Roper, The Secret Battle: Emotional Survival in the Great War (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 2009), p.102. 
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been particularly useful in offering a way to approach the CHOLF testimonies in 

particular, as Roper was able to unpick Hooper’s subject position in the choices of what she 

decided to transcribe, although she did not write about herself. Similarly, this thesis 

distinguishes the subjectivities of the interviewer in the CHOLF testimonies through 

examining what they chose to transcribe from their conversations, and where they chose to 

put the emphasis.  

As Roper’s work on the many different writings of Second Lieutenant Lyndall 

Urwick demonstrated, accounts of wartime activity vary over time, according to the 

audience of the specific testimony, as well as the aims of teller in communicating their 

accounts. Roper showed how this ‘re-remembering’ was both consciously and 

unconsciously formed by the circumstances of Urwick’s life including the ageing process, as 

well as broader cultural discourses around war including the Vietnam war.87 Although not 

adopting Roper’s psychoanalytic approach, this thesis acknowledges that resisters’ 

articulations of their memories were — whether consciously or unconsciously — re-framed 

according to the circumstances and that they developed in according to the genre being 

used.  

 

1.5 Methodology 

My thesis began as a study of masculinity in the French resistance because of the seeming 

omnipresence of male resisters within the discourses of 1940 to 1970, and the fact that men 

were the primary historical object in most of the published and testimonial sources that this 

thesis examines. Throughout my research, however, I realised that women were frequently 

present, albeit on the periphery: they wrote for their own clandestine presses, wrote early 

 
87 Michael Roper, ‘Re-Remembering the Soldier Hero: the Psychic and Social Construction of Memory in 
Personal Narratives of the Great War’, History Workshop Journal, 50.2 (2000), 181-201. 
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histories of resistance, conducted the majority of the CHOLF interviews and amassed their 

own archives. This methodology section outlines how the boundaries of my thesis changed 

and developed in response to the sources I examined, including how some of the archives I 

consulted became extraneous as my research questions crystalised. It therefore begins by 

tracing my path through the archives before concluding with the research questions that 

this thesis addresses. It particularly emphasises the importance of the 72AJ collection from 

the Archives Nationales, which are the primary source base for the second half of the 

thesis, to the intellectual development of the thesis as a whole and in enabling me to review 

my prior assumptions. It concludes by outlining the research questions that developed over 

the course of researching this thesis and that this thesis answers. 

1.5.1 The Clandestine Press 

As previously stated, this thesis has been greatly influenced by Kedward’s work on the 

maquis, in which he emphasised the importance of the clandestine press to resistance 

histories. I therefore began with the resistance press to examine what martial legacies were 

invoked in the formation of a mythologised image of the resistance and how these 

masculinist images of the resistance were formed during the Occupation itself. As few 

publications on the resistance focus on masculinity, I aimed to draw upon my broader 

reading to inform this work. In particular, I planned to draw upon Joseph Clarke’s analysis 

of the Revolutionary Recueil des Actions Héroïques’ creation in the 1790s of a heroic martial 

masculinity through reporting the feats of fallen soldiers in my analysis of how resisters 

reconciled the risk of being killed while paying homage to the dead and recruiting others to 

their cause. Similarly, Michael J. Hughes’ work on Napoleonic propaganda was influential 

in my research design. Although Hughes’ focus was on masculinity and male-dominated 

spaces, his comments about the importance of women and shame in encouraging men to 
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perform traditionally ‘masculine’ behaviours inspired my decision to examine women’s 

publications in the clandestine press.88 

 In making my selection of the Resistance press, I used Paul and Renée Roux-

Fouillet’s Catalogue des périodiques clandestins diffusés en France de 1939 à 1945, published in 1954 

by the BnF. The catalogue is vast, listing details of over a thousand titles and it contains not 

only the basic information on journals, but also a physical description, the names of those 

involved, the political affiliation of the papers and locations of printers where this 

information has been available. The editors acknowledged the limitations of the catalogue 

and concluded their introduction with a request to inform them if information was 

incorrect or missing.  Although not exhaustive, the catalogue was a vital resource in 

identifying crucial information about the resistance press. 89Practical considerations in what 

papers have survived are unavoidable, both in the catalogue and in the selection process. 

The risks involved in producing, circulating and possessing resistance journals mean that it 

was dangerous to store them, so many were destroyed, while others may have been lost or 

misplaced. 

I wanted to systematically read each issue of my selected titles, noting down 

whether they contained reference to the key themes I wanted to address within my thesis to 

get a deep insight into the sources for my analysis. I chose a small, carefully selected, 

number of clandestine titles that would allow me to do this, which was largely based upon 

the availability of other accounts – memoirs, histories, and testimonies – written by or 

about the authors of those publications. My focus therefore remained on large journals, as 

they were more likely to have testimonies in the 72AJ collection at the Archives Nationales, 

as well as having produced other written accounts. I chose to use Combat, Défense de la France 

 
88 Michael J. Hughes, ‘Making Frenchmen into Warriors: Martial Masculinity’ in French Masculinities: History, 
Culture and Politics ed. by Christopher E. Forth and Bertrand Taithe (Basingstoke: Palgrave MacMillan, 2007) 
pp. 51-66 
89 Renée Roux-Fouillet and Paul Roux-Fouillet, Catalogue des périodiques clandestins diffusés en France de 1939 à 
1945 (Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1954). 
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and Libération-Sud. I wanted to ensure that my sample of the press contained Communist 

accounts, and I therefore decided to examine France d’Abord, which had a corresponding 

women’s journal. In addition to the mainstream and the Communist press I read as many 

women's publications as possible.  

As I had such a large source base, I put together a spreadsheet to record my 

findings and to log the relevant data for my chapter. The headings can be broadly split into 

five categories. The first is logistical information (name of paper; date; information about 

the journal); the second is related to the armed forces (attitude to the defeat; the status of 

the war; affiliation to the FFI or the FTP; reference to war veterans; prisoners of war and 

deportees; conduct of war and violence; enlistment; preparations for war); the third was 

categories of people involved in resistance (women; doctors; youths; workers; transnational 

resistances); the fourth relates to France as a whole (legacies invoked; the vision of France); 

the fifth can be categorised as emotive topics (what does resistance mean to you?; first-hand 

accounts; martyrdom; attitude to the enemy; collaborationists). However, in practical 

terms, these would often overlap. Rather than trying to fit the press into discreet categories 

I put the information into all categories that it fit into. The levée en masse cited in October 

1942’s edition of France d’Abord, for example, was placed in various categories, including 

legacies, the role of women, youths, and enlistment; meanwhile references to the poilu 

would be categorised within reference to war veterans and legacies. The categories reflect 

my primary focus on martial masculinity at the time of conducting the research for the first 

chapter, while also demonstrating my interest in areas that lay outside the scope of male, 

military resistance. 

 Reading through each issue of the clandestine presses and conducting research on 

the participants meant I became familiar with the tone of each journal and was able to see 

common refrains as well as contradictions within their writing. It also made me 

instinctively move from looking at the press as merely public-facing representations to a 

more sympathetic approach as also expressions of subjective experience. This methodology 
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allowed me to pick up on the shift in attitude in Défense de la France’s towards violence 

between their articles on 20 October 1943 and that on 15 December 1943. When I later 

reviewed the spreadsheet I had created and sorted the notes in date order I was able to see 

that a copy of Libération-Sud had been published in the time between these articles that 

defended resistance violence as necessary. This methodology therefore allowed me to see 

the development of discourses both within clandestine journals and across the resistance 

press, which is a feature of my analysis in Chapter Two. 

1.5.2 National Archives 

My thesis initially focused on the maquis and to explore the relationship between the 

resistance and the British Special Operations Executive – who parachuted agents, funds, 

and weapons to the maquis in France – I visited the National Archives in Kew Gardens. 

While there I consulted the following files: 

• HS 6/389 
• HS 6/597 
• HS 6/373 
• HS 6/374 
• HS 7/126 
• WO 219/5091 
• PREM 3/185/1 

Although interesting, I found that these documents – coming from the perspective of the 

SOE – did not provide the focus on resistance subjectivity and first-hand experience that I 

wanted to write about in my thesis. 

1.5.3 Fonds Robert Aron 

I consulted Robert Aron’s archive at the Bibliothèque de Documentation Internationale 

Contemporaine (now La Contemporaine) in the autumn of 2017. The collection, held as 

“Fonds Robert Aron. F Delta 1832. BDIC”, contains 40 boxes of documents. I used the 

2004 course catalogue written by Grégory Cingal to locate the boxes that reflected my 
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interest in the resistance. As I was interested in what constituted resistance, I used Robert 

Aron’s broader interpretation, which saw the Vichy government and its officials as the 

‘shield’ to de Gaulle’s ‘sword’ against the Nazi regime. This has been thoroughly de-

bunked by historians, most notably Robert Paxton in his 1972 pioneering study Old Guard, 

New Order.90 However, Aron believed these were — in their own way — resistance 

narratives, and to understand his framework I needed to firstly look within it. 

Due to my interest in the maquis and themes of legitimacy (including what counted 

as ‘resistance’) and violence, I examined documents on the purges (F Delta 1832/1/1-9) to 

locate files of those dubbed faux maquisards after the occupation. While I examined all of 

these, I was most interested in the files of Hilaire (F Delta 1832/1/8) and Le Coz (F Delta 

1832/1/9). Many of Aron’s files were documents relating to the Vichy regime. However, 

the records of the 137 interviews undertaken by Aron over the course of his research on the 

purges, from 1955 to 1963 (F Delta 1832/30-2) were particularly useful. There were many 

interviews and I often had to read through to determine whether their testimony was 

relevant. Aron’s interviews were not written in a question-and-answer format, but instead 

transcribed records of conversations that had been mediated by Aron. 

I had been unable to locate any personal documents related to Aron, yet I was wary 

of using the documents because their content demonstrated his visible anti-Communism. 

This anti-Communism threaded through Aron’s testimonies – even when the interview was 

with a Communist such as Pierre Hervé –highlighted the importance of the interviewer in 

framing mediated testimonies. The chapter written by Hugo Frey and Stefan Jordan 

comparing Robert Aron and Friedrich Meinecke’s post-war histories furnished me with 

context and established Aron’s wartime record. Aron had been a victim of Vichy’s anti-

Semitic laws and escaped Mérignac concentration camp to live in Algiers, yet he had an 

ambivalent relationship to the resistance and had been involved in right-wing politics in the 

 
90 Paxton. 
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inter-war years.91 Given my interest in subjectivity and my reticence about Aron’s politics, I 

decided not to use Aron’s testimonies as I did not want to have resisters’ words mediated 

through the words of a non-resister with anti-Communist views. While I did not use Aron’s 

testimonies within my thesis, they greatly informed my later approach to the CHOLF 

testimonies by allowing me to consider the tangled subjectivities of mediated testimonies 

that I would bring to bear on the 72AJ collection.  

1.5.4 Liberation-era press 

I had initially intended my third chapter to feature an in-depth analysis of how the 

discourses of the resistance came to fruit at the Liberation using Combat and Défense de la 

France (which became France-soir from 8 November 1944) as case-studies. As these papers 

had expanded at the Liberation in both length and frequency, I changed my methodology 

to reflect this. I read every issue until mid-September 1944 to capture the initial period of 

liberation in Paris and then every other issue, although I often skimmed to check for 

features of interest. I read more extensively around key dates (11 November; 6 June; 18 

June; 14 July). 

I found frequent claims to authority based in resistance activity throughout the 

formerly clandestine press, although references to the resistance itself became increasingly 

rare. By the anniversary of the liberation of Paris, testimonies of resisters were being cut in 

favour of news articles: on 21 August 1945, France-Soir published a testimony of that day in 

1944 by Guy Mounercau and informed the reader that they would continue his testimony 

the following day. Yet on 22 August 1945, they did not publish the article; nor the 

following day, or the day after that. It seemed that the resistance was becoming less 

relevant, even within newspapers founded in clandestinity. Furthermore, the conflation 

 
91 Hugo Frey and S. Jordan, ‘Inside-out: the purposes of form in Friedrich Meinecke's and Robert Aron's 
explanations of national disaster’ in Nationalizing the Past: Historians as Nation Builders in Modern Europe 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), pp.284-5. 
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between the resistance and the armed forces within the rhetoric meant it was often difficult 

– if not impossible – to establish whether references were to the army or the resistance. 

While this research allowed me to contextualise resistance writings that I use in Chapter 

Three, the Liberation-era press was unable to address my key research interests of 

subjectivity, gender and history.  

 To locate relevant liberation-era historical writings on the resistance at the 

Liberation, I used Henri Michel’s 1964 Bibliographie Critique de la Résistance, which was an 

extensive guide to the many publications on the resistance from 1940 onwards. This book 

alerted me to the existence of many publications written by those who had been involved in 

the clandestine presses I had examined for Chapter Two. Philippe Viannay, who had 

published extensively under the pseudonym Indomitus in Défense de la France, re-printed 

some of these articles alongside an essay in Nous sommes les rebelles; Communist Pierre 

Hervé’s personal essay La Libération Trahie reflected upon the liberation and its aftermath 

and therefore commented upon the resistance experience; Lucie Aubrac, Libération-Sud 

co-founder, leftist and supposed communist sympathiser wrote a history of the resistance, 

La Résistance: Naissance et Organisation, in 1945. I had not initially planned to include Guillain 

de Bénouville’s memoir, Le Sacrifice du Matin (1946). However, in researching publications 

on the resistance more broadly, I found André Girard’s scathing response – Peut-on dire la 

verité sur la Résistance? (1947) – at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BnF). This 

publication demonstrated the competing truth claims about subjectivity and authenticity 

made within the publishing landscape of Liberation France and the emotional stakes with 

which they were imbued. I therefore decided to include both de Bénouville’s memoir and 

Girard’s response, as they showed the discourses involved in the foundational resistance 

knowledge that had been created at the Liberation by resisters themselves. 

From examining Michel’s Bibliographie, I was aware there were many writings of 

regional resisters, and I used Michel’s book to locate ones to sample at the BnF. These are 

regional chef of the Armée Secrète in Bordeaux Henri Adeline’s La Libération du Sud-Ouest: 
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Bordeaux - Royan - La Rochelle: Août 1944 - Mai 1945 (1947); founder of the movement 

Lorraine Nicolas Hobam’s 1946 Quatre années de lutte clandestine en Lorraine: historique du 

Mouvement Lorraine (1946); and Résistance et Maquis FFI: Aigoual-Cévennes (1946), written by 

René Rascalon, who was one of the founders of the maquis in the south of France.  

1.5.5 72AJ archive 

Having conducted a literature review on the resistance, I found that many scholars had 

referenced the 72AJ archive, which are the files collected by the Commission d’histoire de 

l’occupation et de la Libération de la France and the Comité d’histoire de la guerre and 

their later iteration, the Comité d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre Mondiale. This archive 

contains a huge number of documents, including the CHOLF and CHDGM bulletins, 

expenses reports, letters relating to the CHOLF project, as well as transcriptions of the 

interviews conducted and archives for various movements. In scoping out the archive, I 

consulted many of these files. The CHOLF and CHDGM bulletins and the notes of 

meetings from 1944 (all 72AJ/26) were all helpful in enabling me to understand the scope 

of the project, who was involved within the steering committees and how the projects were 

conceptualised by those in positions of authority. Additionally, I consulted the documents 

held in Henri Michel’s file within the archive (72AJ/1937-8), although these were of 

limited interest as they were generally manuscripts or thank you letters from resisters. 

These documents have been used extensively and to great effect by Laurent Douzou in 

analysing the top-down logistics of the CHOLF project. However, the files contained little 

information about how they worked in practice, excepting the transcription from the 

meeting of regional delegates (72AJ/26), who fed back their experiences to the CHOLF 

steering committee.92 

 
92 AN 72AJ/26, Congrès des correspondants, 21/6/1949 
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The 72AJ testimonies were not transcribed directly, but instead paraphrased by the 

interviewer who was a CHOLF representative, which very few scholars who reference the 

testimonies comment upon. In the introduction to his 2015 monograph, Fighters in the 

Shadows, Robert Gildea is one of the few to comment upon the fact they were paraphrased 

by the interviewer. However, this was not a factor in his analysis, as throughout Gildea 

used the 72AJ series as though they were unmediated documents.93 

 To analyse the collection I have therefore drawn on wider literature from other 

oral history scholars, as the 72AJ series – as the Fonds Robert Aron suggested – was typical 

of early oral histories. The Federal Writers’ Ex-Slave Project in America, for example, 

employed the same techniques.94 As with the 72AJ series, these testimonies were part of a 

government project to record an important part of the national historical narrative — in 

this instance, ‘the history of slavery as well as African American folk culture’.95 However, as 

Catherine A. Stewart’s work demonstrates, these can be read against the grain to examine 

how the interviewers and the interviewees created ‘their own narratives about the legacy of 

slavery and African Americans’ past, present, and future as citizens of the nation’.96 This 

thesis borrows from Stewart’s treatment of oral testimonies in my thesis, critiquing the 

traditional handling of testimonies and suggesting a new way to read them. Because this 

thesis uses mediated testimonies, it is not always possible to give precise details about the 

circumstances of the interview, including the relationship between interviewee and 

interviewer or about non-verbal cues.97 However, this thesis pays close attention to the 

notes on the interviewee in conjunction with the role of the interviewer and the stated aims 

and objectives of the CHOLF. 

 
93 Gildea, Fighters, pp.9-12; see example of how Gildea used Henri Frenay’s testimony, p.38. 
94 See Catherine A. Stewart, Long Past Slavery: Representing Race in the Federal Writers’ Project (Arno: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2017). 
95 Stewart, p.1. 
96 Stewart, p.10. 
97 See Paul Thompson and Joanna Bornat, The Voice of the Past: Oral History, 4th ed. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2017); Michael Roper, ‘Analysing the Analysed: Transference and Counter-Transference in 
the Oral History Encounter’, Oral History, 31.2 (2003), 20-32. 
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When I began to tentatively explore the 72AJ catalogue’s extensive list of 

interviews, I found that women had conducted many of these interviews, and yet they did 

not seem to be particularly present within the 72AJ archive beyond this. It was these 

testimonies collected by the CHOLF representatives that made me realise women could be 

simultaneously marginal and central to the historicisation of the resistance. This surprised 

me and made me re-evaluate my assumptions. Although I knew that the resistance 

discourses focused on men, it had not occurred to me that women had been actively 

involved in this process; I had assumed that they had been silent. I therefore decided to 

conduct statistical analysis to test my hypothesis that women had conducted most of the 

interviews. As with the clandestine press, I began a spreadsheet to log my results. The 

headings were more streamlined than my previous spreadsheet as I was focused on what I 

wanted to demonstrate. They contained information on the interviewee (name; gender; 

movement), the interviewer (name; gender) and the interviews themselves (interview date; 

the number of interviews; pages), as well as space for ‘other information’. These categories 

ensured I was able to systematically work through the 1076 72AJ interviews, enabling me 

to conduct the statistical analysis that forms the basis of many of my claims in Chapter 

Four. Leaving a column for observance of ‘other information’ column meant I was able to 

note anything of interest, including corresponding letters and testimonies that would be of 

particular interest for the qualitative analysis also found within Chapter Four.  

1.5.6 Examining the interviewers 

Combining an analysis that merged the articles outlining the CHOLF project by the 

CHOLF leadership, information on the interviewer and a sample of the testimonies 

themselves brought the contradictions within the CHOLF project to the fore. The position 

of the interviewer was the focal point of these tensions. They were to draw on their subject 

position as a resister to encourage their clandestine contacts to be interviewees, thus 

facilitating the interview process and generating trust so that interviewees felt able to 
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discuss their emotionally charged clandestine experiences. Yet they also had to be objective 

in their role as interviewer, methodical in their aim of constructing knowledge and 

analytical in distinguishing the veracity of the testimonies they had collated. Managing 

these competing demands put interviewers in an impossible position, but they nevertheless 

persevered. 

 The testimonies collated and have been used by many scholars, including Olivier 

Wieviorka, Valerie Deacon, and Robert Gildea.98 Until the scholarship of Douzou et al 

that highlighted the process of collating the 72AJ archive, few spoke directly about the 

nature of the 72AJ collection.99 While the recent work of Gildea acknowledged the process 

of collating the sources, when he uses the testimonies, he does not acknowledge that he is 

citing a paraphrased interview or who conducted the interview.100 This is typical of much 

of the existing scholarship.101  

There was little information available about many of the interviewers in the 72AJ 

collection. I briefly consulted the CHOLF files of Yvette Gouineau, Odette Merlat and 

Édouard Perroy (72AJ/1909-72AJ/1913), but these were largely resistance documents and 

testimonies that were available within the broader 72AJ series, rather than information 

about the interviewer themselves. As I had decided to focus on the central commission, I 

chose to disregard the letters to regional interviewer Marcelle Appleton (72AJ/1911) that 

 
98 Wieviorka, The French Resistance; Gildea, Fighters; Deacon, Far-Right.. 
99 Notable exceptions include Kedward, In Search of the Maquis, pp.90-91, and Margaret Collins Weitz, Sisters in 
the Resistance: How Women Fought to Free France: 1940-1945 (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1995). 
100 Gildea, Fighters. See, for example, footnote 16, p.34. 
101 See for examples Johanna Barasz, ‘Un Vichyste En Résistance, Le Général de La Laurencie’, Vingtième Siècle. 
Revue d’histoire, 94 (2007), 167–81; François Boulet, ‘Les Protestants Français Dans l’entourage Du Général de Gaulle 
(1940-1945)’, Bulletin de La Société de l’Histoire Du Protestantisme Français (1903-2015), 157 (2011), 187–229; Alan 
Clinton, Jean Moulin, 1899-1943: The French Resistance and the Republic (Gordonsville: Palgrave MacMillan, 
2001); Matthew Cobb, Eleven Days in August: The Liberation of Paris in 1944 (London: Simon & Schuster UK 
Ltd, 2013); Kim Munholland, “The New Caledonian Rally to the Free French” in Rock of Contention: Free 
French and Americans at War in New Caledonia, 1940-1945 (Berghahn Books, 2005), pp.33-60; Kim Munholland, 
“Roosevelt and de Gaulle: Conflicting Visions of a Postwar World Order” in Rock of Contention: Free French and 
Americans at War in New Caledonia, 1940-1945 (Berghahn Books, 2005), pp. 173–195. 
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have been used by Douzou et al. Similarly, Yvette Gouineau’s files (72AJ/1913) were 

outside the scope of my study as they primarily focused on the Free French.  

1.5.7 Tracing Marie Granet 

While conducting my statistical analysis of the 72AJ collection testimonies, I found that 

Marie Granet had conducted 24% of the interviews, which was a greater percentage than 

any other interviewer by some margin: Jeanne Patrimonio was the next most plentiful 

interviewer, having conducted 15% of the interviews, while Odette Merlat conducted 12%. 

Although Granet had not been prominent in the documents about the conceptualisation of 

the archive or in the files of the steering committee, it became clear that she was 

nevertheless a key figure in the production of the testimony sources that make up the 72AJ 

collection. Granet’s relative absence in the documents that illuminated the top-down 

workings of the CHOLF project therefore explains her absence within the important work 

on the Commission by scholars such as Laurent Douzou. Not only this, but the nature of 

the interview process meant that Granet was not the object of the 72AJ testimonies that she 

collated, which explains how she was both present and absent in the scholarship of the 

resistance. 

As I had established the importance of Granet within the CHOLF project, I 

examined the content of her personal archive (397AP/1-14) at the Archives Nationales in 

the autumn of 2018. The documents are categorised into files that focus on her scholarly 

works, including testimonies, manuscripts, and correspondence. Because of the nature of 

collaborative working, the files on Combat: d’histoire d’une mouvement (397AP/1-2), which 

Granet co-authored with Henri Michel, held more correspondence than other files. In 

addition to correspondence with Michel, it also contained correspondence with Henri 

Frenay, whom Granet and Michel consulted with about the project. This allowed me to 

understand the process of history-writing and allowed an insight into the often-fraught 

relationship between Granet and Michel, as well as the role Frenay played in enabling 
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access to his movement. In addition to this, Granet’s private archive contained a copy of 

her unpublished manuscript entitled ‘Le rôle des femmes dans la Resistance’, which 

provided fruitful evidence for examining gender, history, and subjectivity within the fifth 

chapter of this thesis. 

The 397AP collection provided rich evidence of Granet’s scholarship, although 

information about Granet herself only emerged sporadically and through material 

fragments, which I then followed up: Le Maîtron’s dictionary entry about Granet would not 

be published until 12 December 2018, and little information was available about Granet 

before then.102 Envelopes addressed to ‘Madame Marcel Granet’ provided me with both 

her home address and the name of her husband, who was a noted sinologist.103 Through 

information available on Marcel traced through his obituaries, I found that he and Granet 

had married in 1919 and that she had been widowed in the autumn of 1940. I found that 

their ashes had been interred in the columbarium of Père Lachaise cemetery in Paris and 

visiting meant I was able to establish that Granet lived from 1892 to 1990. Searching the 

Archives Nationales catalogue for Marcel revealed personal letters from the Granet family 

to Ignace Meyerson between 1925 and 1953 (Archives Nationales; 19920046/52). These 

letters included letters from Marie and Marcel’s son, Jacques, which contextualised 

Granet’s notes in the 397AP collection written on the paper of ‘Docteur Jacques Granet’. 

This information also illuminated aspects of Granet’s interviews: she had interviewed 

Jacques at their home, “Villa Granet”, in 1946. Yet it also demonstrated the sometimes-

fraught relationship between mother and son, and that in 1959 he and his wife had left the 

family home to live in Paris.104 As well as her relationship with her son, the Meyerson 

 
102 Jacques Girault, ‘GRANET Marie [née TERRIEN Marie, Josèphe]’, <http://maitron-en-ligne.univ-
paris1.fr/spip.php?article209546> [accessed 13 January 2020]. 
103 See, for example, AN 397AP/1, Letter to Marie Granet from Gaston Charnay, 28/3/1955. 
104 AN 521/AP/52 Fonds Ignace Meyerson, 19920046/52, Jacques Granet, 13 October 1959. 
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letters also allowed me to piece together their experience of the exode and Granet’s post-war 

political leanings. 

Looking for information on the house, alongside Marcel’s name, led me to the 

blueprints of “Villa Granet” and information about the architect, Pol Abraham, in the 

Centre Pompidou online archive.105 Following up information on Marcel also led me to 

Michel Sciama’s memoir, which offered information about Marie’s political leanings in the 

inter-war years, as well as her relationship with the Jewish Sciama family under the 

Occupation, including that she sheltered Sciama and his father.106 

Few traces had been left of Granet’s resistance activity. Although this was 

something I had inferred – resistance activity was a pre-requisite for being a CHOLF 

interviewer – I did not have much other information. Within Granet’s private archive 

(397AP), her resistance activity was confirmed only in small traces in others’ letters: Frenay 

established that both Granet and Michel had been ‘authentiques résistants’, while a letter 

from Défense de la France member William Lapierre addressed her as ‘chère camarade de 

DF’, suggesting that she had also been a member of that movement.107 This was later 

confirmed in Granet’s her own words through her correspondence with Margaret L 

Rossiter, held at the University of Michigan archives, which they kindly sent to me. 

Examining Granet’s multiple subjectivities – woman, mother, resister, interviewer, and 

historian – allowed me to explore the complexities of women’s lives in post-war France, 

and to address the impact of the testimonies she collected as they became histories. 

 
105 Centre Pompidou, AM 2007-2-825. Villa, Propriété de M. Granet, Sceaux, Hauts-de-Seine, Ille-de-
France. 
106 Michel Sciama, Impasse de l’Étoile: Conversation (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2008). 
107 AN 397AP/1, 3/2/1954 Letter from Henri Frenay to resistance colleagues. 
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1.5.8 Reviewing my previous research. 

This change in focus made me review my previous work. Having produced a methodical 

spreadsheet of the clandestine newspapers that included the role of women meant that it 

was relatively simple to review the clandestine press with these considerations in mind. 

Men and women alike expected and embraced the traditional gender roles of men as 

soldiers (and thus historical agents) and women as supporting from the margins. However, 

they did so with different approaches to their own experiences. Men were keen to 

foreground their subject position and speak about their clandestine experiences, while 

women chose not to speak about their resistance explicitly. 

I also reviewed my analysis of Liberation-era publications with this in mind. I had 

previously examined Aubrac’s history, but I located Elisabeth Terrenoire’s Les femmes dans 

la Résistance: Combattantes sans Uniforme (1946) after this change. I had previously noted it as 

of interest, but my shift in thinking gave it a renewed importance. I was unable to find 

much information about journalist Terrenoire’s specific resistance, but her husband had 

worked alongside Aubrac in Libération-Sud and my interest in gender dynamics, 

discourses and subjectivities meant that it was important to be to examine her history. 

Examining the histories of Lucie Aubrac and Elisabeth Terrenoire made me reconsider the 

place of women as historical agents within these discourses as although both marginalised 

their own subject positions, they nevertheless argued that women had played a crucial role 

within the resistance. By paying particular attention to the language they used, in 

conjunction with information about their wartime experiences, I determined their 

subjectivity within these historical writings and realised that although not claiming 

authority through experience they nevertheless drew on their experience within these. I 

found that in Liberation-era discourses, men spoke with authority about their wartime 

experience and – even when writing histories – invoked their resistance credentials to 
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imbue themselves with authority, while women approached their subjectivity as a problem 

that needed to be overcome, thus placing themselves on the margins once more. 

1.5.9 Research questions 

The overarching research question that has emerged from both the existing literature and 

my examination of the sources detailed above is: what is the role of gender within the 

historicisation of the French resistance? This question can be further broken down into the 

content of the histories being written – who was seen as a historical agent worthy of being 

recorded in history? – and in the authors of these histories – who did the recording and 

writing of resistance histories? It is through these questions that a picture of gendered 

subjectivities within resistance histories appears. In particular, this question highlights the 

hitherto under examined role of women within the writing of resistance histories and 

demonstrates that historical writing and research provided a way for women to speak about 

the resistance. 

The second research question that this thesis addresses regards the temporality of 

this historicisation: how did resistance histories change over time? This question is 

explored, in part, through the structure of the thesis, which is chronological. Part One 

examines 1940-1947, while Part Two focuses on 1944-1970s. Tracing discourses from 

1940s to the 1970s allows the thesis to analyse how resistance accounts and histories 

developed over time, and how they reflected the changing gender dynamics from 1940 – 

when French women were not able to vote – to the 1970s – with feminism widespread 

within France. Fundamentally, the thesis demonstrates that despite changes in the content 

of resistance histories over time, women were to the formation of the gendered narratives 

of resistance from the very beginning. 

Finally, this thesis addresses modes of retelling: how did the genre used change the 

content of the resistance account? By examining the genres of clandestine newspapers, 
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memoirs, histories and testimonies, this thesis explores the role of gender in the choice of 

genre and the placement of the subject position within it. It demonstrates that – while men 

and women alike wrote clandestine newspapers – after the Liberation, women were more 

likely to use a genre that did not focus on the self, favouring histories, while men used a 

range of genres that allowed them to centre their own subject position. It also argues that 

the perceived audience impacted how resisters articulated and used accounts of resistance. 

1.6 Thesis structure 

1.6.1 Part One 

This thesis is split into two halves. Part One of this thesis examines the development of 

gendered resistance narratives under the Occupation and at the Liberation and 

demonstrates women’s reticence to write about their own resistance experience. It argues 

that women marginalised their own experience in favour of writing about others, and while 

men were often the subject of this historical narrative, they nevertheless recognised 

women’s resistance as crucial to the war effort. In doing so, it demonstrates both the 

gendered content of resistance histories and the gendered dynamics that formed them.  

Chapter Two examines the clandestine journals Combat, Défense de la France, France 

d’Abord and Libération-Sud, alongside a selection of the women’s press including Femmes 

Françaises and La Voix des femmes. It argues that the desire to historicise the resistance 

articulated within the press manifested in the legacies invoked that centred military 

masculinity, with men of the resistance framed as heirs to the revolution and the First 

World War’s foot soldier, the poilu. While male resisters were framed and understood as 

historical agents, women were presented as auxiliary, and thus marginal, even within their 

own journals, attesting to the traditional views on gender held by many within the 

resistance. It argues that the representation of male resisters as soldiers informed how 

resisters’ deaths were expressed, while the topic of violence was negotiated between the 
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movements. Chapter Two demonstrates that the resistance press emphasised the role of the 

resistance within the future of France and argues that they had demonstrated their ability 

to lead, although this was limited to men. However, by invoking a gendered memorial 

culture in which women adopted traditional roles of mourning the war dead and 

transmitting their memory, women were placed as guardians of resistance memory.  

Through this analysis, this chapter introduces several of the key figures of the thesis 

such as right-wing career officer and Combat founder Henri Frenay; Philippe Viannay, co-

founder of Défense de la France — alongside his wife Hélène — from a conservative Catholic 

bourgeois family; schoolteacher Lucie Aubrac, who helped found and led Libération-Sud 

alongside her husband Raymond; and Pierre Hervé, who had to hide his communism so he 

could join Libération-Sud. 

The third chapter acts as a stepping-stone from the first part of the thesis to the 

second. The historicising imperative articulated under the Occupation and demonstrated 

in Chapter One came into force at the Liberation, with a cacophony of resisters’ voices 

dominating the publications about the resistance. Chapter Three argues that the rhetoric 

that placed male resisters as worthy of leading France and as an army came to fruit at the 

Liberation, with the resistance used for political ends. It demonstrates that resisters’ 

clandestine experiences and their position at the Liberation informed their post-war 

writings, although this was articulated differently by men and women. Through an analysis 

of a range of genres — personal essays, memoirs, and histories – it argues that while men 

often embodied their subject position as resisters to imbue them with authority, women 

used the genre of history to interject in political discourses while marginalising their subject 

position. As such, it demonstrates women’s early engagement within resistance scholarship. 

1.6.2 Part Two 

Part Two uses this argument as a basis to demonstrate how the work of the historical 

commission, the Commission d’Histoire de l’Occupation et de la Libération de la France, 
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reproduced the gendered dynamics of the resistance in which men were seen as historical 

agents and women as guardians of resistance memory. Ultimately, it demonstrates how the 

gendered narratives articulated in Part One became codified in the historical record 

through the 72AJ series and the crucial role women played within this process. 

The fourth chapter examines the gendered nature of the CHOLF’s post-war enquiry 

on the resistance through statistical analysis of the testimonies they collected. This analysis 

reveals that – although men were in charge and most of the interviewees were men – 

women conducted two-thirds of the interviews. It therefore argues that the post-war project 

of the CHOLF provided a place for professional women to use the skills gained in the 

workplace to assert agency in their oral history project. The testimonies are introduced as a 

new genre and this chapter argues that their mediation by the interviewer means the 72AJ 

series need to be understood as a product of the complex interactions of the CHOLF 

process. Examining this project brings to the fore the tensions between subjectivity and 

objectivity in the historicisation of the resistance. Although the subject positions of the 

interviewers as resisters was central in accessing interviewees through their clandestine 

networks, it nevertheless posed a problem in attempting to produce objective histories.  

 Because of the nature of the interview process, the interviewer — who had been in 

the resistance themselves — was vital as the mediator of the testimonies. Chapter Five 

focuses on the most prolific interviewer, Marie Granet (1892-1990), as a case study to 

explore the role of the (female) interviewer within the historicisation of the resistance. It 

demonstrates that professional women such as Granet were able to negotiate their position 

in the post-war world by accepting their marginality and using it to their advantage within 

the male-dominated world of resistance history. Chapter Five builds upon the conclusions 

from Chapter Three, which argued that women asserted their agency through historical 

writing by tracing Granet’s agency throughout the process of researching and writing 

histories. It concludes with an analysis of Granet’s unpublished manuscript ‘Le rôle des 
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femmes dans la Résistance’ (c.1976) and argues that her subjective experience of resistance 

and as an interviewer are crucial in understanding her manuscript.  
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Chapter 2 ‘The historian will say, later…’: 

Historicising the present in the clandestine 

press 

2.1 Introduction 

In December 1941 the clandestine journal La Voix des femmes reported the death of 100 

Frenchmen including Gabriel Péri and Lucien Sampaix at the hands of the Nazi 

occupier.108 It proclaimed that ‘their memory will eternally live on in us. Their names will 

be inscribed in history books alongside the greatest names of the past’.109 This article 

blended the past, present, near future and historical future: figures of historical importance 

(past) were referenced in relation to the heroism and the tragedy of the resistance struggle 

(present), whose memory women were implored to communicate to others (near future) 

and who would be memorialised in history books (historical future). This language was 

typical of the clandestine press, in which resisters drew on various versions of France’s past 

to make sense of and justify their present circumstances, while attempting to secure their 

place in France’s future. The past/present/future rhetoric used by the clandestine press 

was thus a manifestation of a historicising imperative as resisters wanted to ensure that their 

actions would be remembered for posterity. As such, this chapter develops the work of Jon 

Cowans, who argued that within the resistance there was ‘an entire framework structuring 

perceptions of France’s past, present and future’ based around the resistance as social 

revolution.110 This chapter acknowledges Cowan’s argument, but differs from it by 

contending that to be remembered and historicised was one of the aims of the resistance 

 
108 ‘Malediction sur les barbares allemands’, La Voix des femmes, 12/1941. 
109 ‘Malediction’, La Voix des femmes, 12/1941; ‘éternellement, leur souvenir vivra en nous. Dans les manuels 
d’histoire leurs noms s’inscriront au côté fard plus grands noms du passé’. 
110 Jon Cowans, ‘Visions of the Postwar: The Politics of Memory and Expectation in 1940s France’, History 
and Memory, 10.2 (1998), 68-101 (82). 
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press, as well as exploring the gendered nature of this framework absent from Cowan’s 

work. Indeed, as the example above shows, this discourse was highly gendered and 

produced by women in their clandestine newspapers. Women were therefore active agents 

within this process of gendering roles and gendering resistance memory. 

Women adopted the traditionally ‘female’ role of mourner not only for the resistance 

dead, but also for the poilu of the First World War, which they displayed through 

performing mourning rituals. This thesis argues that the clandestine press framed the men 

of the resistance as historical actors, while women resisters were presented as both 

facilitators of this role and guardians of memory.111 Authors invoked the duty of their 

female readership to ‘remember’ the men who had suffered and/or performed heroic feats 

within the resistance.112 This chapter will demonstrate that by situating the resistance 

within a broader, victorious, French heritage, the clandestine press argued that the 

resistance was both legitimate and worthy of being remembered, thus cementing the 

historicising imperative that underpinned much of the resister-authored discourses. It will 

draw out the implications of these gendered legacies, which emphasised that male soldiers 

were the ones who were to be remembered, while very few women were to be awarded this 

honour.  

The legacies invoked contributed towards the discourses of the clandestine press 

that presented and understood the resistance as an army, rooted in French military 

traditions. They were not unique in doing so: Jay Winter demonstrated how internationally 

First World War soldiers were commemorated by placing them within a longer military 

tradition.113 This chapter demonstrates how this rhetoric largely centred martial 

masculinity around revolutionary soldiers or poilus (First World War foot soldiers). With 

 
111 See for example ‘Quatre cent mille français arrêtes… combine de morts’, Libération-Sud, 20/1/1942; DF, 
‘La France est en guerre’, Défense de la France, 20/5/1943. 
112 ‘Malediction sur les barbares allemands’, La Voix des femmes, 12/1941. 
113 Jay Winter, Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning: The Great War in European Cultural History (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995), p.82. 
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men framed as soldiers, women primarily fulfilled the traditionally ‘feminine’ wartime roles 

of caring responsibilities and communicators of memory. Women were continually 

articulated as auxiliary by both the mainstream and women’s clandestine presses, although 

the women’s press nevertheless highlighted women who were exceptions to these 

traditional roles. Women were situated on the margins within the content of the clandestine 

press and – in the cases of the larger movements – were generally excluded from the 

writing process. Claire Andrieu claimed that ‘[w]omen resisters were not feminists’: they 

had not joined the resistance to further women’s role within society or undermine the 

patriarchal structure of society, but instead to free France from enemy Occupation.114 

They therefore accepted their auxiliary roles. Even when not participating within the 

writing process, women played a crucial role in the printing and the circulation of the 

clandestine press.115 This chapter therefore acknowledges women’s agency in the 

production and reproduction of these male-centred discourses and in shoring up traditional 

gender roles within their own publications. By establishing how the gendered roles were 

articulated and functioned in practice within the resistance press, this chapter provides a 

foundation for the arguments in later chapters that these gendered roles persisted in the 

post-war period. 

This chapter first addresses the question of authorship within the resistance press 

and outlines the conservative gender dynamics of the clandestine press, which Catherine 

Lacour-Astol argued was dominated by men.116 The second section argues that although 

the legacies of the French Revolution and First World War were used across the political 

spectrum, groups used them to different effects in their journals and emphasised aspects 

that corresponded with their politics. Although revolutionary culture was used by all, only 

Communists mobilised the rhetoric of a levée en masse, while non-Communists sought to 

 
114 Andrieu, ‘Women’, p.16. 
115 Karen Adler, Jews and Gender in Liberation France (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp.30-32. 
116 Lacour-Astol, pp.100-1. 
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mobilise the figure of the poilu to justify disobedience to Marshall Philippe Pétain. In the 

women’s clandestine press, however, these legacies were combined to appeal to the largest 

possible audience. The third section examines how the resistance’s present role was framed 

within the clandestine press and argues that this reinforced the rhetoric of the resistance as 

a male-dominated army, with women encouraged to facilitate this. Within this, it addresses 

the intersection of masculinity and violence within clandestine discourses. The penultimate 

section argues that resisters envisioned a resistance future, which was conservative in 

gendered terms, with the men of the resistance claimed to have proven their ability to lead 

France in both high politics and the army. Finally, the chapter addresses how authors of 

the clandestine press demonstrated an awareness of how they wanted the resistance to be 

recorded for posterity. Ultimately, this chapter explores how the authors of the clandestine 

press sought to preserve the memory of the resistance for future generations. Through a 

past/present/future/history motif, this chapter demonstrates that the writers of the 

clandestine press felt, communicated, and put into place a historicising imperative based 

around male heroism that was memorialised by women. This chapter therefore deepens 

scholars’ understandings of how gender functioned in the resistance and how it was 

communicated within the clandestine press. 

2.1.1 The journals 

The clandestine press was written by resisters who articulated how they understood their 

resistance experience and sought to mobilise others for the resistance cause. Indeed, the 

production of the resistance press was a complex process of subjective experience informing 

and creating representations of – and discussions about – the resistance. In his monograph 

on Défense de la France, Olivier Wieviorka demonstrated that those involved in the 

journal of the same name aimed to bear witness rather than spread information. Personal 
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experience was at the centre of how they understood it.117 This section uses the fruitful 

secondary literature on both individual movements and gender in the resistance to write 

about authorship within these publications. Although in many journals it is not possible to 

attribute authorship to specific articles, in most of the journals used in this chapter it is 

possible to find out who was involved in the editorial process. Julian Jackson emphasised 

that resisters did not always agree with the political affiliations of other members.118 

However, this chapter will argue that clandestine publications were nevertheless broadly 

reflective of the values and rhetoric of the movement that produced it.  

 Fundamentally, authors of clandestine journals relied on a shared understanding of 

the Occupation and attitude towards the Nazi and Vichy authorities. To guarantee this, 

Douzou emphasised that the publications were not bought but instead distributed among 

like-minded people and that the editors understood that their job was important in 

developing relationships with the readers.119 Similarly, Karen Adler emphasised the 

‘comradeship and friendship’ formed between readers and writers of clandestine 

publications.120 Movements thus articulated and established appropriate norms and 

behaviours for the (resisting) reader within the clandestine press. As this chapter argues, 

they often sought to provoke action through their rhetoric, although they differed between 

the mainstream and the women’s clandestine presses. Men were encouraged to join the 

maquis, while the women’s press implored women to perform caring acts and 

commemorative rituals.121 

The amalgamation of different resistance groups into the Mouvements Unis de 

Résistance in January 1943 and the Mouvement de Libération Nationale (MLN) meant 

 
117 Wieviorka, Défense de la France, pp.26-27. 
118 Douzou, La désobéissance, pp.115-117. 
119 Douzou, La désobéissance, p.266. 
120 Adler, p.39. 
121 Daniel Sherman, ‘Monuments, Mourning and Masculinity in France after World War I’, Gender and 
History, 8.1 (1996), 82-107 (93; 100). 
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they had to negotiate shared values and find solidarity with those from other social and 

political backgrounds. In some cases, this unity led to reproducing articles directly: in 

February 1944, for example, the MUR affiliated Femmes Patriotes reproduced an article 

calling for women to help the men of the resistance army originally published in the 

December 1943 edition of Communist-affiliated La Voix des femmes.122 

 Although the mainstream clandestine presses appeared to be gender-neutral, they 

were largely geared towards – and written by – men, sometimes with a small section 

addressed to women. Catherine Lacour-Astol demonstrated through statistical analysis of 

arrests in the North of France that the clandestine press was dominated by men, with 

women constituting only 11 percent of the arrests for propaganda.123 Adler’s work suggests 

a similar gendered split, with only 8 percent of clandestine papers aimed at women, 

although Adler nevertheless emphasised that women were largely involved in distributing 

mainstream papers.124 This chapter combines an analysis of journals Combat, Défense de la 

France, France d’Abord and Libération-Sud with that of a selection of the women’s press, 

including La Voix des femmes, Femmes françaises and Jeunes filles de France. By reading across 

these publications and looking at their dynamics, it demonstrates that traditional gender 

roles were not imposed on women in the resistance but rather that they were involved in 

maintaining these dynamics and reproducing these rhetorically. It acknowledges and 

develops Andrieu’s work that argued that the majority of résistantes did not fight against 

patriarchal structures or seek to gain social recognition for themselves, with even the 

publications of Communist women shoring up conservative gender roles for women.125   

 
122 ‘Honneur aux Francs-Tireurs et Partisans! Jeunes Filles, Femmes, Soyez leurs marraines’, La Voix des 
femmes, 12/1943; ‘Honneur aux réfractaires des maquis, aux Francs-Tireurs Partisans et aux groups Francs, 
Jeunes Filles, Femmes, soyez leurs marraines’, Femmes patriotes, 2/1944. 
123 Lacour-Astol, p.101. 
124 Adler, pp.30-32. 
125 Andrieu, ‘Women’, p.16. 
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It is difficult to assign specific authorship to women’s journals as the majority were 

not signed. However, Communist women’s associations Union des Femmes françaises in 

the northern zone and the Unions des femmes de France in the southern zone both 

published many women’s resistance newspapers from 1943.126 Many of these journals 

wished to reach a wide audience and were thus wary of being too partisan, with many 

hiding their Communist affiliations. As this chapter argues, they drew on women’s issues 

and patriotism more broadly, with very few – such as the Jeunes filles de France, which 

prominent resister Danielle Casanova had edited before the war  – asserting their 

ideological alignment with communism and the PCF.127 However, Femmes françaises was 

published in conjunction with the broader Communist newspaper France d’Abord, and so it 

is possible to name some of the women involved, including Claudine Chomat and Edith 

Thomas.128 Although led by educated and politically engaged women, this does not mean 

that Femmes françaises was a feminist journal, as even these progressive women upheld 

conservative gender roles.129  

France d’Abord – not to be confused with the right-wing resistance movement of the 

same name – was created by prominent Communist Charles Tillon.130 Although fellow 

leaders of the PCF Jacques Duclos and Maurice Tréand sought to negotiate the printing of 

l’Humanité with Otto Abetz in the summer of 1940, Tillon condemned the Occupation 

outright. Tillon founded the armed Communist group, the Franc-Tireurs et partisans 

(FTP), in spring 1942 and later led the Comité militaire national (CMN), with France d’Abord 

 
126 Union des femmes française, <http://gallica.bnf.fr/html/und/presse-et-revues/union-des-femmes-
francaises-uff> [accessed 12 June 2017]; Roux-Fouillet, p.xvii. 
127 Adler, p.33. 
128 Roux-Fouillet, pp.71-2; Jean Maitron and Claude Pennetier, ‘CHOMAT Claudine [épouse MICHAUT, 
puis épouse CASANOVA]’, <https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article19938> [accessed 28 February 2021]; 
Jean-Louis Panné and Claude Pennetier, ‘RABATÉ Maria [née BERNUCHON Maria, Anne’, 
<https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article75179> [accessed 28 February 2021]; Dorothy Kaufmann and Nicole 
Racine, ‘THOMAS Édith, Emilie (Anne, Auxois, Jean Le Guern, Brigitte dans la Résistance)’, 
<https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article49686> [accessed 28 February 2021]. 
129 Andrieu, ‘Women’, p.16. 
130 Axel Porin, ‘Charles Tillon’, <http://museedelaresistanceenligne.org/media4834-Charles-Tillon> 
[accessed 28 February 2021]. 
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used to communicate with the public about the FTP. Little is known about the authorship 

of the journal. However, it is possible to infer from the corresponding women’s journal, 

Femmes françaises that France d’Abord was written by and for men. 

Combat was formed in November 1941 as an amalgamation of the movement 

Liberté, founded by Christian Democrats François de Menthon and Pierre-Henri Teitgen, 

and Libération nationale, founded by Henri Frenay – a right-wing, Catholic, and anti-

Communist career army officer —and leftist Berty Albrecht.131 The journal, Combat, was a 

fusion of their Les Petites Ailes, and Liberté and can be located on the political right. The first 

issue of Combat was published in December 1941, led by the organising committee 

including de Menthon, Teitgan and Frenay, alongside future French President, Georges 

Bidault.132 Although Albrecht was involved in the journal at the start, she quickly became 

more involved in the social service of Combat and was arrested several times before her 

death in May 1943.133 Combat became professionalised in both the printing and the writing 

process from the summer of 1943, with professional journalists including Albert Camus 

and Claude Aveline hired, and Jean-Paul Sartre joining in Spring 1944.134 

Défense de la France was created by Philippe Viannay, from a bourgeois, Catholic 

family, Marcel Lebon, the head of a gas and electricity company, Robert Salmon, who had 

Jewish origins but was non-practising, and Hélène Mordkovitch, a librarian at the 

Sorbonne from a Russian family who under the Occupation married Philippe and became 

Hélène Viannay.135 Philippe Viannay and Salmon both fought in 1940 and Salmon was 

briefly a Prisoner of War before escaping and returning to Paris. None of the founders had 

been members of political movements in the interwar years, and Olivier Wieviorka argued 

 
131 Jackson, The Dark Years, p.407. 
132 Jackson, The Dark Years, p.407. 
133 ‘Berty Albrecht’, <https://www.ordredelaliberation.fr/fr/compagnons/berty-albrecht> [accessed 28 
February 2021]. 
134 Julien Cain, ‘Préface’ in Catalogue des pe ́riodiques clandestins diffusés en France de 1939 à 1945 suivi d’un catalogue 
périodiques clandestins diffusés à l’étranger ed. by Paul et Renée Roux-Fouillet, pp.i-vii (p.x). 
135 Wieviorka, Défense de la France, pp.21-23; Cécile Vast, ‘Hélène Viannay (née Mordkovitch)’ 
<http://museedelaresistanceenligne.org/media1702-HA> [accessed 16 December 2020]. 
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that the majority of those involved in the movement did not agree with the politics of the 

journal.136 However, most articles were signed and so it is possible to attribute them to 

specific resisters, with this chapter examining many of Viannay’s articles. While the 

movement was open to all, it can be broadly located on the political right, with a focus on 

nationalism rather than anti-fascism in their rhetoric.137 

Wieviorka dated the foundation of the movement to October or November 1940, 

with the first issue of Défense de la France published in August 1941.138 Despite Jacqueline 

Pardon and then Genia Deschamps being the Secretary Generals of the journal, the 

writing team was almost exclusively men, which Wieviorka attributed to the traditionalist 

views of the members.139 Geneviève de Gaulle wrote several articles for Défense de la France 

under the pseudonym Gallia, but she only wrote articles about her uncle, Charles.140 The 

women involved in the journal accepted and embraced these roles: interviewed in 1995, 

Hélène Viannay explained that she had participated in writing the journal when it was 

handmade, but let the male members take over when it became a more formal printed 

journal.141 Hélène and other women instead focused on distributing the tracts, which 

Diamond attributed to ‘their own lack of confidence’ and their belief they were not 

competent enough to do so.142  

The politics of Libération-Sud was generally leftist, although scholarly opinion has 

been divided as to their exact political affiliation. In his study on Libération-Sud, Douzou 

argued it was ‘leftist, working class, socialist, masonic and Christian’, while others including 

 
136 Wieviorka, Défense de la France, p.52. 
137 Wieviorka, Défense de la France, p.28; pp.50-1. 
138 Wieviorka, Défense de la France, pp.21-23. 
139 Wieviorka, Défense de la France, pp.164-171. 
140 Gallia, ‘De Gaulle et l’indépendence française’, Défense de la France, 5/7/1943. 
141 Andrieu, ‘Women’, pp.23-4. 
142 Luc Capdevila, François Rouquet, Fabrice Virgili and Danièle Voldman, Hommes et Femmes dans la France en 
Guerre: 1914-1945 (Paris: Éditions Payot & Rivages, 2003), p.29; Diamond, Choices and Constraints, p.118. 
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Julian Jackson have suggested they were communisantes.143 Jackson’s suspicions seem to be 

well-founded. Pierre Hervé hid his Communist credentials to join, and co-founder Lucie 

Aubrac – while not a committed Communist – had been a member of the Jeunesses 

Communistes. Although Libération-Sud did not produce Communist material, the journal 

was sympathetic to the Communist resistance, as the debates over violence later in this 

chapter attest. The movement was founded by aristocrat Emmanuel d’Astier de la Vigerie 

and although it began in Lyon, from the end of 1943 it was printed in Paris.144 Articles 

were unsigned, and we therefore cannot know who wrote which article. However, as with 

many of the other journals, it seems to have been written by men, with Aubrac’s 

testimonies commenting on the organisation but not the writing of the journal.145 

Many of the men who wrote for the clandestine press had fought in the Battle for 

France in 1940, such as Frenay, Salmon and Viannay. This is important to understanding 

the wartime references and the figure of the male soldier rife within these publications. 

Indeed, these men refused to accept the armistice and would have understood their 

clandestine role as a continuation of their role in the army, thus emphasising the 

importance of military language and the articulation of traditional wartime roles. The role 

of men was as soldiers and historical actors, while women were auxiliaries and mourners 

for the (male) soldiers, although many of the resistance activities early in the Occupation 

bore no relationship to armed combat.  

2.2 Uses of the Past: the French Revolution and World War One 

The authors of the clandestine press placed the resistance in historical context by 

mobilising French legacies, which sought to justify their actions and lend them credibility, 

 
143 Douzou, La désobéissance, p.105; ‘dominante de gauche, ouvrière, socialiste, maçonnique et chrétienne’. 
Jackson, The Dark Years, p.470, p.473. 
144 Douzou, La désobéissance, pp.170-1. 
145 72AJ/60 dossier 1, témoignage de Lucie Aubrac, recueilli par M. Perroy 26/9/1945. 
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while undermining the Vichy propaganda that framed them as foreigners and terrorists. 

The work of Chris Millington examined resisters’ complex relationship with the term 

‘terrorist’: the Vichy government’s laws of 1943 and 1944 targeted the resistance and made 

it possible for them to be legally categorised and executed as such.146 Millington argued 

that some resisters accepted the title, although this was largely after the Occupation.147 

Communists were particularly persecuted by these laws and criticised in the press because 

they committed most of the assassinations under the Occupation.148 This section argues 

that the clandestine press aimed to counter the narratives peddled by the Vichy and Nazi 

régimes and by collaborationists, which presented the resistance as illegitimate – bandits, 

thieves and terrorists – by proposing an alternative narrative rooted in a distinctly French 

heritage. 

References to the French past were deeply embedded in the culture of the 

resistance, with “Valmy” both a resistance newspaper and a battalion and the popular First 

World War song “La Madelon” the title of a women’s clandestine journal, La Madelon du 

Franc-Tireur. As these examples suggest, the two main legacies used within the clandestine 

press were the French Revolution and the First World War. Both reflected and suggested 

gendered roles for those in the resistance. Although many drew on revolutionary culture, 

the Communist press mobilised the rhetoric of the 1793 conscription drive. The levée en 

masse in particular was used to articulate the need for men and women alike to join the 

resistance, albeit in gendered roles: men were likened to revolutionary soldiers, while 

women had an auxiliary role. Mobilising the First World War drew comparisons between 

(male) resisters and the fêted poilu. Women were primarily marginal figures as mourners for 

the war dead and even laid flowers at First World War memorials in the absence of 

 
146 Chris Millington, ‘Were We Terrorists? History, Terrorism, and the French Resistance’, History Compass, 
16.2 (January 2018), 1-10 (5-6). This drew upon the work of Prof. Kedward. 
147 Millington, ‘Terrorists’, p.6. 
148 Gildea, Fighters, pp.89-94. 
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memorials for resisters.149 Meanwhile, the women’s press combined these legacies to form a 

commemorative culture around which women’s resistance and protests could cohere 

without being party political and thus appeal to women across the political spectrum. 

While the women’s press used both legacies, some also included fifteenth-century military 

heroines Joan of Arc and Jeanne Hachette later in the Occupation when encouraging 

women to take up arms for the Liberation.  

The use of revolutionary culture such as the tricolore, la Marseillaise and 14 July by 

the resistance did not necessarily correspond to invocations of the French Revolution but 

can be understood as calls to patriotism more broadly. In The Past in French History, Robert 

Gildea observed that they had become national symbols under the Third Republic and so 

were used by all apart from the extreme-right; the tricolore was the national flag; la 

Marseillaise was the national anthem; 14 July did not just celebrate the storming of the 

Bastille (1789) but also the Fête de la Fédération (1790) and was a national holiday.150 Yet 

with Vichy’s attempts to eradicate the symbols of the Republic from 1940 the evocation of 

revolutionary culture was nevertheless subversive. Ethan Katz examined how 14 July 

became ‘a crucial site of contestation’ between Vichy and the resistance, however the way 

these protests and rituals were specifically mobilised by the women of the resistance lay 

outside the scope of Katz’s study. While Vichy attempted to turn 14 July into a day of 

mourning and then ceased celebrating it at the German’s insistence after full Occupation in 

November 1942, the resistance encouraged the protests, subversion and celebrations that 

Vichy were attempting to curtail.151 Katz’s work demonstrated the importance of 14 July 

 
149 See for example ‘14 Juillet’, Les Femmes à l’action (ND [07/1944]); ‘Vibrant 14 juillet de lutte’, La Voix des 
femmes, 7/1943. 
150 Gildea, The Past in French History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), p.38. 
151 Ethan Katz, ‘Memory at the front: the struggle over revolutionary commemoration in Occupied France, 
1940-1944’, Journal of European Studies, 35 (2005), 153-168 (155-159). 
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under the Occupation in gauging popular opinion: whether people chose to partake in 

Vichy’s mourning rituals or the resistance’s celebrations showed their allegiance.152  

 Revolutionary song and national anthem la Marseillaise were often used within these 

celebrations. The lyrics — which demanded the French take up arms against the Prussian 

invader — made it an obvious choice in the war against Germany. In August 1942, for 

example, Libération-Sud claimed that ‘our national song is also a cry of vengeance, a call to 

arms, a hymn of victory’, while Combat quoted the words of la Marseillaise in a bid to 

encourage their readers to join the resistance in March 1943, claiming that it was ‘more 

alive today than it had ever been’.153 Although initially la Marseillaise was the song of the 

sans-culottes, in January 1944 Communist women’s publication La Madelon du Franc-Tireur 

emphasised that it had become ‘the song of farewell for those who fall under firing squad 

bullets’.154 Repurposing La Marseillaise for the resistance dead placed the resistance within a 

distinctly French heritage and sought to secure their legacy for the future. It drew on 

patriotism to appeal to a wider audience of women rather than to fellow Communists. The 

Communists — who aimed to unite the resistance under the banner of a “National Front” 

after the breaking of the Nazi-Soviet Pact in June 1941 —used this to find common ground 

with the other resistance movements.155 This is demonstrated by the choice of la Marseillaise 

rather than L’Internationale – written during the Paris Commune in 1871 and used as the 

national anthem of the Soviet Union from 1918 until 1944. The Communist press laid 

claim to a distinctly French heritage, which sought to appeal to the resistance more broadly 

and to convince others of their patriotic credentials. 

 
152 Katz, p.160. 
153 ‘Assassins’, Libération-Sud, 1/8/1942 ; ‘notre chant national est aussi un cri de vengeance, un appel aux 
armes, un hymne à la victoire’ ; ‘L’heure de la révolte a sonné’ ; ‘L’heure de la révolte a sonné’, Combat, 
3/1943; ‘plus vivante aujourd’hui qu’elle ne le fut jamais’. 
154 ‘Libérer la France, Venger nos morts’, La Madelon du Franc-Tireur, 1/1944; ‘le chant d’adieu de ceux qui 
tombent sous les balles des pelotons d’éxécution [sic]’. 
155 Jackson, The Dark Years, pp.466-467. 
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 Similarly, the focus on the French Revolution rather than the 1917 Russian 

Revolution asserted a French heritage for the Communist resistance, which frequently 

contained foreign resisters, particularly in the FTP-MOI (the Francs-tireurs et partisans–

main-d'œuvre immigrée). The presentation of the FTP-MOI in the francophone 

clandestine press implied they were French, emphasised through mobilisation of French 

Revolutionary imagery: reports of a group named “Carmagnole”, for example, invoked a 

popular revolutionary song.156 The use of 1789 and other key revolutionary dates would 

have reinforced a shared heritage that resisters and non-resisters could rally behind. As 

Millington argued, the French press presented terrorism as a foreign phenomenon, and it is 

possible that by mobilising a national heritage they aimed to counter this.157 By using 1789 

— in calls to ‘storm the Bastille of Hitler’s regime’, for example — they placed the 

resistance in a long line of heroic (revolutionary) Frenchman.158 In doing so, the resistance 

drew on established traditions of French patriotism and sought to borrow from this 

legitimacy, while insisting upon the worthiness of revolution upon the Liberation. 

In addition to revolutionary popular culture and references to the revolution, 

revolutionary military culture was frequently referenced within the clandestine press. 

In their newspaper, France d’Abord, the Communists called for a levée en masse against the 

German Occupier from as early as August 1942, referencing the declaration of the 

National Convention on 25 August 1793. This declaration was reprinted in their 5 August 

1944 issue: 

From this moment until that in which the enemy shall have been driven from the 
soil of the Republic, all Frenchmen are in permanent requisition for the service of 
the armies. The young men shall go to battle; the married men shall forge arms 
and transport provisions; the women shall make tents and clothing and shall serve 
in the hospitals…159 

 
156 Untitled article, La Cri des Femmes, 11/1943. 
157 Millington, ‘Terrorists’, p.6. 
158 ‘Vibrant 14 juillet de lutte’, La Voix des femmes, 7/1943. 
159 ‘Levée en masse comme en 1793’, France d’Abord, 5/8/1944; ‘Dès ce moment, jusqu'à celui où les ennemis 
auront été chassés du territoire de la République, tous les Français sont en réquisition permanente pour le 
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France d’Abord followed with the comment that ‘[t]oday, as in 1793, all the French must be 

inspired to action by this appeal to liberate their patrie’.160 For those writing and reading 

this rhetoric, the implication of the term levée en masse would have recalled a national 

uprising of all social groups, with men, women and children mobilised for the war effort. 

The term highlighted the gendered labours expected of men and women within the 

resistance, with men in a military role and women facilitating them. Yet the levée en masse 

had not been ‘the army of citizen-soldiers’ who were ideologically motivated volunteers 

that the Communists were attempting to rally for the resistance cause but instead a form of 

revolutionary conscription.161 

More specific references to revolutionary battles were also made within the press: in 

the lead up to the 150th anniversary of Valmy (20 September 1942), France d’Abord drew 

explicit parallels between the Revolutionary Army and the resistance, who were fighting 

the same enemy. In the description of Valmy as the ‘first victory of a new, inexperienced 

army, disrupting military strategy’, readers were invited to see the similarities between the 

army at Valmy and the newly-formed resistance army.162 Indeed, France d’Abord told 

resisters to follow their example and to ‘fight with the protection of Valmy’s Volunteers’.163 

In drawing on a victorious Revolutionary past, the (future) Liberation was presented as a 

foregone conclusion. This both encouraged readers to enlist for the resistance army while 

giving them hope for the future. Communists were not the only ones who used Valmy 

 

service des armées. Les jeunes gens iront au combat; les hommes mariés forgeront les armes et transporteront 
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within their clandestine discourses. In March 1943 Combat implored their readers to act by 

claiming that ‘the blood of Valmy’s volunteers still flows through our veins’, which shows 

that the revolutionary wars were mobilised as a shared heritage across the political 

spectrum.164 Unsurprisingly, Combat did not couple Valmy with calls to a levée en masse. 

Frenay’s role as a career officer manifested in his emphasis on military discipline and 

hierarchies, and he was passionately anti-Communist and against a mass uprising.165 

Selective mobilisation of the revolution further demonstrates the pervasiveness of 

revolutionary culture within French public memory. 

 In parallel with the victorious heroics of Valmy was the tragic valour of those who 

had died, who were presented as ‘worthy of the solders of year II’.166 Young revolutionary 

soldiers such as Joseph Barra and Joseph Viala, who had died in 1793 aged 14 and 12 

respectively, were invoked in conjunction with fallen resisters, including 17 year old Guy 

Môquet who was executed on 22 October 1941.167 This language was used most often in 

the women’s press, with feelings of maternalism towards these young men used as a way of 

understanding the resistance and women’s place within it. In July 1944, for example, La 

Voix des femmes spoke of ‘our brave sons … the “maquisards” [who were] worthy of Viala, of 

Barra’.168 This rhetoric invoked an image of an ideologically pure child soldier and 

examples of innocent martyrdom, which had been mobilised by the French state and in 

culture during the Revolution and in the Third Republic.169 The link with child soldiers 

valorised young and untrained (male) resisters such as Môquet as martyrs for the resistance 

cause. Yet this phrasing also invoked the image of the revolutionary mother who prepared 
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her children — characterised by the youths of the maquis and represented by the figures of 

Viala and Barra – to fight for the resistance. 

The Communist women’s press also used the levée en masse to mobilise the women of 

France to their cause, with specific references to Frenchwomen of the past to encourage 

women to act. In September 1943 the Toulouse edition of Union des Femmes Françaises 

affiliated publication, L’Appel des femmes referenced the women of les Halles who marched on 

Versailles in October 1789 to demand bread and to bring Louis XVI back to Paris. This 

reference was used to encourage women to protest for food supplies.170 As Paula Schwartz’s 

work demonstrated, the Communist press often sought to mobilise women around the issue 

of food. Women’s roles within the home as the provider of food meant that the 

marketplace was viewed as a feminine space, with food scarcity understood as a woman’s 

issue around which they could rally.171 This was not simply rhetoric, however. Police 

reports for Occupied Paris demonstrate that women were at the fore of food protests.172 

The traditional feminine role of feeding their families meant that the press sought to 

mobilise women’s maternal feelings and were successful in doing so. Various issues of La 

Voix des femmes encouraged their readers to protest for food to feed the children of France 

while also detailing the achievements of successful protests.173 La Voix des femmes repeatedly 

claimed that ‘France and its colonies produce enough to feed the population’ and that it 

was only because produce was being sent to Germany that there were food shortages, thus 

inciting women’s feelings of outrage and emphasising the need for them to take part in food 

protests and stop this policy.174 This rhetoric therefore articulated that women’s long-

standing domestic roles were politicised and that women understood them as such. 

 
170 ‘La grève générale’, L’Appel des femmes (Toulouse) 09/1943. 
171 See Paula Schwartz, ‘The politics of food and gender in occupied Paris’, Modern and Contemporary France, 7.1 
(1999), 35-45 (40-41). 
172 Schwartz, ‘Food’, p.41. 
173 See, for example, ‘Pour que nos enfants mangent’, La Voix des femmes, 13e, 2/1941. 
174 ‘Luttons pour le pain quotidien’ La Voix des femmes, 11/1941; La Voix des Femmes (Gard), 27/1/1942; La Voix 
des femmes, 27/1/1942; ‘La France et les Colonies produisent assez pour nourrir la population’. 
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In contrast to the Communist emphasis on the French Revolutionary army, non-

Communists far more frequently mobilised the legacy of the First World War to argue for 

military legitimacy. This reference would have been in living memory for many of those 

reading and writing the clandestine press, and even those too young to have remembered it 

would have had families impacted by the war. The clandestine press likened resisters to the 

fêted poilu, with La Voix des femmes specifically describing resisters as ‘the poilu of 44’.175 As 

Millington has argued in his work on veterans’ associations, the poilu was said to embody 

the “combatant spirit” and associations’ discourses articulated that veterans were above 

politics, with the implication being they were fighting purely for France and patriotic 

motives.176 This was perhaps because career officers were not allowed to vote until after the 

Second World War due to the ordonnance of 1872.177 Likening resisters to the poilu 

therefore implied that the army should be apolitical, while suggesting that enlisting for the 

resistance ‘army’ was a national duty. This drew on republican notions of male citizenship 

linked to armed combat, which was embodied in the system of annual conscription 

instituted in the 1798 Loi-Jourdan-Delbrel and consolidated in the 1889 conscription bill, 

which introduced a near-universal military service for young men.178 The clandestine press 

encouraged resisters to strive for similar victories as the poilu, with resisters instructed to 

evoke First World War armies through their actions, particularly the victories of the Marne 

of both 1914 and 1918.179 Similarly, La Voix des femmes optimistically claimed in May 1943 

 
175 ‘Contre les rafles, contre les déportations ; plus que jamais soyez vigilantes’, La Voix des femmes, 07/1944; ‘le 
poilu 44’. 
176 Chris Millington, From Victory to Vichy: Veterans in Inter-war France (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
2012), pp.1-7. 
177 Chaperon, p.11. 
178 Judith Surkis, Sexing the Citizen: Morality and Masculinity in France: 1870-1920 (London: Cornell University 
Press, 2006), p.214. 
179 See for examples ‘Vive la nation’, Libération-Sud, 9/1941-10/1941; Jean Lorraine, ‘L’Alliance Franco-
Russe’, Défense de la France, 6/1944, ‘Pourquoi’, Combat, 9/1942. 
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that ‘1943 will be 1918!’180 As such, this language suggested that the resistance would be 

both victorious and highly celebrated, to encourage others to enlist. 

The victories of the First World War were also referenced by the clandestine press 

to justify their decision to disobey the Vichy government and ‘Victor of Verdun’ Marshall 

Philippe Pétain. A quotation from Georges Clemenceau was printed on the front cover of 

Libération-Sud’s inaugural issue — and later repeated — to show a specifically military 

precedent for refusing to obey Pétain’s orders and continuing to fight: “I have let go the 

sane, reasonable man, who was Pétain; I have adopted the madness of Foch”.181 This 

quote referred to the decision of whether to continue to attack the Germans at the end of 

March 1918. In the face of mass losses with exhausted troops, Pétain wanted to fall back; 

yet Clemenceau placed his trust in Ferdinand Foch in co-ordinating a successful counter-

offensive.182 Clemenceau’s justification that “[a]t least we will die with rifle in hand” was 

used to appeal to notions of courage and heroism in the face of death, offering a parallel 

between the celebrated poilus and resisters.183 Similarly, the legacy of Foch that de Gaulle 

invoked in a radio broadcast on 11 November 1940 was reprinted in November 1943 in 

Défense de la France and in the September 1942 issue of France d’Abord.184 Rather than 

stressing disobedience to Pétain, de Gaulle and Défense de la France emphasised their 

obedience to Foch. These mobilisations sought to undermine Pétain’s claim to ultimate 

military authority, which was not difficult to do. With a reduced ‘armistice army’ of only 

100,000 men, Pétain was unable to explicitly call on traditional military legacies and 

instead presented himself as embodying a paternalistic masculinity.185 However, Miranda 

 
180 ‘La France d’outre mer est libérée en avant pour la victoire totale’, La Voix des femmes, 5/1943; ‘1943 sera 
1918’. 
181 ‘Maintenant’, Libération-Sud, 7/1041; ‘Chuchotez-le…’, Libération-Sud, 20/3/42; “J’ai laissé aller cet 
homme sensé, plein de raison, qu’était Pétain; j’ai adopté ce fou qu’était Foch”. 
182 Cyrille Beyer, ‘Mars 1918: pour contrer les Allemands, Foch prend le commandement’ 
<https://www.ina.fr/contenus-editoriaux/articles-editoriaux/mars-1918-pour-contrer-les-allemands-foch-
prend-le-commandement/> [accessed 18 January 2021]. 
183 Maintenant’, Libération-Sud, 7/41; “Au moins, nous mourrions le fusil à main”. 
184 ‘Vaincre ! Il n’est pas d’autre voie…’ Défense de la France, 11/11/1943; France d’abord, 9/1942. 
185 Masson, p.272. 
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Pollard argued that de Gaulle nevertheless had to overcome his disobedience to Pétain as a 

superior officer, especially as he had been condemned to death by military courts for 

desertion in August 1940. 186 The use of Foch was therefore an alternate military authority, 

which sought to place the resistance as militarily legitimate and as heirs to the poilu.  

The women’s press merged invocations of the First World War and the French 

Revolution in writing about the commemorative activities that women performed, with La 

Madelon du Franc-Tireur grouping 14 July and 11 November together as ‘two dates [that] are 

dear to our hearts’.187 The importance of these two dates can be traced throughout the 

press, with women encouraged to wear the colours of red, white and blue as a visible sign 

of their patriotism, their solidarity with the past and in a display of defiance against both 

Vichy and the Germans.188 The rhetoric around these acts demonstrate the intention to 

resist. Similarly, women performed mourning rituals to honour fallen resisters, with the 

women’s press detailing women laying flowers at war memorials and instructing their 

readers to do the same.189 Winter argued that meeting at war memorials during the First 

World War: 

identified individuals and their families with the community at large, understood 
both in terms of a localised landscape and a broader and more vaguely defined 
national entity under siege or threat.190 

 Drawing from Winter’s work informs how attendance at war monuments was not simply 

mourning the dead of the First World War. It could also be part of a communal ritual 

within a high-profile civic space that asserted national identity and offered a space in which 

the emotion of grief for fallen resisters could be expressed.  

 
186 Miranda Pollard, ‘In the Name of the Father: Male Masculinities in Vichy France’, in French Masculinities, 
ed. by Forth and Taithe, pp.141-156, pp.150-151. 
187 ‘L’oeuvre des marraines’, La Madelon du Franc-Tireur, 5/1944; ‘deux dates [qui] sont chères à nos coeurs’. 
188 See ‘Vibrant 14 juillet de lutte’, La Voix des femmes, 7/1943; La Voix des Femmes (Bourgogne), 12/1941; 
‘Femmes de France’, Femmes Françaises, 7/1944; ‘L’oeuvre des marraines’, La Madelon du Franc-Tireur, 5/1944. 
189 See “Gloire à nôtre France éternelle, gloire à ceux qui sont morts pour elle’, Jeunes filles de France, 1/1942; 
‘Vibrant 14 juillet de lutte’, La Voix des femmes, 7/1943; ‘Femmes de France’, Femmes Françaises, 7/1944. 
190 Winter, p.80. 
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One of these spaces was the Panthéon in Paris, as demonstrated by women laying 

flowers and singing not only la Marseillaise and another revolutionary song La Chant du départ 

but also the First World War song La Madelon there in July 1944. These rituals imbued 

traditional ‘feminine’ acts of mourning and commemoration with symbolic importance for 

the resistance.191 Crucially, these acts did not require women to be underground, meaning 

that they would have been able to continue with their daily lives and particularly their 

caring responsibilities. The revolutionary culture and mourning the dead of the First World 

War was understood as patriotic and republican rather than party political and it therefore 

allowed women to participate in resistance without having to situate themselves in terms of 

political groupings. 

As with their blending of the French Revolution and the First World War within 

commemorative practices, the women’s press merged figures of historical importance 

together. When writing about the resistance, the authors of La Voix des femmes used a variety 

of French heritages and claimed that ‘[t]heir wives are the sisters of Joan of Arc, their sons 

are those of Valmy, their fathers are the poilus of 14!’.192 In including the wives of resisters, 

La Voix des femmes acknowledged the importance of female relations in working alongside 

and facilitating men’s resistance, which was not always recognised by the press more 

broadly. Yet this was not the only reference to historic women that the women’s press 

made: they also mentioned Joan of Arc and Jeanne Hachette, French military heroines 

from the fifteenth century who had both died for France. The reference to Joan of Arc was 

repeated with renewed intensity in the lead up to the Liberation of France, with La Voix des 

Femmes claiming that: 

We will be Joan of Arc, at the sides of Viala, of Bara, of Marceau, of Foch! like our 
ancestors of 1792 with the soldiers of Valmy. We will prepare with our actions the 

 
191 For examples see ‘L’oeuvre des marraines’, La Madelon du Franc-Tireur, 5/1944; Femmes de France’, Femmes 
Françaises, 7/1944. 
192 ‘Contre la répression hitlerienne’, La Voix des femmes, 3/1944 ; ‘Ses femmes dont soeurs de Jeanne d’Arc, 
ses fils sont ceux de Valmy, ses pères sont les poilus de 14!’. 
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gigantic National Insurrection which, already in 92, liberated France from the 
Prussians and the traitors and made the sublime hope of Liberty shine in the eyes 
of the whole world.193 

As the vast scholarship on the use of Joan of Arc has demonstrated, Jeanne was mobilised by 

disparate groups.194 The widespread use of Joan of Arc and Jeanne Hachette implied that 

women had a purely patriotic motive for resistance, rather than being politically engaged. 

These figures were pre-revolutionary and had therefore fought – and died – for France 

rather than for political parties. Scholars including Diamond and Andrieu claimed that 

women indeed understood their resistance as patriotic rather than political, and that for 

women, ‘moral standards took the place of politics’.195 In de-politicising their resistance, 

this rhetoric played into notions of women’s sacrifice, while simultaneously suggesting that 

they would not want to be involved in post-war politics.  

2.3 The Present: Attitudes towards violence 

As the invocations of the First World War and the French Revolution demonstrate, the 

authors of the clandestine press mobilised the rhetoric of the resistance as an army involved 

in wartime conflicts, assumed to be male. Both groups framed the role of the soldier in 

terms of paternalistic masculinity, with the men of the resistance protecting the women and 

children of France. Although framed very differently, this protective manliness can be seen 

as a mirror to Pétain’s paternalism. They thus implored women to adopt corresponding 

nurturing roles and ultimately encouraged the continuation of traditional wartime gender 

 
193 ‘Femmes de France! Soyez au premier rang dans le combat decisif’, La Voix des femmes, 7/1944; ‘Nous 
serons des Jeanne d’Arc aux côtés des Viala, des Barra, des Marceau, des Foch! comme nos aïeules de 1792 
auprès des soldats de Valmy. Nous préparerons par nos actions là gigantesque Insurrection Nationale qui, 
déjà en 92, libéra la France des Prussiens et des traîtres et fit rayonner aux yeux de monde entier l’espérance 
sublime de la Liberté.’. 
194 See for examples: Eric Jennings, ‘”Reinventing Jeanne”: The Iconology of Joan of Arc in Vichy 
Schoolbooks, 1940-44’, Journal of Contemporary History, 29.4 (October 1994), 711-734; Gildea, The Past; Gerd 
Krumeich, ‘The Cult of Joan of Arc under the Vichy Régime’ in Collaboration in France: Politics and Culture during 
the Nazi Occupation: 1940-44, ed. by G. Hirschfeld and P. Marsh (Oxford: Berg Publishers Limited, 1989), pp. 
92-102; Michel Winock, ‘Jeanne d’Arc’ in Les lieux de mémoire, ed. by Pierre Nora (Paris: Gallimard, 1997), 
pp.4467–69. 
195 Diamond, Choices and Constraints, pp.120-121; Andrieu, ‘Women’, p.17. 
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roles. As men were largely presented as the soldiers, the assumption found within much of 

the clandestine press was that men were the perpetrators of violence, while women were 

the victims of German violence. 

The resistance press constructed the figure of the male resister as a soldier, although 

what a soldier was differed between the Communist and non-communist presses. As this 

section will demonstrate, the non-communist press emphasised that a soldier was self-

controlled and governed by reason and whose sang-froid prevented them from committing 

violence unless ordered to. Meanwhile the Communist press highlighted the ideological 

fervour and passion motivating soldiers and emphasised the need to respond to Nazi 

brutality. Défense de la France and Liberation-Sud act as a case study within this section to 

demonstrate that appropriate codes of masculine conduct were negotiated within the 

resistance press through discussions of violence. Their competing visions of what a man 

should be and how they should act were understood through the prism of martial 

masculinity. Millington found in his study on the interwar press that violence was only 

perceived as ‘legitimate’ and thus ‘manly’ under certain conditions, which partly depended 

upon the victim, with violence against women often used to demonstrate opponents’ 

brutality.196 Similarly, Défense de la France criticised the German occupier and 

collaborationists by claiming that ‘France was the country where women were respected’, 

yet now they were subject to abuse and torture.197 

The assumption of men’s violence and women’s pacifism was partly based in the 

reality of their wartime roles and thus a way of mobilising women for the resistance cause. 

After the institution of the compulsory work service (STO, Service du Travail Obligatoire) 

 
196 Chris Millington, ‘Street-fighting Men: Political Violence in Inter-war France’, English Historical Review, 
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Yves Le Naour, ‘Femmes tondues et répression des “femmes à boches” en 1918’, Revue d’Histoire Moderne et 
Contemporaine, 47.1 (2000), 148–58. 
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in 1943, for example, women were told to prevent their husbands or sons from leaving for 

Germany, with details of the horrific conditions they would be subject to printed in the 

press.198 Even before this, women were keen to prevent their male relatives from departing 

for work service in Germany. After the institution of the semi-voluntary Relève scheme, in 

which for each three men who went to work in Germany one prisoner of war was returned, 

Libération-Sud reported that women had laid in front of trains to prevent their loved ones 

from leaving.199 The press encouraged women to stop men from leaving while offering 

them a feasible alternative in the rural communities of the maquis, thus employing women 

to enlist men for the resistance army.200 

While women were construed in the press as pacifists, the clandestine press 

emphasised the honour and good behaviour of men within the resistance army. When 

faced with accusations of excessive violence, Défense de la France claimed in July 1943 they 

wanted to ‘to destroy the effects of this absurd propaganda by exposing the TRUTH’.201 

Instead, they alleged that this behaviour was performed by Germans and collaborationists 

who would stop at nothing to discredit the resistance and make them seem ‘like vulgar 

gangsters’.202 This language was also echoed by the Communist press, such as the Union 

des Femmes Françaises journal 14 Juillet and France d’Abord.203 These accusations attempted 

to exonerate and distance themselves from acts of violence while emphasising the 

supposedly masculine qualities of discipline and order of the resistance. Indeed, Libération-

Sud claimed that when reports of banditry and violence committed by maquis were made, 

 
198 For examples, see ‘20 septembre 1943: 151o anniversaire de la victoire de Valmy’, La Voix des Femmes de 
Normandie, 9/1943, ‘Résister à la déportation’, La Voix des Femmes du 18e, 5/1943; ‘Mamans, femmes, jeunes 
filles!’ La Voix des femmes, 5/1943. 
199 ‘La Relève: Ils ne partent pas!’, Libération-Sud, 1/2/1943. 
200 See for example ‘Appel de l’Assistance Française pour l’aide aux victims de la repression’, Les Mariannes 
(Nord et Pas-du Calais), 8/1944. 
201 ‘Le fait de la Résistance’ Défense de la France, 14/7/1943; ‘détruire les effets de cette absurde propagande en 
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‘[an] enquiry was opened immediately by the responsible leaders’ and that those 

accountable ‘have been banished from one of the camps of the region as Doriot 

supporters’.204 The real culprits responsible were allegedly found to have collaborationist 

Parti Populaire Français tracts in their pockets and were therefore collaborators pretending 

to be resisters.205 The crux of this article was that the resistance was prepared to open an 

investigation and condemn violence and criminal activity they deemed inappropriate, even 

when it appeared to emerge from their own ranks. This was echoed throughout the 

resistance press: Combat claimed that ‘the maquis police don’t tolerate any robberies’, and 

that the Milice Patriotique had acted against those performing these actions, thus 

demonstrating the discipline of the resistance.206 

Although Communist papers did not outright deny resistance violence, they 

deflected accusations by using the term ‘crime’ ironically to claim persecution and 

victimhood, especially when discussing an executed resister. A description of the ‘crime’ 

would not be the real reason for the arrest — such as the assassination of a German officer 

— but instead be something vague, which nevertheless highlighted their innocence. France 

d’Abord, for example, claimed resisters were killed for the “crime of patriotism”.207 An 

example of this rhetoric includes a description of six young men being executed — 

including resister Simon Fryd — followed by the phrase ‘[t]heir only crime … to be true 

Frenchmen’.208 Fryd was a Polish, Jewish Communist and an active resister who became 

head of the FTP-MOI battalion “Carmagnole”, and was arrested after he had attempted to 

requisition ration tickets.209 The report of his death in Le Cri des Femmes ignored that he was 

a committed resister and that he was Polish, with the claim of innocence used to obscure 

 
204 ‘L’honneur du maquis’, Libération-Sud, 1/1/1944; ‘[u]ne enquête fut immédiatement ouverte par les chefs 
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the fact he was committing a crime when arrested. This appeal to the respectability of the 

resistance through outright denial of criminal activity seems intended to counter the 

violence that had been committed by the Communist resistance while simultaneously 

claiming victimhood for resisters such as Fryd.  Other resistance newspapers used this 

technique, but to a much lesser extent: Combat, for example, used this only once — ‘Their 

crime? To have shown patriotism’ – while Libération-Sud looked to deaths as an over-

reaction on the Germans’ part.210 Much of the non-Communist press acknowledged that 

the activities they were conducting were criminal but stressed the necessity — and the 

honour — of these acts, with Défense de la France claiming that ‘we live in illegality since the 

law is treasonous’.211 

Journals such as the Communist France d’Abord even claimed the resistance were the 

ones upholding the law and protecting the people of France against this behaviour. They 

reinforced the masculine qualities of honour, self-control and protection of the feminine 

within their rhetoric: 

The réfractaires, helped by Resistance organisations and the F.T.P., must organise 
their patriotic milice everywhere, charged with assuring order against the 
troublemakers and the terrorist bandits organised by the Gestapo … against the 
enemy’s thievery and pillage, whether it comes in the form of requisition or violent 
acts. 212 

 
Through this article, resisters were shown to be disciplined men who had adopted the 

traditionally ‘masculine’ role of protector over not only France as a country, but of 

individual communities. By placing locals in the debt of resisters, it reinforced the call to 
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‘help the Patriots’ who had fled the STO.213 For Libération-Sud, articles describing the maquis 

and the help they received were geared towards the (male) youths of France to encourage 

them to enlist.214  

In contrast to men’s enlistment, the language of help was largely used to appeal to 

women within the clandestine press, although it was sometimes addressed to ‘Frenchmen 

and Frenchwomen’. As mentioned in the previous section, France d’Abord’s calls for a levée en 

masse invoked traditional gender roles in which women assisted the male soldiers.215 

However, this was articulated most consistently within the women’s press, which called on 

their readers to assist the men who were defending them and their homes.216 This form of 

rhetoric was not unique to France. As Mary Nash argued, women in the Spanish Civil War 

were encouraged to be a “Homefront Heroine”, which was accepted by even politicised 

women.217 Within the resistance, wherein men took on the traditionally masculine role of 

protector, the women’s presses encouraged their readers to take on an honorary maternal 

role and become a marraine – ‘godmother’ – for the men of the resistance.218 In this role, 

women gathered necessities such as food, medicine and clothes for the men who were at 

war or who had joined the maquis. As Lacour-Astol’s work demonstrates, women were 

significantly more likely to participate in this type of resistance than their male 

counterparts.219 These acts that helped support and maintain the army were framed as 

incredibly important and as a national duty, although it was nevertheless auxiliary.220 It 

was not only in material goods that women were shown to help the men of the resistance. 
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Various women’s newspapers, including Les Mariannes and La Voix des femmes instructed their 

readership to make the heroic exploits of the FTP and their other ‘godsons’ in the 

resistance known.221 In a May 1942 France d’Abord article, a woman explained that she had 

joined the resistance through the Red Cross because her husband had joined the resistance, 

and encouraged other women to do the same. Despite her role in the resistance, it was 

signed ‘a partisan’s wife’: she still understood herself – and was presented in the press – as 

defined by her relationship to her husband.222  

While the authors of the clandestine press emphasised the resistance as an army, 

this was rhetorically far removed from violence. Violence nevertheless occurred and often 

provoked reprisal killings by the Germans in a bid to turn the local population against the 

resistance.223  However, publications Défense de la France and Libération-Sud articulated 

different responses to resistance violence. Despite differing opinions on violence, their 

inclusion within unified resistance movements – the MUR from January 1943 for 

Libération-Sud and the formation of the MLN in December 1943 for Défense de la France 

– meant that they had to negotiate communal values about the acceptability of violence 

and under what conditions it was to be committed. Although not acknowledged within the 

Communist press, much of the resistance violence was committed by Communists. 

Communist Pierre Georges, better known by his pseudonym Colonel Fabien, shot a 

German naval officer at Barbès metro station in Paris on 21 August 1941; less than a 

month later, on 16 September 1941, the head of the Wehrmacht High Command declared 

that between 50 and 100 hostages would be shot for each German soldier killed.224 Even 

before this, on 10 September 1941, Philippe Viannay writing under his pseudonym 
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Indomitus for Défense de la France cautioned that violence was premature and that ‘ten for 

one’ was too high a price to pay.225 Yet it is unlikely that this was read widely: Julian 

Jackson estimates that on average only 5,000 copies were printed of each Défense de la 

France issue in 1941.226 The German proclamation did not deter Communists from 

committing further violence, as the execution of Lieutenant-Colonel Hotz on 20 October 

1941 in Nantes and a further assassination the following day in Bordeaux attests.227 The 

reaction to these executions shows the divisiveness of violence within the resistance and the 

difficulties in addressing it. Condemnation of violence was the official line of Charles de 

Gaulle, whose BBC radio broadcast on 25 October 1941 proclaimed: “I am giving the 

order to those in the occupied territory not to kill Germans”.228 Yet on 11 November 1941 

de Gaulle offered Nantes the Croix de la Libération.229 

Although de Gaulle had an ambivalent relationship to resistance violence, the 

writers of Communist newspaper, La Voix des femmes, argued that resistance violence was 

acceptable because German violence was inevitable. They reported ‘the massacre of 100 

French hostages under the pretext of the deaths of two German officers’, referring to the 

two executions in late October.230 This was designed to shock and provoke outrage, as the 

language used emphasised the Germans’ desire to kill and claimed that the assassinations 

were simply an excuse for German violence. In contrast, Viannay repeatedly cautioned 

Défense de la France readers against unnecessary violence against German soldiers because 

‘it’s paying too dear, 50 for one’.231 However, it must be noted that Viannay’s articles were 

written early in the Occupation, in the autumn of 1941, before the USA had joined the 

 
225 ‘Avis’ Défense de la France, 10/09/1941, ‘dix pour un’. 
226 Jackson, Dark Years, p.439. 
227 Jackson, Dark Years, p.423; Gildea, ‘Reprisals’, p.164. 
228 Gildea, Fighters, p.91. 
229 Gildea, Fighters, p.91; The Mayor and municipal council declined this honour. 
230 ‘Chassons des assassins de notre sol’, Voix des femmes, 11/1941; ‘Mort aux térroristes ! Les Boches la police 
de Pétain le fusilleur’, Voix des femmes, 12/1043 ; le massacre de 100 é[o]tages français, sous prétexte de la 
mort de deux officiers allemands’. 
231 Indomitus ‘La France est en guerre’, Défense de la France, 20/11/1941; ‘c’est payer trop cher que 50 pour 
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war, and a year before the Allied landings in North Africa. The Liberation — and the 

outcome of the war — was thus far from assured. Viannay’s direct reference to reprisal 

killings and their impact on the local communities seems intended both to quell violence 

committed by resisters, but also to soothe the worries of passively resisting readers who 

were concerned about reprisals. 

 The official attitude towards violence articulated in Défense de la France was negotiated 

in conjunction with Libération-Sud. Viannay framed resistance violence as illegitimate in 

October 1943, although in December 1943 – once they had formed the MLN – it became 

presented as legitimate by Défense de la France. In examining this process, this section 

borrows from Millington’s work that demonstrated that acceptability of street violence was 

negotiated in the interwar press.232 On 20 October 1943, on the second anniversary of 

Hotz’s execution, Viannay published an article in Défense de la France that distanced the 

publication from the Communist position when he claimed, ‘we will oppose methods of 

violence with all of our force’.233 This article and the issue it appeared in was important to 

Viannay and the Défense de la France team as it was re-printed on 25 October 1943. While 

written by Viannay it appeared as an editorial for Défense de la France, suggesting that he was 

writing on behalf of the publication as a whole and as such it should be read as 

representative of the movement. It directly addressed the Communist resistance and 

critiqued their methods, claiming that these were not appropriate and very close to ‘those 

of Nazism’ that they provoked — a reference to reprisal killings — although they 

nevertheless stated they were still willing ‘to work together’.234 Viannay cautioned 

Communists not to attempt to institute their ideology through violence, or ‘you will lose all 

 
232 See Millington, ‘Street-Fighting Men’. 
233 ‘Défense de la Liberté’, Défense de la France, 20/10/1943. This edition was also reprinted 25/10/1943; 
‘nous nous opposerons avec toute notre force aux méthodes de violence’. 
234 ‘Défense de la Liberté’, Défense de la France, 20/10/1943; ‘ceux de nazisme’; ‘travailler ensemble’. 
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the prestige you have gained by your courage’.235 This suggests that Viannay was critical of 

violence from Communists because he feared they would capitalise on their ‘prestige’ 

gained from resistance activity to seize power at the Liberation. While acknowledging the 

‘prestige’ gained from their supposedly masculine quality of ‘courage’, Viannay warned 

that violence — wielded in a seemingly illegitimate way — would discredit them and make 

them cowardly rather than courageous.  

However, this was not a popular opinion. Only ten days later, the communisante 

publication Libération-Sud released their rebuttal – an unsigned article entitled ‘“Terrorism” 

and the National Insurrection’ – which outlined their attitude towards resistance 

violence.236 The author mocked the so-called ‘brave bourgeois’ — we can assume they 

meant the middle-class intellectuals who wrote Défense de la France — who were afraid of the 

Communists’ violence, implicitly drawing on the widespread rhetoric that presented overly 

intellectual men as effeminate.237 In the article, the author argued that violence worked as 

it provoked fear in the Vichy government and the collaborationist press, and suggested it 

was duty for Frenchmen rooted in notions of honour and manliness — ‘To disobey is a 

duty, to strike is an honour’   — with terrorism actually ‘revolutionary legality’.238 Yet they 

went even further than this: they claimed that this supposed ‘terrorism’ was wartime 

violence that would help them avoid an Allied Military Government for Occupied 

Territory (AMGOT) in the future.239 This claim demonstrates how violence was 

 
235‘Défense de la Liberté’, Défense de la France, 20/10/1943; ‘vous perdriez tout le prestige que vous avez acquis 
par votre courage’. 
236 “‘Terrorisme” et l’insurrection nationale’, Libération-Sud, 30/10/1943. 
237 “‘Terrorisme” et l’insurrection nationale’, Libération-Sud, 30/10/1943; ‘braves bourgeois’. See Robert Nye, 
‘Western Masculinities in War and Peace’, The American Historical Review, 112.2 (2007), 417-438 (429); 
Christopher Forth, The Dreyfus Affair and the Crisis of French Manhood (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2004); Joan Tumblety, Remaking the Male Body: Masculinity and the Uses of Physical Culture in Interwar and 
Vichy France (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). 
238 “‘Terrorisme” et l’insurrection nationale’, Libération-Sud, 30/10/1943; ‘Désobéir est un devoir, frapper est 
un honneur’; ‘la légalité révolutionnaire’. 
239 “‘Terrorisme” et l’insurrection nationale’, Libération-Sud, 30/10/1943. 
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increasingly understood, as necessary to achieving the Liberation and to restoring France’s 

prestige on the world stage. 

 After Libération-Sud’s article Défense de la France reflected and re-evaluated their opinion 

of violence undertaken by other resisters — Communist or otherwise. Indeed, William 

Lapierre, a student at the École normale supérieure who had joined Défense de la France earlier in 

1943 responded to Libération-Sud’s article.240 Lapierre was tasked with managing relations 

with other movements as a result of the increased co-operation necessitated by the 

formation of the MUR in January 1943 and Défense de la France joining the MLN in 

December 1943.241 Writing under his pseudonym G. Le Mainois, Lapierre’s article, 

“Terrorism or Resistance?”, echoed the language of Libération-Sud, making it explicitly clear 

that he had engaged with their article.242 Lapierre reframed Défense de la France’s position on 

resistance violence as necessary and legitimate because of the wartime circumstances, with 

no mention of Viannay’s previous article. In asking the title question, Lapierre put the two 

on opposing sides, suggesting that resisters could not be terrorists, and vice-versa. The use 

of this term was claimed to be ‘an odious press campaign’, which had been launched 

against them by ‘German propaganda, with the complicity of the government of 

traitors’.243 Lapierre claimed that the violence condemned by the press and, previously, 

Défense de la France’s founder, Viannay, was crucial to the war effort and justified as such: 

‘these are real WAR OPERATIONS … they contribute towards the liberation effort’, 

rather than being ‘personal revenge’.244 This framing distanced acts of violence from 

emotion and emphasised that it was a rational and necessary part of being a soldier. The 

accusation of Vichy being treasonous justified criminal activity and framed it as a patriotic 

 
240 Roux-Foillet, p.52; Wieviorka, Défense de la France, pp.133-4. 
241 Wieviorka, Défense de la France, pp.133-4. 
242 G. Le Mainois, ‘Terrorisme ou Résistance?’, Défense de la France, 15/12/1943. 
243 G. Le Mainois, ‘Terrorisme ou Résistance?’, Défense de la France, 15/12/1943; ‘une odieuse campagne de 
presse’; ‘la propagande allemande, avec la complicité du gouvernement des traîtres’. 
244 G. Le Mainois, ‘Terrorisme ou Résistance?’, Défense de la France, 15/12/1943; ‘ce sont là de véritables 
OPERATIONS DE GUERRE … elles contribuent à l’effort de libération’; ‘les vengeances personnelles’. 
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necessity.245 That Lapierre – on behalf of Défense de la France – re-evaluated Viannay’s 

previous claims after Libération-Sud’s article demonstrates the process of negotiation within 

the resistance press. It also demonstrates how the disparate resistance mouvements, the 

conservative Défense de la France and the communisante Libération-Sud, sought to work together 

towards the Liberation as they had become incorporated into the larger organisations of 

the MUR and MLN. Lapierre’s article marked a departure in rhetoric for Défense de la 

France more broadly, as violence was reframed as not only acceptable, but rather as a 

decisive part of the ongoing war, which the Allies — including de Gaulle in London and 

the Free French in North Africa — looked increasingly likely to win. The looming threat of 

an AMGOT may have persuaded them that violence was legitimate as the men of the 

resistance were soldiers within the broader war. Yet whether violence was to be motivated 

by revenge and thus anger, or conducted by self-controlled soldiers, differed according to 

resistance movement. 

German brutality was used to encourage further violence, particularly in the 

Communist press. France d’Abord asked their readers to think of ‘all the martyred hostages’ 

and ‘to revenge our dead’.246 The brutality of the Germans was frequently emphasised 

through references to hostages and mentions of Jewish deportations, including the Vel’ 

d’Hiv’ round up of July 1942, which marked the start of mass round-ups of Jews in 

France.247 It was not only the Communist resistance who mobilised deaths in this way, with 

Libération-Sud telling their readers, ‘Strike to revenge … the death of our shot hostages’.248 

Although it had been used from the start of reprisal killings in the autumn of 1941 and 

compounded by deportations, this rhetoric was mobilised more frequently during the final 

 
245 G. Le Mainois, ‘Terrorisme ou Résistance?’, Défense de la France, 15/12/1943; ‘quand la trahison est au 
pouvoir, nécessaire est la trahison’. 
246 ‘A l’exemple du détachement VALMY’, France d’Abord, 10/1942; ‘tous les otages martyrisés’; ‘venger nos 
morts’. 
247 ‘A l’exemple du détachement VALMY’, France d’Abord, 10/1942; ‘tous les otages martyrisés’; ‘la honte de 
Paris’ Other examples include Libération-Sud, 10/1942. 
248 ‘D’Abord agir’, Libération-Sud, 1/9/1943; ‘Frapper pour venger … la mort de nos otages fusillés’. 
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months of the Occupation. Indeed, in February 1944 Défense de la France claimed that in the 

face of deportations and massacres of hostages, ‘a single response is possible: to kill’.249 

Similar language was used about collaborationists, with France d’Abord commanding their 

readers ‘[t]o punish the traitors’.250 This was another common refrain in the resistance 

press, with articles declaring that traitors would be condemned to death, foreshadowing the 

Liberation-era purges.251 Even before they had revised their position of violence, Défense de 

la France mobilised this rhetoric and declared that ‘A FRENCHMAN WHO SELLS OUT 

A FRENCHMAN DESERVES TORTURE’, although resisters were told to wait because 

one day ‘JUSTICE WILL BE SERVED’.252 

 While the language of vengeance within the press was only applied to mass killings 

and deportations of men, any violence towards women was presented as proof of the 

Germans’ brutality and thus in need of retribution. This rhetoric signals what was 

considered legitimate wartime conduct, with violence against women condemned as 

unmanly and a way of covering up their own weaknesses. Similarly, excessive violence was 

portrayed as illegitimate and governed by emotion and thus unmanly, with Libération-Sud 

declaring that Germans and collaborationists ‘are cruel because they are scared’.253 France 

d’Abord claimed at the start of June 1944 that the ‘Boche kill without discernment, violate 

women’.254 When giving information about the two women killed by the collaborationist 

group Service d’ordre légionnaire at a protest in Marseille on 14 July 1942 – a date that 

was highlighted as making it particularly distasteful – Combat claimed, ‘we will avenge 

 
249 Indomitus, ‘Le Devoir de tuer’, Défense de la France, 25/2/1944; ‘une seule attitude est possible: tuer’. 
250 France d’Abord, 5/1942 ; ‘Punir les traîtres’. 
251 ‘Un Avertissement aux traîtres’, Libération-Sud, 1/8/1943. See also ‘A Tous les fonctionnaires’, Libération-
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them’.255 In doing so, women were framed  primarily as victims rather than resisters with 

agency. 

Although a few references were made about the Russian women who had joined 

the Red Army in the press, this was not used to mobilise women.  Jeanne la Lorraine, for 

example, acknowledged that women wanted to join the FTP as fighters like their Russian 

sisters, yet that they should continue to perform auxiliary roles as marraines, or 

‘godmothers’.256 This was possibly because of the logistics of women joining the French 

army at the time, as women had begun to be removed from the resistance army by Gaullist 

forces from mid-1943.257 Yet some women’s papers used the deaths of Frenchwomen as a 

rallying call to galvanise other women to join the French resistance in an armed capacity. 

An all-female battalion was created called Danielle Casanova – because, La Madelon du 

Franc-Tireur explained, ‘she’s the example for women soldiers’ – while La Voix des Femmes 

called on their readers to unite to avenge their deaths and ‘to protest with force against the 

assassination of these women’.258 This was particularly the case towards the Liberation, as 

publications including Femmes de prisonniers et de déportés normands instructed their readers to 

form combat groups to prepare for the national insurrection that was to come.259 Women’s 

military action throughout even the women’s press was thus limited to the Liberation of 

France, with women not arguing for women’s broader inclusion in the armed forces. 

It was only if acting as part of the resistance army that Défense de la France claimed 

violence was acceptable. It therefore needed to be devoid of anger, which — the 

clandestine publications were keen to stress — was said to differentiate between the 
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resistance and the Germans or collabos. Indeed, in the very first issue of Défense de la France, 

Viannay (Indomitus) acknowledged the anger felt as a result of the Occupation but asked 

potential resisters to ‘join together in hatred of the enemy and especially in the love of 

France’ and form resistance groups rather than to turn hatred into violence.260 Viannay 

claimed Hitler had said “I believe in the fecundity of hatred” in Mein Kampf, yet argued that 

‘hatred is sterile’ and destructive.261 Hitler’s desire for violence and hatred was contrasted 

with resisters who were advised to ‘keep […] your sang-froid’, while other articles 

continually affirmed their supposedly ‘manly’ qualities of ‘courage’ and ‘sang-froid’.262 

Défense de la France’s reproduction of Boris Wildé’s letter to his wife reinforced this, 

commenting “[m]y death must not be a pretext for hatred against Germany” and claimed that rather 

than hatred-based violence, “justice […] after the war will suffice”.263 Although non-

Communist resisters later accepted that violence was necessary, Défense de la France ordered 

their readers to not allow themselves to be governed by emotions. They were told to kill 

‘without passion and without hatred’, and to never ‘abase oneself to torture’ because ‘[w]e 

are not torturers, we are soldiers’.264  

The presentation of male resisters as soldiers within the resistance army affected 

how their deaths were presented within the clandestine press.  Dying for the resistance was 

presented as proof of the masculine qualities such as stoicism and resisters’ soldierly 

conduct as they obeyed ‘until death’.265 Défense de la France presented deaths of (male) 

resisters as a regrettable necessity that had a redemptive function, both uniting the 

resistance — ‘the unity of the Resistance is made, cemented by the blood of our dead’ — 
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and ultimately saving France, with the enemy soon to be chased out ‘at the price of the 

blood of his best sons’.266 The reader was repeatedly informed that ‘we are at war’ and 

death was thus framed as a heroic national duty for the men of France, ‘so that France can 

live’.267 The emphasis on wartime action attributed agency to the men who had died by 

framing them as soldiers who were actively and willingly making the ultimate sacrifice for 

France. 

 The reproduction of resisters’ final letters within the clandestine press is key for 

understanding their deaths and how men who were killed were understood as soldiers. 

These fragments give us an insight into how these men understood their resistance struggle 

— and their subsequent deaths — and into the types of narratives the clandestine press 

wanted to propagate. The choice to publish some of these letters over others conveyed a 

specific and gendered image of the resistance. The writing of letters to (female) loved ones 

often displaced the label of ‘victim’ from the person who had died — shown to be 

accepting of their fate — to the person or people left behind. Boris Wildé’s final letter to his 

wife, which was reproduced in Défense de la France, demonstrates this: ‘I do not tremble, and 

I am smiling as usual. So, I face death, smiling, as a new adventure, with some regret but 

without remorse or fear… I am ready…’.268 Although presented without comment, the 

stoicism, acceptance of his fate and pride exhibited by Wildé was something Défense de la 

France wished men to emulate and to strive for in their actions with the resistance. It was 

not only identifiable men whose letters were published. A single line from the final letter of 

an unnamed resister to be executed was printed in September 1943: “I am not a victim, I 
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am a drop of blood that fertilises the soil of France”.269 In shunning the (feminised) label of 

‘victim’, the (male) author was able to reclaim agency and receive the acclaim for his 

sacrifice. Through these letters it is once again possible to discern a strong voice claiming 

that the ultimate sacrifice made by the men of France was understood — and presented — 

as redemptive, nourishing and preparing France for the upcoming Liberation. It was not 

just Défense de la France and Wildé who reproduced the rhetoric of redemption through 

death. The Communist women’s press, such as the claim in the Union des jeunes filles 

patriotes (l’UJFP) paper L’Artésienne claimed that ‘[t]he blood of our martyrs washes away 

the shame of the debacle of 1940; their sacrifice allows our hopes to be realised’.270 Yet 

crucially, the article made a distinction between ‘our martyrs’ – which were gendered male 

– and the reader. 

 The Communist press devoted a higher proportion of their papers to lamenting 

those they had lost, perhaps because of the larger number of Communists killed under the 

Occupation. Communist resisters had a reputation for being willing to sacrifice their lives 

to the resistance cause, with an article published in the September-October 1941 issue of  

Libération-Sud instructing their adherents that they should ‘[b]e ready, like the Communists, 

to sacrifice our lives’.271 This was something the Communist resistance themselves were 

keen to emphasise: in November 1943 France d’Abord sowed the seeds of the post-war claims 

about their wartime losses by claiming that ‘70,000 patriots have been shot or have died 

under torture’ — a clear precursor to the PCF’s self-adopted title of the party of 75,000 

shot after the war.272 Yet these figures had a gendered dimension, as when a large number 

of people were executed in reprisal killings they were assumed to be all men: La Voix de 
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Femmes, for example, claimed in December 1941 that ‘[a]nother 100 grieving women 

mourn their husband, their sons’.273 This rhetoric demonstrates how even the women’s 

press largely framed women within domestic frameworks, presenting them as mothers or 

wives rather than resisters, with their activism replaced by an overarching domesticity. As 

with the non-Communist press, the victimhood was shifted from the dead to their wives 

and children, which was common after the First World War, with surviving women and 

children included within some French war memorials.274 Older men were largely referred 

to as fathers, such as ‘a father of 10 children’ among the dead.275 

The gendered differences in how deaths of resisters were presented by the press had 

implications for who qualified as an active resister. While men were presented as soldiers 

willingly going to their deaths, the few women who the clandestine press wrote about were 

highlighted as martyrs. Women such as Berty Albrecht and Danielle Casanova were cited 

as ‘our best’ and thus evidence of exceptionalism rather than of Frenchwomen being 

capable.276 Indeed, the hardship of their resistance experience – including the difficulty of 

being away from their children – was emphasised as something that they had succeeded in 

spite of.277 

Other women who died were primarily presented as innocent, listing ‘women, 

children and the elderly’ as blameless victims who had done nothing to provoke violence, 

which stripped them of their agency and reducing them to simple victims of German 

brutality.278  By employing the language of victimhood to women and children and not to 
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adult male resisters, who were presented as heroes who were conscious of the decision they 

had made, the press removed the agency of women resisters while attributing agency to 

men. Only the Communist women’s press provided in-depth information about women 

resisters who had died, such as Berty Albrecht, who had worked for in Combat alongside 

Henri Frenay until her arrest in late May 1943 and her death soon after, and Communist 

resister Danielle Casanova, who was arrested in February 1942 and died in Auschwitz in 

May 1943.279 These publications presented Albrecht and especially Casanova as 

exceptional women who readers should seek to emulate through joining the resistance, 

albeit in traditionally ‘feminine’ roles.280 

The authors of the resistance press reinforced the image of male resisters as soldiers 

within a resistance army. However, violence remained a contentious issue, with non-

Communists emphasising traditionally masculine qualities of self-control and restraint, 

while Communists arguing that they should use their anger to fuel their fight to protect the 

women and children of France. Throughout, both Communists and non-communists alike 

emphasised the paternalism and the honour of the men who were fighting to protect the 

women and children and – ultimately – France. Meanwhile, women were implored to 

assist the (male) soldiers rather than to join the army themselves, thus further reinforcing 

traditional wartime gender roles. 

2.4 Gendered visions of France’s future 

As the previous two sections of this chapter have demonstrated, in the clandestine press 

men and women were generally understood and articulated as having distinct but 

complementary roles that largely fitted within traditional gender norms, with men as 

 
279 See Footitt, ‘Cold War’. 
280 La Voix des Femmes de Normandie, 9/1943; ‘Madame Albrecht, française au Service de la Nation’, Femmes 
Françaises, 1/1944; ‘Danielle Casanova est mort assassinée’, Jeunes Filles de France 10/1943; 
‘P/A/R/T/I/S/A/N/S’, La Madelon du Franc-Tireur, 3/1944. 
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soldiers and women as auxiliary. The male-centred rhetoric was also at the forefront of the 

future-orientated discussions, which posited the resistance as the new military and political 

elite of France. As such, the clandestine press focused exclusively on the men of France as 

coming to the fore at the Liberation. While women’s enfranchisement was largely 

supported by the clandestine press, they were not expected to gain high-status leadership 

roles within government.281 Even the Communist women’s press was conservative in terms 

of gendered roles: while the Jeunes filles de France argued for equal pay, they nevertheless 

looked to the male leadership of the PCF as those they wanted to represent them in high 

politics.282  

Although the various visions of a resistance future have been explored by scholars, 

this chapter builds on this work by examining the gendered dimension to this rhetoric. 

Cowans posited the resistance as ‘a community of expectation’ because it ultimately relied 

on the belief that Germany would be defeated and explored the political projects and 

reconstruction policy that were proposed for the future.283 Meanwhile, Andrew Shennan 

observed the ‘ancien combattant reflex’ of the resistance in his study on the future-orientated 

discourses in France from 1940 to 1946, in which resisters posited the internal resistance ‘as 

a young and dynamic movement which would renew France simply by coming to the 

helm’.284 This scholarship has been important in understanding how the resistance 

envisioned their future, although the gendered aspects of this future lay outside the scope of 

both Cowans’ and Shennan’s work. As with the other gendered rhetoric that this chapter 

has discussed, the vision of a male future was not only articulated within publications that 

centred on men’s experiences – Combat, Défense de la France, France d’Abord and Libération-Sud 

 
281 Margaret Collins Weitz, Sisters in the Resistance: How Women Fought to Free France: 1940-1945 (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1995), p.72. 
282 See, for example, ‘Heureuses jeunes filles libres et égales’ Jeunes filles de France, 10/1940. 
283 Cowans, p.78. 
284 Shennan, p.51. 
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– but also within the women’s press. Although not the focus, this section demonstrates that 

women shored up the rhetoric and accepted their marginal position in the post-war world. 

One way that the future was presented as primarily male was in the conflation 

between the resistance as the elite of France and as an army, which was explicitly made in 

Défense de la France: in July 1943, they asserted that ‘[t]he war is conducted by an elite that, 

more than any other, deserves the name army’.285 They therefore placed the resistance 

above even the much-revered poilu because they had chosen to be at war, rather than 

relying on conscription or military service.286 The legacies invoked were used to 

demonstrate that the armed resistance wings — the FFI and FTP — were truly ‘the 

vanguard of the Liberation army’.287 In addition to gestures to the past, concrete references 

to military precedent were used. For example, in 1942 France d’Abord incorporated a 

definition of what an armed force was — including the importance of cohesion and the 

need for obeying the chef — and informed the reader that the definition given had been 

borrowed from military manuals. They argued that through following this definition and 

by acting in a similar way they could help form the ‘foundation of the army of Fighting 

France’.288 This was early in the Occupation and as the reality of the clandestine struggle 

became apparent, many — including Défense de la France — were keen to stress the 

importance of actions over military tactics, claiming ‘these warriors will be formed in the 

fight and not by endless discussions and theories’.289 

 
285 Indomitus, ‘France et graandeur’, Défense de la France, 20/6/1943 ‘[l]a guerre est menée par une élite qui, 
plus que tout autre, mérite le nom d’armée’. 
286 Indomitus, ‘France et graandeur’, Défense de la France, 20/6/1943. 
287 ‘L’œuvre des marraines’, La Madelon du Franc-Tireur, 5/1944; ‘Les femmes sont volontaires pour entrer 
dans la détachements de F.T.P.’, Jeanne la Lorraine, 1/1944; ‘Janvier 1944 – Espoir’, Marianne “République” 
1/1944 ; ‘l’avant-garde de l’armée de la Libération’. Similar sentiments can be found throughout the 
clandestine press, for example ‘Appel à nos membres’, Libération-Sud, 1/5/1944; ‘Le groupe de combat’, 
France d’Abord, 10/1942; ‘Pour la levée en masse’, France d’Abord, 1/8/1943; ‘Vers l’insurrection nationale’, 
Jeunes Filles de France, 1/7/1944. 
288 Le groupe de combat’, France d’Abord, 10/1942; ‘base de l’armée de la France combattante’. 
289 ‘Le fait de la Résistance’ Défense de la France, 14/7/1943; ‘ces guerriers seront formés dans la lutte et non 
par des palabres et des théories’. Emphasis in original. 
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The lived experience of the resistance was thus shown to be a transformative 

experience that turned young, inexperienced men into soldiers. Défense de la France took this 

further, by claiming that ‘we have more trust … in a young, audacious chef who has already 

launched and organised several train attacks than an armchair strategist’. 290 They 

therefore elevated resisters above soldiers from other wars and suggested they were 

uniquely qualified to fight in the upcoming battles. This was echoed within the women’s 

press, too, with Communist women’s publication Jeanne de Lorraine proclaiming in January 

1944 that ‘[we] trust in our NEW ARMY, we trust in the chefs formed in the fight’, and 

thus arguing women must provide them with auxiliary support rather than attempt to enlist 

themselves.291 Publications continually reinforced that men’s role was in the army, while 

women’s role was in a supportive and secondary role, thus shoring up traditional gender 

roles and bolstering the gendered rhetoric of France d’Abord and the levée en masse that 

advocated for separate gendered roles.  

Those writing for the clandestine press often adopted an authoritative tone and 

used paternalistic language, speaking as older, trained officers who were moulding the 

youth of France into soldiers. In June 1944, for example, France d’Abord wrote that ‘officers, 

it’s our task to transform the réfractaires into soldiers, to organise and to instruct, in the 

countryside and in towns’.292 In doing so, the Communist press was keen to stress that they 

were not an unruly rabble, but instead were dedicated and serious about the task of 

preparing to become the future French army. Défense de la France similarly outlined their 

desires for the French army: they wanted ‘a vigorous, young, enthusiastic, modern, 

educated and morally fit army’, which they claimed would arise from the ranks of the 

 
290 ‘Le fait de la Résistance’ Défense de la France, 14/7/1943; ‘[n]ous avons plus confiance … dans un jeune 
chef plein d’audace qui a déjà monté et organisé plusieurs attaques de train que dans un stratège de salon’. 
Emphasis in original. 
291 Les femmes sont volontaires pour entrer dans la détachements de F.T.P.’, Jeanne la Lorraine, 1/1944; 
‘[n]ous avons confiance en notre ARMEE NOUVELLE, nous avons confiance en ses chefs formés dans la 
lutte’. 
292 ‘Post de combat’ France d’Abord, 1/6/1944, ‘c’est notre tâche, d’officiers, transformer les réfractaires en 
soldats, organiser, instruire, à la campagne et dans les villes’. 
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resistance.293 It is likely that this emphasis on youth in the rhetoric of Défense de la France was 

the result of Viannay, Salmon and many of the other members of the resistance being 

young themselves and wanting to re-shape the army in their image. Combat argued that the 

resistance was character-forming, while Défense de la France claimed that ‘the true elite, that 

which is forging itself in this grief, has not capitulated … there are men who want to 

fight’.294 By July 1944, France d’Abord claimed that the new army was made up of ‘superior 

elite armed forces’ who had ‘the essential qualities necessary for a combatant’ – ‘[c]ourage, 

sang-froid … and discipline’ – which the publication had emphasised a year previously.295 

Above all, the soldiers of the resistance were held to be men of action: Combat, for example, 

claimed in March 1943 that they needed not empty words, but action.296 This was 

unsurprising, as the resistance had decided to act in the face of defeat and thus deemed 

passive resistance cowardly. Défense de la France proclaimed in 1942 that ‘WAITING 

PASSIVELY IS CLOSE TO TREASON’.297 

 With a focus on soldierly qualities and action within the clandestine press, resisters 

sought to prove that they had these through displays of martial prowess. They aimed to put 

the French military legacies into practice through their actions in the present, while seeking 

to secure their legacy for the future — thus demonstrating that they were indeed heirs to 

these noble French traditions, despite their ambiguous status under the Occupation. The 

most famous example of this is the ‘Liberation’ of Oyonnax by the 250-man maquis of l’Ain 

on 11 November 1943 led by Henri Romans-Petit.298 The maquis alerted the population of 

their arrival, before marching to the Monument aux Morts where they laid a Cross of 

 
293 Indomitus, ‘France et grandeur’, Défense de la France, 20/6/1943; ‘une armée vigoureuse, jeune, 
enthousiaste, moderne, éducatrice du caractère et de la propreté morale’. 
294 Indomitus, ‘La France Commande’, Défense de la France, 10/1/1942; ‘la véritable élite, celle qui se forge 
aujourd'hui dans la douleur, n’a pas capitulé… il y a des hommes qui veulent la lutte’. 
295 ‘Le groupe de combat’, France d’Abord, 10/1942 ; ‘des formations d’élite supérieure armées’; ‘les qualités 
essentielles nécessaires au combattant’; ‘[c]ourage, sang-froid … et discipline’. 
296 ‘Ou va la Résistance?’, Combat, 2/1944. 
297 Indomitus, ‘Que va faire la France?’, Défense de la France, 1/12/1942; ‘ATTENDRE PASSIVEMENT 
C’EST PREQUE TRAHIR’. 
298 Kedward, In Search of the Maquis, p.65. 
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Lorraine — bearing the inscription “The victors of tomorrow. For the victors of 1914-

1918” — held a minute of silence for the war dead before singing la Marseillaise and 

marched out.299 Kedward argued that the event:  

aimed to show the population that the maquis were not the rabble of foreign 
bandits portrayed by Vichy propaganda, it was carried through with a military 
control and precision300  

Similarly, Gildea acknowledged that it was ‘designed to counter the image of the 

maquisards as outlaws, and to dramatise their fitness to receive weapons’.301 In many ways, 

these scholarly analyses are reflective of what was published in the clandestine press at the 

time: Bir-Hakeim, for example claimed that this event proved the honour of the resistance 

and demonstrated that maquisards were not terrorists but instead soldiers.302 Likewise, 

Libération-Sud explained the event by claiming ‘that far from being “terrorists”, the men of 

the maquis constitute a truly disciplined, supervised army, commanded by leaders worthy of 

the name’.303 This was emphasised through the wearing of military uniforms — in short-

supply in 1943 — with Libération-Sud claiming that ‘[e]ach officer at the head of his section 

is in uniform, and wears all his medals’.304 Using the trappings of a formal military such as 

uniforms and medals, the maquis sought to produce a (living) link with the military 

traditions of the past: both the First World War and the Phoney War. 

Through presenting themselves as a disciplined and self-controlled army and by 

paying tribute to those of the First World War on Armistice Day, the maquis sought to 

mobilise this heritage and present themselves as the heirs to the poilu, and thus as legitimate 

soldiers. This is evident in both aspects of the event itself — the inscription on the Cross of 

 
299 ‘Oyonnax, nous voilà!’, Libération-Sud, 1/12/1943;  “Les vainqueurs de demain, Aux vainqueurs de 1914-
1918”. 
300 Kedward, In Search of the Maquis, p.65. 
301 Gildea, Fighters, p.329. 
302 ‘A Oyonnax, le 11 Novembre, les Gards du Maquis ont rendu homage à leurs Aînés’, Bir-Hakeim, [ND, 
11/1943]. 
303 ‘Oyonnax, nous voilà!’, Libération-Sud, 1/12/1943; For other examples see ‘A Oyonnax: récit d’un témoin’, 
Combat (ND [11/1943?]); ‘avaient décidé de démontrer … que loin d’être des “terroristes”, les hommes des 
maquis constituent une véritable armée disciplinée, encadrée, commandée par des chefs dignes de ce nom’. 
304 Oyonnax, nous voilà!’, Libération-Sud, 1/12/1943; ‘Chaque officier est en uniforme, à la tête de sa section, 
et porte toutes ses décorations’. 
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Lorraine, for example, placed the resistance as ‘victors’ alongside those of the First World 

War — but also in how the resistance press communicated the event to their readers. 

Clandestine paper Bir-Hakeim’s headline explicitly addressed this when they proclaimed: 

‘the youths of the Maquis have paid homage to their ancestors’, going even further than the 

First World War in reminding the readers of the Revolutionary connotations to the singing 

of la Marseillaise.305 The photographs printed in the clandestine press demonstrate the 

awareness of the risk involved in the event; the faces of the maquisards and locals were 

blotted out, demonstrating that those involved risked prosecution. Yet the need felt to share 

the event despite outdoor photography being banned under the Occupation overrode the 

risks.306 The gendered dimension of this resistance spectacle was made highly visible 

through the printing and the framing of these photographs. Men dominate the 

photographs, whereas women are only visible in the background of one as approving 

bystanders. Bir-Hakeim and Combat also printed testimony in their coverage of the event that 

emphasised the participation within the event by use of the first-person.307 The use of 

resister testimony sought to both bolster their claim to legitimacy, while also giving voice to 

resisters’ experiences and thus integrate them into their journal. That the parade was 

filmed despite the impossibility of disseminating the footage broadly within France until 

after the Liberation demonstrates the desire to communicate and encode a record of the 

maquis’ march for posterity. 

It was not simply in military terms that the clandestine press presented the resistance 

as transformative. It was presented as character-building more broadly, although the 

language suggested it only applied to men. Combat claimed in January 1943, ‘it’s in trials 

that the people and men are judged. It’s in trials that the force of character, sincerity of 

 
305 ‘A Oyonnax, le 11 Novembre, les Gards du Maquis ont rendu homage à leurs Aînés’, Bir-Hakeim, [ND, 
11/1943]. 
306 Ian Ousby, Occupation: The Ordeal of France 1940-1944 (New York: St Martin’s, 1998), p.113. 
307 A Oyonnax: récit d’un témoin’, Combat (ND [11/1943?]). 
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intentions and fidelity to promises are judged’, implying that the men of the resistance had 

proved themselves.308 Although scholars such as Luc Capdevila have argued that the defeat 

constituted a ‘crisis of masculinity’ that was only reconstructed at the Liberation, the 

clandestine press posited the defeat as a ‘test’ of masculinity, which they as resisters had 

passed.309 As Shennan argued, the resistance used their moral integrity in fighting against 

the occupier to posit themselves as France’s new elite, with a potential non-Communist 

resistance party proposed, with Défense de la France authors Viannay and Jean-Daniel 

Jurgensen both involved.310 As Viannay and Jurgensen’s involvement within these political 

discussions demonstrates – and as Chapter Three argues – this was not just rhetoric but 

had real political stakes as they sought to position themselves in government. 

The belief in the character-forming nature of the resistance was demonstrated in 

Défense de la France’s publication of the Rudyard Kipling poem ‘If’ in an issue addressed to 

the youth of France as a reaction to the institution of the Relève scheme, announced by 

Vichy in June 1942.311 This poem was written as a tribute to colonial leader Leander Starr 

Jameson after the failed 1895-6 raid in the Boer War, and encourages strength, courage 

and control of emotions in the face of defeat, even when ‘all men doubt you’. Other aspects 

of the poem would also have seemed relevant to those in the resistance — ‘If you can bear 

to hear the truth you’ve spoken Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools’, for example 

would have seemed applicable to resisters in terms of their ‘truth’, with Vichy in the role of 

‘knaves’ and attentistes as the ‘fools’. Beyond these parallels, the poem lists the actions that 

Kipling and Défense de la France — demonstrated by their re-printing it without critical 

analysis — believed proved masculinity. The poem is laid out in four stanzas, each of 

 
308 ‘Le temps de l’épreuve’, Combat, 1/1943, [c]’est dans l’épreuve qu’on juge les peuples et les hommes. C’est 
dans l’épreuve qu’on juge la force des caractères, la sincérité des intentions, la fidélité aux promesses’. 
309 See Capdevila, ‘Quest’ and Kelly ‘Reconstruction’. 
310 Shennan, pp.41-2. 
311 ‘Si…’ Défense de la France, 7/1942. Although they published this in French translation, I am using the 
original English for my analysis. 
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which repeatedly address the reader with ‘If you…’, which allowed poem to build up a 

picture of a self-controlled masculinity in which the physical body and the mind were 

intrinsically linked. The final line — ‘And — which is more — you’ll be a Man, my son!’ 

— made the link with masculinity explicit and placed the emphasis on actions and self-

control in becoming a man. In emphasising that actions were synonymous with 

masculinity, Défense de la France drew parallels between the experience of being a resister and 

that of being a man. The advisory tone of the poem, alongside the final two words — ‘my 

son’ — demonstrates the paternalistic masculinity embodied in the clandestine press. The 

authors were attempting to demonstrate their superior masculinity — implying that by 

resisting they had already acted and thus proved their manhood— and their moral 

authority over those not resisting. Additionally, it called to the youth of France to enlist for 

the resistance army by promising that they would gain masculine qualities through their 

service. 

The paternalistic tone used within ‘If’ was common within the underground press. 

Défense de la France, for example, drew on notions of masculinity centred around being a chef 

de famille. This rhetoric had been widespread in interwar natalist propaganda and can be 

seen as a counterpart to the revolutionary mother mentioned earlier in the chapter.312 

Viannay, writing for Défense de la France as Indomitus, posed the rhetorical question ‘[d]on’t 

you think that your sons will be prouder of a father who fought until death than of a 

coward who survives by shirking his duties?’.313 They therefore suggested that their 

children would be ashamed of a father who had not enlisted and that children would rather 

have no father than one who had refused to fight for France. This was echoed in Combat in 

April 1943, which claimed that ‘[t]he dead of the FIGHTING FRANCE will allow our 

 
312 Kristen Stromberg Childers, ‘Paternity and the Politics of Citizenship in Interwar France’, Journal of Family 
History, 26.1 (2001), 90-111. 
313 Indomitus, ‘Attaquer’, Défense de la France, 20/5/1943 ; ‘[n]e croyez-vous pas que vos fils seront plus fiers 
d’avoir eu un père qui a lutté jusqu’à la mort, plutôt qu’un lâche qui est conservé en se dérobant?’. 
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children to read their history without blushing’.314 While this article was signed ‘An officer 

of the French Fighting Forces’, recourse to paternalism was a familiar refrain in Henri 

Frenay’s post-war writings, including in his post-war letters.315 It is therefore possible that 

this was written by Frenay himself, who in April 1943 was in charge of Combat. Men who 

refused to join the resistance were shamed and presented as cowards, yet in the rhetoric of 

the clandestine press this surpassed the individual man. Their shame would be passed on 

through generations, both specifically — ‘your sons’ — and more abstractly in the children 

of France. In explicitly referencing history, the clandestine press demonstrated a desire to 

secure their future importance as one of the victors and those on the right side of history. 

 In Combat’s November 1942 Édition Spéciale, they revealed that they were envisioning 

history being written through their statements about what ‘historians will say, later’, and 

mocked Pétain’s claim that ‘HISTORY will judge me’ because – they claimed – Pétain had 

already been judged and found wanting.316 Discussing the resistance, Défense de la France 

expressed similar sentiments when they told their readers ‘in History’s eyes, they will be 

those who never gave up’.317 Key figures and key events were deemed to be worthy of 

being written about so they would become part of history. This was particularly so with 

Charles de Gaulle, whose niece Geneviève de Gaulle was in Défense de la France and 

tasked with writing articles about him for the journal. As the only woman to write for 

Défense de la France, the fact that Geneviève did not write about her own experiences but 

instead wrote about Charles is important. It demonstrates the gendered dynamics of the 

publication and – as was a key feature of the post-war era – shows how women’s subjective 

experiences were perceived as secondary to men’s, even by the women themselves. It was 

 
314 Un officier des Forces Françaises Combattantes, ‘A l’élite’ Combat, 15/4/1943, [l]es morts de la FRANCE 
COMBATTANTE permettrons à nos enfants de lire leur histoire sans rougir’. 
315 See Henri Frenay, La Nuit Finira (Opera Mundi, 1973), and various letters from Frenay in AN 397AP/1. 
316 ‘L’histoire me jugera’, Combat, 11/1942; [l]’historien dira, plus tard’; ‘L’HISTOIRE me jugera’. 
317 Robert Tenaille, ‘14 Juillet’, Défense de la France, 14/7/1943; ‘[a]ux yeux de l’Histoire ils seront ceux qui 
n’ont pas abdiqué’. 
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not only Charles de Gaulle who was historicised in the press: shortly after Bir-Hakeim, 

Libération-Sud informed their readers that ‘[t]he French must know the young General 

Koenig’ who had also fought in 1917.318 

The promise of future glory in becoming a part of the historical record was used as 

an incentive for resisters within the press. Libération-Sud, for example, claimed that they 

wanted May 1st to go down in ‘the Annales of the French Resistance’  due to the scale of 

industrial action with strikes, sabotage and protests.319 This became more pronounced as 

the Liberation approached: in August 1944 but before the Liberation, Défense de la France 

already began calling the impending Liberation ‘one of the most beautiful pages of our 

History’ because it would be ‘the triple Liberation, of France, of citizens and of man’.320  

 The desire to encode the present in the historical record of the resistance can be seen 

most clearly when invoked to remember fallen resisters. An explicit link was often made 

between these resisters and historical figures, either named figures — such as the previous 

examples of Barra and Viala — or more broadly. Clandestine newspapers gave names of 

resisters who had been killed and reassured the reader that ‘[t]heir names will be inscribed 

in history books alongside the greatest names of the past’, or else claimed that ‘their names 

will find their place in history’.321 The press commanded their readers to perform a 

memorialising function and ‘remember their names, [because] they are heroes’.322 The 

women’s press particularly invoked a need to remember and to help (male) resisters achieve 

glory. This was most pronounced in death, with women often presented in a traditional 

female role of mourners for the war dead, and putting flowers down for martyrs at war 

 
318 ‘Bir-Hackheim [sic]’, Libération-Sud, 24/6/1942; ‘Les Français doivent connaître le jeune général Koenig’. 
319 ‘1er Mai 1943: Fête Nationale du sabotage contre l’Ennemi: Vive le 1er Mai’, Libération-Sud, 1/5/1943 ; ‘les 
Annales de la Résistance française’. 
320 Robert Tenaille, ‘Le sens de la Libération’, Défense de la France, 8/1944 ; ‘l’une des plus belles pages de 
notre Histoire’; ‘la triple Libération de la France, du citoyen et de homme’. 
321 La Voix des femmes, 12/1941; ‘L’exemple de la Savoie’, Libération-Sud, 10/4/1943; see also ‘Quatre héros et 
un traitre’, Libération-Sud, 15/2/1942; ‘[d]ans les manuels d’histoire leurs noms s’inscriront au côté fard plus 
grands noms du passé’; ‘leur noms trouveront leur place dans l’histoire’. 
322 ‘Quatre héros et un traitre’, Libération-Sud, 15/2/1942; ‘[r]etenez leur noms, [parce que] ce sont des héros’. 
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memorials.323 Similarly, women’s publication L’Artésienne asked their young female 

readership to ‘remember these heroes, their names will remain synonymous with 

COURAGE and with HONOUR’, rather than imploring them to fight alongside their 

male comrades.324 Women were instead told it was their duty to remember and mourn the 

men who had died. The instruction that they needed to become synonymous with 

supposedly ‘masculine’ qualities is also important in understanding how the gendered 

dynamics of commemoration worked, as the men who had died were to be remembered in 

a specific way. 

2.5 Putting the historicising imperative into action: emerging 

from the shadows 

At the Liberation, the resistance presses that continued to print were able to put the 

historicising imperative they had expressed under the Occupation into place: they could 

shed light on the actions of the resistance to ensure it was remembered for posterity, thus 

shaping the historical record. However as Adler commented, few clandestine publications 

continued beyond the Occupation.325 Combat and Défense de la France, as official journals of 

the MLN, were installed at the printers of L’Intransigeant in 100 rue Reaumur, which under 

the Occupation had housed the German language newspaper Pariser Zeitung.326 While still 

maintaining their position as mouthpieces of the MLN through publishing proclamations, 

the move from clandestine to authorised presses meant that they underwent large changes 

in a short period of time. Both formerly clandestine publications were swiftly expanded by 

their editorial team to the format of a daily newspaper with a far higher circulation and 

without the need for secrecy. Crucially, the editors of both placed a resistance legacy at the 

 
323 See for example ‘Pour le 11 novembre’, La Voix des femmes, 12/1941. 
324 L’Artésienne,ND [1944]; ‘ces héros leurs noms resterons synonymes de COURAGE et d’HONNEUR’. 
325 Adler, p.31. 
326 Jacques Bellanger, Jacques Godechot, Pierre Guiral and Fernand Terrou, L’Histoire générale de la presse 
française, vol.4 (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1976), p.274; Franc-Tireur was also housed at 100 rue 
Reaumur. 
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forefront of the publications: Défense de la France proudly displayed a cross of Lorraine and 

proclaimed that it had been ‘[f]ounded under enemy Occupation on 14 July 1941’ in their 

masthead, while Combat’s masthead declared ‘From the Resistance to the Revolution’.327 

Furthermore, a small section on the first page of the initial issues of Combat explained that 

they were a daily paper ‘after four years of clandestine fighting against the enemy’.328  

When emerging from clandestinity, Défense de la France published a special issue in 

which they explicitly put the historicising imperative articulated under the Occupation into 

action, which Emmanuelle Benassi pointed to as the first history of the journal.329 This 

issue, entitled ‘The Birth, the Life and the Triumph of a clandestine journal’, offered a 

history of their own movement, in which they acknowledged the central role of women to 

the running of their movement.330 The author was Henri Rochon, a former journalist for 

La Montagne who had been charged with producing the Rennes edition of Défense de la France 

from spring 1944. Although written exclusively by Rochon, the direction of the issue was 

decided upon by the editorial board and aimed to pay homage to those who had 

participated in Défense de la France, and to signal their intention to continue to publish and 

continue the same political fight.331  

Yet despite offering a history and articulating aspects of the lived experience for 

resisters at Défense de la France, Rochon wrote it in the third person and borrowed from 

literature in his framing. Rochon’s articles offered vivid imagery and framed the resistance 

experience as a cross between a mystery, a thriller and an adventure story. Indeed, Rochon 
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329 Emmanuelle Benassi, ‘Journal Défense de la France no.43, 21 août 1944’, 
<http://museedelaresistanceenligne.org/media1882-Journal-iDA> [accessed 11 November 2019]. 
330 [Henri Rochon] ‘La Naissance, La Vie et le Triomphe d’un journal clandestin’, Défense de la France, 
21/8/1944. 
331 Benassi; [Henri Rochon], Défense de la France, 21/8/1944; Wieviokra, Défense de la France, p.358; ‘après 
quatre ans de lutte clandestine contre l’ennemi’. 
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explicitly stated that incidents with the Gestapo could be ‘an adventure novel whose genre 

oscillates between Arsène Lupin and “Travels to Jerusalem and the Holy Land”’.332 Using 

the character Arsène Lupin — the anti-hero gentleman thief who relied on ‘cunning 

disguises’— as a point of reference borrowed from romans noirs and suggested the dangers of 

the Occupation, with the resistance heroes pitted against the world.333 

 Rochon highlighted the role of women within the movement throughout the issue, 

with front page headline for the issue reading ‘[t]hree students [étudiantes], a doctor, a 

professor and a nurse form a typography workshop’, with ‘[t]hree students, a doctor’ in 

capital letters and larger than the rest.334 The use of the feminine plural ‘étudiantes’ in the 

headline, despite using the masculine form ‘étudiants’ in the article itself, suggests that 

Rochon wanted to emphasise the participation of women in the formation of the 

movement. It is possible to hypothesise that this headline was written to capture potential 

readers’ attention. When setting the scene of 1941, Rochon used direct speech to articulate 

the thought uniting the early resisters of Défense de la France that “[s]omething must be 

done!”, which he claimed was felt by all: ‘men and women, workers or intellectuals, the left 

or the right, know already to react’.335 Without the means of armed combat, Rochon 

claimed they concluded that the only course that seemed feasible was ‘[t]o produce a 

journal’. From necessity, they explained how they understood that this would be on a far 

smaller scale than that of broader periodicals, considering that they were initially using 

rudimentary equipment: ‘the “presses” like in Guttenberg’s time’.336 

 
332 [Henri Rochon], ‘Mimi Pinson continue ses études dans une cave de la Sorbonne’, Défense de la France, 
21/8/1944 ‘un roman d’aventures dont le genre oscillerait entre Arsène Lupin et “l’Itinéraire de Paris à 
Jérusalem’. 
333 Claire Gorrara, The Roman Noir in Post-War french Culture: Dark Fictions (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2003), p.12. 
334 [Henri Rochon], ‘Trois étudiantes, un médecin, un professeur et une infirmière forment un atelier de 
typographie’, Défense de la France, 21/8/1944. 
335 [Rochon], ‘Trois étudiantes’; “Il faut faire quelque chose!”; ‘[d]es hommes et des femmes, ouvriers ou 
intellectuels, de gauche ou de droite, savent déjà qu’il faut réagir’. 
336 [Rochon], ‘Trois étudiantes’; ‘Faire un journal’; ‘des “presses” comme au temps de Gutenberg’. 
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The role of women within Défense de la France was acknowledged throughout the 

issue and was represented by the fictionalised account of one particular printing press: 

“Simone, heroine of the resistance”.337 Although Benassi stated that this was probably 

fictitious, in his 1957 interview with Marie Granet, Défense de la France member Alphonse 

Borrin mentioned “Simone”.338 This suggests that the story may have been correct, 

although as Michael Roper’s work has demonstrated, memories can be affected both by 

the passing of time and cultural representations: it is likely that Bottin had read this 

newspaper, and he may have remembered it as though it were fact.339 Regardless of the 

veracity of the story, it is important because Rochon used this story to express information 

about the realities of clandestine life to a broad audience. The use of personification in his 

account of this Rotaprint — ‘Mlle Simone’ — suggests the emotional connection between 

those working on the clandestine press and the means they had to produce their journals. It 

demonstrates how important the presses were seen to be, as well as suggesting a gendered 

dimension to the division of labour and the important role women played. Rochon used 

‘Simone’ to comment upon some of the realities of resistance life, such as the need to have 

false papers and adopt a new identity while living clandestinely: ‘[l]ike all characters in the 

Resistance, Simone had false papers’.340 Finally, Rochon used ‘Simone’ to address the 

dangers involved in the resistance and the brutality of the repression of the resistance, 

lamenting that in August 1944, after having been moved, ‘she fell into the hands of the 

enemy who burned her alive’.341 Through his fictionalised account of a Rotaprint, Rochon 

was therefore able to express important aspects of the lived resistance experience. 

 
337 [Henri Rochon], “Simone, héroïne de la résistance”, Défense de la France, 21/8/1944. Although there was a 
novel about the resistance published in 1944 called Simone, there does not seem to be any connection between 
the two. See Lion Feuchtwanger, Simone: A Novel, trans. by G.A. Hermann (New York: Viking Books, 1944). 
338 Benassi. 
339 Roper, ‘Re-remembering’, pp.181-183. 
340 [Rochon], “Simone”; ‘[c]omme tous les personnages de la Résistance, Simone eut de faux papiers’. 
341 [Rochon], “Simone”; ‘elle tomba aux mains de l’ennemi qui la brûla vive’. 
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 As well as the logistics of the process, Rochon also talked about the apartments that 

had housed their presses, and the people – particularly the women – who had been 

involved in shielding them. Indeed, the various locations he claimed ‘Simone’ was housed 

at were locations used to print Défense de la France, such as a room on rue Saint-Jacques.342 

One of the articles subverted the character Mimi Pinson — originally featured in an 1845 

story by Alfred de Musset — who was traditionally portrayed as a seamstress and 

companion or lover of male university students.343 The first lines of the article echoed the 

typical stories and poems featuring Pinson, setting the scene of a small top floor apartment 

where Pinson lived. Yet this simple working-class lodging was used to house a printer for 

Défense de la France, produced painstakingly carefully, ‘[l]etter by letter, line by line’ by Mimi 

herself.344 In offering an updated version of Mimi Pinson, Rochon seemed to demonstrate 

the subversion of gender boundaries in the resistance, with women in crucial roles. 

 As well as acknowledging the role of women, Rochon also noted how gender 

functioned as a disguise, which would later emerge in the pioneering work of Paula 

Schwartz. In doing so, they sought to communicate to a broader audience a sense of the 

lived experience of resistance. They described an elderly woman – ‘the Marshall’s age, 

[but] she didn’t support any capitulation’ — who had agreed to house a printing 

machine.345 By both likening and distinguishing her from Pétain, this woman, who was 

referred to only as “Grand-mère” because of her age, exemplified the resistance and 

women’s role within it. This woman was reportedly able to avoid arrest by the police who 

told her that the resisters she was housing were “dangerous terrorists” who were attempting 

to kill her.346 In character as a naive and foolish elderly woman, she was able to feign 

 
342 [Rochon], ‘Trois étudiantes’; ‘l’immense bâtiment désert, autour, des labyrinthes de caves et de 
souterrains’. 
343 Patricia Tilburg, ‘Mimi Pinson Goes to War: Taste, Class and Gender in France, 1900-18’, Gender & 
History, 23.1 (April 2011) pp.92-110. 
344 [Rochon], ‘Mimi’; ‘[l]ettre par letter, ligne par ligne’. 
345 [Henri Rochon], ‘Grand-mère noyait les soupçons dans son lavoir et l’imprimerie vivait à l’ombre de la 
Santé’, Défense de la France, 21/8/1944; [à] l’âge du Maréchal, [mais] elle ne supporte aucune capitulation’. 
346 [Rochon], ‘Grand-mère’, “dangereux terroristes”. 
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ignorance of the clandestine activity and claim that she believed them to be “charming, 

well-mannered youths”, and that they had been there for nine months and could have 

easily killed her already: ‘the police officers did not insist’.347 The article therefore 

demonstrated how her age allowed her to resist without being caught. Similarly, using 

gendered assumptions to avoid capture by the Vichy police was referenced in an article by 

Défense de la France published on 19 October 1944 about Michel and Monique Rollin who 

printed the journal under the Occupation. This article contained photos of them in what 

Rochon called ‘the house of mystery’, which Rochon likened to ‘a detective story title’.348 

The apartment where the press was held had ‘a tranquil, innocent, “work-family-

fatherland” air’.349 The use of Vichy’s National Revolution slogan demonstrates how the 

Michel and Monique were able to pass as a traditional young married couple to avoid 

attracting suspicion. This disguise — based on the reality of their life as a married couple 

— would have rested on heteronormativity and the assumption that a wife would be non-

threatening and temper political activity. 

 That clandestine presses wrote articles about the resistance during the period of 

liberation demonstrates how important they felt it was to turn their experiences into 

historical knowledge. They wanted to ensure that the resistance would be remembered 

beyond the small number of people who had experienced it first-hand and to communicate 

the gendered nature of this experience. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In June 1943, Défense de la France published an article by Philippe Viannay that brought 

together France’s military past, the resistance present and looked towards the future. This 

 
347 [Rochon], ‘Grand-mère’, “de charmants jeunes gens qui avaient de bien bonnes manières”; ‘les policiers 
n’insistèrent pas’. 
348 Henri Rochon, ‘Michel et Monique pendant quatre ans ont alimenté en faux papiers toute la Résistance’, 
Défense de la France, 19/10/1944; ‘[l]a maison du mystère’ ‘un titre de roman policier’. 
349 Rochon, ‘Michel et Monique’; ‘un air innocent, tranquille, “travail-famille-patrie”’. 
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article claimed that ‘We are a people of soldiers. Fighting France, the Resistance, has 

proved that’, and while the strength of the army was still young, it would ‘soon reach 

maturity’.350 Additionally, he claimed that the army demonstrated restraint and that: 

French force … is not a blind force, a game of despots, or of gangsters… We are 
not imperialists. We do not want to impose France on the world by violence. We 
are conquerors … land of great men, land of saints, land of savants and of 
philosophers, land of heroes, of colonisers, land of martyrs351 

 
As this article demonstrates, the clandestine press placed the resistance within the context 

of an idealised French past to argue that their behaviour was justified, but also to suggest 

that the nascent clandestine army would soon be ready for action in the war and in the 

post-war world. Communist and non-Communist publications placed different emphases 

on the qualities they valued in a soldier, but they nevertheless focused on the resistance as a 

feat of male military heroism. Mobilising military legacies to situate the resistance within a 

broad, victorious, French heritage, emphasised that it was the resistance army that was 

worthy of being remembered. The gendered roles of men as soldiers and women as 

auxiliaries – that had been justified through reference to past glories of revolutionary wars 

and the victory of the First World War – was crucial to how those involved in the 

clandestine press both understood and articulated their experience. They were also 

believed to be enduring, with the clandestine presses emphasising male resisters unique 

capacity to lead France into the future. While women’s publications emphasised the 

importance of women in assisting the resistance army, they understood and articulated 

their role as performing their duty to the soldiers of France – as facilitators of male heroism 

– with only a few exceptional women highlighted as having acted heroically in their own 

 
350 Indomitus, ‘France et grandeur’, Défense de la France, 20/6/2943; ‘Nous sommes un peuple de soldats. La 
France Combattante, la Résistance, l’ont bien prouvé’; ‘bientôt seront à maturité’. 
351 Indomitus, ‘France et grandeur’, Défense de la France, 20/6/1943; ‘[L]a force française… n’est pas force 
aveugle, jouet de despotes, ou de gangsters… Nous ne sommes pas impérialistes. Nous ne voulons pas 
imposer la France au monde par la violence. Nous sommes des conquérants …terre des grands hommes … 
terre de saints, terre de savants et de philosophes, terre de héros, de colonisateurs, terre de martyrs’. 
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right. As the later chapters of this thesis will argue this clandestine rhetoric, which valued 

men’s resistance over women’s, laid the foundations of the resister-authored discourses that 

would emerge in the post-war period. 

The resistance themselves were the ones to ensure that they would be remembered 

by saving documents that would attest to their wartime courage. Despite the risks involved, 

resisters including Lucie Aubrac and Christian Pineau preserved Libération-Sud and 

Libération-Nord respectively, demonstrating their awareness of the status of the clandestine 

press as sources for the future. This foresight is further evidence of the desire to turn the 

resistance into historical knowledge and what Alexandra Steinlight called the ‘future 

historical’: the knowledge of living through a historical moment and the desire to preserve 

documents to verify it.352 The awareness by some resisters of clandestine journals as 

historical document for the future further complicates this understanding as they wanted to 

ensure they would be vindicated by history. The next chapter explores how resisters sought 

to write about their clandestine experiences after the fact and how the gendered roles 

outlined in this chapter continued into the post-war world. 

 

  

 
352 Steinlight, ‘Capturing Experience’, p.80. 
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Chapter 3 “Can we speak the truth about the 

resistance?”: Subjectivity and genre within 

Liberation-era writings 

3.1 Introduction 

On 10 May 1946, Combat published an article written by resister Maurice Nadeau entitled 

‘La Résistance et Littérature’ in which Nadeau highlighted how ‘publications inspired by 

the resistance are already numerous … documentary accounts, testimonies, fictionalised 

accounts, news, or pure fiction’.

1 Discussing the various genres inspired by the resistance, Nadeau was particularly critical 

of what he called ‘pure fiction’. By this he meant works such as Simone de Beauvoir’s Le 

Sang des Autres, which evoked the resistance as a tableau for their ‘literary recreation’ rather 

than being based in lived experience.2 In contrast, Nadeau celebrated Guillain de 

Bénouville’s memoir, Le Sacrifice du Matin, which drew on personal experience and aimed 

— in de Bénouville’s own words — “[t]o give the true measure to that which we call the 

Resistance”. Nadeau concluded that ‘instead of a Chinese shadow theatre, we would have 

had life’.3 Through this contrast between the fictional and indistinct accounts of non-

resisters and the ‘life’ writing of resisters, Nadeau highlighted the key belief at the heart of 

Liberation-era writings about the resistance: only those who had been resisters themselves 

 
1 Maurice Nadeau, ‘La Résistance et Littérature’, Combat, 10/5/1946 ; [l]es ouvrages inspirés par la 
Résistance sont déjà nombreux … récits documentaires, témoignages, récits romancés, nouvelles, ou romans 
purs’. 
2 Nadeau, ‘recréation littéraire’. See also Nicholas Hewitt, ‘The Selling of Sartre: Existentialism and Public 
Opinion, 1944-7’, Journal of Romance Studies, 6.1 (2006), pp.7-18. 
3 Nadeau, “[d]onner une mesure vrai de ce qu’on appelle la Résistance”; ‘[a]u lieu d’un théâtre d’ombres 
chinoises, nous eussions eu la vie’. 
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were able to understand the truth about the resistance and thus to communicate it to the 

public. 

This chapter will explore the gendered nature of these claims to authority at the 

Liberation, therefore building on Laurent Douzou’s work that argued that until the 1970s, 

it was believed that only resisters could write authoritative resistance accounts.4 This 

chapter argues that although the majority of those who wrote non-fiction works about the 

resistance were resisters, they framed this experience and their claims to authority in 

different ways according to the position they had occupied in clandestinity. The gender 

dynamics of the resistance influenced how men and women chose to write about the 

resistance after the event. Within this analysis, it draws on both the texts and the paratext, 

which is the accompanying material around the text itself, including prefaces, notes from 

the editors and information on printers.5 Ultimately, this chapter argues that the different 

ways men and women wrote about the resistance gave rise to gendered narratives about 

the resistance, which centred male heroism rather than women’s resistance. It shows that 

by centring their own experiences, men reproduced an overwhelmingly masculine image of 

resistance. Although few women wrote about the resistance, those who did were more 

likely to acknowledge the resistance of other women than men were. 

These writings all relied upon personal experience, although the authors articulated 

their subject position as both writer and resister in different ways. Men who had played 

roles within national resistance movements such as Guillain de Bénouville, Pierre Hervé 

and Philippe Viannay were more likely to embrace their subject positions as historical 

actors within their writings, emphasising their identity as a resister, their specific role and 

their individual achievements. These men demonstrated a desire – and sometimes an 

expectation – that their actions would be recognised by the wider public, as well as 

 
4 Douzou, Périlleuse, pp.83-134. 
5 Gérard Genette and Marie Maclean, ‘Introduction to the Paratext’, New Literary History, 22.2 (Spring 1991), 
261-272. 
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interjecting directly in contemporary political debates on their own behalf within their 

writings. In contrast, those who had occupied provincial positions within the military 

resistance such as Henri Adeline and Nicolas Hobam produced local histories in which the 

resistance was framed as an army. They drew on their military credentials in the paratext 

of their work to interject in political discussions about military reforms and the integration 

of the resistance into the army. Meanwhile women did not draw on the same personal 

authority to speak but rather they displaced or de-centralised their subject position as a 

historical actor. Nevertheless, women were able to mobilise their own experiences within 

their historical writings and thus demonstrated their desire to shape how the resistance 

would be remembered.  

As the example of Lucie Aubrac demonstrates, even when in a position of authority 

within the resistance, women marginalised their subject position within their writings and 

instead employed other forms of authority that did not appear to rely on their personal 

experience. While Aubrac’s personal connection to the resistance was stated in the 

introduction – albeit as a challenge to be overcome in her bid to write a history – it 

remained implicit throughout her book, with no sources or references cited to other 

testimonies. She therefore mobilised the information she had gathered from her central 

role within Libération-Sud, while claiming authority through the genre of history.  

This chapter first analyses the existing scholarship on genre to contextualise the 

different ways resisters wrote about their experiences. It demonstrates that men were more 

likely to use genres that allowed them to write about their own experiences, while women 

used genres that marginalised their experiences. The chapter is then split into three 

sections. The first argues that male authors of these publications leveraged the highly 

valued position of being a resister to interject in various political debates, while women 

sidelined their subject position as a resister to write authoritatively. This section first 

examines the published essays of Défense de la France’s Philippe Viannay and Libération-Sud’s 

Pierre Hervé, which characterised the struggle for political power that continued between 
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Communists and non-Communists at the Liberation. Here, violence and the nature of 

resistance were still contentious. Meanwhile, those involved in the resistance army such as 

General Henri Adeline, who was regional chef of the Armée Secrète in Bordeaux and René 

Rascalon, one of the founders of the maquis in the south of France, mobilised their 

experiences to interject in post-war discussions about the army and to advocate for military 

reforms as France continued to be embroiled in war.  

The next section of this chapter explores the use of genre and the tensions between 

subjectivity and claims of objectivity through two case studies. The first case study is Le 

Sacrifice du Matin, the memoir of de Bénouville, which demonstrates how fictionalised 

accounts were used to communicate the emotional resonance of the resistance and thus 

claim authenticity. Yet examining André Girard’s rebuttal to Le Sacrifice du matin 

problematises de Bénouville’s claims to truth. This case study demonstrates the 

contestation around claims to ‘authenticity’ and shows that these publications were charged 

with high personal and political stakes. Finally, Lucie Aubrac and Elisabeth Terrenoire’s 

histories are used as case studies to examine how women used the genre of history to claim 

objectivity and how, by marginalising the subject position, historical writing allowed 

women to write authoritatively about the resistance. The paradox of women writing about 

the resistance but not about their own experience in it leads into the next two chapters. 

The final section on the commemoration of the resistance summarises the conclusions of 

Chapter Two and Chapter three by emphasising how men’s military activities and 

women’s sacrifice reproduced a gendered narrative of resistance. 

Throughout, this chapter explores the traces of the editorial process such as the 

paratext, publicity around the publication of texts and information about the writer and 

their resistance experience. As such, the chapter will explore the intentions of the writer 

and editor where appropriate, while contextualising their writings in the discourses of 

Liberation-era France. Ultimately, this chapter argues that men drew on their own 

authority as resisters – in part through choice of genre – to interject in politics within their 
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writings and express their wartime experiences, while women marginalised their subject 

position and used the genre of history to imbue themselves with authority. 

3.1.1 Genre and gender 

Resisters’ use of genre was a conscious choice whereby they borrowed from established 

literary conventions to place their subject position at a different relationship to the events 

they recounted, including whether they would write in the first- or third- person. This 

section begins by exploring the intersection between genre and gender in broader 

scholarship and specifically within historian Henri Michel’s 1964 Bibliographie Critique de la 

Résistance, which was an extensive guide to the many publications on the resistance from 

1940 onwards. Michel cited over one thousand publications, permitting broader 

conclusions about the gendered nature of resistance publications than a smaller sample 

would otherwise allow. It then argues that a lack of a coherent body of sources necessitated 

a reliance on personal experience, while acknowledging that resisters used their own 

private collections of sources within their writings. Finally, it argues that the blurring of 

boundaries between traditional genres was not unique to the Liberation. It contends that 

accepting these writings on their own terms and understanding how and why they framed 

them as they did is important to furthering our understandings of how women and others 

in marginal roles negotiated their position. 

While Michel did not comment upon the gendered dimension of the publications in 

his Bibliographie, very few women wrote accounts of the resistance before 1964. Only fifty-

four of the 1,200 publications Michel cites were written by women, with only fifteen of 

these published in the period of Liberation.6 Michel categorised the publications into genre, 

a study of which reveals that the modes of telling differed based upon the gender of the 

 
6 See Henri Michel, Bibliographie Critique de la Résistance (Intitut pédagogique National, 1964). 
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author: only two of the fifty-four writings by women were memoirs, both of which were 

published after 1950; two were biographies of women; eight were biographies of men, often 

a relative of the author, while the rest were broad histories, novels or diaries.7 This is in 

contrast to war writings of the First World War. As Alison S. Fell’s work on women’s war 

memoirs has demonstrated, Frenchwomen wrote and published autobiographical war 

writings in the interwar years, although they never gained the canonical status of men’s 

writings.8 Only high-profile men who had already honed their literary subject position and 

built an audience through the clandestine press – such as Hervé and Viannay – wrote 

personal essays on the resistance, thus continuing their wartime roles. 

Michel also categorised the writings on the resistance by location. A study of these 

reveals that – despite four first-hand accounts of the Occupation being published from 

1944 to 1946 from the Paris region, all of which were written by men – most writings from 

other departments in France were histories rather than first-person accounts.9 As such, 

although this chapter only cites a handful of regional histories, these can be understood as 

broadly representative of regional writings.  Alexandra Steinlight’s work on the CHOLF 

argued that local histories were dominated by men. Steinlight noted that the CHOLF 

interviewer Marcelle Appleton described what she faced as “local chauvinism” by men who 

sought personal recognition through their histories.10 

There are few Communist accounts of the resistance from the Liberation, which 

Michel attributed to an official order forbidding Communists to discuss their personal 

experiences.11 Although Steinlight stated that the PCF warned Communists off speaking to 

the CHOLF representatives, it may have been specific to this project.12 Michel’s claim may 

 
7 The publications by women also included diaries and fictional accounts. 
8 Alison Fell, Women as Veterans in Britain and France after the First World War (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2018), pp.137-138. 
9 Michel, Bibliographie, pp.137-200. 
10 Steinlight, ‘Capturing Experience’, p.96. 
11 Michel, Bibliographie, p.90; pp.94-96. 
12 Steinlight ‘Capturing Experinece’, p.97. 
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have been made with the benefit of hindsight, with various members who had resisted – 

including André Marty, Charles Tillon and Georges Guingouin – purged from the PCF in 

the early 1950s.13 Hervé’s La Libération Trahie, in which he reflected upon the position of the 

resistance at the Liberation, can be counted amongst the few Communist publications. If 

there was an official ban, it is possible that Hervé – who wrote articles for both L’Humanité 

and Cahiers du Communisme during the period of Liberation – was authorised to do so 

because his work argued for a Communist future.14 

As Michel’s Bibliographie demonstrates, most women who wrote about the resistance 

wrote biographies of their husbands, other male relatives or broad histories and thus 

overwhelmingly chose to write using genres that meant they would play – at most – a side 

part within their writing. The lack of women’s autobiographical accounts was not exclusive 

to France or the resistance. Scholar Sigurður Gylfi Magnússon’s study on the 1089 

Icelandic ego-documents – autobiographies, memoirs and conversational books – 

published between 1850 and 2004 has demonstrated that 85 percent of these were 

published by men. Prior to 1960, published writings about the self were even more likely to 

be published by men. Women were more likely to express themselves through personally 

reflective documents such as diaries, letters or answering questionnaires, which in the case 

of the resistance was exemplified by the publication of Agnès Humbert’s wartime journal in 

1946.15 Magnússon argued that the women who published autobiographical writings 

before 1960 were only those ‘who had distinguished themselves in some particular area of 

society that the grand narrative recognised as being of importance’.16 Crucially, 

 
13 Sarah Farmer, ‘The Communist Resistance in the Haute-Vienne’, French Historical Studies, 14.1 (Spring 
1995), 89-116 (115-6). 
14 Pierre Hervé, ‘Une brillante réfutation’, Cahiers du communisme, 23.7 (July 1946), 588-591; Pierre Hervé, 
‘Ignace de LOYOLA triomphe dans l’Eglise (à propos des “Semaines Sociales”)’, Cahiers du communisme, 24.9 
(September 1947), 899-913. 
15 Sigurður Gylfi Magnússon, ‘Gender: A Useful Category in the Analysis of Ego-Documents?’, Scandinavian 
Journal of History, 38.2 (2013), 202-222 (205-6; 203); Agnès Humbert, Notre Guerre (Paris: Éditions Émile-Paul 
Frères, 1946). Although published almost immediately in France, Humbert’s journal was not translated and 
published in English until 2008. 
16 Magnússon, pp.204-5. 
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Magnússon’s work asserted that many men who wrote autobiographical accounts were not 

high-profile. Men were nevertheless more likely to write about and publish their personal 

experiences, deeming them worthy of public attention than women were, although 

Magnússon did not write about how these patterns were impacted by war.17 However, this 

chapter will argue that women were less likely to centre their experiences in their writings 

regardless of their wartime record.  

The reliance of early writings about the resistance on subjective experiences was 

inevitable, as immediately after the Occupation there were not readily available written 

sources, which were yet to be collected, archived and catalogued. As Steinlight argued and 

as Chapter Four demonstrates, this process began almost instantly after the Liberation of 

Paris. Yet those writing in the immediate wake of Liberation did not have access to many 

of these sources.18 Although largely rooted in personal experience, histories were often 

subsidised by sporadic personal collections that the author had managed to preserve during 

their time living clandestinely, thus blurring the line between history and memoir. Some 

early historians of the resistance such as Henri Adeline acknowledged the difficulties of 

historical writing in the absence of a coherent set of historical documents: he commented 

that ‘[f]or writing History, one must have … precise documents’.19 Adeline had 

commanded the Armée Secrète and the Franc-Tireurs et Partisans in Dordogne, led the 

Liberation of Bordeaux, continued to lead troops into 1945 and was made a Compagnon 

de la Libération by decree on 28 May 1945.20 He was therefore speaking from experience 

when he noted the problem of writing about the maquis in particular. As ‘men of action’ 

rather than academics or writers, Adeline claimed they would therefore be less likely to 

 
17 Magnússon, p.206. 
18 Steinlight, ‘Liberation of Paper’, 291-318. 
19 Général Adeline, La Libération du Sud-Ouest (Algiers: Imp. Baconnier, 1948), p.15; ‘[p]our écrire l’Histoire, il 
faut avoir … des documents précis’. 
20 ‘Henri Adeline’ <https://www.ordredelaliberation.fr/fr/compagnons/henri-adeline> [accessed 5 August 
2020]. 
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understand the importance of preserving documents or produce their own written 

accounts.21 

Adeline accused those who published detailed histories of their resistance group of 

relying on ‘their imagination’ to furnish their accounts rather than on documents or 

personal memory, despite their claims to factual accuracy.22 Within this context, it is 

possible to read those who wrote memoirs as striving for truth or ‘objectivity’ by only 

writing about what they had experienced first-hand. However, as this chapter will later 

argue, women were aware of their subjectivity and did not use the same claims to truth. 

Adeline himself used sporadic sources gleaned from his own experience of the resistance — 

for example a German letter that had been sent to his wife under the Occupation — and 

acknowledged that his study of the Liberation and the key operations in which the maquis 

had participated was incomplete and may be inexact.23 However, Adeline also claimed to 

have employed historical methods and claimed that his book exposed the events ‘simply 

and impartially’.24 Primary documents were thus used to support Adeline’s assertion that 

his account of the resistance was factually accurate and contained the truth about the 

resistance.25 

 The use of documents in this way was not unique to resistance writings. Philip 

Dwyer’s work on Revolutionary and Napoleonic war memoirs demonstrated that 

memoirists often used official documents and reports to convince the reader they were 

reading a work of history.26 In using documents to authenticate their accounts, authors 

blurred the boundaries between seemingly objective histories based on primary 

 
21 Adeline, p.15; ‘[t]rès rares’ ; ‘les chefs … ont tenu des archives ou ont pu les conserver’ ; ‘hommes d’action’. 
22 Adeline, p.15; ‘leur imagination’. 
23 Adeline, p.15, p.27. 
24 Adeline, p.18; ‘simplement et impartialement’. 
25 See also René Rascalon, Résistance et Maquis FFI: Aigoual-Cévennes (Montpellier: 1945), in which he claimed 
his publication was ‘[a] true historical account, with names, facts and supporting documents’ [‘Historique 
vrai, avec noms, faits et documents à appui’], despite being rooted in his lived experience. 
26 See for example, Philip Dwyer, ‘Public Remembering, Private Reminiscing: French Military Memoirs and 
the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars’, French Historical Studies, 33.2 (2010), 231-258 (248-249). 
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documentation and the subjective accounts of memoirs. Dwyer expressed the difficulties of 

distinguishing between memoirs and histories when writers were also historical actors in 

veterans’ memoirs of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic periods.27 Despite these claims to 

historical accuracy, Rachel Woodward and K. Neil Jenkings’s work on the genre of the 

modern war memoir observed that one of its characteristics is the use of experience as the 

basis of claims to authority.28 This was crucial in how resisters such as de Bénouville 

framed their writings. As Woodward and Jenkings argued, the truth claims contained in 

war memoirs and based in personal experience were often disputed: the reliance on 

personal experience for these claims to truth means that they were not objective truth.29 

Similarly, Laura Beard’s work on John S. McClintock’s 1939 Pioneer Days in the Black Hills: 

Accurate History and Facts Related by One of the Early Day Pioneers demonstrated tensions between 

history and memoir. Beard concluded that while one may make a claim to be a history, this 

does not necessarily mean it should be treated as such. Beard claimed that McClintock’s 

work is typical of other historical writing in that he sought to only provide personal details 

that were relevant to historical events, yet it should nevertheless be read as a memoir.30 

Importantly for this thesis, scholars such as Margaret Atack have focused on fiction-

writing as a way of communicating the lived experience of the resistance and as a mode of 

‘témoignage’, or ‘witnessing’, for those writing.31 However, as Nicholas Hewitt argued, 

these cultural representations also allowed non-resisters — or those whose resistance 

credentials were dubious, including Simone de Beauvoir and Jean-Paul Sartre – to fashion 

a resistance past for themselves.32 Although focusing on non-fiction writing and historical 

 
27 Dwyer, pp.248-9. 
28 Rachel Woodward and K. Neil Jenkings, Bringing War to Book: Writing and Producing the Military Memoir 
(London: Palgrave McMillan, 2018), pp.1-10. 
29 Woodward and Jenkings, p.9. 
30 Laura J. Beard, ‘“Accurate History and Facts” or Memoir? Unravelling the Weave of History and Life 
Narrative in the Black Hills’, Life Writing, 16.4 (2019), 539-551. 
31 Margaret Atack, Literature and the French Resistance: Cultural politics and narrative forms, 1940-1950 (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1989). 
32 See Hewitt. 
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processes, this chapter borrows from Atack’s work in examining how post-war writings 

were rooted in the subjective experience of resisters, and in considering how they 

understood these writings. Similarly, Langlois’ work on film argued that filmic 

representations of the resistance sought to produce ‘historical evidence’.33 As with the 

documents used in this chapter, these films often focused on ‘authenticity’ and ‘truth’, with 

personal experience of the events that were being translated onto film deemed an asset.34 

These filmic representations that Langlois and others have observed can therefore be seen 

as proof of the historicising imperative and the competing truth claims that this chapter 

examines. 

Without a resistance archive and often without access to official documents, 

histories were all rooted to some degree in subjective experience. Julian Blanc therefore 

claimed that histories and memoirs ‘formed two sides of the same phenomena’.35 This 

chapter challenges Blanc’s claim by arguing that the different positioning of the subject in 

these two genres makes a critical difference to our understanding of how those in marginal 

positions were able to express their experiences in Liberation-era discourses. It is less 

concerned with categorisation according to technical features of the writings than with how 

the writer positioned themselves within writings that were at once historical and personal. 

As this chapter will argue, Liberation-era writings were largely based in personal 

experience, but women and those in regional positions within the resistance were more 

likely to use the genre of history to express their experiences, which appeared to obscure 

their personal involvement. Gender and positioning (regional or national) therefore 

impacted the choice of genre. In addition to this, the genre of political essays were used to 

make direct ideological interjections. Yet the centrality of the subject position for men 

meant that genres were less distinct than would be expected. Meanwhile, women’s 

 
33 Langlois, p.470. 
34 Langlois, pp.472-475. 
35 Blanc, p.24, ‘forment les deux versants d’un même phénomène’. 
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marginalisation of their subject position for women meant that their histories appeared to 

adhere to conventions of history-writing more closely. 

This chapter does not challenge the framing of the writings. Instead, it explores the 

placement and/or displacement of the subject position within these writings and what this 

can tell us about the way resisters understood and communicated their experiences. It 

argues that the displacement of the subject position within histories should be understood 

as a way for resisters – especially women resisters – to write about their experiences without 

appearing to do so. 

3.2 Political manoeuvring in the personal essays and politics of 

Viannay and Hervé  

Under the Occupation, both Pierre Hervé and Philippe Viannay, writing for Libération-Sud 

and Défense de la France respectively, had posited resisters as ‘new men’ who would come to 

the fore to lead France at the Liberation. In their Liberation-era publications – Pierre 

Hervé’s La Libération Trahie and Philippe Viannay’s Nous sommes les rebelles – it was made 

apparent that they had meant themselves: both published personal essays that emphasised 

their qualifications for power in post-war France and embraced their subject position as 

resister and writer to interject within contemporary politics.36 As argued in Chapter Two, 

the language of renewal these men used centred on masculinity and male power. The use 

of this genre was unique to men who had already gained an audience under the 

Occupation and – despite women’s enfranchisement in 1944 – women did not insert 

themselves into political discourses in the same way in their writings. The case study of 

Hervé and Viannay’s writings demonstrates the different ways Communists and non-

Communists sought to claim power at the Liberation and how this renewed the wartime 

 
36 Philippe Viannay, Nous sommes les rebelles (Défense de l’Homme, 1945); Pierre Hervé, La Libération Trahie 
(Paris: Éditions Bernard Grasset, 1945). 
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discussions about violence. Both were in extremely privileged positions of being able to 

write, publish and promote these personal and political essays. Viannay published Nous 

sommes rebelles through his publishing house, Défense de l’Homme, an offshoot of the 

clandestine Défense de la France, while Hervé’s La Libération Trahie was published as part of a 

new collection, ‘Les Témoins’, under the direction of Communist resister and fellow 

journalist at L’Humanité Francis Crémieux.37  

Both Hervé and Viannay expressed their disillusionment that their expectations of 

the Liberation had not been realised, although for different reasons. This can be attributed 

to their contrasting political views, the disparity between what they had personally 

expected and what their trajectory was at the Liberation. Viannay stated his 

disappointment that prominent positions within Charles de Gaulle’s Provisional 

Government continued to be held by those who had been in the Forces Françaises Libres 

(FFL) and thus those who had worked alongside him in Algeria, rather than being given to 

internal resisters, arguing that this should be rectified.38 Viannay’s disquiet was typical of 

the power struggles between the Free French and internal resistance.39 Although Viannay 

had met with Charles de Gaulle in August 1944 and again with his Défense de la France 

colleagues in September 1944, he was disillusioned with de Gaulle’s antipathy towards a 

new political system.40 While he had not been given a position within the Provisional 

Government at the time of writing Nous sommes les rebelles in December 1944, in 1945 he was 

charged with the repatriation of deportees alongside anti-Communist Henri Frenay who 

was Minister of Prisoners, Deportees and Refugees.41 

 
37 Nicole Rancine, ‘CRÉMIEUX Francis’ <https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article21065> [accessed 5 February 
2021] Unfortunately I have been unable to find out more information about this series, although there is a 
collection of documents at the IMEC on Grasset that would potentially be of use in developing this further. 
38 Viannay, pp.99-109. 
39 Piketty, ‘Capitoline Hill’, 354-373. 
40 ‘Défense de la France chez le général de Gaulle’, Défense de la France, 10/9/1944. 
41 Cécile Vast, ‘Viannay, Philippe’ in Dictionnaire historique de la Résistance, ed. by François Marcot, Bruno 
Leroux and Christine Levisse-Touze, (Paris: Éditions Robert Laffont, 2006), pp.541-542. 
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Communist Hervé, meanwhile, lamented that the social revolution that he had 

expected had not materialised, which was typical of others at the time who regretted the 

“revolution manquée” of the Liberation.42 Hervé expressed disquiet that those such as 

Frenay, whom Hervé claimed had risen to power under the guise of socialism, had been 

given prominent positions in the Provisional Government.43 Hervé began writing La 

Libération Trahie on 15 August 1945, the day the SFIO (French Socialist Party) conference 

ended, in which they refused the PCF’s suggestion of fusing their parties, which was likely 

Hervé’s motivation for writing.44 Despite this – and in contrast to Viannay – Hervé had 

risen to political prominence at the Liberation: he was a member of the National Assembly 

for the Provisional Government as a member of the Mouvement de libération nationale 

(MLN) and then was elected as a Communist deputy of Finistère in 1945, where he stayed 

until 1948 when he resigned to focus on his journalism.45 

Despite the initially different Liberation-era trajectories of Hervé and Viannay, they 

nevertheless mobilised their personal involvement in the resistance to claim authority. 

Indeed, Viannay even published under his wartime pseudonym, Indomitus, despite it 

appearing after the Liberation when his identity was known and although the copyright 

was under his legal name. Although Viannay was not the only resister to continue to 

publish under his wartime pseudonym – ‘Aubrac’ was a pseudonym adopted by Lucie and 

Raymond Samuel, which they continued to use after the war – Indomitus was obviously a 

pseudonym rather than a given name, and it was not adopted by Viannay long-term. The 

use of Indomitus to signal authority to speak and to re-embody his wartime identity was 

made explicit in an article to promote Viannay’s book, published in France-Soir, the 

 
42 Roger Martelli, Communisme français: Histoire sincere du PCF 1920-1984 (Messidor éditions sociales), pp.108-9; 
Sarah Farmer argued that the leadership of the PCF probably had not planned such a revolution in 1944. 
See Farmer, ‘Haute-Vienne’, p.110. 
43 Hervé, Libération, pp.14-5, pp.136-7. 
44 Martelli, p.113. 
45 Hervé, Libération, p.217. 
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successor to Défense de la France. The author outlined Vianny’s resistance activity and stated 

that he ‘had reprised [a repris] his clandestine name, INDOMITUS’.46 The use of ‘repris’ 

suggests that Indomitus was an identity or an authorial voice that Viannay could embody 

within certain scenarios, which seems confirmed by the small picture of Viannay 

accompanying the article, with the caption stating his name and Indomitus in brackets. In 

the advertising for the essay, published in newspapers including Les Lettres françaises, Ce soir 

and Paris-presse, Viannay also stated his authority as the founder of Défense de la France.47 

That Viannay had co-founded the movement with others such as Robert Salmon was not 

mentioned, which – as well as emphasising Viannay’s personal role – was perhaps the 

result of the other founders having split from Viannay at the end of 1944.48 Similarly, the 

title Nous sommes les rebelles, seems intended to signal to the reader that its author was a 

resister and writing on behalf of his fellow resisters. Yet it is possible to infer that Viannay, 

or his colleagues at Défense de l’Homme, decided that the initial title did not make the link 

to the resistance explicit enough. After the first printing an additional piece of paper was 

affixed to the inside title page of the original copies with the subtitle ‘Should we kill the 

Resistance? An objective essay [Faut-il tuer la Résistance? Un essai d’objectivité]’, which 

also featured in the advertisements for the book.49 Viannay’s claim that he was objective 

based upon his personal experience seems to rest upon an interpretation of first-hand 

witnessing as objectivity and a way to claim truth.  

Although not using his wartime pseudonym, Hervé nevertheless claimed authority 

through personal experience, writing that: 

 
46 ‘Un important manifeste d’un des dirigeants du M.L.N. “Faut-il tuer la Résistance? Un “essai d’objectivité” 
d’Indomitus paraît sous le titre “Nous sommes les rebelles”’, France-soir, 27/1/1945; ‘a repris son nom de la 
clandestinité, INDOMITUS’. 
47 Les Lettres françaises, 17 February 1945; Ce soir 13 February 1945; Paris-presse, 16 February 1945. 
48 Wieviorka, Défense de la France, p.362. 
49 Faut-il tuer la Résistance? Un essai d’objectivité’, Les Lettres françaises, 17 February 1945; Ce soir, 13 February 
1945; Paris-presse, 16 February 1945. 
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[a]bove all, this essay represents a personal effort to understand the events and the 
debates that I have lived through, the action of men who guided us or pretend to 
guide us and my own actions50 

While claiming his motivations were personal and that he was trying to understand his 

wartime experiences, that Hervé published this suggests that he was aiming to signal his 

personal involvement within the resistance as well as criticising the resistance leadership – 

who ‘pretend to guide us’. Throughout, Hervé foregrounded his subjective experience 

rather than purporting to write an objective tract. He described how his wartime 

experience informed his personal opinions on other resisters and argued that the resistance 

should work together as a collective to reform France. He bemoaned the projects of French 

renewal that were implemented ‘in the name of the Resistance and in the name of its 

martyrs [but] had nothing to do with the Resistance’.51 Yet Hervé went further than this by 

claiming that there was an inevitable conflict between the leftist ideals of the Conseil 

National de la Résistance (CNR) Charter and the religious, conservative views of those 

Charles de Gaulle chose for his cabinet. Indeed, he argued that de Gaulle himself had 

never taken the charter seriously.52 Hervé – already Deputy for Finistère at the time – thus 

posited himself and the Parti Communiste Français as a politically legitimate alternative to 

de Gaulle’s Provisional Government. 

Viannay similarly foregrounded his personal resistance experience in Nous sommes les 

rebelles, although he did it through reproducing articles he had published for Défense de la 

France in the first section. Republishing the articles broadened the original audience and 

gave his articles a renewed importance. Blanc argued that selections of documents from the 

Occupation were published afterwards, and that they were carefully selected and 

sometimes edited, which often served to further the personal or political ends of the writer 

 
50 Hervé, Libération pp. 7-8; ‘Cet essai représente surtout un effort personnel pour comprendre les événements 
et les débats que j’ai vécus, l’action des hommes qui nous guident ou prétendant nous guider et ma propre 
action’. 
51 Hervé, Libération, p.99; ‘au nom de la Résistance et au nom de ses martyrs [mais] n’ont rien à faire avec la 
Résistance’. 
52 Hervé, Libération, pp.104-108. 
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or publisher.53 Viannay’s articles were decontextualised in Nous sommes les rebelles, as the first 

article reproduced demonstrates. The article, dated 20 November 1941, cited in Chapter 

Two, discouraged violence on the grounds that it would provoke reprisals killings and 

criticised the Communist resistance. 54 The later article written by William Lapierre that 

reviewed this position was not included. In publishing this article for a third time, Viannay 

signalled to the reader that he – and, by extension, his movement – had cautioned against 

violence and should not be held responsible for reprisal killings. Similarly, the Parti 

Communiste Français did not try to claim responsibility for the act of resistance on 22 

October 1945, but instead put in a claim for the victims of the reprisals.55 As Robert Gildea 

argued, the reaction to resistance actions and the subsequent reprisal killings depended in 

part on the relationship of the resistance to the local community prior to these events. If 

they were more strongly integrated into communities, they were more likely to be seen as 

heroes, but the relationships between the local communities, the resistance and the 

resistance leadership in the wake of reprisal killing was never entirely unproblematic.56 

Although published before the commemorations in 1945, it seems that Viannay was aware 

that the connection between resistance activity and reprisal killings remained a contentious 

issue. 

The first half of the book not only asserted Viannay’s authority for his writing in the 

second half but also foregrounded the issues that would arise within it. Viannay interjected 

in the discussions on the contemporary political situation and focused particularly on what 

the place of the resistance was in France in 1944 and what he believed their place should 

be, while criticising the Communist resistance.57 Read alongside his reprinted wartime 

articles that focused on the dynamism, the action and the sacrifices of the resistance while 

 
53 Blanc, p.23. 
54 Viannay, p.16. 
55 Gildea, Fighters, pp.182-3. 
56 Gildea, ‘Reprisals’. 
57 Viannay. Although published in 1945, the conclusion is dated 11 December 1944. 
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emphasising that they should form a new elite in the post-war period, it is likely that 

Viannay was highlighting his own qualifications for a place in de Gaulle’s government. 

Viannay argued that ‘the great error of de Gaulle’s government’ was ‘not to trust in the 

Resistance’.58 This was not, he claimed, because of ‘fear’  but because of the perceived 

Communist influence of the resistance, stating that ‘the government have valid reasons to 

believe that communism manipulates the Resistance’.59 Although claiming that he did not 

believe de Gaulle to be ‘anti-Communist’, he gestured to anti-Communist elements in the 

Provisional Government such as Gaston Palewski, as well as indicating the perceived 

American influence on the government.60 In positing the resistance as a new political elite, 

Viannay indicated the variety of backgrounds they hailed from, and proposed a new 

‘communal programme’.61 Despite this, Viannay argued that including the Communist 

Front National in a political union would be ‘impossible’ due to its ‘Marxism’.62 This 

rhetoric sought to emphasise the resistance as central to the future of France while arguing 

for the exclusion of Communists from government. This would later happen on 4 May 

1947 after their vocal opposition to the war in Indochina, their encouragement of strikes 

and their vote against the government earlier that same day.63 

Unsurprisingly given the rhetoric in Nous sommes les rebelles – and the re-printing of the 

article that had led to a rebuttal from Hervé’s clandestine newspaper, Libération-Sud – 

Hervé’s essay responded to Viannay’s book. Hervé explicitly mocked Viannay’s claim that 

he and others at Défense de la France were ‘rebels’, which can be seen as an echo of the 

wartime accusation of Viannay and his colleagues as “braves bourgeois”.64 In contrast, 

Hervé continued to endorse resistance violence in La Libération Trahie, claiming that this was 

 
58 Viannay, p.83; ‘la grande erreur du gouvernement de Gaulle’; ‘ne pas faire confiance à la Résistance’. 
59 Viannay, p.84; ‘peur’; ‘le gouvernement avait des raisons valables de considérer que le communisme 
manœuvrait la Résistance’. 
60 Viannay, pp.84-5. 
61 Viannay, pp.105-6; ‘programme commun’. 
62 Viannay, p.103; ‘marxisme’. 
63 Martelli, p.120. 
64 Hervé, Libération, pp.46-7. 
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direct action that should be celebrated. Throughout his essay, Hervé repeatedly criticised 

the hypocrisy of those in charge of the resistance who ‘liked neither sabotage, nor shock 

attacks, nor strikes, nor preparations for the insurrection’, thus implicitly signalling his role 

within this type of action under the resistance.65 By criticising the fact they waited for the 

insurrection to strike, Hervé asserted the active nature of his resistance and his moral 

authority over those who had not committed violence under the Occupation. 

Controversially, Hervé claimed that even those such as Viannay who had taken part in 

action could be viewed as attentistes and that therefore Communists had played the most 

important role in the resistance.66 This statement again emphasised that Hervé – as a 

Communist himself – had played a crucial role in the resistance. Journalists such as Eliane 

Monson, who wrote a feature on Hervé for Regards in April 1946, also echoed the rhetoric 

proposed by Hervé of his resistance as active against the passivity of other resisters. 

Monson claimed that ‘Hervé has earned the right to speak of the Resistance’, implying that 

others had not.67 

These two texts demonstrate how competition for political position at the Liberation by 

prominent men was played out in their writings. These both revived conflicts from 

clandestinity and sought to manoeuvre the author into government. The continuation of 

the discourses around acceptable behaviour for the resistance was intrinsically linked with 

the idea of the resistance as an army, and Viannay highlighted the difference between the 

Forces Françaises de l’intérieur (FFI) and the Forces Françaises libres (FFL) to his readers. 

The next section of this chapter explores how the armed resistance was mobilised by those 

who had participated in it.  

 
65 Hervé, Libération, pp.87-8; ‘Ils n’aimaient ni les sabotages, ni les coups de main, ni les grèves, ni la 
préparation de l’insurrection’; pp.124-5. 
66 Hervé, Libération, pp.138-9, p.147. 
67 Elaine Monson, ‘Pierre Hervé’, Regards, 26 April 1946, p.10; ‘Hervé a acquis le droit de parler de la 
Résistance’. 
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3.3 The armed forces 

As the histories written at the Liberation attest, many men – particularly those who had 

participated in the rural communities of the maquis – understood their resistance experience 

in military terms. Indeed, the rhetoric explored in Chapter Two that presented the 

resistance as the foundation of a new French army was articulated by many men in their 

Liberation-era writings. The conflation of the resistance and the army took on renewed 

importance amid fears that they would be subject to an Allied Military Government of 

Occupied Territory (AMGOT). It was important to assert that the French actively 

contributed to the Liberation and thus were among one of the Allied powers, despite 

contributing only 250,000 men to the Red Army’s 5-6 million and the USA’s 2 million.68 

The genre of history was used by those in local positions to make claims to military 

legitimacy during a time when the army was being reformed and the military positions 

given under the Occupation were being accused of grade inflation. Men who sought to 

interject in politics around the armed forces nevertheless drew on their own subject 

position as resisters to give them authority by foregrounding their military credentials. 

Writers who had been in the resistance army including Henri Adeline and René Rascalon 

used their histories of the resistance to argue not only for their own legitimacy as soldiers 

but also the legitimacy of the resistance and for a reform of the French army. In contrast, 

journalist and resister Elisabeth Terrenoire used her history to argue for women’s 

integration into the French army within her history, Combattantes sans Uniforme: Les femmes 

dans la Résistance. Throughout, this section will acknowledge the crucial context of great 

changes within France’s armed forces at the Liberation, when resistance groups were either 

disbanded or incorporated into the French army. 

 
68 Philippe Masson, Histoire de l’armée française de 1914 à nos jours (Perrin, 2002), p.335; pp.348-9. 
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Those who were in positions of regional authority in the resistance such as Adeline 

and Rascalon used the paratexts of their publications – particularly through testimonies of 

those in prominent resistance positions, attestations or other proofs of their wartime 

credentials — to give them authority and to attest to the legitimacy of their resistance. As 

Fell’s work demonstrated, this was typical of French autobiographical war writing in the 

wake of the First World War.69 In René Rascalon’s 1945 Résistance et Maquis FFI: Aigoual-

Cévennes, for example, there were two different prefaces testifying to his resistance 

experience by D. Paganelli and Lieutenant-Colonel Chauliac, Chef d’État-Major FFI. Both 

wrote about Rascalon’s experience of founding and living in the R3 maquis and attested to 

his sincerity, thus endorsing Rascalon as a true resister and his publication as an authentic 

account of resistance life.70 These two prefaces were followed by the text of a certificate 

confirming Rascalon’s resistance credentials, signed by both Albert Thomas and Colonel 

Rebattent.71 These attestations of Rascalon’s wartime credentials were used to highlight 

that Rascalon had extensive experience as a resister and was therefore qualified to write 

about the resistance. The multiple attestations were a way to guard against accusations of 

grade inflation. Despite the professionalisation of the army and an estimated 24,000 

members of the FFI having their grades confirmed by September 1945, accusations of 

grade inflation within the resistance army remained rife.72 Indeed, it was not until 1947 

that army grades were largely reclassified, which led to discontent from those who 

remained in the army after the end of the war as it primarily applied to those in active 

service. 

Rascalon’s title emphasised that he was writing about – and thus participated in –a 

maquis officially affiliated with the FFI, which was crucial in the context of Liberation 

 
69 Fell, Women as Veterans, p.135. 
70 Rascalon, p.7, p.8. 
71 Rascalon, p.9. 
72 Masson, pp.373-4; Hewitt, p.12. 
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France. Charles de Gaulle’s ordonnances of 3 March 1945 about military pensions 

distinguished between resisters and those who had been in the FFI or FFL, thus making the 

latter two synonymous with the armed forces.73 Historian Fabrice Grenard has 

demonstrated that, towards the end of the Occupation and during the period of Liberation, 

groups – “faux maquis” – sometimes used the guise of the resistance to commit acts of 

banditry and violence with impunity.74 On 17 August 1944, for example, an 

announcement was made by the FFL in London that the group “Georges” were not 

affiliated to the FFI and therefore were considered looters and would be brought to 

justice.75 Meanwhile, accusations of being “faux maquis” were sometimes employed to 

discredit competing resistance groups.76 In providing signed credentials by those in 

prominent positions in the FFI, Rascalon was emphasising that his resistance was legitimate 

and distanced himself from the accusations of banditry that were levelled against the 

maquis.  

Distinguishing between true resisters and “faux maquisards” was also important in 

reforming the image of the resistance more broadly, which both Rascalon and Chauliac 

articulated. Chauliac refuted the idea of resisters who had been accused of being ‘bad 

citizens […] terrorists and bandits’, and Rascalon expressed concern that some still 

believed the propaganda of Philippe Herriot and other propagandists, who had presented 

the maquis as ‘a band of thieves and plunderers’.77 Similarly, directly speaking to ‘[f]ormer 

Maquisards, former F.F.I soldiers’, colonel Henri Adeline claimed that the resistance had 

not just been forgotten, but fundamentally misunderstood by the people of France, who did 

not believe in ‘the power of your patriotic fervour’ or know what they had done.78 Adeline 

 
73 Lacour-Astol, pp.240-1. 
74 Fabrice Grenard, Maquis noirs et faux maquis (Paris: Vendémiaire, 2013), pp.5-11. 
75 Grenard, Maquis noirs, p.6. 
76 Grenard, Maquis noirs, pp.5-11. 
77 Lieutenant-Colonel Chauliac, ‘Préface’ in René Rascalon, Résistance et Maquis FFI: Aigoual-Cévennes 
(Montpellier: 1945), p.8; Rascalon, p.11; ‘mauvais citoyens […] des terroristes, des bandits’; ‘une bande de 
voleurs et de pilleurs’; ‘formaient l’élite du mouvement patriotique français’. 
78 Adeline, p.9; ‘Anciens Maquisards, anciens F.F.I’; ‘la puissance de votre élan patriotique’. 
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separated ‘the true maquisards’ who ‘formed the elite of the patriotic French movement’ 

from the ‘undesirable elements’, thus purging his image of the resistance from any 

accusations of terrorism.79 This categorisation of the resistance into ‘true’ and ‘false 

maquisards’ was particularly important within the context of the resistance being either 

integrated into the French army, disbanded or – as the work of Grenard has demonstrated 

– brought to trial, although Grenard convincingly argued that many of these cases were 

brought by former collaborators to discredit maquisards and therefore the resistance.80 

Grenard argued that the distinction between ‘true’ and ‘false’ maquisards was extremely 

difficult for the courts to judge due to the clandestine nature of resistance activity.81 These 

publications were therefore a way of the author publicly stating their legitimacy within this 

fraught context. 

These histories also asserted the legitimacy of maquisards within the French armed 

forces. This was particularly important as France re-established national service in October 

1946, in the same month as the establishment of the Fourth Republic, and was embroiled 

in a controversial colonial war in Indochina from December 1946, which was criticised by 

left-wing journalists and the PCF for being imperialist and unjust.82 Rascalon aimed to 

demonstrate how the men of the maquis had transformed from young men seeking to avoid 

the STO to ‘the liberators, the combatants without uniform’.83 Despite lacking a military 

uniform, Rascalon claimed that they were equal to ‘our comrades the combatants in 

uniform who had arrived from North Africa and our furthest colonies’.84 By drawing 

parallels between the men of the maquis and the armed forces from North Africa, which 

Philippe Masson estimated had almost 75,000 men and therefore was a major component 

 
79 Adeline, pp.123-4; ‘les vrais maquisards’; ‘éléments indésirables’. 
80 Fabrice Grenard, ‘La Résistance en accusation: Les procès d’anciens FFI et FTP en France dans les années 
d’après-guerre’, Vingtième Siècle. Revie d’histoire, 130.2 (2016), 121-136 (122-127). 
81 Grenard, ‘La Résistance en accusation’, pp.122-127. 
82 Jobs, pp.129-130; Masson, pp.381-383. 
83 Rascalon, p.11; ‘les libérateurs, des combattants sans uniforme’. 
84 Rascalon, p.11; ‘nos camarades les combattants en uniforme arrivés d’Afrique du Nord et de nos plus 
lointaines colonies’. 
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in the Allied forces by the end of the Second World War, Rascalon emphasised their 

importance as soldiers.85 Rascalon thus interjected in the discussions about the army in 

France at the Liberation, particularly the merging of the FFI with the broader French army 

and suggesting that they should all be integrated into the army. Masson’s work outlined 

how this was a difficult transition from many disparate groups to a reconstructed French 

army. This integration into the former Forces Françaises Libres was decreed on 19 

September 1944 and organised by General Jean de Lattre de Tassigny.86 Those making the 

decisions regarding the army did not agree with Rascalon. Indeed, Leclerc claimed that 

between 65 and 70 percent of those in the FFI were the “rabble and con-artists”.87 Adeline 

also commented on these debates, but — writing in 1948 — he lamented the fate of ‘those 

who had participated in the most beautiful era of our army’.88 He claimed that ‘after the 

Victory, they wanted to rebuild France’, yet the government had not allowed the French 

army to reach its potential. He argued that it needed to evolve and modernise if they were 

to avoid another failure like 1940, a comment that seemed to foresee the failure of France 

within the war in Indochina.89  

Similarly, Elisabeth Terrenoire argued that women who had been involved in the 

maquis should be acknowledged as legitimate: she claimed they were precursors to the 

Auxiliaire féminine de l’armée de terre (AFAT), which had been created on 26 April 1944 

and by the end of the war had between 13 and 14,000 members. These ‘maquisardes’, 

Terrenoire claimed, ‘proved that we must refrain from making a hasty judgement on the 

AFAT’ as they had performed heroic feats in the resistance.90 As such, Terrenoire 

mobilised a resistance heritage to argue that women in the armed forces should be taken 

 
85 Masson, p.322. 
86 Masson, pp.328-9; p.351. 
87 Masson, p.350; “racaille et fumisterie”. 
88 Adeline, p.126; ‘ceux qui avaient participé à la plus belle épopée de notre Armée’. 
89 Adeline, p.123; ‘après la Victoire, ils voulaient rebâtir la France’. 
90 Terrenoire, pp.73-4; ‘prouvent qu’il faut se garder d’un jugement trop hâtif sur les AFAT’. 
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seriously, and that ‘France can be proud of its daughters who fought without uniform’.91  

However, unlike the inclusion of many male resisters, the small proportion of women that 

had been involved in armed combat, were removed as part of the ‘re-professionalisation’ of 

the army at the Liberation, which also included the removal of foreigners and of colonial 

troops.92 Paula Schwartz demonstrated that they were being removed from late 1943 as 

Charles de Gaulle wanted to reform the army once he knew victory was assured.93 

Despite women having been in combat positions in the resistance, Défense de la France 

focused their articles on women who had been auxiliaries in the armed forces, such as 

Josephine Baker and ambulancière Lieutenant Suzanne Torrès.94 While this 

acknowledgement of women’s roles is important, it was nevertheless articulated in 

gendered terms, as Torrès was referred to throughout the article as ‘Mme Henry Torrès’. 

While Torrès understood herself and her colleagues to be equal to men, claiming that ‘my 

ambulancières behaved like true soldiers’, Ernest Deully, who wrote the piece, spoke of the 

benefit the women brought to their role: ‘Their sweet face is a comfort, a stimulant’.95 As 

such, while the women were visible — and praised for their bravery — they were also 

objectified and reduced to their appearance rather than widely acknowledged as soldiers. 

While the writings on the military examined so far in this thesis have been histories, 

the next section examines a military memoir, and particularly the truth claims within it. 

 
91 Élisabeth Terrenoire, Combattantes sans uniforme : Les femmes dans la Résistance (Bloud et Gay, 1946), p.72. 
92 Gildea, Fighters, pp.412-415. 
93 Schwartz, ‘Partisanes and Gender Politics’ pp.146-7. 
94 See Pierre Duflos, ‘“Je ne suis qu’un soldat’, nous-a-dit Josephine Baker’, Défense de la France, 11/10/1944; 
Ernest Deully, ‘Le Lieutenant Suzanne Torrès commande la section ambulancière de la Division Leclerc’, 
Défense de la France, 15/9/1944. 
95 Deully; ‘[m]es ambulancières se sont conduits comme de vrais soldats’; ‘Leur doux visage est un réconfort, 
un stimulant’. 
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3.4 Authenticity or accuracy? Guillain de Bénouville and André 

Girard’s dispute over Le Sacrifice du Matin 

In his memoir, Le Sacrifice du matin, journalist and author Guillain de Bénouville made a 

claim to authenticity by emphasising that it would provide ‘the whole truth’ about the 

resistance.96 Despite this, the genre of memoir meant de Bénouville focused on his 

subjective experience of the resistance and wrote it in the first-person. This section first 

introduces de Bénouville, his wartime experience and offers a brief overview of his memoir. 

It then uses de Bénouville’s framing of Le Sacrifice du matin to explore the traditionally male 

genre of memoirs – and specifically war memoirs – and how authenticity and truth claims 

were made through resistance experience. It places Le Sacrifice du matin in context to argue 

that although de Bénouville was critical of others fictionalising accounts, his work was also 

subject to dispute, before offering a case study of one of these disputes in action: André 

Girard challenged de Bénouville’s memoir in his fifty-seven-page rebuttal published in 

1947 entitled Peut-on dire la vérité sur la Résistance? [Can we speak the truth about the resistance?], in 

which Girard offered page references to guide the reader to errors he wished to correct in 

de Bénouville’s work.97 This case study argues that their considerably different experience 

of recognition at the Liberation – de Bénouville was recognised with awards while Girard 

was not – explains the high stakes of these discussions and why Girard assumed de 

Bénouville was framing his experience to align with a Gaullist narrative of resistance and 

thus secure his already prominent position. It argues that Girard’s primary point of 

contention was that while de Bénouville had fictionalised his memoir it was being treated as 

though it were history, and thus seemed to publicly invalidate Girard’s own recollections of 

the events featured within the memoir.  

 
96 Guillain de Bénouville, Le Sacrifice du Matin (J’ai lu, 1967), p. 588, p.587; ‘la stricte vérité’. 
97 André Girard, Peut-on dire la vérité sur la Résistance? (Éditions du Chêne, 1947). 
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Guillaume de Bénouville was born 8 August 1914 in Amsterdam, although he spent 

most of his life in France. The work of Valerie Deacon showed that he was a far-right 

activist for Action française in the 1930s before leaving to join the underground terrorist 

organisation the Cagoule in 1934.98 A journalist and author, de Bénouville was mobilised 

in 1939 and was briefly a prisoner of war after the German invasion of France. The 

memoir detailed de Bénouville’s various arrests and escapes as he sought to join the Free 

French in Algiers, as well as his involvement in military resistance and relationships with 

key figures in the resistance including Jean Moulin and Henri Frenay, who he finally joined 

in Algeria in May 1944. Le Sacrifice du matin is a detailed but otherwise relatively simplistic 

narrative account of military resistance, which emphasised unity and action and 

downplayed politics. Although he claimed to appreciate and acknowledge the propaganda 

work done by movements, he nevertheless stated that he was keen to join a network where 

he could continue to fight.99 

Although in many ways accounts of resistance life did not fit into the traditional 

mould of the war memoir, de Bénouville opened his memoir on 10 May 1940 and thus 

seemed to posit his resistance as a continuance of the Battle for France. There are key 

similarities between de Bénouville’s memoir and traditional war memoirs in the way the 

writers claim authority. Calls to truth and authenticity through subjective experience are 

typical of the genre of war memoir, which are non-fiction first-person narratives that focus 

on the authors’ own individual role within historical events.100 As Magnússon argued, men 

were significantly more likely to write life-narratives such as memoirs than women were.101 

De Bénouville – as a literary studies graduate from the Sorbonne and author of books on 

 
98 Deacon, The Extreme Right, p.140. 
99 Bénouville, Le Sacrifice, p.150. 
100 Woodward and Jenkings, pp.1-5. 
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literary figures such as Baudelaire – would have recognised this similarity with war 

memoirs and it is likely that he consciously drew upon this narrative genre.102 There are 

parallels between the use of ‘authenticity’ in representations of the resistance and the claims 

to ‘sincerity’ that Dwyer observed within Revolutionary and Napoleonic War memoirs. 

Despite these not always being literal truth, both ‘authenticity’ and ‘sincerity’ were used 

interchangeably with truth claims about their lived experiences.103 

De Bénouville was not the only one to claim truth or authenticity, with similar 

claims widespread in cultural representations of the resistance. Indeed, Suzanne Langlois 

emphasised that filmmakers René Clément, Jean-Paul Le Chanois and Jean Dréville were 

particularly interested in ensuring their works were authentic, despite the limited archival 

footage available from the Occupation.104 Not only this, Claude Roy’s 1945 article entitled 

‘L’art plus vrai que la réalité’ [The Art more true than the reality], emphasised how 

fictionalisation was necessary in order to access the emotional reality of the resistance.105 

Despite this, de Bénouville critised the fictionalised representations of the resistance. He 

claimed to be speaking on behalf of other resisters, writing that ‘many of us no longer 

recognise the Resistance in the living or theoretical images by which one claims to 

represent it today’.106  In suggesting that representations of the resistance had moved 

beyond that which was recognisable to him and his fellow resisters, de Bénouville placed 

himself as an insider to the information about the resistance and posited his memoir as 

more accurate. Rather than limiting his writing to a representation of his own experience, 

however, de Bénouville claimed to speak on behalf of the resistance more broadly, claiming 

 
102 Deacon, Extreme Right, p.140. 
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105 Langlois, pp.473-4. 
106 Bénouville, Le Sacrifice, p.599, ‘beaucoup d’entre nous ne reconnaissent plus la Résistance dans les tableaux 
vivants ou théoriques par lesquels on prétend aujourd’hui la représenter’. 
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that, ‘[t]he resistance was, in truth, the dawn of a new life for each one who 

participated’.107 

De Bénouville’s belief that his memoir was more authentic, more truthful and more 

representative of the resistance experience than other accounts is ironic, as it was the 

subject of much controversy about the claims made within it, with Blanc claiming it 

provoked a ‘war of memories’.108 This was not unusual. As Woodward and Jenkings 

observed, the claims to truth and authenticity within military memoirs were often 

contested.109 André Girard’s Peut-on dire la vérité sur la Résistance? directly criticized de 

Bénouville’s version of events and claimed authority through their shared clandestine 

experience. 

Both Girard and de Bénouville acknowledged their shared resistance experience 

within their publications, which Girard used to give himself authority to correct Le Sacrifice 

du Matin. André Girard was born 25 May 1901 in Chinon and was profoundly marked by 

the death of his father in the First World War, which imbued him with a great hatred for 

Germany.110 Although originally a painter, Girard founded the anti-Communist resistance 

network “Carte” in September 1941, which was also anti-Gaullist. Girard believed that any 

contact with the Free French would lead to his discovery by the Gestapo and so he worked 

directly with the British and Americans.111 Although briefly working with the Special 

Operations Executive, Julian Jackson commented that the SOE broke contact with Girard 

in late 1942 when it became apparent he did not have the 300,000 men working for him 

that he had claimed.112 While de Bénouville worked alongside Girard for the network 
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“Carte” at the start of the Occupation – Girard featured in Le Sacrifice du Matin under his 

wartime pseudonym, Carte – he stopped when he joined Combat in December 1942 and 

began working with Henri Frenay, the Free French and Charles de Gaulle. De Bénouville 

wrote about his early resistance experience in his article ‘Naissance d’un mouvement’ in 

November 1945’s edition of Revue de Paris. This article focused on de Bénouville’s own role 

within the founding of the movement, with Girard’s pivotal role marginalised.113 Although 

Girard did not mention de Bénouville’s article within his rebuttal, it is possible that this 

article may have contributed to his motivation for writing it. Girard noted their communal 

wartime experience to give himself authority to criticise de Bénouville, and Girard stressed 

that he knew de Bénouville personally, referring to him as ‘an ardent believer’ and ‘an 

intrepid combatant’. Girard therefore expressed his dismay and confusion at the perceived 

falsehoods within Le Sacrifice du Matin, as he informed the reader de Bénouville had no need 

‘to exaggerate his personal exploits’.114 Although not explicitly stating the content of his 

experience at the outset, by emphasising their relationship Girard associated the two, while 

by offering a corrective he claimed that he was more authorised to write than de 

Bénouville.  

Despite their overlapping experience under the Occupation, their Liberation and 

post-war recognitions were vastly different. De Bénouville was made a Compagnon de la 

Libération on 6 April 1945 while Girard received no accolades. Perhaps because of this, 

when Girard offered multiple examples of where de Bénouville had gotten a fact wrong, 

such as correcting various dates of events, Girard assumed he had done so for a political 

motive rather simply misremembering:  

 
113 Guillain de Bénouville, ‘Naissance d’un Réseau’, Revue de Paris, 52.3 (November 1945), 40-51. 
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The author of Sacrifice du matin, by backdating all the events of this period, seems to 
serve the idea of de Gaulle’s secret service that tried to demonstrate that, especially 
from 1942, no other resistance existed than that organised by General de Gaulle115 

 
Not only did Girard claim this was factually inaccurate, but he also implied that de 

Bénouville changed the timeline of his memoir to adhere to the Gaullist narrative of 

resistance. Although unstated, the implication of de Bénouville’s claim was to effectively 

nullify resistance such as that undertaken by Girard, who worked directly with the British 

and Americans rather than through de Gaulle. It is possible Girard’s accusation was true. 

Historian Thomas Rabino demonstrated that other resisters including André Suarès and 

Daniel Cordier concurred with Girard’s timeline rather than de Bénouville’s.116 However, 

not everyone who had worked alongside de Bénouville disputed his account, with Armand 

Magescas directing the interviewer Marie Granet to Le Sacrifice du matin rather than offering 

his own account of resistance.117 In explicitly stating that de Bénouville was supporting 

deGaulle’s narrative of events, Girard voiced his dissatisfaction with resisters such as de 

Bénouville adapting their own experiences in order to support this, presumably for political 

gain, to further their careers and to gain accolades. This accusation was well-founded. De 

Bénouville was awarded the Medaille de la Résistance on 31 March 1947, under two 

months after Girard sent his essay to be printed. De Bénouville’s career continued to 

flourish, becoming a member of the board of directors for the Gaullist political party 

Rassemblement du Peuple Français in 1949 and being elected as deputy in Rennes in 

1951.118 Meanwhile, Girard received no official recognition of his resistance activity. 

 
115 Girard, p.18; ‘L’auteur du Sacrifice du matin, en antidatant tous les faits de cette période, semble servir la 
thèse du service secret de de Gaulle, qui s’efforça, surtout à partir de 1942, de démontrer qu’il n’existait pas 
d’autre résistance que celle organisée par le Général de Gaulle’. Emphasis in original. For other examples see 
Girard, p.9, p.15. 
116 Rabino, p.217. 
117 72AJ/47 dossier 2 pièce 1, Témoignage d’Armand Magescas, recuilli par Marie Granet, 7/1/1957. 
118 ‘Pierre Bénouville (de)’ <https://www.ordredelaliberation.fr/fr/compagnons/pierre-benouville-de>, 
[accessed 4 February 2021]. 
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 Girard was particularly critical of the dramatisation of the resistance in Le Sacrifice du 

Matin. Indeed, Girard wrote that ‘[we] now arrive at a passage where the novelist has 

definitively taken the place of the historian’, which seems to be a direct comment on de 

Bénouville’s career as a writer and asserted that he had consciously fictionalised his account 

to make his experiences seem more exciting and dramatic.119 The passage Girard cited 

described de Bénouville and a fellow résistant, Frager, walking along a deserted street at 3 

a.m. They supposedly had to pass two of Girard’s guards, ‘their faces fierce and badly 

shaved’ into a room with closed shutters to meet a mysterious moustachioed man.120 

Girard entirely disputed this incident, claiming that it had been fabricated: ‘No deserted 

street, no fierce and badly shaved bodyguards…’. Instead, Girard claimed that ‘a young 

fifteen-year-old girl, my daughter, would have opened the door for him…’ and that prior to 

this meeting de Bénouville had also met with Girard’s wife, Andrée Jouan.121 Girard 

rhetorically asked whether ‘is this simple truth not more beautiful?’  than the embellished 

account provided by de Bénouville, thus articulating his unhappiness that his family’s role 

in the resistance had been undermined in de Bénouville’s account.122 Although Girard did 

not comment explicitly on the genre of fiction de Bénouville was borrowing from, in the 

section quoted it is possible to see aspects of romans- and films- noirs, rather than traditional 

war stories. The empty street, the middle-of-the-night meeting with a mysterious man and 

the armed guards contributed towards an atmosphere of danger and suspicion typical of 

the roman noir. Claire Gorrara noted upon the dominance of male resisters in her work on 

romans policiers, although she argued the presentation of the resistance in post-war fiction 

were not necessarily traditionally heroic characters as they were sometimes presented as 

 
119 Girard, p.18, p.19; ‘[n]ous en arrivons maintenant à un passage où le romancier a définitivement pris le 
pas sur l’historien’. 
120 Girard, p.18; ‘leurs visages farouches et mal rasés’. 
121 Girard, p.19; ‘Pas de rue déserte, pas de gardes du corps farouches et mal rasés…’. 
122 Girard, p.19; ‘[c]ette simple vérité n’est-elle pas plus belle?’. 
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anti-heroes, marginalised from post-war society.123 Whether intentional or not – and given 

de Bénouville’s career as a writer it is likely that it was – this anecdote is characteristic of 

the roman noir, a genre dominated by men. Although it is likely this grudge was more to do 

with defending his family honour as his wife and daughter had been overlooked, Girard 

nevertheless highlighted the gendered implications of narratives that placed a masculinist 

emphasis on the resistance. 

Girard criticised how de Bénouville framed his memoir and claimed that it was 

disguised as objective historical truth, although de Bénouville foregrounded his subject 

position throughout. The conflict between the two ironically appears to rest on a common 

interpretation of objectivity, as being what they had personally experienced being factually 

accurate. Girard gestured to the seven appendices of primary sources de Bénouville 

included in his book to seemingly corroborate his experiences and bolster his claims to 

authority: 

The analysis of his case and his book is therefore of rare interest for the real 
historian of the Resistance that we await… The author cites telegrams, true 
names, figures, statistics. We believe we are reading history…124 

 
Through this passage, Girard demonstrated his frustration with how convincing de 

Bénouville’s memoir was by juxtaposing the theoretical, future, ‘real historian of the 

Resistance’ with de Bénouville’s work, in which gaps in memory were filled by imagination. 

Yet the documentary evidence provided seemed to claim historical truth. Girard claimed 

that de Bénouville should have done more research, and that he ‘could have, by ignorance, 

write this type of history in 1942; it’s less excusable in 1945’.125 The accusation that de 

Bénouville was claiming historical truth in an unwarranted way was echoed by Girard’s 

 
123 Claire Gorrara, French Crime Fiction and the Second World War: Past Crimes, Present Memories (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2012), p.30; Gorrara, Dark Fictions, pp.17-18. 
124 Girard, p.7; ‘L’analyse de son cas et de son livre est donc d’un rare intérêt pour le véritable historien de la 
Résistance que nous attendons… L’auteur cite des télégrammes, des noms véritables, des chiffres, des 
statistiques. On croit lire de l’histoire…’. 
125 Girard, p.42; ‘aurait pu, par ignorance, écrire ainsi l’histoire en 1942; c’est moins excusable en 1945’. 
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friend Suarès, who wrote to Girard that ‘[he] boasts of writing history; you ruin that 

pretention’.126 While de Bénouville made truth claims in Le Sacrifice du Matin he did not 

claim to have written a history, which was instead inferred by Girard because of the 

sources used throughout. Although de Bénouville used primary sources in his memoir and 

historians also use primary sources, it does not mean that de Bénouville produced a history.  

While Girard framed his essay as a rebuttal to de Bénouville’s Le Sacrifice du Matin – and 

despite answering “no” to his provocative title question, [c]an we speak the truth about the 

resistance? – he nevertheless offered an alternative ‘truth’ to the claims made by de 

Bénouville based on his personal experience of resistance. Girard centred his own subject 

position, lamenting that he could not recognise fundamental aspects of his resistance 

experience ‘in the testimonies of de Bénouville and the other writers who had treated the 

subject’ and claimed that de Bénouville’s account did not adequately represent ‘our 

communal experience in the Resistance’.127 Throughout his essay, Girard pointed to 

aspects of his own resistance experience that were missing from de Bénouville’s memoir 

that Girard felt were crucial to an understanding of the resistance. As previously mentioned 

Girard emphasised how de Bénouville had not paid enough attention to the military 

resistance created in 1940 that did not have contact with Charles de Gaulle and which 

Girard himself had led.128 Girard also spoke of his close friend, Colonel Vautrin, whom 

Girard claimed had played a key role in resistance and whom Girard would later speak 

about in his August 1950 interview with CHOLF representative Yvette Gouineau.129 Yet, 

despite Vautrin being known to de Bénouville and being written about in ‘Naissance d’un 

Réseau’ he was absent from Le Sacrifice du matin.130 Another point of contention was that de 

 
126 Rabino p.217; ‘[Il] se vante d’écrire l’histoire: vous ruinez cette prétention’. 
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Bénouville did not mention how Girard’s wife, Jouan, had been deported to 

Ravensbrück.131 Girard gestured to these ‘omissions’ as undermining de Bénouville’s 

account of his resistance activity.132 Yet it is inevitable that resisters with their different 

subject positions would emphasise different aspect of resistance life and those they worked 

alongside. Other resisters — including de Bénouville — would not necessarily deem the 

resistance of Girard’s friend or the fate of his wife as important to write about as Girard 

would. In assuming that de Bénouville should have included everything about the 

resistance, Girard fundamentally misunderstood the genre that de Bénouville used and 

how he placed his subject position at the forefront of his memoir. 

The example of the dialogue between Girard and de Bénouville demonstrates the 

stakes that Liberation-era writings were charged with as resisters sought to establish 

themselves in the post-war world. It shows how subjective experiences were a site of conflict 

and that accounts that were not deemed to be factually accurate were heavily criticised. 

Ultimately, it demonstrated that the genre of historical writing – which the next section will 

explore – appeared to hold greater importance, not necessarily for its educational function 

but for its claims of objectivity. 

3.5 Historical ‘Objectivity’ in the Liberation-era press 

In contrast to the authoritative statements of those claiming ‘authenticity’ and ‘truth’ such 

as de Bénouville, authors of histories claimed a different form of authority through 

‘objectivity’. Through ostensibly accepting their marginality and side-lining their own 

subject position – with their exact role often unstated, obscured or downplayed in their 

writings – history-writing offered a genre in which resisters and particularly women were 

able to write authoritatively about their wartime experiences. Although both men and 
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women marginalised their experiences, this section focuses on a comparison of Lucie 

Aubrac’s 1945 La Résistance: Naissance et Organisation and Elisabeth Terrenoire’s 1946 

Combattantes sans uniforme: Les femmes dans la Résistance to argue that women at the Liberation 

adopted a position of marginality regardless of their resistance role. It demonstrates that the 

genre of history enabled them to speak about the resistance with authority. Geneviève de 

Gaulle’s preface to Terrenoire’s history was cited by Douzou as an important testimony, 

although he only very briefly acknowledges the content of Terrenoire’s book.133 This 

chapter therefore furthers the rich scholarship on Liberation-era France by integrating 

Terrenoire’s work within the other discourses. This section argues that although Aubrac 

and Terrenoire’s wartime records differed considerably, they both marginalised their 

subject position in the framing of their writings. They both implicitly drew on their 

resistance experience while claiming authority to emphasise the prominent and important 

role women played within the resistance. 

In order to situate these Aubrac and Terrenoire’s writings in context, it is crucial to 

acknowledge the position of women at the Liberation. While women in France were 

awarded the vote at the Liberation, scholars broadly agree that the Liberation was not a 

turning point in gender relations.134 As Hannah Diamond’s work demonstrated that 

résistantes were more likely than other women to want their public and political role to 

continue in the post-war period.135 Some did, with 33 women elected as députés in the 1945 

election — over half of whom were Communists — with others part of local Liberation 

Committees.136 Aubrac was also engaged in politics, as one of only twelve women out of 

248 members of the Consultative Assembly in November 1944, which expanded to sixteen 
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in summer 1945, with women generally prioritising women’s issues.137 As the work of 

Rebecca Pulju has argued, ‘[w]omen’s citizenship was mediated through the household’ 

within post-war France, and therefore the focus on these issues was typical of women’s 

broader political engagement and interests in post-war French society.138 The focus on 

women’s agency that Pulju stressed has nuanced the earlier work of scholars such as Sylvie 

Chaperon, who claimed that women’s initial freedoms of the Liberation were curbed by a 

return to traditional gender roles as a result of the Cold War, with Catholics and 

Communists alike advocating for women’s return to the home in their rhetoric.139 Indeed, 

Pulju demonstrates women’s political agency within the traditionally feminine space of the 

home.140 

Pulju’s work that merged situated the home as a political space is important when 

examining Aubrac and Terrenoire’s wartime records. Although the differed considerably, 

for both resistance was closely intertwined with their domestic lives. This was typical of 

women’s roles under the Occupation. Lacour-Astol demonstrated that women were 

significantly more likely to continue their roles within the home rather than going 

underground and living in communal groups of the maquis.141 Leftist and supposed 

Communist sympathiser Aubrac’s resistance is well-known as one of the founders of 

Libération-Sud alongside her husband Raymond, Jean Cavillès and Emmanuel d’Astier de 

la Vigerie. Aubrac was also involved in the organisation of the Comités de Libération, 

although as Donald Reid highlighted, she did not have a specific position in the 

resistance.142 Douzou argued that while this would have marginalised them in peacetime, it 
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was a benefit within the resistance.143 Yet it is nevertheless possible to see Aubrac as part of 

the paradox of women resisters that Claire Andrieu argued were ‘eminent and marginal at 

the same time’.144  Journalist Terrenoire’s resistance has been significantly less well-

documented. In his 1947 testimony given to Commission d’Histoire de l’Occupation et de 

la Libération de la France interviewer Louis Lecorvasier, Terrenoire’s husband Louis 

commented that Elisabeth was involved in conversations about the resistance from August 

1940, and that she had passed information between resisters to ensure they told the gestapo 

the same thing in their interrogations.145 That little else is known about her actions strongly 

suggests that Terrenoire played an auxiliary role within the resistance, although after her 

husband’s arrest on 23 March 1944, she had to regularly change residence with their three 

children, despite being permanently disabled after contracting polio in the late 1930s.146 It 

is possible that Terrenoire’s auxiliary role would have hindered publication of her book. 

However, her father co-owned the new resistance publishing house, Bloud et Gay, that she 

published with.147 

Despite these differences, Aubrac and Terrenoire each mentioned their own 

resistance activities only once in the body of their books, and in both cases, they referenced 

their resistance in connection with their domestic lives. Aubrac gestured towards her 

resistance when she spoke about leaving with Raymond for London in February 1944 and 

that she had her child soon after. Meanwhile, Terrenoire referenced being questioned by 

the Gestapo about her husband’s resistance.148 This brief mention of her own experiences 
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was the sole point in her book in which Aubrac used the first-person singular. Although 

Aubrac recounted aspects of the resistance that she would have been directly involved in, 

this was disguised through the first-person plural, which is traditional within French 

historical writing. 

While both Aubrac and Terrenoire acknowledged their resistance activity, neither 

used this to directly claim authority within their histories and they did not foreground their 

resistance credentials. In her introduction, Aubrac acknowledged that she was a participant 

in some of the events she recounted, yet downplayed her personal involvement.149 The only 

other hint of Aubrac’s authority as a participant in the paratext of her publication was in a 

note from the editor about the collection (“Mises au point”) that Aubrac had published 

within, who claimed that the collection had been written by ‘[t]he most authorised 

specialists’.150 Included within the collection was an essay on Charles de Gaulle’s politics 

since 1940 by de Gaulle’s first chief of staff in London, Pierre Tissier. Similarly, 

Terrenoire’s publication downplayed her resistance experience. Yet Terrenoire implicitly 

claimed authority within her book, stating that ‘I believe that it is very difficult to imagine 

the life of these heroines when you haven’t experienced it’.151 While seemingly ambiguous, 

within this section Terrenoire placed herself as knowledgeable in comparison to those who 

had not experienced the resistance, thus enabling her to speak authoritatively about it. 

In her introduction, Aubrac emphasised her historical training and acknowledged 

the limitations of writing a history of resistance so soon after the fact and – importantly – 

considering her own personal experience of resistance. Indeed, Aubrac had been educated 

at the Sorbonne, taken the more competitive agrégation masculine rather than the agrégation 

féminine and was a graduate student about to embark on her doctoral thesis in 1939 before 
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she met her future husband, Raymond, and war came.152 Aubrac’s education was unusual. 

As Bonnie G. Smith’s work demonstrated, historical training occurred in the primarily 

male-dominated spaces of the seminar room and the archive from the mid-nineteenth 

century to the mid-twentieth century, with few women invited.153 Aubrac’s introduction 

gestured to the limitations of her work and therefore seemed to demonstrate modesty about 

her work. Yet she nevertheless emphasised that it was her subject position as a historian 

that gave her the authority to write about the resistance, rather than her experience as a 

resister.  

Rather than being an asset that would lend her account authenticity, Aubrac 

presented her personal experience of resistance as a challenge to the objectivity that was 

required to write a history of the resistance.154 In her introduction Aubrac articulated the 

tensions between her subject position as a historical actor and a historian. As a resister, she 

had an emotional connection with the resistance and thus risked being too sentimental in 

her writing; as a historian, she strove towards ‘a rational view of the Resistance, a very 

intellectual view’.155 Aubrac understood the irony that it was only because of her subjective 

resistance experiences that she was able to attempt an objective history of the resistance, 

which few others writing about the resistance acknowledged. Most of the writers of the first 

popular histories at the Liberation were not trained historians and thus were not necessarily 

as circumspect about their double role as a resister and historian — what Blanc refers to as 

the ‘historian-witness’— as Aubrac was.156 Aubrac acknowledged the challenges inherent 

in writing a history of the resistance so soon after the events she detailed had taken place, 

likening writing a resistance history in 1945 to writing about the revolution of 1789 in 
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1795.157 Aubrac’s articulation of the complex dynamics of subjectivity, authorship, time 

and the genre of history emphasised that she knew the conventions of history-writing yet 

was consciously writing in defiance of them because of the importance of enlightening 

people about the resistance. 

Terrenoire similarly removed her own actions from the book although, unlike 

Aubrac, she did not directly reflect within the text about her use of history as a genre. 

However, Terrenoire mobilised stylistic features that allowed her to self-consciously reflect 

as a writer, which were likely informed by her career as a journalist. While she largely 

wrote in the third person, in these points of reflection she used the first-person. In these 

cases, Terrenoire expressed her choice of writing about certain women and certain places 

in her book, writing that ‘I want to name….’; ‘…I want to pay homage to two exceptional 

women’; ‘[i]n I don’t know how many towns and villages…’.158 Through her choice of 

words, Terrenoire sought to demonstrate that hers was a partial history that was unable to 

pay homage to all the women of the resistance. In her introduction, she stated that ‘I don’t 

pretend to produce a complete history of the admirable feminine resistance’ and expressed 

regret that there are ‘innumerable obscure heroines whom no one will ever speak about’, 

although they ‘have contributed to writing one of the most beautiful pages of the History of 

France’.159 While these seemingly undermined Terrenoire’s authority, she used these 

phrases to spell out the crucial role that women had played within the resistance and by 

accepting her marginal position she was able to subvert broader, male-focused, narratives. 

 Neither the paratext nor the contents of Terrenoire’s book explicitly stated 

Terrenoire’s specific resistance, although it would have been discernible to a fellow resister. 
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Indeed, the preface ostensibly defined Terrenoire in relation to her male relatives and did 

not explicitly refer to her wartime actions but instead briefly mentioned Terrenoire’s 

connection to the resistance as a ‘daughter of a resister, wife of a deportee’.160 As Sylvie 

Chaperon argued, this was typical of résistantes at the Liberation, who often presented 

themselves as wives of resisters rather than resisters themselves.161 Terrenoire’s resistance 

was only alluded to in one other section of the book, in which she stated that the Gestapo 

interrogated her about her husband after his arrest and that she had maintained his 

“innocence”.162 The use of quotes around the word “innocence” heavily implied that 

Terrenoire knew he was not, in fact, innocent of the charges levelled against him. This 

phrasing also subtly signalled crucial information about Terrenoire’s resistance to those 

who – through their shared resistance experience – already knew and understood the role 

that women relatives played by supporting, enabling and participating in the resistance, 

even while remaining implicit. They would also have been visible to the discerning reader. 

Terrenoire continued by acknowledging that although some women were unaware, 

generally women joined the resistance alongside their husbands and sons, and in the 

following pages detailed how they shared the burden of resistance and sacrifice of their 

relatives and actively resisted themselves.163 Neither de Gaulle nor Terrenoire explicitly 

stated that Terrenoire resisted and there seems to be no record of her resistance activity in 

any published sources. Indeed, in a 1946 review of Terrenoire’s book, the focus was on the 

content of the book rather than on Terrenoire herself.164 

By using the genre of history, both Aubrac and Terrenoire were able to move 

beyond their personal experience and write about resistance more broadly and thus 

highlight the role of women in the resistance, albeit in different ways. Terrenoire’s work 
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specifically focused on women’s experiences. She articulated the variety and specificity of 

women’s resistance – including within the home – and gestured towards resistance 

womanhood as an important collective identity, as the creation of the women’s clandestine 

press suggested. Terrenoire claimed that women constituted twenty-five percent of the 

resistance and yet that they were more numerous in initial acts of resistance that were 

‘spontaneous, instinctive, individual’, before the resistance became organised, such as 

women wearing the tricolore’s red, white and blue and laying down flowers at war memorials 

as Chapter Two highlighted.165 Yet Terrenoire — a woman in the resistance — wrote this 

as a history and did thus did not explicitly draw on her authority as a resister. 

It seems likely that – given the variety of resistance Terrenoire cited – that she 

collated testimonies from résistantes to write her account and to supplement the published 

sources she reproduced. While Terrenoire reproduced a tract published by the women of 

the MLN on 1 May 1944 and quoted from an issue of Femmes Françaises – thus 

demonstrating her interaction with the discourses found within Chapter Two – alongside a 

small selection of photos, these would not have provided Terrenoire with the level of detail 

she provided. Terrenoire only vaguely mentioned her resistance, and instead used an 

authorial voice that placed herself on the margins as a conduit to expressing the complex 

role women played within the resistance. History-writing as a genre gave Terrenoire 

authority and her displacement of her subject position as a resister in favour of her position 

as a writer is typical of others including Marie Granet, as Chapter Five will argue. 

Meanwhile, Aubrac integrated the role of women within a broader typology of the 

resistance and in doing so drew on her subject position as a resister without stating that was 

what she was doing. As with Terrenoire’s writing, she emphasised the early engagement of 

women within the resistance, although she cited the evasion of Prisoners of War in the 

summer of 1940 as the first acts of resistance, which women frequently participated in by 
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sheltering those who had escaped.166 This was accurate. Lacour-Astol demonstrated that 

women were significantly more likely to shelter others, including escaped Prisoners of War, 

resisters, and Allied soldiers.167 That Aubrac emphasised this type of resistance is important 

to acknowledge for two reasons. Firstly, Aubrac located women as crucial facilitators of the 

Free French in London. Second, Aubrac’s first act of resistance was helping her husband 

escape from Sarrebourg prison at the end of August 1940.168 Although Aubrac did not cite 

this, she nevertheless drew on her own experience of the resistance and integrated it into 

her history, thus rendering her central subject position invisible. 

Although using the genre of history, Aubrac did not cite sources within her book 

and it is unclear whether she primarily relied on her memories of the resistance or whether 

she consulted others.169 In simultaneously using her experience as a resister while 

marginalising her own experience, Aubrac was able to write authoritatively about the 

resistance. This included subtly subverting the rhetoric that emphasised the resistance as a 

male-centred army by arguing women facilitated it. Aubrac’s positioning of her subject 

position within her history on the resistance was characteristic of her broader engagement 

with the resistance in the immediate post-war period. As editor of La Femme, a magazine for 

the Femmes de la libération nationale (FLN), which was the women’s branch of the MLN, 

Aubrac used her resistance credentials, yet in an article within the publication, the 

(unknown, although presumably female) author briefly outlined her resistance activity yet 

stated that ‘[s]he does not want us to speak of her’. Indeed, the author claimed that while 

they had been keen to hear resistance memories, Aubrac was more interested in where she 

could find knitting yarn.170 Claire Andrieu emphasised Aubrac’s ability to subvert gender 
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roles when they suited her, such as taking the agrégation masculine, for example, and directing 

the commando that helped Raymond escape.171 Aubrac nevertheless presented herself in 

terms of traditional feminine codes of conduct, emphasising her interest in knitting and her 

modesty. Nevertheless, Aubrac had an extremely prominent position at the Liberation as 

the head of the FLN and – as already stated – Aubrac was a member of the Consultative 

Assembly from November 1944 and largely represented issues related to women.172 In 

using the genre of history, Aubrac was able to draw on her resistance experience while 

adhering to the traditional notions of femininity that she represented within politics. 

The examples of Aubrac and Terrenoire demonstrate that women – even those in 

prominent positions – used the genre of history to give them authority to write. In doing so, 

they were able to marginalise their subject positions and thus merge their experiences with 

broader historical observations. They both emphasised the crucial role women played 

within the resistance while claiming objectivity throughout. This therefore demonstrates 

that history-writing empowered women to speak about their own experience.  

3.6 Commemoration 

One commonality in the writings examined within this chapter is the desire expressed to 

pay homage to resisters who had died under the Occupation. This was particularly to those 

they had known and often resisted alongside and – as many Liberation-era publications 

focused on military resistance by those who had been in the military resistance – the 

recognition of those who had died echoed this. The focus on the military – and particularly 

on male soldiers’ heroism – was also reflected within the commemorative culture of the 

Liberation, with men’s deaths broadly understood as active. Meanwhile women’s deaths 
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largely continued to be presented as sacrificial, with women such as Berty Albrecht and 

Danielle Casanova used as evidence of their exceptionalism. 

Commemoration of fallen resisters went from informal activities and mourning 

rituals performed by women under the Occupation to more formal commemorative 

activities conducted by organisations at the Liberation. Some were organised by women 

who worked for the Social Service of the MLN, such as a memorial ceremony for Berty 

Albrecht on 12 November 1944.173 The organisation of commemorative culture, however, 

was taken over by local and national government departments, with prominent resisters 

including Henri Frenay charged with developing memorials. Although résistantes Berty 

Albrecht and Daniele Casanova were memorialised in street names, Luc Capdevila’s work 

on the memorial culture in Ille-et-Vilaine between 1944 and 1950, emphasised the 

masculinist nature of commemorative culture, characterised by the in the building of 

monuments and the changing of street names. Capdevila argues that this sought to reassert 

French (male) resisters as military heroes in memorial culture including headstones and 

small structures.174 For those not in government, publications allowed resisters to comment 

upon this commemorative culture. For men this meant focusing on specific men who had 

been their friends and colleagues. Meanwhile women and those in the PCF used the 

commemoration of fallen resisters to make political interjections and to argue that a 

specific group – women or Communists, respectively – should be commemorated. 

Although there are very few Communist publications from the period of Liberation, 

Éditions France d’Abord, in conjunction with Communist groups and the Parti 

Communiste Français, published a book in 1946 of last letters of those who had died in the 
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resistance, entitled Lettres des fusillés.175 As the name suggests, Éditions France d’Abord 

emerged from clandestine publication France d’Abord. This publication was typical of the 

PCF discourses about male resisters in the post-war period and specifically a continuation 

of the rhetoric published in France d’Abord under the Occupation, who were keen to 

embrace the rhetoric of martyrdom. Indeed, the PCF staked their claim as the “Party of 

75,000 shot” in posters created for the 1945-6 municipal and legislative elections.176 

Although Hillary Footitt demonstrated how the figure of Daniele Casanova was mobilised 

by the PCF in post-war speeches, the 71 resisters in the Lettres des fusillés were all men, 

which may be because discourses about women’s resistance were largely communicated by 

the Communist-affiliated Union des femmes françaises rather than the party more 

generally.177 In his preface to the Lettres des fusillés, Lucien Scheler continued the language 

that presented resisters as heirs to the revolution, referring to those included in the 

publication as ‘soldiers of year two’ and likening the young men who had died to the 

revolutionary child soldiers Barra and Viala.178 Those at Éditions France d’Abord had 

chosen to include largely military resisters: 43 of the 54 resisters were militants, of whom 37 

were in the F.T.P.179 As such, the Lettres des fusillés reinforced the image of the resistance as 

an armed and masculine force that characterised much of the commemorative culture at 

the time. This was typical of the Communist position at the Liberation, with speeches of 

Jacques Duclos and Maurice Thorez both demonstrating their desire to develop the 

resistance into a grass-roots citizen-army.180 
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The paratext of histories – and specifically the dedication pages – demonstrates the 

desire felt by many to memorialise resistance colleagues. Local resistance histories often 

focused on the maquis and on battles and therefore they continued to use the military 

language and the qualities of masculinity highlighted in Chapter Two to describe those 

they had known under the Occupation. In his 1946 history, Sabotages et Guérilla, for 

example, Pierre de Préval dedicated his history to two of his ‘companions of combat’: 

‘Captain Durtal, veteran among the “terrorists”’, and ‘sub-lieutenant Jean-Marcel […] my 

companion at all times, true brother for his delightful kindness and model soldier for his 

daring and his calm’.181  Similarly, Paganelli, who wrote a preface for Rascalon spoke 

about his colleague Marceau as a ‘pure symbol of this revolutionary army, of our honest, 

courageous and generous people’.182 Even when they were not specifically referenced by 

name, histories nevertheless demonstrated a desire to remember those who had died in the 

resistance. Adeline wrote that: 

I dedicate this to your dead, to those who were killed, shot or were massacred in 
the maquis […] to those who suffered the martyrdom of the concentration 
camps…183 

 
Through this dedication, Adeline sought to pay homage to the men of the maquis who had 

perished under the Occupation, although specific names were not mentioned. The 

omnipresence of these fallen resisters emphasises the importance of the affective bonds 

formed in the resistance. The language used further demonstrates how masculinity was a 

key prism through which male resisters understood their experiences and the agency and 

heroism attributed to the men who had died, which was noted in Chapter Two.  
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In Geneviève de Gaulle’s introduction to Terrenoire’s history, she recounted the 

names and resistance activities of the women she had known in Ravensbrück.184 Most 

presentations of women’s deaths in the resistance focused solely on their sacrifice, however. 

Indeed, Terrenoire claimed that women accepted the risks of resistance and were prepared 

to sacrifice themselves without an expectation of recognition or compensation and used this 

to argue that they should be celebrated and commemorated in the post-war world.185 In 

doing so, she sought to interject within the nascent commemorative culture from a position 

outside of high politics. As Daniel Sherman’s work has demonstrated, while women were 

active in commemorative practice, men were largely those tasked with building war 

memorials.186 Similarly, Henri Frenay was charged with organising the memorial to those 

killed by Germans between 1939 and 1945 at Mont-Valérien.187 Within this context, it is 

possible to read Terrenoire’s interjection as using the language of sacrifice to speak about 

women specifically because of its widespread use under the Occupation and the Liberation. 

This was both in commemorative culture and in legislation. The site of the massacre at 

Oradour-sur-Glane was declared a national memorial by de Gaulle’s Provisional 

Government on 28 November 1944 and the women and children who had been locked in 

a burning church were used to represent the ‘universal’ suffering of France.188 Meanwhile, 

Charles de Gaulle’s ordonnance of 3 March 1945 gave widowers and the children of 

résistantes the same pensions as widows and children of résistants, which focused on women’s 

sacrifice rather than their active resistance.189 By embracing the language used to describe 

 
184 Geneviève de Gaulle, ‘Préface’ in Élisabeth Terrenoire, Combattantes sans uniforme: Les femmes dans la 
Résistance (Bloud et Gay, 1946), pp.5-6. 
185 Terrenoire, p.16. 
186 Daniel Sherman, ‘Monuments, Mourning and Masculinity in France after World War I’, Gender and 
History, 8.1 (1996), 82-107 (83-4; 100). 
187 Serge Barcellini, ‘Sur deux journées nationales commémorant la déportation et les persécutions des 
“Années Noires”’, Vingtième Siècle. Revue d’histoire, 45 (Jan-March 1995), 76-98 (77). 
188 Sarah Farmer, ‘Oradour-sur-Glane: Memory in a Preserved Landscape’, French Historical Studies, 19.1 
(Spring 1995), 27-47. 
189 Lacour-Astol, p.242. As Lacour-Astol argued, this legislation of women’s sacrifice allowed for those who 
had resisted in isolation to be included within definitions of resistance. While this was challenged by the 15 
May 1946 law introducing the Carte de la Combattant volontaire de la Résistance it would later be accepted 
in the 25 March 1949 law. See Lacour-Astol, pp.239-249. 
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women in the press, along with her own marginal position, Terrenoire used her history as a 

to argue that women who had died in the resistance deserved to be recognised for their 

service to France. 

The final chapter of Terrenoire’s book focused on résistantes who had died and 

published photographic evidence of concentration camps, including piles of bodies. These 

images were used to testify to the horror women had experienced in deportation. As 

Megan Koreman’s work demonstrated, the truth about life in concentration camps that 

came to light from April 1945 invoked great anger, with vigilante justice continuing in the 

name of deportees into 1946.190 Although photographs had been printed in newspapers 

and documentary footage of camps shown in some French cities, the images Terrenoire 

reproduced would nevertheless have been shocking to see.191 Terrenoire used the 

information on the camps to argue that although most women did not die during the 

course of their resistance and were less likely to be executed, those who died through 

maltreatment in concentration camps or soon after their release were nevertheless martyrs 

for the resistance cause.192 Terrenoire emphasised how France needed to remember the 

women who had resisted and thus ‘given the most magnificent example of social 

responsibility and heroism to present and future generations’, regardless of the 

circumstances of their deaths.193 It is possible to read Terrenore’s plea as a response to 

résistantes’ deaths not being commemorated to the same extent as men’s. At the 11 

November 1945 inauguration of the memorial at Mont-Valérien, organiser Frenay’s 

colleague Albrecht was the only woman interred compared to fourteen men.194 

Terrenoire’s book was also published after Charles de Gaulle’s decree of 23 January 1946, 

 
190 Koreman, ‘Homecoming’, p.12, pp.15-20. 
191 Koreman, ‘Homecoming’, p.16. 
192 Terrenoire, p.119. 
193 Terrenoire, p.126; ‘donné aux générations présentes et futures le plus magnifique exemple de civisme et 
d’héroïsme’. 
194 Serge Barcellini, ‘Sur deux journées nationales commémorant la déportation et les persécutions des 
“Années Noires”’, Vingtième Siècle. Revue d’histoire, 45 (Jan-March 1995), 76-98 (77). 
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which discontinued the awarding of the Ordre de la Libération medal. The gender 

differentiation of this accolade was stark: of 1036 conferred, only 6 were given to 

women.195 

The gender disparity in how deaths of resisters were treated, both more broadly 

and within individual texts, reinforced the rhetoric from Chapter Two, which posited men 

as soldiers and women as victims. Yet the fact the memory of fallen resisters was 

communicated by survivors’, demonstrates the personal bonds that had been forged in the 

resistance and the feeling of indebtedness towards those who had died. As Douzou 

commented, survivors often expressed a feeling of guilt in the post-war period, and this is 

treated in more detail in Chapter Four as issues of death and deportation contributes to our 

understanding of the emotional life of resisters in the wake of Liberation.196  

3.7 Conclusion 

This chapter argued that men who were in high-status positions in national resistance 

movements were keen to foreground their subject positions in their writings on the subject. 

They directly challenged issues that related to them, while confidently asserting their own 

role and often continued the wartime rhetoric that argued they had proved themselves 

capable of an important role within the future of France. Meanwhile, men who were in the 

army sought to interject in debates on the military by directly drawing on the authority 

conferred by their military credentials. For men, writings were a way to assert personal 

authority in the resistance and were a way of negotiating different accounts of the 

resistance. In contrast, women continually sought to downplay their own resistance 

experiences within their own writings. As such, history-writing provided a space for them to 

 
195 ‘Admission to the order’ <https://www.ordredelaliberation.fr/en/admission-order> [accessed 9 October 
2020]. Only two exceptions were made to this: Winston Churchill and King George VI were awarded the 
Ordre de la Libération in 1958 and 1960 respectively. 
196 Douzou Périlleuse, pp.82-91; Piketty p.159. 
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speak about the resistance that allowed them to avoid discussing their subjective experience 

in detail while still educating others and paying homage to those who had died. The 

differences in how men and women wrote about the resistance meant that narratives at the 

Liberation focused on male heroism, with women’s resistance marginalised. Although 

women did write about women’s resistance, the volume of publications centring men’s 

experiences meant resistance narratives overwhelmingly focused on a male, military 

heroism.  

The following section of this thesis will demonstrate how the narratives of the 

resistance produced and articulated under the Occupation and at the Liberation that 

Chapter Two and this chapter outlined were consolidated through the Commission 

d’Histoire de l’Occupation et de la Libération de la France (CHOLF) project. It also 

demonstrates that the lack of traditional textual historical sources and the reliance on 

memory further enabled women to participate in the historicisation of the resistance in the 

post-war world. They embraced their marginal position by adopting the role of interviewer 

for the CHOLF, which aimed to consolidate the ‘memory’ of the resistance. This historical 

project endowed them with an authority and an officialdom that many of the post-war 

writings did not have. Although André Girard, answered ‘no’ to the question of whether it 

was possible to speak the truth about the resistance, three years later, in 1950, Girard 

provided a testimony about his resistance experience to the CHOLF.197  It is therefore 

possible to infer that Girard considered this historical project a more appropriate genre 

than the post-war writings that were the feature of this chapter to express his subjective 

experience about the resistance. 

 

 

 
197 See 72AJ/41/1, Témoignage d’André Girard, alias Carte, recueilli par Yvette Gouineau, 8/1950. 
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Chapter 4 “The truth … that is not without 

shadow”: Testimonies of  resistance and the 

Commission d’histoire de l’Occupation et de la 

Libération de la France 

4.1 Introduction 

In her 1947 article for Revue Historique, deputy secretary general of the Commission 

d’histoire de l’Occupation et de la Libération de la France (CHOLF), Odette Merlat, 

explained that ‘memory’ was the ‘essential source’ for understanding resistance life.1 

Although the academic historical establishment was focused on archival documents as 

sources, Merlat claimed that the clandestine nature of the resistance meant that there were 

few written documents produced under the Occupation with the remaining traces of 

bureaucratic, ‘official’ resistance, from mid-1943 and afterwards.2 The CHOLF secretary 

general Henri Michel elaborated, stating that ‘every written trace could mean a death 

warrant and the extermination of a network’.3 Furthermore, at a CHOLF meeting in 

December 1950, Georges Bidault — resister, former President of the Provisional 

Government and deputy of the Loire — commented that establishing the truth about the 

resistance was difficult because living clandestinely relied on false papers, meaning that 

documents themselves were sometimes fake.4 The CHOLF was a historical commission 

created in the autumn of 1944 to address this lack of sources by producing and collating 

documentation on the Occupation and the Liberation of France. Although Merlat 

 
1 Odette Merlat, ‘Commission d’histoire de l’Occupation et de la Libération de la France’, Revue historique 
(1947), 70-78 (71); ‘mémoire’; ‘source essentielle’. 
2 Merlat, p.74. 
3 Henri Michel, ‘Les historiens en face de la 2ème Guerre Mondiale’, L’Historien et la Deuxième guerre mondiale 
(June-July 1956), 1-8 (2); ‘toute trace écrite pouvait signifier un arrêt de mort et l’extermination d’un réseau’. 
4 AN 72AJ/26, Meeting 15/12/1950. 
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acknowledged that clandestine publications existed, the sourcing of these was taken up by a 

parallel commission, launched by the Bibliothèque Nationale and headed by Renée and 

Paul Roux-Fouillet, with their Catalogue des périodiques clandestins published in 1954.5 After the 

devastation of the Second World War, those involved in the CHOLF and other post-war 

commissions viewed testimonies as a means of recapturing what had been lost and of 

producing knowledge about the war. In the autumn of 1944, the CHOLF therefore began 

their enquiry to interview resisters and reconstruct the resistance experience through 

testimony for the ‘historians of the future’.6 

 The CHOLF enquiry was understood simultaneously as an interpersonal project and 

a project to construct knowledge about the resistance, thus placing an inevitable tension at 

the heart of the enquiry as the interviewer aimed to turn the subjective experience of 

resistance into objective fact. The interviewers were all former resisters and found their 

initial interviewees from within the networks they had been part of under the Occupation. 

They therefore had a personal connection with their interviewees, thus making their 

subject position crucial to the CHOLF project. Most testimonies produced were not 

verbatim transcriptions of the interview, but instead summaries produced by the 

interviewer about their conversation with the interviewees for the benefit of the CHOLF 

project. Although some testimonies were written accounts, this chapter focuses on the 

interviews because they reveal the dynamics of history-making about the resistance. The 

interviewer had a complex role as the mediator of the testimonies, as they were the ones to 

turn the personal – and sometimes traumatic – memories that had been shared with them 

into a document that would become sources for future historians. This included fact-

checking and cross-referencing testimonies, as well as judging the reliability of the 

interviewee. This process was not transparent or necessarily explained to the interviewee, 

 
5 Merlat, p.71. 
6 Merlat, p.70; ‘historiens de l’avenir’. 
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which could explain the objections some of the interviewees had with the testimonies 

afterwards. This chapter uses internal documents of the CHOLF alongside published 

articles, and it draws on the database I created to offer a statistical analysis of the results of 

this process, in addition to a sampling of the testimonies themselves. These statistics 

demonstrate that women conducted sixty-six percent of the interviews (fig.1) from the 

central committee, which are held at the Archives Nationales. This chapter therefore 

argues that by adopting the role of interviewer, the women who joined the central 

committee were able to assert a prominent place for themselves within the discourses of 

resistance. They did not foreground their personal experience, but their subject positions 

were nevertheless important in getting interviewees to speak about their clandestine 

experience. Moreover, women interviewers encouraged other women to give testimonies: 

female interviewees were better represented within the 72AJ series (forming 19% of total 

interviewees, fig. 2) than they likely would have been had men dominated the interview 

process, since women systematically interviewed more women (21.8%, fig. 3) than their 

male counterparts (16.7%, fig. 4). This chapter builds on the conclusions from Part One of 

this thesis by arguing that the gendered historicising imperative was consolidated through 

the CHOLF project. Furthermore, it demonstrates that women were crucial mediators of 

resistance memory and that they contributed towards the formation of the historical 

record. The genre of history allowed some women resisters to interject in discourses of the 

resistance by drawing on their own experiences, while bringing other women’s testimony 

into existence. 

 In the CHOLF project women interviewers placed themselves solely as the mediator 

of testimonies and not their subject, while men often gave their own testimonies or wrote 

other documents centring on their own experiences. Of the three most prolific women 

interviewers — Marie Granet, Jeanne Patrimonio and Odette Merlat — none wrote 

memoirs or produced their own testimonies (see table 1). Although Yvette Gouineau wrote 
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a history of her movement in 1951, she did so under the pseudonym Françoise Bruneau, 

and obscured her personal role within the movement.7 Gouineau’s history can be seen as a 

continuation of the historical discourses examined in Chapter Three, in which Aubrac and 

Terrenoire incorporated their subject positions within their histories without stating that 

this is what they were doing. Meanwhile, Michel and Louis Lecorvaisier — two of the most 

prolific male interviewers — each gave their own testimony, while Michel also wrote a 

semi-autobiographical novel, Quatre Années Dures (1945) and Edouard Perroy offered his 

own account of clandestine life — ‘an errant, but beautiful, life’— in the avant-propos to his 

1945 history, La Guerre de cent ans.8 Indeed, in an echo of my conclusions to Chapter Three, 

the CHOLF project can be seen as way for resisters – and especially women – to contribute 

to historical discourses by ostensibly marginalising their personal experiences as an 

interviewer, while their subject position was vital to their ability to do so.  

 
7 Françoise Bruneau, Essai d’historique du mouvement né autour du journal clandestin “Résistance” (Paris, SEDES, 
1951). 
8 Édouard Perroy, La Guerre de Cent Ans (Gallimard, 1945), p.9; ‘une vie errante, mais belle’. 

34%

66%

Interviewed by men Interviewed by women

Figure 1: Percentage of interviewers by gender of interviewer 
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19%

81%

Women interviewed Men interviewed

79%

21%

Men interviewed Women interviewed

Figure 2: Gender split of total interviews 

Figure 3: Gender split by women interviewers 
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84%

16%

Men interviewed Women interviewed

Figure 2: Gender split by men interviewers 
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Table 1: Top ten interviewers statistics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the CHOLF project, men often worked in leadership positions, while women’s 

labour as interviewer was lower status. Although the lower status of the interviewer is not 

explicitly stated within the CHOLF files, it has been possible to discern this from the 

dynamics of the relationship between Henri Michel and Marie Granet Chapter Five 

analyses. Granet (the deputy) conducted most of the testimonies for their joint history while 

Michel organised and took most of the credit for the process. Yet far from being powerless, 

women were often underestimated and were crucial to the project. Rod Kedward’s work 

Interviewer Men 
interviewed 

Women 
interviewed 

Total 
interviewed 

Marie Granet 
185 75 260 

Jeanne Patrimonio 
127 21 148 

Odette Merlat 
122 16 138 

Henri Michel 
82 4 86 

Louis Lecorvaisier 
54 13 67 

Édouard Pérroy 
51 16 67 

Mme Gaudelette 
28 7 35 

Arthur Calmette 
26 5 31 

Roger Gaillard 
21 8 29 

Yvette Goinieau 
19 5 24 

Anne-Marie Étaix 
20 1 21 
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on maquisards in relation to the liminal space of the doorway helps to enrich our 

understanding of the role these women played: 

During the interview, the wife or sister, who had frequently been fully committed 
to resistance, would stay at the doorway, nudging the man’s version of events 
along with corrections of detail or forgotten names and dates, but only rarely 
agreeing to sit at the table. The “woman in the doorway” … was clearly a fixed 
social and cultural role … the doorway was a site of women’s action and possibly 
power which people took for granted…9 

 
Although the circumstances were different with women in the role of interviewer, many of 

the characteristics Kedward identifies with the “woman in the doorway” can be seen in the 

interviews undertaken by the CHOLF: a resister would prompt the telling of a ‘version of 

events’; afterwards, they would edit these ‘with corrections of detail or forgotten names and 

dates’; and yet they would ‘rarely’ — if ever — speak of their own experiences. And yet this 

role allowed them ‘power’ within the interview process as mediators of future knowledge, 

‘which people took for granted’. The interviewers thus occupied a liminal space between 

the memory of the resistance as recounted by interviewees and the histories of resistance 

that would be written using the testimonies they collated, sometimes by the interviewers 

themselves. Although they have been largely neglected in scholarship, these women played 

a crucial role within the collation of the archive. 

 Women’s role as interviewers was a continuation of the traditional gender dynamics 

of historical works’ production. As Bonnie G. Smith. Smith observed, women’s labour – 

‘researching, filing, editing, and even writing’ – often underpinned the scholarly work of 

male historians, who received the sole credit for this work.10 This labour was often 

undertaken by female relatives who acted as assistants, with Smith emphasising the 

communal nature of this labour through her use of the term ‘household workshops’.11 

 
9 H.R. Kedward, ‘French Resistance: A Few Home Truths’ in Historical Controversies and Historians, ed. by 
William Lamont (London: UCL Press, 1998), pp.3-14 (p.9). 
10 Smith, The Gender of History, p.9. 
11 Smith, The Gender of History, p.85. 
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Smith argued that professional women historians were largely unable to draw on this 

unpaid labour, although they often shared lives with other professional women with whom 

they could share ideas.12 Natalie Zemon Davis further enriched this scholarship in her 

work on the Annales school, by demonstrating that those involved ‘drew significantly on 

the private or paid assistance of well-educated women’, such as Suzanne Febvre, Rose 

Brua Celli and Henriette Psichari.13 As this chapter argues, the central commission of the 

CHOLF similarly relied on women’s labour to form an archive of resistance.   

 To acknowledge the importance of this labour, and to fully understand the 72AJ 

sources, this chapter argues that the CHOLF central committee testimonies need to be re-

evaluated and re-conceptualised as evidence of the complex dynamics of the CHOLF 

enquiry. The testimonies were a collaboration between various resisters, including those in 

the CHOLF leadership, the interviewers and the interviewee. It situates the resistance 

enquiry within the broader CHOLF project and argues that there was a tension at the 

centre of the enquiry between interpersonal connections and the aim to produce historical 

documents that were factually accurate. It demonstrates that by looking beyond their status 

as testimonies it is possible to see signs of the emotional life of resisters within the 72AJ 

series. The interviewee-interviewer relationship often relied on the personal bonds forged 

during the resistance, thus demonstrating that the social and political networks that had 

developed in clandestinity continued to be important in the post-war world. Furthermore, 

these relationships allowed for a positive intersubjective relationship to develop within the 

testimonies, which drew on a communal resistance experience and relied on pre-existing 

bonds of trust. Ultimately, this chapter demonstrates that the interviewers were mediators 

of the interviewees’ experiences and as such understanding their subject position in 

 
12 Smith, The Gender of History, p.189. 
13 Natalie Zemon Davis, ‘Women and the World of the “Annales”’, History Workshop Journal, 33 (1992), 121-
137 (123). 
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conjunction with that of the interviewee is vital to understanding the testimonies they 

produced. 

4.1.1 Intersubjectivity 

Intersubjectivity has emerged in recent years as a concept for making sense of the dynamics 

between interviewer and interviewee within an oral history context, which is particularly 

important to consider when assessing the CHOLF project. Lynn Abrams’ work emphasised 

how the dynamics between the interviewer and interviewee together formed the interview, 

with each participant’s subject position important to the outcome. Abrams argued that: 

The oral history document created in the interview is the result of a three-way 
dialogue: the respondent with him or herself, between the interviewer and the 
respondent and between the respondent and cultural discourses of the present and 
the past.14 

 
This dialogue, Abrams demonstrated, begins with the interviewer approaching the 

interviewee and requesting to conduct an oral history.15 Juliette Pattinson’s reflective work 

on her interviews with British Secret War veterans demonstrated how interviewees’ 

perceptions of the interviewer could be formed before they had met in person. Indeed, one 

woman had ignored Pattinson’s request for interview because she had been deterred by the 

‘feminist sub-text to [Pattinson’s] letter’.16 

 Both Abrams and Pattinson gesture to the gendered nature of the interpersonal 

relationship and how women more likely to speak to other women about their experiences 

than they were to talk to men.17 In this way, it is possible to see rapport and a positive 

relationship through identification with the other in the interviewee/interviewer 

 
14 Lynn Abrams, Oral History Theory (Oxford: Taylor & Francis Group, 2010), p.59. 
15 Abrams, p.62. 
16 Juliette Pattinson, ‘“The thing that made me hesitate…”: Re-examining gendered intersubjectivities in 
interviews with British secret war veterans’, Women’s History Review, 20.2 (2011), 245-263 (255). 
17 Abrams, p.62; Pattinson, ‘Intersubjectivities’, pp.248-250. 
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relationship. This rapport, Pattinson argues, was a function of intersubjective dynamics.18 

However, she cautioned against falling back on gender as an explanation and offered 

suggestions as to why some of the men she interviewed were reticent in speaking about 

personal details. Pattinson emphasised that social class and generational differences could 

also impact how she and the interviewee perceived one another, thus changing the nature 

of their relationship and impacting the dynamics of intersubjectivity within the interview 

context.   

 The dynamic of intersubjectivity, understood in this way, shapes our understanding 

of the CHOLF project. The relationship between interviewee and interviewer was crucial 

to the interview: as both were resisters, they could therefore draw on common clandestine 

experiences. The fact the interviewer summarised the conversation with the interviewee in 

the testimony document itself similarly lends weight to the concept of ‘intersubjectivity’. 

4.2 Re-assessing the CHOLF testimonies 

The 72AJ collection of CHOLF testimonies were first used by the interviewers themselves 

– particularly Yvette Gouineau, Marie Granet and Henri Michel – who wrote the 

foundational works on the resistance in the 1950s and 1960s. This continued into the 1980s 

and 1990s, with scholars such as Laurent Douzou, Rod Kedward and Olivier Wieviorka 

using the series alongside oral histories they collated themselves. Despite the central 

position of the interviewer, the labour of the interviewer in conducting the interviews and 

producing the written record of resisters’ accounts was rendered almost invisible within this 

resistance scholarship. In some cases, this invisibility is literal. In his 1995 book, La 

Désobéissance: Histoire du movement Libération-Sud, Laurent Douzou used the 72AJ interviews 

but did not attribute these to individual interviewers, either in the text or in the citation.19 

 
18 Pattinson, p.251. 
19 See Douzou, La Désobéissance, for example, p.179, note 11; p.180, note 63. 
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Although others such as Wieviorka acknowledged the interviewer in the citation, it is only 

Kedward who did so in the body of the text.20 Both men and women were rendered 

invisible in this way. Yet because women conducted most of the interviews and most 

women interviewers did not otherwise leave a record of their resistance, this erasure 

disproportionately affects the recognition of women interviewers. As the interviewer held 

an extremely powerful position, this chapter will demonstrate that – although women’s 

labour has been overlooked – it ultimately created what came to be an archive of 

resistance, thus showing that women were more influential in this process than scholars 

have hitherto recognised. The recent historiography by Douzou et al. has drawn attention 

to the collation process of the 72AJ series, yet this has yet to be integrated into a study that 

uses the documents. Indeed, although Robert Gildea briefly commented that they were 

paraphrased by the interviewer in the introduction to his 2015 monograph Fighters in the 

Shadows, Gildea used the 72AJ series throughout as though they were unmediated 

documents.21 In contrast, other scholars — such as Franck Liaigre in his 2015 book Les 

FTP: Nouvelle histoire d’une résistance — have dismissed these testimonies and others collated in 

the post-war period as unreliable.22  

The claim of unreliability is partly due to the format of the testimonies, which were 

summarised accounts written by the interviewer. This was typical of oral histories at the 

time.23 Robert Aron’s small-scale oral history project on the Occupation did not produce 

recordings or direct, verbatim, transcriptions of interviews, but instead summaries of 

conversations. This method was used internationally, with the Federal Writers’ Ex-Slave 

Project in 1930s America mobilising the same techniques, as did many of the initial 

 
20 Kedward, In Search of the Maquis, pp.90-91. 
21 Gildea, Fighters, pp.9-12; see example of how Gildea used Henri Frenay’s testimony, p.38. 
22 Liaigre, p.9. 
23 David Boder’s recorded interviews are an example of the few contemporaneous exceptions. See Alan 
Rosen, The Wonder of their Voices: the 1946 Holocaust Interviews of David Boder (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2010). 
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Holocaust Commissions.24 As Thompson and Bornat mentioned, although tape recorders 

were available to the public in the 1940s, it was not until the 1960s that they were 

produced cheaply.25 The expense of these would have therefore hindered many of the oral 

history projects before this time, including the CHOLF project. 

This chapter offers a new way to read these testimonies and reassesses what they 

can tell us. It argues, first and foremost, that they should be understood as a demonstration 

of the complexity of the CHOLF process. At each stage, resisters with different motives —

those on the organising committee of the Commission d’Histoire de la Guerre (CHG), the 

decision makers at the CHOLF, the interviewer and interviewee — contributed towards 

and helped form the testimonies. The CHG board outlined the boundaries of the project; 

the CHOLF leadership issued instructions to the interviewers; the interviewers interpreted 

these instructions and used the parts they felt appropriate to guide the conversation with 

the interviewee, and chose to record — or not — aspects of their testimonies; the 

interviewee spoke about the parts of their resistance experience they wanted to discuss with 

the interviewer; the interviewer often then commented upon the interviewee and their 

reliability in their testimony notes; sometimes testimonies were further edited, which Pierre 

Cézard of the National Archives attributed to Michel.26 The testimonies were a different 

genre for resisters to share their clandestine experiences. This genre relied on the subject 

positions of the interviewer and interviewee and how they formed an intersubjective 

dialogue that formed the basis of the testimony. However, it was ultimately the interviewers 

subject position that dominated. Magnússon’s study cited in Chapter Three argued that 

women were more likely to use more reflective documents, including diaries, letters or 

 
24 See Catherine A. Stewart, Long Past Slavery: Representing Race in the Federal Writers’ Project (Arno: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2017); Jessica Wiederhorn, ‘Case Study: “Above all we need the witness”: The Oral 
History of Holocaust Survivors’ in The Oxford Handbook of Oral History, ed. by Donald A. Richie (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2011) pp.244-254 (p.245).  
25 Paul Thompson and Joanna Bornat, The Voice of the Past: Oral History 4th ed. (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2017), p.52. 
26 Steinlight, ‘Capturing Experience’, p.109. 
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reactive documents, such as questionnaires than to write ego-documents such as 

memoirs.27 As such, the interview process opened up a space for women to speak about 

their resistance experiences. This is borne out by statistics. 19 percent of the CHOLF 

interviews were conducted with women (fig. 2), a far greater proportion than the published 

works by women produced contemporaneously according to Michel’s Bibliographie. 

 

4.3 The CHOLF and the Boundaries of the Enquiry 

4.3.1 The creation and aims of the CHOLF 

In the summer of 1944, librarian Mme Cazeaux-Varagnac set up the Comité d’histoire de 

la libération de Paris, which was incorporated into the Commission d’histoire de 

l’Occupation et de la Libération de la France (CHOLF) when it was created in October 

1944. Meanwhile a year after D-Day — on 6 June 1945 — the Comité d’Histoire de la 

Guerre (CHG), was created to organise the various historical enquiries about the Second 

World War. The first CHOLF internal bulletin in 1948 outlined the threefold purpose of 

the commission according to those in charge. This was to investigate the origins of the 

resistance, preserve documents from between 1940 and 1945 and produce publications for 

historians.28 Ultimately, their aim — stated in an internal document from 26 March 1945 

— was ‘above all to prepare an abundant collection of sources for the future narrators of 

French contemporary history’.29 Although historical institutions, François Rouquet 

demonstrated that the CHOLF and the CHG were not directly connected to universities, 

and while several CHOLF members worked at universities, they ran alongside rather than 

 
27 Magnússon, p.203. 
28 AN 72AJ/27, CHOLF Bulletin intérieur, no.1, 1/1948. 
29 AN F/17/18016, document dated 26/3/1945; ‘avant tout à préparer à l’usage des futurs narrateurs de 
l’histoire contemporaine de la France un ensemble de sources abondantes’. Emphasis in original. 
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within academic institutions.30 While these institutions are the focus of this chapter, there 

were also other historical commissions set up in post-war France, such as the 1945 

government-led Commission d’Histoire de l’Internement et de la Deṕortation and 

elsewhere in Europe, with the Institute for Research into the National Socialist Period 

proposed in 1945 and established in 1947 in Germany.31 

The CHOLF and the CHG were so interrelated that a CHOLF internal bulletin 

from November 1950 clarified the confusion between the two committees. The CHG was 

the coordinating agency, while the CHOLF was the executing agency.32 This confusion 

seems to have been resolved by the formation of the Comité d’Histoire de la Deuxième 

Guerre Mondiale (CHDGM), which merged the two bodies. As the CHG had structural 

control over the CHOLF before this point, it is important to note that the CHG was 

dominated by men: Lucien Febvre was the President while Pierre Caron and Pierre 

Renouvin were Vice-Presidents and Michel was Secretary General.33 Additionally, the 

other roles in the Commission were also exclusively men, as well as in the sub-

committees.34 Men therefore made the key decisions regarding how to historicise the 

resistance through their positions at the CHG and made the structural choices about how 

to proceed with the enquiries. The involvement of medieval historian Febvre in the CHG is 

important. Febvre published an article in Annales in 1941 calling for scholars to pay 

attention to emotions within their historical enquiries, which Barbara Rosenwein claimed 

 
30 See François Rouquet, ‘Les Comité d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale et l’Université (1944-
1978)’ in Faire l’histoire de la Résistance, ed. by Laurent Douzou (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 
2010), pp.133-151. 
31 Olivier Lalieu, ‘Les résistants et l’invention du “devoir de memoir” in Les Associations d’anciens résistants et la 
fabrique de la mémoire de la seconde guerre mondiale, ed. by Gilles Vergnon et Michèle Battesti, pp.87-99 (p.93); Jane 
Caplan, ‘Contemporary History: Reflections from Britain and Germany’, History Workshop Journal, 63.3 
(2007), 230-238. 
32 AN 72AJ/27, CHOLF Bulletin intérieur, 11/1950, No.17; AN 72AJ/27, Bulletin for Comité d’Histoire de 
la Guerre, 6/1951. 
33 Douzou, Périlleuse, pp.58-60. 
34 AN 72AJ/27 Bulletin for Comité d’Histoire de la Guerre, 11/1948. 
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was a search ‘for moral history, history that would explain fascism’.35 Febvre articulated the 

need to integrate emotions into historical discourses, although he outlined the difficulties of 

doing so without adequate sources and continued to be interested in intellectual, top-down 

histories.36 It is possible that when he became president of the CHG that he would have 

brought these to bear on the CHOLF project and he may have even emphasised the need 

to incorporate an affective dimension into the testimonies they collated. 

It is unsurprising that women were largely excluded from the decision-making 

processes. Smith and demonstrated that professional women faced problems in the 

historical sphere as they were excluded from male networks and events. Meanwhile, 

Zemon Davis emphasised that women found it difficult to get posts in academia and so 

found alternate routes to success and continued their historical work alongside their paid 

employment.37 There were therefore very few women in professorships by the post-war 

period.38 Instead, women who demonstrated academic aptitude were encouraged to follow 

less high-status roles as teachers, which many of the women interviewers had done. 

Women were not well represented in the higher echelons of the civil service: Gill Allwood 

and Kursheed Wadia highlighted how restrictions on public service jobs had only ended in 

1946.39 This means women would not have been able to ascend to high-status roles in the 

Ministry for Education and the other ministries working alongside the CHOLF. 

The CHOLF was under the auspices of the Ministry for Education and had many 

government officials on the board of directors, although according to the minutes of their 

meetings – and as Secretary General Henri Michel insisted – they did not influence the 

CHOLF policy.40 Those on the Board of Directors included the Gaullist minister of 

 
35 Lucien Febvre, ‘La sensibilité et l’histoire: Comment reconsituer la vie affective d’autrefois?’, Annales 
d’histoire sociale (1939-1941), 3.1/2 (Jan-June 1941), 5-20; Rosenwein, pp.821-3. 
36 Febvre, pp.5-20. 
37 Smith, Gender of History, p.196; Zemon Davis, pp.124-5. 
38 Zemon Davis, pp.124-6. 
39 Gill Allwood and Kursheed Wadia, Gender and Policy in France (Basingstoke: Palgrave MacMillan, 2009), 
p.28. 
40 Douzou Périlleuse, pp.54-56. 
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national education René Capitant and Vice-President of the Council of the Republic – and 

resistance widow – Gilberte Brossolette. In contrast to the CHG, women were initially 

involved within the CHOLF leadership: Cazeaux-Varagnac was the CHOLF’s secretary 

from 23 December 1944 until March 1945, when she was replaced by professor of 

Medieval History, Édouard Perroy.41 Perroy left his role as secretary general in October 

1946, although he continued relations with the CHOLF, interviewing resisters until the 

summer of 1947 and conducting one in March 1956, too.42 Socialist résistant and former 

lycée teacher Henri Michel replaced Perroy and had a long career as Secretary General.43 

Both Perroy and Michel worked alongside militant socialist résistante and professor of 

history at lycée Molière, Odette Merlat, who acted as deputy secretary general from 1 

October 1945 until 30 September 1947, when Merlat’s relationship with the CHOLF was 

severed.44 Although no information about Merlat leaving the CHOLF is available in the 

organisation’s files, a letter from Michel dated 1958 suggested that the testimonies she 

collected were problematic, which I explore later in this chapter.45 However, Merlat was 

also actively involved in the SFIO and had a young child born at the start of the war.46 It 

may be that Merlat’s work — as was the case with many of the women initially involved in 

post-war careers and politics — was at least partially curtailed by her commitments in the 

home. These commitments largely prevented women from maintaining the same level of 

political engagement as men.47 Allwood and Wadia further stated that although women 

had been awarded equal rights through the vote and the abolishment of lower rates of pay 

 
41 Marie-Thérèse Chabord, ‘Le Comité d’Histoire de la Deuxième guerre mondiale et ses archives’, La Gazette 
des archives, 116 (1982), 5-19 (5); Stéphane Lebecq, ‘Édouard Perroy (1945-1950) et Michel Mollat (1950-
1958)’, Revue du Nord 386.3 (2010), 557 à 562 <https://www.cairn.info/revue-du-nord-2010-3-page-
557.htm#> [accessed 16 August 2019]. 
42 Douzou Périlleuse, p.58. 
43 Douzou Périlleuse, p.58. 
44 Douzou Périlleuse, p.58. 
45 AN 72AJ/66, dossier 1, piece 6: Letter from Henri Michel to Claude Aveline, 24/2/1958. 
46 ‘Odette Guitard (1911-2005)’, <https://data.bnf.fr/fr/11906517/odette_guitard/> [accessed 16 August 
2019]; Jacques Girault and Gilles Morin, ‘MERLAT Odette [née GUITARD Odette]’, <http://maitron-en-
ligne.univ-paris1.fr/spip.php?article143297> [accessed 16 August 2019]. 
47 Hilary Footitt, ‘The First Women’, p.129, p.132. 
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for women in the Croziat Decree of 1946, the family allowances instituted by the post-war 

welfare state ultimately maintained traditional gendered divisions of labour within the 

home.48  

 During her time at the CHOLF, Merlat wrote in Revue Historique that the organisation 

was inspired by Jean Jaurès’ historical commission on the French Revolutionary economy. 

Both, Merlat explained, had a semi-official character and were largely independent from 

government, although they had a budget assigned to them and had been set up by 

legislation.49 Yet this does not mean it was conceptualised as an “official history” that 

would be produced and propagated by the government, as scholars such as Gildea have 

claimed, and when questioned on the topic at a meeting of regional delegates in June 1949, 

M. Piobetta claimed that ‘[w]e are not here to write official History’.50 Indeed, while the 

organisation was given legitimacy — and, as the files on the regional delegates show, 

practical support on an ad hoc basis— from both local and regional governments, the 

committee was largely independent from their board of directors.51 While the CHOLF and 

its successor, the CHDGM, lay largely outside the scope of Rousso’s work, he nevertheless 

claimed that they bolstered the Gaullist myth of resistance.52 Although Rousso suggests it 

was orchestrated, Steinlight’s work has argued that the autonomy and control the 

interviewer had over the interview process — including in determining what constituted 

‘resistance’ — means that the CHOLF never produced a history that was controlled 

enough to qualify as official.53 This chapter builds on Steinlight’s work by examining the 

agency and the backgrounds of the interviewers and emphasising the importance of 

including this when analysing the 72AJ sources. It therefore provides a nuanced insight into 

 
48 Allwood and Wadia, pp.25-8. 
49 Merlat, p.70. 
50 Robert Gildea, ‘“Les Inconnus de la Résistance”: Letters to L’Humanité, 1984’, Essays in French Literature and 
Culture, 54 (November 2017), 117-140 (120); AN 72AJ/26 Meeting of regional delegates, 20/6/1949. 
51 AN 72AJ/26. 
52 Rousso, Vichy Syndrome, pp.241-243. 
53 Steinlight, ‘Capturing Experience’, pp.85-102. 
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how the CHOLF project developed as it did and why it focused more on socialist resisters 

than Communists.  

4.3.2 The Enquiry 

For the study of the resistance Merlat claimed that CHOLF’s focus was ‘to create the 

documents’ for the archive through a focus on “matériel humain”.54 Merlat’s use of the 

term “matériel humain” is important: she mobilised the scientific term for body parts to 

refer to resisters’ memories as the source material for their enquiry as though they could be 

disassociated from their emotional content. Merlat thus presented the CHOLF enquiry as 

an objective and scientific project, and sought to integrate it into the broader scholarly 

language of supposedly ‘scientific history’ that had emerged in the nineteenth century. 

Ironically, the professionalisation of the historical sector in the nineteenth century 

contributed to the decline of oral history, as historians sought instead to be objective 

through an examination of documentary evidence and archival work, claiming this as a 

scientific method.55 Bonnie Smith emphasised the influence of scientific developments in 

‘further vitiating history’s claims to a single certainty’ by the 1920s, which historians 

believed could be studied through statistical analysis and by subjecting sources to cross-

examination.56 However, in his wartime reflection on historical method, historian and 

resister Marc Bloch of the Annales school claimed recent scientific changes had complicated 

claims to a single certainty and meant ‘certainty and universality’ were increasingly seen ‘as 

questions of degree’.57 Bloch nevertheless emphasised the need for a ‘cross-examination’ of 

documents and testimonies, and of a ‘critical method’ of approaching sources and checking 

their veracity.58 The CHOLF project therefore aimed to reincorporate testimonies into the 

 
54 Merlat, p.71; ‘créer ces documents’. Emphasis in original. 
55 Thompson and Bornat, p.23; pp.45-49. 
56 Smith, Gender of History, p.221. 
57 Marc Bloch, The Historian’s Craft, trans. by Peter Putnam (New York: Vintage Books, 1953), p 17. 
58 Bloch, p.64; p.85; pp.90-93. 
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historical landscape while using the investigative methods that had become mainstream in 

historical practices. 

Douzou examined the conflict between the CHOLF’s projects and historical 

tradition within France, which — academics argued — was rational, scientific and 

conducted after an extended period of time. The Sorbonne, for example, refused to award 

a historical doctorate on the resistance until twenty years after the war.59 Rouquet nuanced 

Douzou’s argument as he looked in more detail at the complexity of relationships and 

acknowledged that many CHOLF members such as Febvre worked in universities, but that 

the institutions themselves were not involved.60 It is also crucial to note that the need for 

historical study to be about the distant past had recently been challenged within the Annales 

school, with Bloch criticising those who refused to subject ‘the most recent events’ to 

historical study ‘just because they are recent’.61 

The means of transferring the “matériel humain” into archival documents was 

through their enquiry, which began in November 1944 and – although not described as 

such at the time – can best be described as an oral history project. The members of the 

CHOLF envisioned what they were doing as new and distinct: Merlat claimed that their 

enquiry was unique because — for the first time — the current ‘professional historians’ 

were collating testimonies to be archived and used as sources for ‘future historians’ and 

thus transcending ‘the traditional limits of historical research’.62 However, this was not 

entirely true. As Thompson observed, ‘ [o]ral history in France has a distinguished 

ancestry’, which he traced from medieval chroniclers, through Voltaire’s interviews with 

 
59 However, a Sociology doctorate on those condemned to death between 1939 and 1945 by Michel 
Borowicz was awarded in 1953 and Heni Michel’s own 1962 thesis was another exception. See Douzou, 
Périlleuse, p.164. 
60 François Rouquet, ‘Les Comité d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale et l’Université (1944-1978)’ in 
Faire l’histoire de la Résistance, ed. by Laurent Douzou (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2010), pp.133-
151. 
61 Bloch, p.37. 
62 Merlat, p.70; ‘historiens de métier’; ‘historians de l’avenir’ ; ‘des limites traditionnelles de la recherche 
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the upper classes and the work of distinguished nineteenth-century historian Jules 

Michelet.63 Thompson acknowledged that there was not ‘a complete gap between such 

distant precedents and the more conscious “oral history” of [1980]’, although he 

mentioned that most earlier oral histories had not previously been conducted by 

‘professional historians’.64 While the work of the CHOLF after the Second World War 

challenged the boundaries of mid-twentieth century historical discourses by attempting to 

use human experience as a source, they were ultimately part of the re-emergence of oral 

histories within France rather than creating a genre from scratch. The CHOLF members 

did not use the term “oral histories”, but instead spoke and wrote about their “enquête”, 

which is why this chapter uses the term enquiry to describe their project. Nevertheless, in 

focusing on testimonies, the CHOLF moved beyond the focus on scientific methods, 

objectivity and the archive, which Bonnie G. Smith has argued limited seemingly 

legitimate historical research to professional men.65 The CHOLF worked alongside rather 

than within academic institutions and it therefore enabled those who were not academics to 

participate and assert their agency. This was particularly the case for women whose work 

often lay outside the traditional academic sphere. 

The CHOLF’s enquiry was one of many projects launched in post-war Europe that 

sought to produce testimonies about the Second World War as sources for future 

historians. As in France, Italian oral history re-emerged from the war to document the 

Partisan experience, although through the creation of local centres rather than through a 

centrally organised commission.66 Despite this focus on resistance in France and Italy, 

many of the post-war commissions sought to capture the horror of the Holocaust, for 

example the Historical Commissions of the Central Committee of Polish Jews, which was 

 
63 Paul Thompson, ‘The New Oral History in France’, Oral History Journal, 8.1 (Spring 1980), 14-20 (14). 
64 Thompson, pp.15-6. 
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set up in 1944, and gathered over seven thousand testimonies within their four years of 

being active.67 The Central Historical Commission sought to collate testimony from Jewish 

survivors in Displaced Person (DP) camps between 1945 and 1948 and curated a network 

of almost 50 historical committees in the American zone DP camps, producing testimonies 

from over 2,500 survivors.68 However, the Jewish specificity of the Holocaust was not 

recognised until much later. Shannon Fogg commented that the French government’s 

policy of laïcité (secularism) meant that the 2,500 Jewish survivors who returned to France 

after deportation were not recognised as a distinct group, but instead categorised as 

“political deportees”.69 Kuby argued that the small number of Jews who returned 

compared to the 31,500 (48%) of those deported for a political motive returned meant the 

figure of the resistance deportee was far more prominent in post-war discourses.70 Not only 

this, but resisters were given a special status in France through pensions after they had 

returned from deportation. When forming the Comité d’Histoire de la Déportation in 

1951, Steinlight highlighted how Febvre expressed disquiet at including all deportees rather 

than only resisters who were deemed ‘political’ deportees; Germain Tillion replied that “we 

must interview everyone”.71 

The CHOLF instructed their interviewers to conduct the interviews quickly 

because — as Merlat explained — ‘memories fade and change with time’.72 That this was 

put into place is clear from the 72AJ collection. 655 interviews — 63 percent of the total 

dated interviews — were conducted in the initial flurry from November 1944 to the end of 

 
67 Annette Wieviorka, The Era of the Witness, trans. by Jared Stark (London: Cornell University Press, 2006), 
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1947 by only 19 interviewers.73 The interviews continued relatively steadily between 1948 

and the spring of 1951, with 11 interviewers collating 154 interviews. There was a lull in 

the enquiry due to the dispute about the archives being transferred to the Archives 

Nationales, with only 5 interviews conducted from March 1951 until 1954. In March 1954, 

the enquiry re-emerged, with 173 interviews conducted between that point and June 1959, 

by only six interviewers. The timing of this is when Marie Granet and Michel were writing 

their history of Combat, which the next chapter will discuss. The enquiry seemed to slow 

from late 1959, with only 51 interviews produced between then and February 1965. The 

final three interviews were taken with one interviewee over a three-day period in 

November 1977. The gap of over ten years — along with the fact that it was a new 

interviewer, M. Calef — suggests that the official enquiry of the central committee had 

finished by the mid-1960s and that this late addition was exceptional. 

The idea that testimonies should be collated immediately has come under scrutiny in 

recent years. In some places it persists. The Columbia Center for Oral History interviewed 

people affected by the 11 September 2001 attack on the World Trade Centre almost 

instantly, interviewing 440 people within the first year and 220 in the following two.74 

Meanwhile, those who interviewed people in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane 

Katrina in 2003 were criticised for acting unethically, as those who had been displaced 

needed “time to put their lives back together”.75 Yet the field of oral history did not exist 

immediately after the Second World War, so the interview process and ethical 

considerations would have been up to the interviewers’ judgements. Jessica Wiederhorn 

observed how in David Boder’s oral history project on displaced persons in 1946, the 

 
73 Although one interview by Marie Granet is dated May 1944, this is a typographical error: the CHOLF 
were not created until October 1944. I therefore take the interview conducted by Anne-Marie Étaix on 28 
November 1944 as the beginning of the enquiry. While thirty-three of the interviews are undated, from the 
information about the years interviewers were active, we can conclude that these were taken between this 
time period. 
74 Thompson and Bornat, p.196. 
75 Thompson and Bornat, pp.196-7. 
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‘interviewing methodologies preceded current practices and understanding of trauma and 

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder’ and are therefore ‘shocking’ to current listeners.76 

 Although most of the interviews were conducted in the immediate post-war period, 

Merlat emphasised how the CHOLF was producing testimonies to be used as sources for 

‘future historians’.77 The testimonies were to be held at the Archives Nationales and subject 

to a fifty-year embargo, which Merlat claimed would build confidence.78 When meeting 

regional delegates, Michel focused attention on the importance of secrecy and the need to 

restrict access to a trusted few, including suggesting that they may not wish to share them 

with archivists. However, he acknowledged that help may be needed with the logistics and 

told the interviewers that they could delegate the reproduction of testimonies to a trusted 

colleague, but otherwise it should be done by the interviewer themselves. As Steinlight 

argued, the promise of secrecy was important to many resisters, who believed their 

testimony being accessed before the allotted period expired would be an “abuse of 

confidence”.79 Yet this was not true of all resisters, some of whom wished to share their 

experience with others or else to turn the testimonies into published histories. Although 

outwardly professing the importance of the secrecy of the testimonies to both regional 

delegates and the wider public, Michel saw the enquiry as his personal project and thus 

wished to maintain control over the files, reluctant even to transfer them to the Archives 

Nationales.80 Henri Frenay was also keen for the documents be made accessible, and wrote 

to an archivist to say that if the rumour that they were going to be relegated to the archive 

for fifty years was true, he “would deeply regret that such a decision was made”.81 As the 
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next chapter will argue, both Michel and Frenay had a vested interest in the files being 

used by scholars — namely Michel himself and Marie Granet. 

The CHOLF produced questionnaires for interviewers and gave them the 

instructions on how they were to be used. These hint at the tension at the heart of the 

CHOLF project methodology between the attempt to produce scientific and ‘objective’ 

documents and the desire to reconstruct the experience of the resistance. The 

questionnaires were structured and sought to standardise and regulate the interviews to 

produce quantifiable data. It was explicitly stated that information on resisters’ 

backgrounds would be used for statistical analysis on the origins of resistance, and they 

attempted to map the development of the resistance over time through an emphasis on 

chronology. This type of process was common in the post-war period, with some historical 

commissions on the Holocaust collection producing survivors’ written responses to 

questionnaires as testimonies.82 Despite this, CHOLF interviewers were instructed not to 

share or send them to resisters. Merlat suggested doing so risked losing the fundamental 

value of the testimony and that only a fellow resister — trained in ‘investigative methods’ 

and with a ‘psychological flair’— was said to be able to capture the true value of the 

resistance experience through their rapport with the interviewee.83 The phrase 

‘psychological flair’ suggests that those involved would have emotional intelligence that 

they could use to draw out reminiscences and engender confidence. Far from being 

dispassionate observers, interviewers were supposed to ‘guide’ interviewees through their 

recollections and were to be the collators of what Merlat referred to as ‘the most 

emotionally moving’ sources on the resistance.84 The rapport between interviewer and 

interviewee was therefore seen as a vital aspect of the testimonies, with a shared clandestine 
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experience intended to develop trust. It was believed that mobilising the resistance would 

allow them to speak of ‘the most secret’ experience of their lives.85 

 The need for ‘psychological flair’ suggests that the interviewer was expected to 

perform the emotional labour needed to draw out the interviewees’ memories of resistance. 

This perhaps helps to explain why most of the testimonies were conducted by women, as 

they were believed to be more attuned to emotion and more capable of this type of labour. 

As Laure Humbert’s work on the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration 

(UNRRA) in post-war Germany confirmed, the belief that women were more suited to 

nurturing roles persisted after the war, particularly in France: the French administrators of 

the UNRRA argued that they should recruit more women on the grounds that they ‘shared 

inherent nurturing qualities and were more likely to empathise with deportees’.86 Similarly, 

Fogg demonstrated how — in the post-war period — returning Jews were often directed 

towards different types of work, with single mothers in particular directed towards roles 

that were seen as ‘“appropriate” for women’, thus reinforcing a gendered division of 

labour.87 It is possible to speculate, therefore, that women were deemed more capable of 

understanding and capturing the ‘the most moving’ testimonies and their “matériel 

humain”.88  It is possible that the women interviewers had internalised this idea. Although 

the number of pages in the interviews vary considerably, on average the women 

interviewers seem to have been more willing to listen, with women interviewers recording 

more information for their interviews, writing for 4.9 pages and 6.5 pages for women and 

men respectively. In contrast, men wrote interviews of 4.9 pages for men and 3.9 for their 

interviews with women. 
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The CHOLF questionnaire acknowledged a wide range of actions within their 

definition of resistance, which demonstrates the broad boundaries of the CHOLF project 

and the central role of the interviewer in deciding what they believed to be resistance. 

Steinlight claimed that the majority of the testimonies were based around the armed 

resistance of men with women’s resistance not recognised as such until later.89 However, 

questionnaires asked for information on a variety of activities, with aspects of resistance 

that were predominantly undertaken by women – such as working for the resistance social 

services, helping those in need such as prisoners and Jews more broadly and acting as a 

liaison agent – listed alongside the military forms of resistance more commonly undertaken 

by men.90 The recognition of different types of resistance was gendered. Male interviewers 

systematically interviewed fewer women, with an average of 16 percent of their total 

interviewees conducted with women compared to women interviewers, who conducted an 

average of 21 percent of interviews with women (see fig. 3 and fig. 4). For some the 

percentage was even more stark: only 5 percent of Henri Michel’s conducted interviews 

were with women, while 29 percent of Marie Granet’s were with women (see fig. 5 and fig. 

6). 

Although focusing on the emotional connection with the interviewee and being 

given freedom in what they defined as ‘resistance’, interviewers were nevertheless 

instructed to check the veracity of the testimonies they had been given. They were also told 

‘to forget’ their resistance experience so they could collect testimonies objectively, despite 

using their resistance experience to facilitate the interview process.91 Henri Michel 
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explained the methods the CHOLF’s interviewers used in looking for objective truth — 

verifying sources, cross-referencing, and getting interviewees to revise their testimonies .92 

 
92 Douzou, Périlleuse, p.72. 
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Figure 4: Gender split of those interviewed by Henri Michel 

Figure 3: Gender split of those interviewed by Marie Granet 
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 Referring to Michel’s description, Douzou incisively noted that ‘the procedure 

Henri Michel revealed was that of investigating magistrate, that of a police officer, not that 

of a historian’.93 Indeed, Michel and the other interviewers often made a value judgement 

on whether the interviews were factually accurate or not, and — as with an ‘investigating 

magistrate’ – weighed up the evidence in order to decide who was telling the truth. 

Although verifying the testimonies was difficult, it was seen as of utmost importance: 

Bidault claimed establishing the truth about the resistance was redemptive and would help 

reconstruct France’s wartime honour.94 This aim was why the CHOLF enquiry was 

perceived as both necessary and not politically partisan.95 Despite this, it is likely that the 

interviewer was informed by their personal relationships with the interviewees to make this 

judgement. As Susan Suleiman demonstrated in her article on the ‘Aubrac affair’, scholars 

make judgements about what was true based in part on their desire for a coherent 

narrative, meaning that the truth – which could seem improbable – was not always 

believed.96 Scholars such as Sandra Ott have demonstrated the stakes involved in 

establishing the ‘truth’ about the resistance in the judicial purge, with evidence being 

weighed in the post-war period to distinguish what role someone played under the 

Occupation. Ott argued that in the judicial purge people were either assigned the label of 

hero or betrayer, without acknowledging the complexities of life under Occupation.97 

Although the CHOLF project does not appear to have any direct links to the legal purges 

happening contemporaneously, similar questions about who was to blame for arrests and 

 
93 Douzou, Périlleuse, p.72; ‘[l]a procédure exposée par Henri Michel était celle du juge d’instruction, celle du 
policier, non celle de l’historien’. The position of ‘juge d’instruction’ is one from the French legal system that 
cannot be easily translated to describe a magistrate responsible for conducting an investigative hearing. 
94 AN 72AJ/26, Meeting 15/12/1950. 
95 AN 72AJ/26, Meeting 15/12/1950; AN 72AJ/26, Meeting of regional delegates, 20/6/1949. 
96 Susan Rubin Suleiman, ‘History, Heroism, and Narrative Desire: The “Aubrac Affair” and National 
Memory of the French Resistance’, South Central Review, 21.1 (Spring 2004), 54-81 (74). 
97 Sandra Ott, Cohabitation and Opportunistic Accommodation in Occupied France: A Test Case from the 
Western Pyrenees’, French History, 30.3 (2016), 401-422 (421). 
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deportations were asked. The break with the judicial system was assured in some 

testimonies, with a note attached stating that the information was confidential.98 

Yet the questionnaire reveals that the interview process was not meant to act as a 

means of judgement: when mentioning about those who had betrayed the resistance, they 

told the interviewer that ‘[y]ou can omit the name if you judge it necessary’.99 Throughout 

the testimonies, the interviewees sometimes directly named the person whom they believed 

was responsible for their arrest and deportation, and the interviewer recorded this. In 

testimonies where this is the case, interviewees expressed this information in two ways, 

according to the perceived motives of the accused. If they were seen to be betraying their 

fellow resisters for ideological reasons or personal gain, they used variations of the verb 

‘vendre’, alongside words such as ‘traître’ or ‘agent double’.100 Yet in some cases — usually 

when the accused had ‘spoken under torture’ — the accused could be treated with 

forgiveness and understanding.101 This emerged particularly clearly in the testimony of 

Mme Hellstern, taken in December 1945 with both Merlat and Jeanne Patrimonio: 

Hellstern was understanding of the resister who had given her details under torture, despite 

having been deported to Ravensbrück as a result of his actions. Hellstern even claimed that 

she may have done the same in the circumstances.102  

 
98 See AN 72AJ/46 dossier 2, témoignage d’Anne-Marie Boumier recueilli par Marie Granet, 19/3/1955; 
AN 72AJ/46 dossier 3, témoignage de Mme Jacques Renouvin recueilli par Marie Granet, 8/12/1955. 
99 AN F/17/18016; ‘Vous pouvez taire les noms, si vous l’estimez nécessaire’. 
100 See for examples AN 72AJ/50/2 Témoignage de la famille Girard, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 1/2/1946, 
AN 72AJ/47/1, Témoignage de Marcelle Vilaine, recueilli par Marie Granet, 14/6/1955 and AN 
72AJ/46/3, Témoignages d’Élisabeth Ingrand, née Dussauze, recueillis par Marie Granet, 31/3/1949, 
16/5/1955. 
101 AN 72AJ/81 dossier 5, témoignage de Mme HELLSTERN and Mme Alice GORET recueillis par 
Odette Merlat et Jeanne Patrimonio, 17/12/1945, ‘a parlé sous la torture’. 
102 AN 72AJ/81 dossier 5, témoignage de Mme HELLSTERN and Mme Alice GORET recueillis par 
Odette Merlat et Jeanne Patrimonio, 17/12/1945. 
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4.4 Mobilising resistance networks 

In 1949, CHOLF General Secretary Henri Michel claimed that personal experience of 

being in the resistance was ‘the first condition’ of becoming an interviewer for the CHOLF, 

as it was believed resisters were uniquely placed to understand and record the details of 

clandestine life.103 Similarly, Jane Caplan argued that those involved in the Institute for 

Research into the National Socialist Period in Germany believed ‘closeness to the events 

and the moral engagement of the participants [was] a virtue’ in studying the past.104 As 

Emma Kuby’s work on the Commission Internationale contre le Régime 

Concentrationnaire (CICRC) demonstrated, resisters – particularly those who had been 

deported – held great moral authority in France in the post-war period.105 

Yet resistance experience was also important for logistical reasons: the interviewers 

sourced their first interviewees from those they had worked with in the resistance. They 

therefore relied upon the interpersonal relationships formed under the Occupation and the 

continuance of the position of trust and loyalty that they had therefore established. One of 

the challenges of the CHOLF project was — as Bidault commented— that ‘the truth 

[about the resistance] … is not without shadow’.106 Indeed, resisters were both perpetrators 

and victims of violence, which they could be reluctant to discuss with someone they did not 

feel was trustworthy. Thompson and Bornat explained how, in oral history interviews, an 

‘insider’ to a community ‘knows the way around, can be less easily fooled, understands the 

nuances, and starts with far more useful contacts and, hopefully, as an established person of 

good faith’.107 Yet as the search for truth demonstrates, they also sought to emulate the 

‘position of neutrality’ Thompson and Bornat associate with ‘the outsider’ as an 

 
103 Henri Michel, ‘Une enquête sur la résistance’, Cahiers d’histoire de la guerre, 2 (October 1949), 45-55 (49); ‘la 
condition première’. 
104 Caplan, p.233. 
105 Kuby, pp.5-6. 
106 AN 72AJ/26; ‘la vérité …  n’est pas sans ombre’. 
107 Thompson and Bornat, p.211. 
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interviewer.108 Despite drawing on their personal resistance networks, interviewers were 

supposed to put aside their personal resistance experience and strive for ‘objectivity’ in 

their collation of testimonies.109 As such, the interviewer was in a precarious position of 

attempting to balance their role as both insider and observer. 

The importance of the interviewers and particularly of the regional delegates has 

been recognised in scholarship. However, the interviewers of the central committee have 

been subject to remarkably little scholarly attention due to their relatively small numbers 

compared to the regional delegates. Although Steinlight examined the relationship between 

Michel and regional delegate Marcelle Appleton, the interviewers of the central committee 

lay outside the scope of her study.110 Similarly, Douzou looked at the role of regional 

delegates that CHOLF and CHDGM introduced in an attempt to de-centralise the 

testimonies and looked statistically at the socio-economic make up of regional 

correspondents from 1948 to 1978. Those for whom he had evidence were middle class; 69 

of 556 correspondents (12.4%) were women, with 5 couples working together; all were 

resisters and/or deportees, with a couple of resisters’ children taking over when their 

parents died.111 Although highlighting problems with the regional delegates, who Douzou 

claimed were ‘well-intentioned but sometimes of limited competence’, he did not offer a 

statistical breakdown of the interviewers for the central committee.112 This chapter focuses 

on the role of the central committee, which was established first, interviewed many of the 

resisters whose work was discussed in from Chapters Two and Three and in which women 

played a prominent part.  

 

 
108 Thompson and Bornat, p.211. 
109 Merlat, p.78. 
110 Steinlight, ‘Capturing Experience’, pp.94-6. 
111 Douzou, ‘Le travail des correspondants de la Commission d’histoire de l’occupation et de la libération de 
la France et du Comité d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre Mondiale’ in Faire l’histoire de la Résistance, ed. by 
Douzou, pp.155-170 (156-161); ‘bien intentionnés mais aux compétences parfois limitées’. 
112 Douzou, ‘Le travail’, p.167. 
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Of the 41 interviewers, only 14 — or one-third — of the interviewers for the central 

commission were women (fig.7), which suggests that the interview process was dominated 

by men. Yet this misrepresents the reality, as the majority of interviews were undertaken by 

women: of the 1,076 interviews for which there is information, 731 interviews — or 66 

percent — were conducted by women (fig. 1). Meanwhile, 341 interviews — 32 percent—  

were conducted by men. Additionally, 4 were conducted by both a woman and a man and 

in one case the gender of the interviewer is unknown.113 Although the exact division of 

labour varied slightly over time, in each period women conducted most of the interviews. 

The period with the greatest gender parity was the initial interview boom from November 

1944 to the end of 1947, with eleven men conducting 245 — 37 percent — of the 

interviews and eight women conducting 406 — or 62 percent — of the interviews. 

 
113 The latter two make up less than one percent of the total. 

66%

34%

Men interviewers Women interviewers

Figure 5: Gender split of interviewers 
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However, this changed dramatically after 1947. From 1948 to the spring of 1951, 7 men 

conducted 13 (8 percent) of the interviews with the remaining 141 interviews — 92 percent 

— conducted by only four women. Ironically, given the dominance of men in the steering 

commission, it was therefore women who — placed in the lower-status positions of 

interviewers — shaped the testimonies most as the ultimate mediator between the 

interviewee and the CHOLF archive. 

 The interviewers had been involved in a variety of resistances, had vastly different 

experiences of clandestine life, and therefore were participants within a variety of resistance 

groups. Jeanne Patrimonio was born in Algeria in 1910 and became a secretary for the 

Forces Françaises Libres in March 1943.114 She used her contacts from the FFL to conduct 

interviews with former Special Operations Executive agents who had been members of 

Réseaux Buckmaster under the Occupation.115 Yvette Gouineau, born in 1915, formed a 

small group early in the Occupation and disseminated tracts between 1940 and 1941 such 

as Valmy, La France continue and Les petites ailes, before becoming a liaison agent for the 

movement Résistance in 1942 and working for the Service Social pour les réfractaires and 

the Comité d’action contre la déportation in 1943. Arrested in June 1944, Gouineau was 

deported and ended up in Ravensbrück from 26 August 1944 until her release on 15 April 

1945.116 Henri Michel was born in Viadauban in 1907 and joined one of the first resistance 

groups in Toulon. He collected information, disseminated and wrote propaganda and 

helped with recruitment to the armée secrète.117 Édouard Perroy was born in 1901 in 

Grenoble and joined the maquis in the Loire, working for the Mouvements Unis de la 

 
114 ‘Jeanne PATRIMONIO’, <http://www.francaislibres.net/liste/fiche.php?index=89587> [accessed 24 
August 2018]. 
115 See AN 72AJ/39 and AN 72AJ/40. 
116 ‘Jeanne PATRIMONIO’; Bourrée, Fabrice, ‘Yvette Gouineau’, 
<http://museedelaresistanceenligne.org/media2883-Yvette-Gouineau:>[accessed 23 August 2018]. 
117 Jean-Marie Guillon, ‘Michel, Henri’ in Dictionnaire Historique de la Résistance, ed.by François Marcot, Bruno 
Leroux and Christine Levisse-Touze (Paris: Éditions Robert Laffont S.A., 2006), pp.484-5. 
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Résistance.118 Marie Granet worked for Défense de la France as well as sheltering resisters 

and Jews in her house, and used her contacts to interview many resisters from Défense de 

la France.119 I have been unable to find out what resistance Odette Merlat participated in 

under the Occupation as no documents seem to exist and she did not produce her own 

testimony. 

 Although not as explicit a requirement as resistance experience was, the commission 

relied on the professional credentials of the interviewers. Due to the nature of work in a 

historical commission, the interviewers were middle-class and educated, with most being 

teachers, often in Paris: Anne-Marie Étaix taught at lycée Jules Ferry in Paris; Marie 

Granet taught at lycée Sophie Germain; Yvette Gouineau taught at lycée Racine in 

Versailles; Odette Merlat taught at lycée Molie ̀re; Henri Michel worked at lycée Thiers in 

Marseilles and then lycée Henri-IV in Paris.120 The commission— and the interviewers — 

also included historians who were part of the traditional academic community, including 

Edouard Perroy, who was a professor at the University of Lille from 1934 to 1949 and then 

a professor of medieval history at the Sorbonne from 1950 until 1971.121 As the work of Jo 

Burr Margadant has demonstrated, teaching was the most highly respected profession for 

women in the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth centuries, and one of the few means 

women had of gaining a career.122 The women involved in the CHOLF – as with the men 

– were therefore highly-trained and career-focused professionals who were able to use their 

skills from their employment to inform their work for the commission. The commission 

thus gave the women interviewers an academic outlet and a way to contribute towards the 

writing of history that may not have otherwise had. 

 
118 ‘Edouard Perroy’, <http://museedelaresistanceenligne.org/personne.php?id=25194> [accessed 23 
August 2018]. 
119 See AN 72AJ/50. 
120 ‘Jeanne PATRIMONIO’; Bourrée; Guillon, pp.484-5. 
121  ‘Edouard Perroy’. 
122 Jo Burr Margadant, Madame le Professeur: Women Educators in the Third Republic (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1990), p.4. 
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The interviewers were broadly leftists without being Communist, and many had 

socialist credentials, with Granet, Merlat and Michel all involved in the SFIO. Louis 

Lecorvaisier was not involved in the SFIO, but he was part of the anti-Communist 

syndicalist group Confédération Française des Travailleurs Chrétiens.123 In the meeting of 

regional delegates, it was explained that political rivalries often prevented people from 

speaking. The correspondent from Lot et Garonne, for example, had to deal with ‘political 

rivalries’, and resolved this by forming a committee of former resisters from different 

political affiliations— which he claimed worked well.124 Yet this was not the case in the 

central committee. The similarity in origins of the interviewers — middle-class, urban, 

educated and left-wing without being Communist — meant the interviewees often skewed 

towards this demographic. Michel acknowledged in 1949 that few Communists had given 

testimonies to the CHOLF project, which he later claimed was because Communists had 

been forbidden to speak about their clandestine experiences by the Parti Communiste 

Français (PCF).125 Yet the lack of a Communist interviewer may account for the small 

proportion of Communist testimonies. While Communist Edith Thomas was involved in 

the CHOLF project, she was not involved in the interviewing process. Although a small 

proportion of other Communists — such as Pierre Hervé — were interviewed, this was 

often as part of their involvement in non-Communist resistance movements. 

4.4.1 Intersubjectivity: the interviewer-interviewee relationship 

The CHOLF interviewers used their personal contacts from the resistance as their first 

interviewees. These connections were important in facilitating the CHOLF project, which 

demonstrates the usefulness of the relationships that had been formed under the 

Occupation. The personal relationships between interviewer and interviewee were clearer 

 
123 AN 72AJ/81/3, Témoignage de Louis Lecorvaisier, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 4/10/1945. 
124 AN 72AJ/26, ‘rivalités politiques’. 
125 Michel, ‘Une enquête’, pp.53-4; Michel, Bibliographie, p.90. 
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in some cases than in others: Marie Granet’s first interview on 5 October 1946 was with 

her son, Jacques Granet.126 Shortly after she interviewed Alphonse Bottin, whom she had 

known before the war as he had been friends with her husband.127 These types of 

connections were not articulated in the interviews, which obscured the connections 

between interviewer and interviewee. Each interviewee was then encouraged to provide 

details of their fellow resisters, which — although being criticised for its empirical methods 

—Merlat claimed would mean the CHOLF would have a broad range of testimonies.128 

Obtaining details of resisters may have been extremely difficult without the interviewer 

being a participant within the resistance, as they would not have already be in an 

established position of trust.129 Thompson and Bornat identified that ‘[f]or many projects 

… the issue is not representativeness, but who knows best: above all, participants’, which is 

when a snowball method is useful, although ‘it is too easy to miss the people at the 

margins’.130 This was especially the case with the CHOLF’s enquiry. Although sending out 

regional delegates throughout France, the heavy reliance on social networks and the 

snowball method of finding interviews meant that many were left out. 

Although their words were not transcribed directly, interviewees were not passive 

within the process, and could be curious about the interview process. Louis Lecorvaisier, 

for example, was interviewed by Odette Merlat in October 1945 before he became an 

interviewer in 1946.131 Lecorvaisier was not the only interviewee interested in the project, 

however. Annie Hervé’s testimony with Lecorvaisier offers an insight into Hervé’s curiosity 

about the CHOLF project: before she answered the questions, she asked to have the 

boundaries of the project explained to her and read the questionnaire the interviewers had 

 
126 AN 72AJ/42/3, Témoignage de Jacques Granet recueilli par Marie Granet, 5/10/1946. 
127 AN 72AJ/50/1, Témoignage d’Alphonse Bottin, recuilli par Marie Granet, 15/10/1946. 
128 Merlat, p.74. 
129 Thompson and Bornat, p.220. 
130 Thompson and Bornat, pp.217-9. 
131 AN 72AJ/81/3, Témoignage de Louis Lecorvaisier, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 2/10/1945, 8/12/1945. 
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been given with interest.132 These details — contained throughout some of the testimonies 

— demonstrate the desire of some interviewees to find out about what the project was for, 

as well as the interviewers to record more than the facts about the resistance. 

Some interviewees were keen to review their testimonies after they had provided it 

and – as letters within the 72AJ series attest – interviewees who returned to their 

testimonies often objected to their contents. Claude Aveline, for example, was extremely 

dissatisfied with his CHOLF testimonies, which he attributed to his interviewers, Merlat 

and Granet.133 When he wrote to Michel in February 1958, he claimed that the testimonies 

demonstrated the need to view oral testimonies after the fact and rescinded the 

authorisation he had recently given Michel to reproduce them.134 Aveline was particularly 

upset about the first testimony dated 30 November 1945 following his interview with 

Merlat, although he also had problems with the testimony written by Granet only a year 

before his letter, on 19 January 1957. Aveline’s exact problem with the testimonies was not 

stated, although as with the examples of Bauer and Terrenoire explored later in the 

chapter, it may be that the initial testimony was taken too soon after the events described. 

It is difficult to discern from the testimony what the problem may have been, since the copy 

of the first testimony that is available at the Archives Nationales has been heavily edited, 

with many crossings out and corrections in black pen with original statement not always 

legible.135 Additionally, it is not clear whether Merlat or someone else made these edits, or 

whether they were made before or after Aveline’s objection. Michel acknowledged 

Aveline’s concern and stated that ‘unfortunately I am not surprised by your judgement on 

 
132 AN 72AJ/60/2, Témoignage d’Annie Hervé, recueilli par Louis Lecorvaisier, 7/1/1947. 
133 AN 72AJ/66/1, Témoignage de Claude Aveline recueilli par Odette Merlat, 30/11/1945; AN 
72AJ/66/1, Témoignage de Claude Aveline recueilli par Marie Granet, 19/1/1957. 
134 AN 72AJ/66/1, Letter from Claude Aveline to Henri Michel, 21/02/1958. 
135 AN 72AJ/66/1, Témoignage de Claude Aveline recueilli par Odette Merlat, 30/11/1945; AN 
72AJ/66/1, Témoignage de Claude Aveline recueilli par Marie Granet, 19/1/1957. 
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your first interview: the person in question has not been part of my Service for 10 years’.136 

In this letter, Michel admitted that he had a problem with Merlat and the testimonies she 

had collected, although the exact problem was not stated. Merlat often offered in depth — 

and sometimes highly critical and personal — information about the interviewee, although 

as the example of Perroy’s comments on Mr. Tygat later in this chapter attests, she was not 

the only one to do so. In contrast to his position on Merlat, Michel defended Granet’s 

interview, which had been taken for the history of Combat that they were writing at the 

time, claiming that it was not being made public but instead being used by trained 

historians.137 The distinction was not so absolute, however. Granet and Michel’s history of 

Combat was published, and the content of the testimony would therefore have been made 

public. 

Other interviewees commented that, upon reflection, the immediacy of the 

testimonies meant that their traumatic experiences were too fresh to accurately recount 

their wartime memories. Anne-Marie Bauer, for example — who had been interrogated by 

Klaus Barbie before being deported to Ravensbrück where she was held until May 1945 — 

was interviewed on 17 January 1947.138 Over ten years later, in June 1958, having received 

a copy of her testimony from Michel, Bauer wrote to him disputing many of the claims in 

her initial testimony. Bauer claimed that her interviewer, Marie Granet, had correctly 

reported their conversation, but that her thoughts at the time had been disjointed and she 

had not expressed her experiences clearly.139 In her letter, Bauer listed many basic factual 

inaccuracies within her original testimony, and asked that Michel not use it, instead 

suggesting she could give a more accurate testimony later.140 Despite her plea Bauer’s 

 
136 AN 72AJ/66/1, Letter from Henri Michel to Claude Aveline, 24/02/1958; ‘[j]e ne suis malheureusement 
pas surpris de votre jugement sur votre premier interview; la personne en question ne fait plus partie de mon 
Service depuis 10 ans’. 
137 AN 72AJ/66/1, Letter from Henri Michel to Claude Aveline, 24/2/1958. 
138  ‘BAUER’, <https://www.memoresist.org/resistant/bauer/> [accessed 15 October 2019]. 
139 AN 72AJ/60/1, Letter from Anne-Marie Bauer to Henri Michel, 10/6/1958. 
140 AN 72AJ/60/1, Letter from Anne-Marie Bauer to Henri Michel, 10/6/1958. 
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original testimony remains in the archive, although alongside her letter. Bauer’s letter was 

not the only one to suggest that the immediacy of the enquiry prevented her from giving an 

accurate testimony. Louis Terrenoire, for example, later claimed he had been too harsh in 

his judgements on Emmanuel d’Astier de la Vigerie because of his traumatic deportation 

experience.141 Although Bauer did not mention her deportation directly, it seems that the 

swiftness of the testimonies being collected had an impact in her original testimony being 

confused.142 

The interviewers reviewed the testimonies they collated for factual accuracy. This 

can be seen in practice through the testimony of Georges Autourde, taken by Granet on 26 

November 1961. Granet crossed out various aspects of this testimony and wrote ‘faux’ 

beside them, which she claimed to know because she had cross referenced it with 

testimonies of J. de Vogüé and M. Bertin.143 Critical commentary on the testimonies was 

also done more subtly, for example through the use of punctuation in brackets after a key 

fact, which seem to flag that it needed to be checked against other testimonies and 

documentation.144 In Annie Hervé’s testimony of 7 January 1947 — as reported by Louis 

Lecorvaisier — she mentioned that she helped her husband, Pierre, escape from his cell in 

the night of 7-8 July 1941. In one copy of the testimony, this date was followed by ‘(?)’ — 

presumably signalled by Lecorvaisier — while in another copy the date is simply stated. 

Several factors suggest that the question mark was removed, rather than added: the copy 

with the question mark is a single-spaced copy stamped by the Archives Nationales, while 

the one without was double spaced like many of the other testimonies and also printed with 

an official CHDGM stamp, meaning it was checked and authorised after the fusion of the 

 
141 Douzou, Périlleuse, p.70. 
142 AN 72AJ/60/1, Letter from Anne-Marie Bauer to Henri Michel, 29/10/1958. 
143 AN 72AJ/42/2, Témoignage de George Autourde, recueilli par Marie Granet, 26/11/61. 
144 See, for example, AN 72AJ/60/2, Témoignage d’Annie Hervé, recueilli par Louis Lecorvaisier, 
7/1/1947. 
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CHG and the CHOLF in 1951.145 Pierre Hervé’s testimony from 29 March 1950 

complicated this further, as he dated his escape to the night of 8-9 July 1941.146 Meanwhile, 

Granet flagged a claim made in Nicole de Barry’s testimony with a handwritten 

exclamation mark in brackets, which signalled disbelief in the factual accuracy of de 

Barry’s comment. Granet elaborated upon this in her comments, facetiously stating that ‘I 

am not sure if her imagination isn’t at work when she thought she was being pursued by 50 

police officers’.147 This type of embellishment for dramatic effect was seen in André 

Girard’s criticism of Le Sacrifice du Matin discussed in Chapter Three, as well as in Robert 

Aron’s interviews: when Jacques Soustelle mentioned a Communist plot, Aron commented 

that ‘you see here the influence of detective novels’.148 Yet Granet’s criticism did not 

challenge the foundations of de Barry’s experience, but instead suggested a perceived 

exaggeration of the details she gave in her account. 

4.4.2 Accessing emotion through the testimony 

The interviewer was charged with managing the interview process and producing a factual 

document that would become an archival source. The social and political networks 

developed during the resistance itself built trust and thereby facilitated the interview 

process. However, capturing the emotional content of the interviewee’s clandestine 

experience was not the interviewers’ focus. Annette Wieviroka claimed that it was not until 

the Eichmann Trial – from 11 April to 15 December 1961 — that testimony began to be 

seen as important in communicating the emotional impact of events. The Eichmann trial 

has therefore been heralded by Marianne Hirsch and Leo Spitzer as a ‘revolutionary’ 

 
145 AN 72AJ/60/2, Témoignage d’Annie Hervé, recueilli par Louis Lecorvaisier, 7/1/1947. 
146 AN 72AJ/69/4, Témoignage de Pierre Hervé, recueilli par Yvette Gouineau, 29/3/1950. 
147 AN 72AJ/80/13, Témoignage de Nicole de Barry, recueilli par Marie Granet, 16/11/1946; ‘[j]e ne sais si 
son imagination n’a pas travaillé quand elle s’est crue poursuivie par 50 policiers’. 
148 La Contemporaine, F delta 1832/31, M. Soustelle, ‘on voit ici l’influence des romans policiers’. 
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moment in the conception of testimony, with Annette Wieviorka claiming it heralded ‘the 

advent of the witness’.149 Wieviorka observed in 1994:  

Testimony has changed direction. Print has been replaced by the tape recorder 
and the video camera. At the same time, the function of testimony has also 
changed. In the years following the war, the primary aim of testimony was 
knowledge — knowledge of the modalities of genocide and of the deportation. 
Testimony had the status of an archival document. Today … the purpose of 
testimony is no longer to obtain knowledge… Testimony is to be a means of 
transmission to future generations.150 

This chapter departs from Wieviorka’s analysis, which focused on what testimony meant to 

the organisers of projects and interviewers. Indeed, it argues that the interviewees’ 

conceptualisation of the project was focused on bearing witness and paying homage to 

those they knew who has died. This conceptualisation was not necessarily shared by the 

interviewers or the CHOLF leaders. The vast majority — 1021 of the 1046 that were 

dated — of the CHOLF interviews were taken before the Eichmann trial, and therefore for 

the CHOLF leadership and interviewer it is possible that the search for historical 

knowledge was paramount. Despite this, we can access emotion through the testimonies by 

reading them against the grain. 

 The notes on the interviewee made by the interviewer often demonstrate the 

CHOLF interviewer’s desire for interviews to provide more than a written account of the 

resistance. In Merlat’s interview with Robert Masspacher on 25 September 1946, for 

example, Merlat recounted his difficulties speaking of his resistance because he would 

rather speak of his comrades whom ‘he said, had been true heroes’.151 This comment 

suggests that Masspacher felt that he had not lived up to a traditional heroic ideal despite 

his resistance and that he felt unable to reconcile his lived experience with cultural scripts 

 
149 Marianne Hirsch and Leo Spitzer, ‘The Witness in the Archive: Holocaust Studies/Memory Studies’, 
Memory Studies, 2.2 (2009), 151-170 (152-3); Annette Wieviorka, Era of the Witness, p.57. 
150 Annette Wieviorka, ‘On Testimony’ in Holocaust Remembrance: The Shapes of Memory, ed. by Geoffrey H. 
Hartman (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1994), 23-32 (24). 
151 AN 72J/35/2, Témoignage de Robert Masspacher, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 25/9/1946; ‘dit-il, ont été 
de vrais héros’.  
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of heroic masculinity. Merlat concluded her comments on Masspacher with her own 

opinion of him and his way of communicating his ideas, stating that he spoke with clarity 

‘but without intellectual concerns’.152 That Merlat noted Masspacher’s initial difficulty 

speaking about his resistance experience and then the simple and unacademic way he 

expressed himself suggests that interviewers were attuned to who the interviewee was and 

the unspoken dynamics of the interview, as well as the words that were said. 

 In some cases, the interviewer’s notes provided instructions on how reliable they 

deemed the interviewee to be. Although Granet believed de Barry to be exaggerating one 

of her claims, otherwise she noted de Barry’s sincerity in her testimony and therefore — it 

is implied — she could be trusted.153 In the interview with Arthur and Yvonne Tytgat, 

taken on 6 February 1947, Perroy commented that although Yvonne did not say much, she 

spoke with accuracy and was modest about her role in the resistance.154 Perroy noted that 

her husband Arthur’s testimony was inaccurate, that he often confused his dates, made 

factual inaccuracies and was attempting to inflate his role in the resistance.155 In contrast to 

Masspacher, Tygat’s testimony can therefore be seen as an example of an interviewee 

attempting to fit his account of resistance life with traditional notions of heroic masculinity, 

even when it did not necessarily adhere to the reality. It is possible that dynamics of class 

and gender impacted the intersubjective relationship within the interview, and that the 

lower-class Tygat was trying to impress – and receive validation from – the middle-class 

Perroy. Perroy himself commented upon the class status of Tygat when he wryly observed 

that before the war he had been a car mechanic, but he had since become a member of the 

General Council of the Nord while his wife had become deputy mayor of Lille.156 In his 

 
152 AN 72J/35/2, Témoignage de Robert Masspacher, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 25/9/1946; ‘ sans 
préoccupations intellectuelles’. 
153 AN 72AJ/80/13, Témoignage de Nicole de Barry, recueilli par Marie Granet, 16/11/1946. 
154 AN 72AJ/59/6, Témoignage d’Arthur et Yvonne Tytgat, recueilli par Édouard Perroy, 6/2/1947. 
155 AN 72AJ/59/6, Témoignage d’Arthur et Yvonne Tytgat, recueilli par Édouard Perroy, 6/2/1947. 
156 AN 72AJ/59/6, Témoignage d’Arthur et Yvonne Tytgat, recueilli par Édouard Perroy, 6/2/1947. 
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notes, Perroy therefore implied that the resistance was being used as leverage to gain 

power, without it being necessarily deserved due to Tygat’s lower social class. As his notes 

reveal, this was not simply based upon Perroy’s own impression of Tygat, but also upon 

comments made by those Tygat had worked alongside in the resistance, who claimed that 

he was not courageous but instead ‘was scared of his own shadow’.157 Similarly, Odette 

Merlat criticised Capitain Broussine’s vanity and arrogance at dismissing all resistance he 

had not participated in, and particularly for inflating the importance of the network he was 

involved in.158 As with Tygat, this rested in part upon information given by other resisters, 

who had returned from deportation with conflicting information to what Broussine had 

given.159 Merlat’s comments were particularly critical of Broussine, although — as she was 

instructed — she noted the factual inaccuracies within the testimony given and cautioned 

care when examining it in future. That Perroy and Merlat — who were then Secretary 

General and Deputy Secretary General respectively— made comments like this reveals 

that negative comments and judgements on the interviewee were initially encouraged in 

the testimonies at the start of the enquiry. Contrasting these examples with Michel’s later 

comments demonstrates how the CHOLF leadership and the other participants in the 

project influenced the content of the testimonies. 

 Although in these cases the notes about the interviewees remain, in others they were 

edited out of a second version of the testimony. However, their removal suggests a tension 

at the heart of the CHOLF enquiry regarding what should be reported. Although the 

CHOLF team professed a desire for a verifiable recollection of historical events there were 

internal disputes about how to do this and what was appropriate. While it would be 

impossible to state with certainty who removed aspects of the testimonies, it is possible that 

 
157 AN 72AJ/59/6, Témoignage d’Arthur et Yvonne Tytgat, recueilli par Édouard Perroy, 6/2/1947; ‘avait 
peur de son ombre’. 
158 AN 72AJ/37/5, Témoignage du capitaine Broussine, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 30/10/1945. 
159 AN 72AJ/37/5, Témoignage du capitaine Broussine, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 30/10/1945. 
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this had been performed by Michel, whom Pierre Cézard of the National Archives claimed 

‘had removed or sanitized testimonies’.160 It is also important to note that – although edited 

out of a second testimony – a decision was made to keep both testimonies in some cases. 

 The interviews were often relatively sparse in terms of emotional content, even when 

talking about the deaths of fellow resisters. The details given by Roger Tricoire to Perroy 

on his fellow resisters is characteristic of the way deaths were treated. Perroy recorded their 

name, when they were deported and whether they died or survived.161 Although this 

appears to be simply facts, it is possible to trace Tricoire’s affective relationships to the dead 

through this. Tricoire would have needed to find out what happened to his former 

comrades, perhaps through the lists that were printed in local newspapers that gave news of 

those who had died in deportation or soon after.162 The detail suggests that Tricoire had 

sought out and remembered this information, while telling the interviewer to have their 

names recorded for posterity. Although I have used Tricoire as an example, the same could 

be said of many other resisters who had been interviewed. This can be seen particularly 

clearly in Henri Frenay’s testimony, where several pages were dedicated to Berty Albrecht’s 

resistance. Frenay also wanted to ensure that it was noted that Albrecht had not been 

executed and that, despite the prison register claiming her cause of death was “unknown”, 

Frenay stressed how he believed ‘she committed suicide… B. Albrecht had told him that in 

case of her arrest, that was the solution she envisaged…’163 Frenay thus emphasised 

Albrecht’s heroism and self-sacrifice, with the implication being that she had taken her own 

life rather than betray Frenay and her fellow resisters. Because of the clandestine nature of 

the resistance, resisters did not always know the names of those whom they had worked 

with and who had died. Pierre Hervé for example, mentioned how one of the men who 

 
160 Steinlight, ‘Capturing Experience’, p.109. 
161 AN 72AJ/69/2, Témoignage de Roger Tricoire, recueilli par Édouard Perroy, 9/1/1945. 
162 Koreman, ‘Homecoming’, p.15. 
163 72AJ/46/1, Témoignage d’Henri Frenay, August-September-October 1956; “inconnu”; ‘elle s’est 
suicidée … B. Albrecht lui ayant dit qu’en cas d’arrestation, c’était une solution qu’elle envisageait…’. 
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helped him escape was ‘a doctor who would be shot at Chateaubriant’, yet was unable to 

provide further information.164 These examples are a small selection of the multitude 

contained in the testimonies that demonstrate that the resisters wanted to take time in their 

interview to pay homage to those who had not survived to give their own testimony. 

The repeated allusions to those who had died demonstrates a commemorative 

function of the interviews for the interviewees. The mention of those who had died suggests 

that survivors felt an emotional imperative to remember and to historicise their fellow 

resisters, although the information was frequently noted by the interviewer without much 

emotion. In the case of some resisters who had died, such as Jacques Renouvin, the 

interviewers took testimonies from their loved ones so they could integrate them into the 

historical record. The reference to fallen resisters was exclusively about those the 

interviewee had known personally. Although Tricoire was a Communist, he did not cite 

the 75,000 dead the PCF had mobilised to establish their self-image as the ‘parti des 

fusillés’.165 Most of the Communist testimonies were collated in 1946 when this figure had 

been established within the PCF’s rhetoric, but none of the other Communist interviewees 

mention this figure either, suggesting an ambivalence towards the ‘official history’ of the 

PCF. 

 The silences within the testimonies can show the difficulties resisters faced speaking 

about those whom they had lost. In the communal testimony of the Girard family, taken by 

Odette Merlat on 1 February 1946, for example, the focus is on the resistance experiences 

of Doctor Louis Girard, Mme Girard, Denise Girard and François Girard.166 It mentioned 

 
164 AN 72AJ/69/4, Témoignage de Pierre Hervé, recueilli par Yvette Gouineau, 29/3/1950; ‘un docteur qui 
devait être fusillé à Chateaubriant [sic]’. 
165 AN 72AJ/69/2, Témoignage de Roger Tricoire, recueilli par Édouard Perroy, 9/1/1945[1946?]. This is 
the official date on the documents, but this date is wrong as he was in Mittelbau-Dora Concentration Camp 
at the time, before being evacuated to Begen Belsen 5 April 1945, where he remained until it was liberated 
soon after. It seems likely that Tricoire was interviewed 9 January 1946 as Perroy conducted the majority of 
his interviews between 1946 and June 1947, and 7 January 1947 he conducted an interview with Lionel 
Alloy. 
166 AN 72AJ/50/2 Témoignage de la famille Girard, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 1/2/1946. 
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that only Mme Girard was not arrested and mentions François’ ‘two sisters’, yet neither the 

resistance activity nor the death of Claire Marie-Louise Girard was mentioned in the 

testimony.167 The absence cannot simply be attributed to her not having been there, as 

Merlat stated in her report that she did not see Denise, and yet information was provided 

on her resistance within this testimony. It seems instead that Claire was not mentioned 

because of the effect of grief on the family and because it was difficult to discuss. The 

archive holds both an article on Claire written by Geneviève de Gaulle, and an invitation 

to her memorial, which recounts the sorrow of her family at her death on 27 August 

1944.168 The sorrow surrounding the death of their daughter and sister appears to have 

prevented the Girard family from speaking about her. 

Others also found the act of talking about certain topics difficult and preferred 

instead to communicate their experiences in writing. Anne-Marie Bauer, for example, gave 

a testimony to Granet about her resistance but provided a written document about her 

arrest and deportation.169 These parallel documents suggest that while Bauer was able to 

communicate information about her experience in the resistance orally, she felt unable to 

communicate her experience of deportation in the same way. This is borne out by the 

content of Bauer’s written testimony, in which she explained how she found repeatedly 

talking about what had happened to her ‘really shocking and painful’.170 Fellow deportee 

Mme Élie similarly found it difficult to speak about her experiences and chose to write 

them down instead, which she attributed to troubles with her memory after deportation. 

Yet she also acknowledged that she had probably made errors while typing her testimony 

 
167 AN 72AJ/50/2 Témoignage de la famille Girard, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 1/2/1946, ‘deux soeurs’. 
168 AN 72AJ/50/2. 
169 AN 72AJ/60/1, Témoignage de Anne-Marie Bauer, recueilli par Marie Granet, 15/1/1947; AN 
72AJ/60/1 Récit d’arrestation d’Anne-Marie Bauer. 
170 AN 72AJ/60/1 Récit d’arrestation d’Anne-Marie Bauer; ‘réellement choquant et pénible’. 
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because she still found memories of her resistance emotional, and asked Granet to edit her 

grammar.171 

While there is only one of Élie’s testimonies in the CHOLF files, the two different 

accounts produced by Bauer reveal how the affective experiences of resistance were largely 

downplayed in the testimony mediated by Granet, especially compared to personal 

writings. The two documents are noticeably different, not only for their shift from the third 

person in Granet’s account to the first person in Bauer’s, but also because of the shift in 

emotional content. While aspects of this could certainly have been because of the different 

topic – resistance rather than deportation – in her testimony with Granet, most of the 

information Granet recorded is sparse, with emotion avoided. As with the other 

testimonies, it is in the notes that further information about Bauer as an interviewee 

emerge. Granet’s notes emphasised ‘the horrible exhausting nature of the role that she 

had’, citing the constant travel and sleeping on trains, ‘which resulted in extreme 

fatigue’.172 In recording this detail, Granet offered an embodied account of Bauer’s 

resistance experience, in which she felt unsettled and exhausted throughout, although this 

could only be expressed in the additional notes. In contrast to the majority of the 

information recounted by Granet, Bauer imbued her account of being arrested and 

deported with great emotional intensity when she described ‘[t]he suffering, the anguish, 

the tortures … an inexpressible anguish at the unending bodily suffering’.173 The 

description Bauer offers is specific to her but also — she claimed — ‘the story of so many 

resisters’.174 It is at once emotional — with mentions of the anguish she experienced and 

 
171 AN 72AJ/50/2, Témoignage de Mme Élie, transmis à Marie Granet, 10/5/1958. 
172 AN 72AJ/60/1, Témoignage de Anne-Marie Bauer, recueilli par Marie Granet, 15/1/1947; ‘le caractère 
horriblement épuisant du rôle qu’elle avait’; ‘qui aboutissait à une extrême fatigue’. 
173 AN 72AJ/60/1 Récit d’arrestation d’Anne-Marie Bauer; ‘La souffrance, l'angoisse, les tortures … une 
angoisse indicible à la souffrance illimitée du corps’. 
174 AN 72AJ/60/1 Récit d’arrestation d’Anne-Marie Bauer; ‘l’histoire de tant de résistants’. 
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the atmosphere of the prison — and bodily.175 This first-hand account offers a degree of 

emotional engagement not seen within the mediated testimonies. 

4.4.3 Communists and the Commission 

As previously mentioned, none of the interviewers were Communist, and interviewer Louis 

Lecorvaisier was actively involved in an anti-Communist movement. The personal 

connections that facilitated the interview process were therefore less likely to exist with 

Communist resisters. However, some resisters had overlapping identities and loyalties, 

belonging to several resistance groups at once. Communist Pierre Hervé, for example, was 

also a member of non-Communist (although communisant) movement Libération-Sud. 

Despite this, there is a small proportion of Communist resisters within the 72AJ catalogue, 

which Michel claimed was because many from the Communist Franc-Tireurs et Partisans 

(FTP) refused to discuss their wartime exploits with the CHOLF.176 Steinlight suggested a 

potential reason for this: Jacques Duclos reportedly told fellow resister Édith Thomas that 

involvement in the CHOLF testimonies had been forbidden by the Central Committee.177 

For PCF members, a refusal to provide a testimony can therefore be seen as 

following the party’s orders, as the PCF forbade their members from speaking to the 

CHOLF.178 As my statistical analysis has demonstrated, Communists were overwhelmingly 

more likely to discuss their experiences in the initial stages of the CHOLF project – before 

the PCF had been ousted from government in May 1947. Those who consented to being 

interviewed often had a fraught or ambiguous relationship with the party. As previously 

mentioned, in his notes on his interview with Pierre Hervé — undated, but with a section 

on the Cold War — Robert Aron claimed that between two-thirds and three-quarters of 

 
175 AN 72AJ/60/1 Récit d’arrestation d’Anne-Marie Bauer. 
176 Michel, ‘Une enquête’, pp.53-54. 
177 Steinlight, ‘Capturing Experience’, p.97. 
178 Michel, Bibliographie, p.90. 
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resisters had been expelled from the PCF because ‘[t]hey were no longer docile’, and they 

were therefore ‘free to make remarks’, which was likely after Hervé was expelled from the 

PCF in 1956.179 Although it is likely that the figures that the noted anti-Communist Aron 

cites were exaggerated, the 1950s nevertheless featured several high-profile cases of resisters 

being expelled from the PCF, such as Hervé himself and Georges Guingouin.180 The 

testimonies that were produced allow us insights into resisters’ relationship to the PCF and 

to the ‘official history’ that it propagated before this point. 

 In some cases, the relationship between the interviewee and the PCF was explicitly 

stated in the testimony. Roger Tricoire, for example, told Perroy that he had ceased 

contact with the PCF after his return from Bergen-Belsen, when the party had admonished 

him for his inactivity between 1941 and 1943.181 As well as explaining in detail what he was 

doing during this time in the bulk of his testimony, Tricoire immediately followed this with 

an explanation that those who could confirm his ordeal had not survived the war. Although 

the language used was not emotive, Tricore’s severance of all contact with the party 

demonstrates the emotional damage that the PCF’s accusation had done and is evidence of 

his feelings of betrayal and anger felt at being accused by those he had felt affective bonds 

with. Tricoire would therefore have been able to offer his testimony without qualms and to 

exonerate himself from the PCF’s accusations of attentisme. Meanwhile, Daniel Nat was part 

of the Parti Communiste Internationaliste (PCI) until the Liberation but left due to internal 

politics. In the testimony it was explained that while Nat remained a Communist 

sympathiser, he was not part of the party.182 His distance from the party, in conjunction 

with his former loyalty to the PCI rather than the PCF, would have enabled Nat to give his 

 
179 La Contemporaine, F delta 1832/30 ; ‘[i]ls n’étaient plus assez dociles’ ; ‘libres de faire des remarques’; Jean 
Maitron and Claude Pennetier, ‘HERVÉ, Pierre Marie’ <https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article75831> 
[accessed 28 February 2021]. 
180 Farmer, ‘Haute-Vienne’, pp.93-4. 
181 AN 72AJ/69/2, Témoignage de Roger Tricoire, recueilli par Édouard Perroy, 9/1/1945[1946 ?]. 
182 AN 72AJ/69/4, Témoignage de Daniel Nat, recueilli par Odette Merlat et Louis Lecorvaisier, 
8/10/1946, 9/10/1946. 
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testimony without feeling conflicted about ignoring Duclos’ order. Pierre Hervé’s CHOLF 

testimony did not suggest animosity with the PCF and in the post-war period he was a PCF 

deputy, wrote for L’Humanité and Cahiers du Communisme as well as his book La Libération 

Trahie. However, his later interview with Aron suggests otherwise: it is implied — either by 

Hervé or Aron — that Hervé’s escape caused a problem with the PCF because he did so 

without permission.183 Indeed, after his escape from la Santé in July 1941, Pierre and 

Annie Hervé both ceased contact with the Communist resistance, and Pierre had worked 

writing for Libération-Sud and fought in the Gaullist resistance.184 This complicated 

relationship may have meant that Pierre Hervé felt he was able to give his testimony 

despite orders to the contrary, while his wife, Annie Hervé, had not been part of the PCF 

before the war.185 

Communist Madeleine Riffaud’s testimony, written from her interview with Odette 

Merlat on 4 July 1946, is highly unusual as it explicitly mentions Riffaud committing 

violence.186 Although not mentioned in her CHOLF testimony, Robert Gildea claimed 

that Riffaud was punished by the PCF after the war for her acts of violence in the 

resistance.187 In her testimony, Riffaud spoke of her desire to fight, which led her to leave 

her role with the Front National and join the FTP, where she was initially focused on 

disarming Germans. Yet after the massacre at Oradour-sur-Glane, Riffaud claims the FTP 

ordered them to kill German officers and soldiers in daylight and to make a spectacle of 

it.188 Riffaud’s recourse to Oradour-sur-Glane makes it clear that the violence was justified 

by German atrocities and was framed as retribution and as the result of anger. Yet Riffaud 

also justified her actions — and those of her comrades — by prefacing this with her claim 

 
183 La Contemporaine, F delta 1832/30. 
184 AN 72AJ/69/4, Témoignage de Pierre Hervé, recueilli par Yvette Gouineau, 29/3/1950. 
185 AN 72AJ/69/4, Témoignage de Pierre Hervé, recueilli par Yvette Gouineau, 29/3/1950; AN 
72AJ/60/2, Témoignage d’Annie Hervé, recueilli par Louis Lecorvaisier, 7/1/1947. 
186 AN 72AJ/56/3 Témoignage de Madeleine Riffaud, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 4/7/1946. 
187 Gildea, Fighters, p.153. 
188 AN 72AJ/56/3 Témoignage de Madeleine Riffaud, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 4/7/1946. 
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that ‘the order was given to the F.T.P. to take down German officers and soldiers’.189 This 

phrasing suggests that Riffaud was seeking to exonerate herself and to emphasise that the 

violence she perpetrated was legitimate and in adherence with official orders. The absences 

in the testimonies are crucial in understanding what resisters did not want to be turned into 

historical record and thus remembered for posterity. Very few testimonies mention the 

interviewee committing violence, which seems to have been reticence on the part of the 

interviewee. Indeed, the questionnaire sent to interviewers to guide their interviews had a 

prompt to discuss action taken against individuals such as German soldiers, police and 

traitors, which included resistance tribunals and executions.190  

 Only one of the Communist interviewees — Pierre Maucherat, interviewed on 11 

April 1946 by Odette Merlat — referred to the official PCF leadership as initiating 

Communist resistance.191 Maucherat threaded the PCF’s narrative with his own, 

mentioning that he distributed official Communist tracts in August 1940.192 In contrast, 

others highlighted the actions of individual Communists who had begun to resist and 

organise before the breaking of the Nazi-Soviet Pact on 22 June 1941. This is particularly 

clear in the testimony of Paul Maury, who explicitly stated that he and other Communists 

resisted from the start of the Occupation, before the official Communist resistance began at 

the breaking of the Nazi-Soviet Pact.193 Crucially, Maury did not refer to the PCF 

leadership but instead to his ‘camarades’ as those who had begun to resist at the start of the 

Occupation. The majority of the other Communist resister interviewees were similar: 

Nicole de Barry, Annie Hervé, Pierre Hervé and Roger Tricoire all testified to the early 

resistance activity of Communists outside the party. However, as de Barry commented, 

 
189 AN 72AJ/56/3, Témoignage de Madeleine Riffaud, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 4/7/1946 ; ‘ordre fut 
donné aux F.T.P. de descendre officiers et soldats Allemands’. 
190 AN F/17/18016. 
191 AN 72AJ/57/2, Témoignage de Pierre Maucherat, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 11/4/1946. 
192 AN 72AJ/57/2, Témoignage de Pierre Maucherat, recueilli par Odette Merlat, 11/4/1946. 
193 AN 72AJ/69/2, Témoignage de Paul Maury, recueilli par Jeanne Patrimonio, 20/3/1946. 
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these networks needed to be treated with caution because of Nazi hostility to 

Communists.194  

4.4.4 Refusal to talk 

Although institutionally the role of testimony was to construct knowledge, for interviewees 

it was firmly rooted in an act of remembrance and was a way of communicating their 

resistance experience and having it recorded for posterity, which resisters could be 

reluctant to do. Indeed, at a 1949 meeting with the regional correspondents to discuss the 

issues involved in forming the resistance archive, M. Piobetta remarked that former 

resisters often wanted to forget ‘this tragic and heroic past, this past of suffering, this past of 

glory’.195 While Piobetta emphasised the emotional duality of clandestine experiences, he 

stopped short of stating that many of the interviewees held the double position of both 

resister and deportee. Being a deported resister and therefore knowing first-hand the 

‘suffering’ of clandestine life could have an impact on the willingness to give a testimony. 

Evidently, those who found it too difficult to speak of their experiences are largely absent 

from the archive. Some consciously self-excluded from the historicisation of resistance and 

others simply chose not to express their resistance experience through this form of 

testimony. 

Some deported resisters identified more as deportees than as resisters and found 

talking about their ‘suffering’ more pressing than the need to talk about the ‘glory’. As 

Kuby’s pioneering work on the CICRC argued, in the post-war period many resisters who 

had been deported felt a moral obligation to testify to the horrors of the concentration 

camps. By talking about their experiences, the act of “bearing witness” began to take on a 

new meaning, with being a “witness” becoming an important part of their identity and a 

 
194 AN 72AJ/80/13, Témoignage de Nicole de Barry, recueilli par Marie Granet, 16/11/1946. 
195 AN 72AJ/26 ; ‘ce passé tragique et héroïque, ce passé de souffrances, ce passé de gloire’. 
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position from which to fight against concentration camps.196 Although before the creation 

of CICRC, the emphasis for some resisters on testifying about concentration camps can be 

seen in the notes from Louis Lecorvaisier’s interview of the married couple Alfred and 

Emile Balachowski on 29 April 1946.197 While Alfred had given evidence at the 

Nuremberg Trials, both he and Emile were reticent to speak about their clandestine 

experiences, telling Lecorvaisier that they would prefer to send a written summary to the 

commission than talk about their experiences. Yet in the first version of the testimony, 

Lecorvaisier also noted that they should flag Alfred to the — then embryonic — 

Commission d’Histoire de la déportation, because he wished to speak to them. It seems 

clear that Balachowski, whom, Lecorvaisier observed, still bore the visible signs of someone 

who had been to Dora concentration camp, was keen to speak of his experience as a 

deportee yet not of his clandestine life.198 Indeed, Balachowski – along with other CHOLF 

interviewees such as Elisabeth Dussauze, Paul Arrighi and Hélène Maspero – later joined 

the CICRC.199 

In some cases, those who refused to speak to the CHOLF representatives were 

consciously distancing themselves from those they had previously felt affective bonds with. 

Jacques Richer, for example, refused Granet’s request for an interview in October 1961 

and explained to her that he did not want to contribute to a history that would celebrate 

resistance figures Charles de Gaulle and Michel Debré, who in 1961 were President and 

Prime Minister respectively. In Richer’s case, it is possible to see the impact of 

contemporary concerns on resisters’ willingness to speak about their resistance past. As 

such we can see this as an example of Michel Rothberg’s ‘multi-directional memory’, in 

which the process of decolonisation affected resister and Holocaust survivor Charlotte 

 
196 Kuby, pp.17-18. 
197 AN 72AJ/39/1, Témoignage d’Alfred Balachowsky [sic] et de son épouse, recueilli par Louis Lecorvaisier, 
29/4/1946. 
198 AN 72AJ/63/7, Note de Louis Lecorvaisier sur Alfred et Émilie Balachowsky. 
199 Kuby, p.24. 
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Delbo’s willingness to speak about her wartime experiences. However, unlike Delbo, 

Richer was prevented from speaking about his experiences because of the present.200 

Richer repeatedly cited his friends who had died in deportation and the ‘same type of 

camps’ that had been built by their ‘former leader’, a reference to camps in Algeria.201 

Kuby’s recent work demonstrated how the 1957 investigation into camps in Algeria 

undertaken by former resistance deportees concluded that they were not technically 

concentration camps, with instances of torture and abuse happening before transfer to the 

camps.202 While these findings were widely published, Richer’s letters reveal that the 

rhetoric of concentration camps continued to be used. It was not just Richer who felt this 

way: he also cited his resistance colleague Colonel Degua as having refused to answer 

requests for the same reason.203 To Richer, Granet was not someone who held any 

accountability in the policies he was criticising but instead was someone he could express 

his feelings to and — hopefully — find understanding and validation, while explaining that 

his refusal to talk of the resistance past was a form of political resistance in the present.204 

While Richer objected to the CHOLF project and expressed his opinion with great anger, 

he remained polite in his letters to Granet. 

4.5 Conclusion 

Although the CHOLF project sought to produce an archive of resistance through the 

personal experiences of the interviewee, it is difficult to access their subject position through 

their testimonies. Mediated by the interviewer, the testimony produced tells us a lot about 

the priorities of the project and the interviewer but relatively little about who the 

 
200 Michel Rothberg, ‘Between Auschwitz and Algeria: Multidirectional Memory and the Counterpublic 
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201 AN 397AP/5, Letter from Jacques Richer to Marie Granet, 11/10/1961 ; AN 397AP/5 Letter from 
Jacques Richer to Marie Granet, 17/10/1961 ; ‘camps du même style’ ; ‘ancien chef’. 
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203 AN 397AP/5, Letter from Jacques Richer to Marie Granet, 11/10/1961. 
204 AN 397AP/5, Letter from Jacques Richer to Marie Granet, 11/10/1961. 
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interviewee was. Certain aspects of the interviewee remain unknowable from the 

testimonies themselves, with their motivations for agreeing to the interview itself often 

omitted. It is through the interviewer’s notes that our image of the interviewee emerges. It 

is important to acknowledge the interviewees’ agency and – while difficult to establish – a 

close reading of testimonies can give an insight into facets of their emotional lives both 

under the Occupation and afterwards. This includes their continued relationships with 

those they had known in the resistance. Yet as the example of Bauer suggests, it is through 

personal writings that the lived reality of their experiences emerge most clearly. 

The CHOLF’s enquiry embodied many of the tensions between subjective 

experience and attempts to produce objective historical knowledge found within my thesis: 

that resisters wanted to produce a historical — and factual — account of the resistance and 

believed the only way to do so was through mobilising personal experience. While aiming 

for ‘objectivity’ and ‘truth’, they nevertheless relied on the memories of the historical 

agents, who had different memories and perspectives of the events they recounted. As with 

the conflict between André Girard and Guillaume de Bénouville in Chapter Three, there 

were also differences in how resisters felt their experiences should be expressed, as well as 

differing views on what was appropriate to speak to interviewers about, reflected in the 

content of the interviews. The interviewers also had different perspectives on what they 

should record, and what should become part of the historical record. The next chapter 

offers an in-depth case study of one interviewer, Marie Granet, who produced the most 

testimonies about the resistance. It uses Granet as a case study to further interrogate the 

structural, interpersonal and individual context to the production and use of the CHOLF 

testimonies within scholarship. 
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Chapter 5  “One speaks less of  the women than of  

their male comrades”: Marie Granet and the 

negotiation of  resistance histories 

5.1 Introduction  

One speaks less of the women than of their male comrades – who were often their 
chef – just because it is the chefs who are known…1 

 

In the conclusion to her 1976 manuscript, ‘Le rôle des femmes dans la Résistance’, Marie 

Granet observed that women in the resistance had been overlooked in favour of their more 

famous male counterparts. The same can be said for resistance scholars. The name most 

associated with the Commission d’Histoire de l’Occupation et de la Libération de la France 

(CHOLF) is that of Secretary General Henri Michel, while Granet — the most prolific of 

the CHOLF delegates, who interviewed 24 percent of the interviewees — has been 

overlooked. There are many parallels between their post-war careers: both began working 

for the CHOLF in 1946 and later the Commission  d’Histoire de la Déportation (CHD); 

both represented the CHOLF at an international conference in Amsterdam in 1951; both 

were involved in the publication of Cahiers d’histoire de la guerre; both Granet and Michel 

transformed the testimonies into written histories and co-authored Combat: Histoire d’un 

Mouvement de Résistance de juillet 1940 à juillet 1943 (hereafter referred to as Combat: Histoire).2 

As with most — if not all — of the early historians of the resistance, both Granet and 

Michel were resisters. Although both socialists, Granet was based in the Île-de-France 

region and Michel in the Var during the war and so they may not have met prior to their 

 
1 397AP/12 Marie Granet, ‘Le rôle des femmes dans la Résistance’, p.124, ‘On a moins parlé des femmes 
que de leurs camarades hommes — qui étaient souvent leurs chefs — justement parce que ce sont les chefs 
qui sont connus’ Although I have translated the majority of quotations, I’ve chosen to keep the word ‘chef’ in 
the original French as it carries variable resonances – boss, leader, head – and it is used throughout the 
chapter to signify how men were the ‘chef’ in its various forms. 
2 Merlat, p.70; ‘historiens de l’avenir’. 
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work for the CHOLF.3 Despite these similarities and in a situation that echoes Granet’s 

writing, Michel, the chef of the CHOLF and the most famous among historian-resisters, has 

been the focus of scholarly attention, while Granet remains largely unknown. In making 

Granet the focus, this chapter marks a departure from the established scholarship that 

centres on Michel, who is central to the scholarship of Douzou and Steinlight. Meanwhile, 

Granet lays outside the boundaries of Steinlight’s work and is only referenced fleetingly by 

Douzou.4 By incorporating Granet into the scholarship of the historicisation of the 

resistance, this chapter reveals the gender dynamics of this process. It furthers our 

understanding of how women resisters and professional women negotiated their place 

within the post-war world.  

 Granet was a prolific resistance historian. After her collaboration on Combat: Histoire 

with Henri Michel, Granet wrote monographs of resistance movements Défense de la France 

(1960), Ceux de la Résistance (1964) and Cohors-Asturies (1974).5 Throughout her career, 

Granet published academic articles in the Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale on the 

maquis, the Nuremberg Trials and a brief history of Ceux de la Résistance, as well as 

reviewing dozens of books for the publication between 1951 and 1967.6 Her other 

publications include a brief history of Libération-Nord, which she published as a 

 
3 Guillon, pp.484-5. 
4 See Steinlight, ‘Capturing Experience’ and Douzou, Périlleuse. 
5 Marie Granet, Défense de la France: histoire d’un movement de resistance, 1940-1944 (Presses universitaires de 
France, Vendôme, 1960); Marie Granet, Ceux de la Résistance: 1940-1944 (Paris: Les Éditions de Minuit, 1964); 
Marie Granet Cohors-Asturies: histoire d’un reseau de resistance, 1942-1944 (Bordeaux: Édition des “Cahiers de la 
Résistance”, 1974). 
6 Marie Granet, ‘Dessin general des maquis’, Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale, 1.1 (November 
1950), 51-72; Marie Granet, ‘La Déportation au procès international de Nuremberg’, Revue d’histoire de la 
Deuxième Guerre mondiale, 4.15/16 (July/September 1954), 99-113; Marie Granet, ‘Ceux de la Résistance 
(C.D.L.R): Esquisse de l’histoire du movement, 1940-1944’, Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale, 12.47 
(July 1962), 33-60. Granet’s book reviews can be found through issues of Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre 
mondiale. See for examples Marie Granet, ‘Ne perdez pas leur trace! By Georges Dunand’, Revue d’histoire de la 
Deuxième Guerre mondiale, 1.3 (June 1951), p.91; Marie Granet, ‘Sabotages et guerrilla by Pierre de Préval’, 
Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale, 1.3 (June 1951), p.93; Marie Granet, ‘Vercors, Haut-Lieu de 
France. Souvenirs by Pierre Tanat’, Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale, 2.5 (January 1952), 83-84; 
Marie Granet, ‘Bréviaire de la haine. Le III e Reich et les Juifs by Léon Poliakov, François Mauriac’, Revue 
d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale,2.7 (July 1952), 79-81; Marie Granet, ‘Les terroristes by Roldophe 
Kessler’, Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale, 2.8 (October 1952), 85. 
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supplement to Revue socialiste and articles in Historama and American publication Lithopinion.7 

Granet also published the content of journal Le journal “Défense de la France” (Paris: Presses 

universitaires de France, 1961) with an introduction and notes following the publication of 

her history of the movement. Her final book – Les Jeunes dans la Résistance: 20 ans en 1940 – 

was written alongside Claude Lévy, Ginette Gros and Pierre Mermet and published in 

1985, when she was in her 90s.8 Although Granet’s books were largely well-reviewed by 

her contemporaries, they were were largely narrative and anecdotal rather than 

argumentative, which Claire Andrieu  argued was typical of early resistance histories.9 

Granet’s work has also been criticised by Olivier Wieviorka for relying too heavily on the 

testimonies she had collated and not subjecting them to enough scrutiny, although he 

acknowledged that this was due to when she was writing and the same could therefore be 

said for her male contemporaries including Michel.10 

 Despite a long list of publications, it is possible Granet’s strong character and 

supposed feud with Michel, which this chapter will discuss, may have prevented Granet 

from being recognised as a pioneer of resistance history as Michel has been.11 As stated in 

Chapter Four, the lack of attribution of interviews to the interviewer disproportionately 

affected women, who conducted most of the interviews. With Granet conducting nearly a 

quarter of the interviews and without leaving her own testimony, her extensive labour has 

been particularly undervalued. However, American scholar Margaret Collins Weitz 

interviewed Marie Granet on 7 May 1983 and it is likely that Weitz interviewed Granet as 

 
7 Granet, ‘Un journal socialiste clandestin pendant l’occupation: Libération-Nord’, Revue Socialiste, 192 [ND]; 
Marie Granet, Claude Lévy, Ginette Gros, Pierre Mermet, Les jeunes dans la Résistance: 20 ans en 1940 (Paris: 
Editions France-Empire, 1985), p.244. 
8 Granet, Les jeunes. 
9 For reviews of Granet’s work, see collection within 397AP/12, as well as Pierre Stibbe, ‘Marie Granet, Ceux 
de la Résistance, Collection Grands documents’, Annales. Economies, sociétés, civilisations, 20.2 (1965), 411-415; 
Louis Bodin ‘Granet (Marie), Michel (Henri) - Combat. Histoire d'un mouvement de résistance de juillet 
1940 à juillet 1943’, Revue française de science politique, 8.4 (1958), 946-948. 
Claire Andrieu, ‘Women in the French Resistance: Revisiting the Historical Record’ French Politics, Culture & 
Society, 18.1 (Spring 2000), 13-27 (13). 
10 Olivier Wieviorka, ‘Intervention d'Olivier Wieviorka’, La Gazette des archives, 225, (2012), 7-12. 
11 AN19920046/52, Jacques Granet to Ignace Meyerson, 13/10/1959; ‘caractère “très” authoritaire’. 
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a scholar of the resistance. Indeed, she referred to her as a historian with expertise in 

women’s resistance rather than as an administrator or a resister.12 The previous chapter 

placed Granet and her fellow (women) interviewers as figurative ‘women in the doorway’, 

borrowing from the pioneering work of Rod Kedward. This chapter examines how 

Granet’s experience as a literal ‘woman in the doorway’ – alongside the information gained 

interviewing women for the CHOLF – enabled her to locate the doorway as a site of 

women’s resistance in her 1976 manuscript, ‘Le rôle des femmes dans Résistance’. 

 The manuscript is held in Granet’s private files as the 397AP collection in the 

Archives Nationales. It is typed on A4 paper, although Granet added notes or crossings out 

– as well as page numbers – written in pen, and sometimes sections of various pages have 

been stuck together to form a longer page. The manuscript is 134 pages long and made up 

of eleven chapters, including an introduction and conclusion, as well as a brief 

bibliography, list of women cited and appendix that offers a short summary of the women 

who were awarded the Compagnon de la Libération. Each chapter has a summary of 

women’s overall resistance in this type, and then examples of women who did this. Despite 

her many publications, ‘Le rôle des femmes dans la Résistance’, was never published. It is 

unclear why this was, although it is possible publishers refused due to the uneven nature of 

the book. In her eagerness to present the variety of roles played by women, Granet 

featured a chapter on each form of resistance, meaning that some were far shorter than 

others. This was in part because few women partook in certain forms of resistance, but also 

because Granet did not have much information on the actions of certain women involved 

in this resistance. Granet’s first chapter on women in resistance politics, for example, was 

extremely sparse and less than a page long, while her second — on women’s leadership in 

 
12 Collins Weitz, p.10; The interview is held at the Moakley Archive at the University of Suffolk in Boston, 
USA. The interview is held on audio cassette and I have been unable to get to the archive due to the 
Coronavirus situation and it has not yet been digitised. 
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the resistance, was incredibly detailed and spanned forty pages.13 While informed by 

personal experience, extensive collection of interviews formed the source base of her 

manuscript, with some testimonies with women that are absent from the 72AJ collection 

present within her private documents in the 397AP collection.  

 As a prolific interviewer, historian of the resistance, and a resister herself, Granet 

embodied the link — that is not always visible — between histories, memories and the lived 

experience of being in the resistance. Under the Occupation, Granet worked distributing 

tracts and false papers for Défense de la France and sheltered both resisters and Jews at her 

house.14 Although she wrote histories and collected others’ testimonies, Granet did not 

make her own experience visible by writing a memoir or giving her own testimony, but 

instead focused her energies on her scholarly work. In contrast, Michel produced both a 

semi-autobiographical novel, Quatre annéees dures (1945) and a testimony for the CHOLF 

archive.15 Through an examination of Granet’s interviews, private files and letters —

alongside a continued reading of the CHOLF’s documents, statistical analysis and 

sampling of the 72AJ documents— this chapter uses Granet as a case study to interrogate 

the structural, interpersonal and individual context of the CHOLF project and the histories 

that arose out of it. Focusing on Granet reveals the complexity of women’s agency within 

this process and demonstrates how – despite having less institutional power than men – 

Granet embraced her marginality and used her experience as an interviewer, the process of 

collating both the CHOLF archive and personal files in the 397AP documents, and 

history-writing, to negotiate her position. Granet mobilised her role as interviewer to gain 

important contacts and to integrate herself within various resistance groups that she would 

later use to negotiate with Michel. As such this chapter locates Granet not only within her 

 
13 AN 397AP/12, Granet, Femmes. 
14 Girault, ‘GRANET’; Sciama pp.22-3. 
15 72AJ/1937 ; Michel, Quatre années dures: 1940-1944 (Paris: Bernard Grasset, 1945). 
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interviews but also builds on the conclusions of Chapter Three that located women’s 

subject positions within their historical writings. 

 This chapter first offers background information on Granet’s wartime activity and 

post-war career. Secondly, this chapter uses Granet’s interviews to demonstrate how her 

subject position was simultaneously used to facilitate interviews yet marginalised within the 

content of the interviews themselves, thus furthering the analysis from Chapter Four that 

addressed the tension within the CHOLF enquiry. It argues that Granet’s subject position 

meant she recognised key aspects of the gendered nature of resistance and the Jewish 

experience of the Holocaust. A case study of the conflict between Granet and resister 

Jacques Brunschwig-Bordier demonstrates the interviewer/interviewee dynamics and the 

importance attributed to the testimonies, while Granet’s recourse to the archival record 

allowed her to assert her agency when she otherwise lacked power. The production of 

Combat: Histoire and the subsequent feud between Granet and Michel further demonstrates 

how Granet negotiated her position. She leveraged her experience and labour within the 

male-dominated context of resistance scholarship and produced archival records to 

demonstrate her worth. This chapter concludes with a close analysis of Granet’s 

unpublished manuscript, ‘Le rôle des femmes dans la résistance’ and argues that her 

subject position as both resister and interviewer was crucial to the writing of the text, 

despite being written as an academic history. Ultimately, this section examines the paradox 

of Granet highlighting women’s voices and challenging the exclusion of women from 

historical narratives, while simultaneously excluding herself from the historical record. It 

therefore develops Chapter Three’s conclusions that the genre of historical writing – 

traditionally assumed to carry a male narrative voice – allowed women to assert their 

authority and become respected as professionals. Finally, it draws links between Granet’s 

manuscript and later scholarship to argue that Granet should be understood as a pioneer of 

women’s resistance history. In doing so, this chapter furthers the argument of my thesis by 

demonstrating how women participated in the historicisation of the resistance and that, 
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although their subject position was marginal to their writings, they nevertheless drew upon 

resistance experience within this process. 

5.2 Marie Granet 

Marie Granet (née Marie Josèphe Terrien) was born on 12 May 1892 in Frossay and lived 

and was educated in Nantes. She obtained her baccalauréat in 1911 and was a student at the 

Faculté des Lettres de Rennes from 1913, where she graduated in History and Geography 

in 1915.16 From October 1915 until July 1919, Granet taught at a boy’s college in Autun, 

Saône-et-Loire, which Jo Burr Margadant argued was one of the few professional avenues 

open to women in the Third Republic, and a role that ‘permitted women professeurs to 

insert themselves into the professional power structure’.17 In 1919, Marie married sinologist 

and decorated First World War veteran Marcel Granet in Paris’s fourteenth arrondissement 

and two years later, they had a son, Jacques.18 Marie remained at home until he went to 

school, and then returned to work, which was typical of women within the teaching 

profession.19 Granet worked as a History professor at École Sophie Germain from October 

1926, and at Collège Moderne Paul Bert from October 1940.20 The wealthy Granet family 

lived in Paris’ fourteenth arrondissement before settling at their long-term residence, “Villa 

Granet” in Sceaux — six miles south of Paris — in 1935, which they had commissioned 

architect Pol Abraham to build the previous year.21 Granet was passionate about politics: 

she was a fierce proponent of the Popular Front, which caused a rift between the Granet 

couple and their longstanding friends, the Sciama family, who were non-practising French 

 
16 Jacques Girault, ‘GRANET Marie [née TERRIEN Marie, Josèphe]’, <http://maitron-en-ligne.univ-
paris1.fr/spip.php?article209546> [accessed 13 January 2020]. 
17 Girault, ‘GRANET’; Burr Margadant, pp.6-11. 
18 Marcel Granet was awarded both the Croix de guerre and Médaille militaire avec palmes for his service, 
‘Marcel Granet’, <https://prosopo.ephe.fr/marcel-granet> [accessed 20 January 2020]; Girault, 
‘GRANET’. 
19 Burr Margadant, p.6. 
20 Girault, ‘Granet’. 
21 Centre Pompidou, AM 2007-2-825. Villa, Propriété de M. Granet, Sceaux, Hauts-de-Seine, Ille-de-
France. 
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Jews.22 Marcel, meanwhile, worked for Cahiers du Socialiste, then in the wake of 6 February 

1934 joined the Comité d’action antifasciste et de vigilance.23  

 Like many others, the Granet family fled southwards from their family home in the 

exodus of June 1940, arriving at Clermont-Ferrand at the start of July after three weeks of 

travel.24 While Marie and Marcel were briefly separated from Jacques, they were soon to 

be reunited.25 Following the exodus, the Granet family quickly settled back into life in 

Sceaux, although after Marie complained about the “pillage” of Villa Granet by German 

forces, a room in their house was requisitioned by the occupier for a year, beginning in 

September 1940.26 On 25 November 1940, Marcel died suddenly after ‘a violent 

altercation’ with Vichy’s Minister of Education George Ripert.27 It seems likely that Marcel 

died of a heart attack or stroke: his colleague Paul Demiéville claimed that ‘[h]e died of 

anger at the invasion of France’.28 

 After Marcel’s death, Marie renewed contact with the Sciama family, whom she went 

to see regularly for lunch, and maintained contact with her friends from Marcel’s academic 

network.29 Granet joined Défense de la France early in the history of the movement, in 

December 1941 through Marcel’s friend, Alphonse Bottin. Bottin’s daughter was friends 

with Hélène Mordkovitch, who co-founded the movement with her future husband, 

Philippe Viannay.30 The influence of a social network that inducted her into the resistance 

was a very common way for women to become involved in the resistance, as Hanna 

Diamond observed.31 While in the resistance, Granet fulfilled several traditionally 

 
22 Sciama, p.22. 
23 ‘Marcel Granet’. 
24 AN19920046/52, Marie Granet to the Meyersons, 30/7/1940. 
25 Sciama, p.23. 
26 Girault, ‘GRANET’. 
27 ‘Marcel Granet’; ‘une violente altercation’. 
28 ‘Marcel Granet’; ‘[i]l mourut de colère lors de l’invasion de la France’. Debbie Lackerstein, National 
Regeneration in Vichy France: Ideas and Policies, 1930-1944 (Farnham: Ashgate Publishing Ltd, 2012), p.179. 
29 Sciama, p.23; "Women in the Resistance" Papers, University of Michigan Library (Special Collections 
Library), Box 3, Letter from Marie Granet to Margaret L. Rossiter, 12/7/1974. 
30 "Women in the Resistance" Papers, University of Michigan Library (Special Collections Library), Box 3, 
Letter from Marie Granet to Margaret L. Rossiter, 12/7/1974. 
31 Diamond, Choices and Constraints, p.114. 
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‘feminine’, caring tasks: she sheltered resisters — including her son, Jacques, a trainee 

doctor and member of Ceux de la Résistance — and Jews, including Roger Sciama and his 

son, Michel.32 Granet was also tasked with the distribution of false papers and identity 

cards, and distributed the journal Défense de la France around universities, meaning that 

Granet would have read, engaged with and shared some of the discourses examined in 

Chapter Two.33 

 Granet emerged from the Occupation as a widow and her son, while still living at the 

family home, was an adult, and therefore Granet’s life could not continue as it had been 

before the war. Although Guillaume Piketty examined how resisters experienced the end of 

the war, his work does not acknowledge that women experienced the end of the war 

differently from their male counterparts.34 Diamond’s work on the Liberation of Toulouse 

demonstrated that résistantes were more likely ‘to envisage greater changes in their lives’ 

than non-resisters. Many women resisters did not want to return to their previous lives, 

particularly those who had taken on paid work.35 Diamond also acknowledged that, for 

many women their priority was ‘[r]eestablishing the home and starting a family’ at the 

Liberation, sometimes with fellow resisters, such as in the case of Mordkovitch and 

Viannay.36 In contrast, Granet focused on politics and her career at the Liberation. 

 Granet took advantage of the opportunities afforded her in the 21 April 1944 

ordonnance, which allowed women to both vote and stand for public office for the first 

time. She was elected as a SFIO municipal councillor for Sceaux in the controversial 

election of 29 April 1945.37 As the work of Megan Koreman demonstrated, these 

municipal elections, in which women were able to stand for office and vote for the first 

 
32 Girault, ‘GRANET’. 
33 Girault, ‘GRANET’. 
34 Piketty, ‘Générations résistantes’, pp.151-163. 
35 Diamond, ‘Toulouse’, pp.93-4. 
36 Hanna Diamond, ‘Toulouse’, p.96; Gildea, Fighters, pp.437-440. Although no information on Granet’s 
personal relationships is available, she did not remarry and her remains were placed in the columbarium at 
Père Lachaise alongside Marcel’s. 
37 Girault, ‘GRANET’. 
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time, provoked protests throughout France as the French population largely wanted to wait 

until prisoners of war and deportees had returned.38 While Diamond demonstrated how 

the logistics of political involvement such as evening meetings were not conducive to 

women’s involvement due to childcare commitments, Granet no longer had these 

pressures.39 Granet would not have been personally affected by the return to traditional 

gender roles in the home and particularly the pronatalism that Sylvie Chaperon claimed 

was propagated as a result of the Cold War by Catholics and Communists alike. Yet 

Chaperon nevertheless argued that résistantes were often disillusioned by party politics at the 

Liberation and found that they were met with indifference by their male contemporaries.40 

Granet was only involved in local politics between 1945 and 1947 and did not stand for re-

election. She had begun to despair of ‘the absurdity of French politics’ in the post-war 

period, although she continued her engagement with the SFIO.41 

Granet largely focused on her professional life after the war. She continued to work 

as professor at Collège Moderne de Paul Bert while also forging a new career as an 

interviewer for the CHOLF and later a historian of the resistance. Chaperon stated that 

after the Liberation women instead found solidarity and a sense of community within 

resisters’ associations.42 Granet does not appear to have been a member of a resisters’ 

association, but she nevertheless remained engaged with the resistance community through 

her role as interviewer. Granet never worked for a university or worked towards a 

doctorate but instead pursued her scholarly interests alongside her paid employment. As 

Natalie Zemon-Davis’ work on the Annales school emphasised, in the interwar years 

women struggled to become part of the traditional historical establishment and frequently 

 
38 Megan Koreman, ‘Homecoming’, pp.9-22. 
39 Diamond, Choices and Constraints, p.97. 
40 Chaperon, p.xi, p.16. 
41 AN19920046/52, Marie Granet letter to the Meyersons, 22/1/1946; ‘l’absurdité de la politique française’; 
Girault, ‘GRANET’. 
42 Chaperon, p.xi. 
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used their historical expertise in alternative careers or produced scholarly work alongside 

other employment such as teaching.43 Granet’s career was therefore somewhat typical of 

women’s roles within the historical profession in France during the mid-twentieth century 

as both unseen insider – Zemon Davis demonstrated how the labour of women such as 

Lucie Varga and Suzanne Febvre underpinned much of the Annales’ work, as did Granet’s 

collection of interviews – and outsider, pursuing their scholarly interests outside the 

academic establishment alongside their careers.44 Indeed, Granet’s first publication was an 

academic article on the maquis, published in November 1950 while she was still working as 

a teacher.45 Although Granet would have been influenced by the interviews she had taken 

with resisters and her personal knowledge of the resistance, she did not reference these in 

her article. Instead, she focused on published sources, probably because of the restrictions 

in place on the testimony sources that meant they were supposed to be consigned to the 

archive for fifty years.46 While referencing Jean Blum’s Un Groupe sanitiaire dans le maquis, for 

example, it is possible that Granet’s insistence of the medical role of the maquis was at least 

partly informed by her son having performed this role under the Occupation.47 

5.2.1 Granet’s construction of her subject position as a scholar 

Granet’s experience working for Défense de la France — alongside her professional 

training —qualified her for a position as an interviewer for the CHOLF, through which 

she became actively involved in developing resistance scholarship. In using her resistance 

experience in this way, Granet was unusual, as Diamond’s work demonstrated that ‘few 

women made anything of [their resistance] activities’ after the war.48 In contrast, Granet 

 
43 Zemon-Davis, pp.124-5. 
44 Zemon-Davis, p.123. 
45 Marie Granet, ‘Dessin general des maquis’, Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale, 1.1 (November 
1950), 51-72. 
46 Merlat, p.75. 
47 Granet, ‘Dessin general’, p.62; AN 72AJ/42/3, Témoignage de Jacques Granet recueilli par Marie Granet, 
5/10/1946. 
48 Diamond, Choices and Constraints, p.106. 
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dedicated over forty years of her life to researching and writing resistance histories. Yet 

Granet also left few traces of her own resistance activity and — despite knowing many of 

her interviewees — placed herself at the margins of her interviews. As such, Granet acted 

as a ‘woman at the doorway’: recording the reminiscences of others, prompting memories 

and checking the veracity of their claims, while downplaying and sidelining her own 

experience, unless she had been explicitly mentioned. 

 In 1963, Granet wrote to Henri Michel that although she had written books and 

articles on the resistance, she was really interested in ‘the work of documentation’.49  As the 

extensive testimonies and documents on the resistance collated by Granet attest, this was 

true. She was a diligent worker who was passionate about the collation of the CHOLF 

testimonies. It is unsurprising, therefore, that Granet cultivated her personal archive 

documents as well as that of the CHOLF. She donated the documents that would become 

the 397AP series to the Archives Nationales when she was eighty-seven.50 Although the 

Archives Nationales provides little information on the creation of the 397AP collection, 

letters between Granet and Margaret Collins Weitz from 1984 make it clear that Granet 

donated the documents herself.51 As Ann-Marie Foster argued in her article on donations 

of First World War items to museums in the 1970s and 1980s, veterans’ donations ‘were, in 

part, linked to their advancing age’.52 Foster refers to the donation of items to museums as 

forms of ‘memory transmission’. 53 Granet would have understood this as someone who 

had focused on the creation of the CHOLF archive for many years. Yet it is possible to 

speculate on another reason for Granet’s donation in 1979: in April 1978, Michel 

 
49 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Granet to Michel, 4/2/1963, ‘le travail de documentation’. 
50 ‘Fonds Marie Granet’, 
<https://francearchives.fr/findingaid/22cdb3890a98504a1752e7b08ae1c2c1a6c9667f> [accessed 15 
February 2018]. 
51 "Women in the Resistance" Papers, University of Michigan Library (Special Collections Library), Box 3, 
Letter from Margaret L. Rossiter to Marie Granet, 8/8/ 1984. 
52 Ann-Marie Foster, ‘“We Decided the Museum Would Be the Best Place for Them”: Veterans, Families 
and Mementos of the First World War’, History and Memory, 31.1 (Spring-Summer 2019), 87-117 (96-7). 
53 Foster, p.89. 
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announced the CHDGM would be closed in 1980, to be replaced by the Institut d’histoire 

du temps présent (IHTP), with the testimonies that had not yet been deposited in an 

archive to be sent to the Archives Nationales, thus forming the 72AJ series as we now know 

it.54 This change marked an institutional shift in the historiography of the resistance, and in 

Granet’s professional life as the institution she had been a part of for thirty-three years was 

closing. 

 Elaine Heurmann saw the archive as one of the three cultural institutions of memory, 

alongside museums and libraries.55 In the curation of the 397AP documents, Granet 

demonstrated an awareness of the position of an archive as such an institution and used her 

archival deposits to frame how she wanted to be remembered. The 397AP collection 

demonstrates how important Granet’s position as a scholar was to her professional sense of 

self. The collection does not speak of Granet’s personal life, political career or even 

resistance experience, but instead focuses exclusively on her work as a resistance historian. 

The documents are categorised into files that focus on her scholarly works and range from 

testimonies to manuscripts. While there is correspondence in the collection, these 

exclusively relate to her historical works. The personal aspects of Granet’s life only emerge 

in material fragments, in envelopes addressed to ‘Madame Marcel Granet’ with her home 

address, or notes written on the paper of her son, ‘Docteur Jacques Granet’.56 These 

fragments have been invaluable to this chapter, in allowing me to locate sources that reveal 

information about Granet’s personal life that are otherwise absent and to make links that 

would have gone unrecognised. This absence demonstrates Granet’s desire to make an 

impact on the historiography of the resistance and to preserve her reputation as a historian 

for future generations. 

 
54 Douzou, Périlleuse, pp.197-200. 
55 Elaine Heurmann Gurian, Civilising the Museum (Abington: Routledge, 2006), p.89. 
56 See, for example, AN 397AP/1, Letter to Marie Granet from Gaston Charnay, 28/3/1955. 
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5.3 Granet’s interviews 

Marie Granet began interviewing resisters as part of the CHOLF enquiry in 1946 and was 

the most prolific interviewer by some margin (see table 1).57 Indeed, of the 1076 testimonies 

collated in the 72AJ section by the CHOLF central committee for whom there is 

interviewer information available, Granet conducted 260 — 24 percent — of them. As 

discussed in Chapter Four, the testimonies were heavily mediated. The interviewer wrote 

down a summary of the interview in their own words. Duplicates in the 72AJ catalogue 

suggest that they were later double-spaced, with personal information about the 

interviewee removed and in some cases sanitised.58 It is therefore impossible to assess the 

skill of the interviewers based on the content of the testimonies themselves. However, it is 

possible to infer that Granet was recognised as an experienced and competent interviewer, 

as Frenay emphasised ‘the value of the testimonies, [and] the quality of the historian’ when 

writing to his fellow members of Combat about Granet.59  

 Throughout her career, Granet regularly returned to resisters who had previously 

been interviewed to find out more information from them about their resistance 

experiences. In some cases, this was typical of the CHOLF process, with interviewers 

unable to get the information they needed all in one day and returning shortly after to 

continue the interview.60 Despite this, the testimony was often recorded in one document, 

making it impossible to distinguish between one interview and the next. Yet there were also 

other reasons why interviews could be redone. Douzou emphasised that if the CHOLF was 

worried about undue influence by the interviewer, another interview was conducted soon 

 
57 Although the catalogue dates Granet’s first interview as May 1944 (with Henri Ingrand), this date was 
before many of the events recounted in Ingrand’s testimony and was five months before the CHOLF 
commission had been formed, so this can be attributed to a typographical error. It is likely that it was 
conducted in May 1949, at the same time that Granet conducted other interviews with him. 
58 Steinlight, ‘Capturing Experience’, p.109. 
59 AN 397AP/1, Letter from Henri Frenay to members of Combat, 3 /2/1954; ‘la valeur des témoignages, 
[et] la qualité d’historien’. 
60 AN 72AJ/60/2, Témoignage de M. Zerapha, recueilli par Marie Granet, 18/4/1947-22/4/1947. 
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after by someone else.61 Granet’s interviews were not subject to this scrutiny, although 

Granet does seem to have been one of the interviewers trusted enough to redo interviews. 

M. Lozes, for example, was interviewed by Anne-Marie Étaix in November 1945 and 

again by Granet in October 1946. Granet focused more on the background and political 

affiliation before the Occupation than Étaix, since while Lozes’ interview with Étaix began 

in 1941, his interview with Granet began with his attitude towards Munich.62 

Granet was vocal in her work on her movement, Défense de la France, 

demonstrating her continued involvement with the group she had been part of and how 

the intersubjectivity this engendered was at the heart of the CHOLF project. Granet’s work 

on the movement included collating and publishing the text of the journal that featured 

within Chapter Two of this thesis, as Le Journal “Défense de la France” in 1961.63 Granet 

interviewed 41 other members — significantly more than the 10 collected by other 

correspondents — as both part of the CHOLF project and in preparation for the early 

history of Défense de la France she published in 1960. She did not mention her own 

experience within the movement in these testimonies. As commented upon in Chapter 

Four, interviewers began the interviewing process by mobilising their connections they had 

established under the Occupation. The CHOLF project was thus facilitated by 

interviewers’ involvement in resistance communities and by the personal connection 

between the interviewer and the interviewee. Granet was no different and for her initial 

interviews on behalf of the CHOLF she relied on her social networks to gain interviewees. 

Although interviewing many people she knew, Granet maintained her professionalism 

throughout the interviewing process, focusing her records of interviews on information 

from the interviewees, rather than interjecting with her own testimony. However, in the 

 
61 Douzou, Périlleuse, pp.68-72. 
62 AN 72AJ/70/4, Témoignage de M. Lozes, receuilli par Anne-Marie Étaix, 24/11/1945; AN 72AJ/70/4, 
Témoignage de M. Lozes, receuilli par Marie Granet, 18/10/1946. 
63 Marie Granet, Le Journal “Défense de la France” (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1961). 
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interview with her son can we see the boundary between professional and private being 

blurred, with Granet’s subject position crucial in providing information, although it was 

not acknowledged.64 

 For her first interview Granet interviewed her son, Jacques, on 5 October 1946 at 

their home in Sceaux. After her initial interview, Granet continued interviewing others that 

she knew. She interviewed members of the Parti Socialiste in Sceaux, such as Maurice 

Boulais, M. Lozes, Robert Binand and M. Clavier. The latter two served alongside Granet 

as municipal councillors for Sceaux, and Lozes worked for Défense de la France. She 

interviewed Robert des Rotours and Alphonse Bottin, both of whom knew Granet’s 

husband, Marcel, and who worked for Défense de la France alongside Granet. She 

interviewed Robert Harcourt who had also worked for Défense de la France, as well as 

Michel Sciama, whom she had known since he was a child.65 Yet despite Granet having 

close personal connections with her initial interviewees, she did not state their relationship 

in the interview summary because these types of connections were expected by the 

managers of the CHOLF project as enabling the interview to take place. Granet only 

appeared by name in Sciama’s testimony, as he hid ‘for some time at Mme GRANET’s 

house’.66 In his memoir, Sciama also stated that Granet sheltered his Jewish father, Roger 

who was fleeing persecution in Paris, which is not mentioned in the testimony, perhaps 

because it related to Granet’s resistance rather than Sciama’s.67 

 
64 AN 72AJ/42/3, Témoignage de Jacques Granet recueilli par Marie Granet, 5/10/1946. 
65 AN 72AJ/70/4, Témoignage de Maurice Boulais, recueilli par Marie Granet, 9/10/1946; AN 72AJ/59/6, 
Témoignage de Paul Lozes, recueilli par Marie Granet, 18/6/1946 ; AN 72AJ/70/4, Témoignage de Robert 
Binand, recueilli par Marie Granet, 9/10/1946; AN 72AJ/66/5, Témoignage de M. Clavier, recueilli par 
Marie Granet, 14/10/1946; AN 72AJ/51/12, Témoignage de Robert des Rotours, recueilli par Marie 
Granet, 9/10/1946; AN 72AJ/50/1, Témoignage d’Alphonse Bottin, recueilli par Marie Granet, 
15/10/1946; 72AJ/50/1, Témoignage de Robert d’Harcourt, recueilli par Marie Granet, 23/10/1946; AN 
72AJ/45/4, Témoignage de Michel Sciama, recueilli par Marie Granet, 11/11/1946.   
66 72AJ/45/4 Témoignage de Michel Sciama recueilli par Marie Granet, 11/11/1946; ‘il se cacha quelque 
temps, chez Mme GRANET’. 
67 Sciama, p.22. 
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 Granet’s interview with her son, Jacques, demonstrates how her subject position was 

simultaneously absent and present within some of her testimonies. She did not state their 

relationship and placed herself firmly at the margins, yet throughout she furnished it with 

personal details she knew only as Jacques’ mother. Granet began the testimony by 

outlining who Jacques was, describing him as ‘25 years old, J. GRANET is the son of 

sinologist Marcel GRANET’.68 In her very first line of Granet’s transcription of interviews, 

she therefore erased herself, which is characteristic of how Granet sought to remove herself 

from the testimony process. Granet continued, explaining that Jacques lived in ‘an 

intellectual, secular and socialist milieu, very preoccupied with social and political 

questions, very hostile to fascism, very concerned with the events that were happening in 

Europe, before the war’.69 While this is Granet’s description of her family’s social and 

political background in the interwar years, she did not state that she had been involved in 

cultivating this atmosphere. 

 This continued throughout Jacques’ testimony, particularly in the point at which 

Granet described the police coming to their house: 

the 10th May 1944, an enquiry was undertaken at his house, Avenue le Notre in 
Sceaux, by a French judicial police inspector, VIVAROQUAX (the criminal 
brigade), he came to demand if J.G. had “looked after the terrorists”’.70 

In referring to their house as ‘his house’ rather than ‘our house’ repeatedly, Granet 

marginalised herself and asserted her professional distance.71 Jacques who had not been 

there would not have known about the police inspector coming to the door. Jacques’ 

resistance led to Marie adopting another resistance position in which she supported him in 

 
68AN 72AJ/42/3, Témoignage de Jacques Granet recueilli par Marie Granet, 5/10/1946; ‘âgé de 25 ans, J. 
GRANET est le fils du Sinologue Marcel GRANET’. 
69 AN 72AJ/42/3, Témoignage de Jacques Granet recueilli par Marie Granet, 5/10/1946; ‘un milieu à la 
fois intellectuel, laïque et socialiste, très préoccupé des questions sociales et politiques, très hostile au fascisme, 
très inquiet des évènements qui se passaient en Europe, avant la guerre’. 
70AN 72AJ/42/3, Témoignage de Jacques Granet recueilli par Marie Granet, 5 Octobre 1946; ‘le 10 Mai 
1944, une enquête est faite chez lui, Avenue le Notre à Sceaux, par un Inspecteur de police judiciaire 
française, VIVAROQUAX (de la brigade criminelle), il vient demander si J.G. a “soigné des terroristes”’. 
71 AN 72AJ/42/3, Témoignage de Jacques Granet recueilli par Marie Granet, 5 Octobre 1946; ‘chez lui’. 
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his activities. Indeed, Diamond argued that women whose family members resisted ‘were 

often simply carrying out their normal role in extraordinary circumstances’, an observation 

also made by Terrenoire in the first chapter of her 1946 Combattantes sans Uniforme.72 While 

Granet had sheltered both Michel and Roger Sciama, alongside other resisters, it seems 

improbable that — being in hiding — they would have answered the door. Granet would 

have been furnishing Jacques’ testimony with her own experience, which explains how she 

could quote what the police inspector had asked. In Jacques testimony, therefore, it is 

possible to see Granet as both a literal ‘woman at the doorway’ — she opened the door to 

the police inspector, while sheltering a Jew and at least one resister at her house — but also 

as a figurative ‘woman at the doorway’: she furnished the information that Jacques was not 

able to provide, while not speaking about her own experiences. Yet the accusation stated in 

Jacques’ testimony that he had “looked after the terrorists” rather than Granet herself 

being under suspicion allows us insight into how Granet’s position as a schoolteacher in her 

early fifties allowed her to be overlooked by Vivaroquax.73 Although not necessarily 

recognised by Granet herself, her gender rendered her invisible in this situation and thus 

afforded her a disguise, which Paula Schwartz observed was typical of many women under 

the Occupation.74  

Although initially working in a relatively broad way with those she knew, as Granet 

developed as an interviewer she began working towards goals of getting sources for specific 

projects. As such, Granet often returned to interview those that she or others at the 

CHOLF had already spoken to, asking more specific information that would inform her 

scholarly work. Henri Frenay, for example, who was the chef of Combat had initially been 

interviewed several times by Jeanne Patrimonio in early 1948, who recorded seventy-four 

 
72 Diamond, Choices and Constraints, p.102. 
73 AN 72AJ/42/3, Témoignage de Jacques Granet recueilli par Marie Granet, 5 Octobre 1946, “soigné des 
terrorists”. 
74 Schwartz, ‘Partisanes and Gender Politics’, pp.131-2. 
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pages of testimony.75 Despite this extensive material available to her, Granet returned to 

interview Frenay four times for further information, getting another thirty-four pages of 

interview. It is apparent from reading them that Granet had examined Frenay’s previous 

interviews and asked specific questions that would inform her work.76 These ranged from 

the interpersonal – Frenay’s relationships with other resisters such as Jean Moulin and 

D’Astier de la Vigerie – to the ideological – Combat’s official attitude towards Pétain – and 

logistical – examining the finances and the composition of the hierarchy.77 Granet also 

collated information about Berty Albrecht who worked for Combat alongside Frenay 

before she was arrested in late May 1943 and who died shortly afterwards at Fresnes 

prison. Frenay gave extensive information about both Albrecht’s personal life and her 

resistance activity, which was typical of how interviewers found out about resisters who had 

died. Yet the level of detail Granet recorded from her conversations with Frenay about 

Albrecht was somewhat unusual: although women often gave extensive information about 

men they knew who had died, men rarely did the same about women. 

Women interviewees were significantly more likely to sideline their own resistance 

activity in favour of speaking about a male relative than their male counterparts were about 

the women in their lives, which echoes the resistance writings observed in Chapter Three. 

Marguerite Croland, for example, gave a testimony to Granet in March 1947 about her 

brother Raymond’s resistance activity before he died in deportation. Only in the very last 

paragraph was it mentioned that Marguerite had been his liaison agent and thus resisted 

alongside him.78 In some cases this was the result of an interview process that favoured 

 
75 AN 72AJ/46/1, Témoignages d’Henri Frenay, recueillis par Jeanne Patrimonio. 
76 AN 72AJ/46/1, Témoignage d’Henri Frenay, recueilli par Marie Granet, 9/12/1955; AN 72AJ/46/1, 
Témoignage d’Henri Frenay, recueilli par Marie Granet, 13/2/1956; AN 72AJ/46/1, Témoignage d’Henri 
Frenay, recueilli par Marie Granet, 22/2/1956. 
77 AN 72AJ/46/1, Témoignage d’Henri Frenay, recueilli par Marie Granet, 9/12/1955; AN 72AJ/46/1, 
Témoignage d’Henri Frenay, recueilli par Marie Granet, 13/2/1956; AN 72AJ/46/1, Témoignage d’Henri 
Frenay, recueilli par Marie Granet, 22/2/1956. 
78 AN 72AJ/81/4, Témoignage de Marguerite Croland, recuilli par Marie Granet, 2/3/1947. See also AN 
72AJ/50/2, Témoignage d’Andrée Meifred-Devals, recuilli par Marie Granet, 14/11/1957. 
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men’s resistance over that of women, with men’s testimonies frequently longer at an 

average of 6 pages to women’s 4.7 pages. It could also have been the result of a need for 

information about a specific resister.79 The gender differentiation is demonstrated in the 

rare interviews with a couple or of a family. In the testimony of Édouard and Marie-

Thérèse Kauffmann, for example, two and a half pages were dedicated to Édouard and 

only half a page focused on Marie-Thérèse.80 Édouard was killed in Fribourg prison 

towards the end of the war. It is likely that this testimony was given by their son, Jean-

Roger, who was interviewed by Granet on the date that she received the testimony about 

his parents, and that it was he who wished to pay tribute to his father.81 As argued in my 

previous chapters, the desire to commemorate a friend or a loved one who had died under 

the Occupation was a common one, as revealed in a letter sent to Granet and Michel by 

Mme Lacaze, who focused almost exclusively on her son’s resistance activities.82  

 

 
79 See for example the various interviewes about Jacques Renouvin, who died in deportation. AN 72AJ/46/3, 
Témoignages de Mme Jacques Renouvin, du docteur Michel Renouvin, de Max Ovazza, d’Alphonse 
Bouzat, de Robert André et de M. Augé, membres des corps dranc se Jacques Renouvin, recueillis par Marie 
Granet, octobre-décembre 1955. 
80 AN 72AJ/35/8, Témoignage sur le colonel Édouard Kauffmann et son épouse Marie-Thérèse, recueilli 
par Marie Granet, 13/12/1952. 
81 AN 72AJ/35 dossier 8 pièce 5, Témoignage de Jean-Roger Kauffmann, recueilli par Marie Granet, 
13/12/1952. 
82 AN 72AJ/46 dossier 4 pièce 16, Letter from Mme Lacaze to Henri Michel and Marie Granet, 
12/11/1957. 

Figure 6: Percentage of men and women interviewed by interviewer 
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The various interviews taken over years by multiple interviewers demonstrate the 

complex dynamics within the interview process, with the example of Jacqueline d’Auriol-

Bernard demonstrating some of the tensions and the gender dynamics at play. D’Auriol-

Bernard was initially interviewed by Louis Lecorvaisier in November 1946 about her 

resistance activity. When Granet came to conduct another interview with her in January 

1950, she relied on the information gathered by Lecorvaisier as Granet focused her 

attention on Jacqueline’s brother, Jean-Guy Bernard. Yet when it came to writing Combat: 

Histoire, Granet once again returned to conduct further interviews with d’Auriol-Bernard in 

April 1955 and 1956, this time focusing on her resistance rather than that of her brother.83 

In some ways this demonstrates some of the limitations of the CHOLF project: with the 

testimonies produced being relatively broad and left to the interviewer to determine aspects 

of interest, Granet felt it necessary to produce further testimonies and get more information 

in order to produce specific projects.  

While Granet conducted more interviews with men than with women — 

interviewing 175 men and 85 women — this was a greater gender parity than the rest of 

the established interviewers (see fig. 8). Although Roger Gaillard was close in terms of 

gender parity, Granet interviewed far more resisters – 260 to Gaillard’s 29 (table 1) – and 

therefore her statistics are significantly more meaningful than Gaillard’s. Granet’s 

percentage of women interviewed — 29 percent (see fig. 6) — is 10 percent higher than the 

average (see fig. 4), and much greater than Michel’s (fig. 5).84 These statistics suggest that 

Granet was both more likely to seek out women for interview than her contemporaries, 

particularly Michel, and that she had more women contacts than others because of the 

 
83 AN 72AJ/46/1, Témoignages de Jacqueline d’Auriol, née Jacqueline Bernard, recueillis par Louis 
Lecorvaisier et Marie Granet, 30/11/ 1946, 3/1/1950, 23/4/1955, 29/4/1956. 
84 This is perhaps unsurprising. Douzou observed that Michel used derogatory language to equate 
collaboration with femininity, repeatedly using the term ‘femelle’, which refers to female animals, to describe 
women in his semi-autobiographical novel Quatre années dures. See Douzou, ‘Une affaire d’hommes?’. 
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nature of her resistance. As argued in Chapter Four, interviewers within the CHOLF 

project were as able to define ‘resistance’ for themselves and therefore this suggests that 

Granet recognised women’s wartime activity as resistance from the beginning while other 

interviewers did not do so. Granet’s subject position as a woman who had been in a low-

status role in the resistance may have informed her broad conception of women’s 

resistance, as with Élisabeth Terrenoire’s history cited in Chapter Three. Granet recorded 

a variety of resistances women participated in, from acting as liaison agents, secretaries, 

distributing journals, working in the organisational committees of resistance movements, 

working in the resistance social services, as well as hiding Jews and holding meetings in 

their houses. The example of Granet’s interview with Mme Maspero demonstrates her 

broad interpretation of resistance compared to how other interviewers defined resistance, 

and her willingness to accept women’s actions as resistance from early on. Granet 

interviewed Maspero in January 1947, which was still early in the CHOLF project, rather 

than for one of Granet’s own projects, and it is likely that they knew one another through 

their respective husbands, who were contemporary sinologists.85 Maspero was arrested and 

deported because she refused to give the Gestapo information on her son’s resistance, 

although she had never been a member of a resistance organisation herself.86  

In some cases, Granet also noted résistantes’ own awareness of resistance gender 

dynamics. In her January 1950 interview, Claude Gerard commented how she had 

commanded a section of the Armée Secrète in the Dordogne for Combat, but that she had 

pretended to represent a male resistance chef in order to get the confidence of those she 

commanded.87 In contrast, archivist Suzanne Guyotard’s testimony articulated her initial 

belief that the resistance was overwhelmingly masculine: she claimed that ‘[s] he did not 

 
85 AN 72AJ/57/4, Témoignage de Mme Henri Maspéro, recueilli par Marie Granet, 17/1/1947; Jean-Pierre 
Diény, ‘Paul Demiéville, (1894-1979)’, École pratique des hautes études. 4e section, sciences historiques et philologiques 
(1985), 23-19 (23). 
86 AN 72AJ/57/4, Témoignage de Mme Henri Maspéro, recueilli par Marie Granet, 17/1/1947. 
87 AN 72AJ/35/11, Témoignage de Claude (Geogette Gérard), recueilli par Marie Granet, 31/1/1950. 
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think to do anything herself at first, because she’s a girl. Had she been a boy, she would 

have left to join [the resistance]’.88 Guyotard’s belief that women were unable to take part 

in resistance activity was proved wrong, as she joined Défense de la France at the start of 

1942 and acted as a liaison agent, getting involved with the printing and transportation of 

the journal.89 As these examples demonstrate, some résistantes were aware of – and 

communicated – the gendered dynamics within the resistance from early on, which 

interviewers such as Granet were able to identify and record. 

Granet recognised value in women’s resistance when they had otherwise been 

dismissed. Despite Jeanne Patrimonio claiming in December 1946 that Guyotard’s account 

of resistance was an “insignificant testimony”, for example, Granet conducted another 

interview with her in November 1957.90 Guyotard told Granet she wished to correct 

factual inaccuracies in her previous statement, which could have been the result of her 

traumatic wartime experience. These were not specifically related to her resistance but 

instead relatively minor details related to her family background and the attitude of her 

family and employers in 1940.91 The information about Guyotard’s resistance that 

Patrimonio recorded was broadly the same as that documented by Granet, although 

Granet’s six-page testimony was far more detailed compared to the two-page testimony 

produced by Patrimonio. Both noted Guyotard’s work for Défense de la France, as well as 

her interrogation and deportation.92 Yet as the extended second interview demonstrates, 

 
88 AN 72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Jeanne Patrimonio, 2/12/1946 ; AN 
72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Marie Granet 12/11/1957 ; ‘Elle n’est pas eu 
l’idée de faire quelque choses lle-même [sic] de suite, puisqu’elle est une fille. Eût-elle été un garçon, elle 
serait partie le rejoindra’. 
89 72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Marie Granet 12/11/1957. 
90 AN 72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Jeanne Patrimonio, 2/12/1946; AN 
72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Marie Granet 12/11/1957 ; ‘[t]émoignage 
insignificant’. 
91 AN 72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Jeanne Patrimonio, 2/12/1946; AN 
72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Marie Granet 12/11/1957. 
92 AN 72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Jeanne Patrimonio, 2/12/1946; AN 
72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Marie Granet 12/11/1957. 
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Granet placed a higher value judgement on Guyotard’s resistance and experience of 

deportation than Patrimonio did. 

Granet encouraged resisters to recount their experiences in deportation despite the 

difficulties resisters had in speaking about them and although the CHOLF interviewees 

were not trained to deal with trauma, as discussed in Chapter Four. However, Rebecca 

Clifford claimed in her work on Holocaust remembrance in France and Italy that ‘many 

survivors wanted to discuss their experiences, [but] it could be difficult to find others who 

were willing to listen or able to understand. Stories of the camps often evoked shame in 

both the speaker and the listener’.93 Granet did not have personal experience of the camps. 

However, her wartime experience shielding the Jewish Michel Sciama from deportation 

after his escape from Drancy internment camp and his father, Roger, after he had fled 

Paris in the wake of the Vel’ D’Hiv’ round ups of 16-17 July 1942, seems to have made her 

more receptive to listening to and writing about survivors’ experiences. Meanwhile, her 

experience working for the CHOLF qualified her to be the only non-deportee of the 

interviewers for the Comité d’Histoire de la Déportation when it was created in 1951.94 

While often collected on the same day as the testimony on resistance, a distinction was 

sometimes made between the two experiences.95 In others, Granet returned to find out 

more information about the experience of deportation years after the previous interview, 

and sometimes noted that those who had survived deportation suffered with long-lasting 

fatigue and ill-health.96 It seems that these interviews informed her scholarly work. In her 

1954 article on the Nuremberg Trials, Granet highlighted aspects of the daily life in the 

 
93 Rebecca Clifford, Commemorating the Holocaust: The Dilemmas of Remembrance in France and Italy, (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2013), p.42. 
94 AN 72AJ/26 Compte Rendu de la séance inaugurale le 20/6/1951 (au Centre Nationale de la Recherche 
Scientifique). 
95 See AN 72AJ/47/1, Témoignage de Marcelle Vilaine, recueilli par Marie Granet, 14/6/1955; 
72AJ/46/3, Témoignages d’Élisabeth Ingrand, née Dussauze, recueillis par Marie Granet, 31/3/1949, 
16/5/1955. 
96 See for example AN 72AJ/48/1, Témoignage de Mme Charles Henry-Amar, née Colette Peck, recueilli 
par Marie Granet, 12/3/1955; 11/6/1955. 
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camps that were not treated in detail in the trials: ‘misery, humiliations, torture, 

overcrowding and lack of privacy, difficulties of communal life caused by differences in 

language and mentality’.97 Granet acknowledged that the aim of the Nuremberg Trials was 

justice, rather than producing history, yet still gestured to these as important aspects of life 

for future historical study. 

Many of Granet’s interviewees recount instances of trauma following their 

resistance activity, although how willing they were to discuss this varied, with some giving 

very sparse information such as simply the names of the camps they had been in. It also 

depended upon whether Granet transcribed their recollections. For Jacques-Brunschwig 

Bordier’s interview on 10 February 1948, Granet noted that his testimony was in a report 

to the military justice tribunal and listed the camps where he had been interned, yet she 

also noted ‘B. confided in Madame GRANET the story of curious and troubling incidents 

that marked the end of his detention at the concentration camp’.98 Granet did not write 

down what these incidents were, perhaps choosing to rely on the previous testimony 

Brunschwig-Bordier had given elsewhere.99 This is not as unusual as it sounds. As 

previously mentioned in Chapter Three, despite having extensive resistance experience 

alongside de Bénouville, Armand Magescas referred Granet to de Bénouville’s memoir 

rather than recount his resistance experience in detail.100 

While the matter-of-fact listing of concentration camps in Brunschwig-Bordier’s 

testimony was found in some of Granet’s interviews, for others Granet wrote down multiple 

pages dedicated to their arrest, interrogation and deportation and was attuned to the 

 
97 Marie Granet, ‘La Déportation au procès international de Nuremberg’, Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre 
mondiale, 4.15/16 (July/September 1954), 99-113, (113); ‘misère, humiliations, tortures, promiscuité, 
difficultés de la vie en commun à cause des differences de langue et de mentalité’. 
98 AN 72AJ/59/5, Témoignage de Jacques Brunschwig-Bordier, recueilli par Marie Granet, 10/2/1948; ‘B. 
confie à Madame GRANET le récit des incidents curieux et troublants qui marquèrent la fin de sa détention 
au camp de concentration’. 
99 AN 72AJ/60/2, Témoignage de Jacques Brunschwig-Bordier, recueilli par Édouard Perroy, 5/3/1946. 
100 AN 72AJ/47/2, Témoignage d’Armand Magescas, recuilli par Marie Granet, 7/1/1957. 
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emotional content of their experiences.101 According to a sampling of the CHOLF 

testimonies, women seemed to be more willing to discuss their traumatic experiences than 

men, with résistantes recounting ill-treatment ranging from inadequate food and 

malnutrition to torture including waterboarding and electrocution.102 However, in some 

cases it was commented that a resister had been deported but not tortured.103 Many 

resisters explained the differences in atmosphere and treatment between the various prisons 

and concentration camps they had been interned in. Élisabeth Ingrand, for example, 

described her stay in prison in Cologne, as ‘a lot less hard’ than that at Sarrebrück despite 

being held alongside those condemned to death. Meanwhile, Ingrand recounted positive 

memories of Lucbeck prison because she was held in a cell with some of her fellow resisters 

from Combat.104 Ingrand largely focused on the positive aspects of her experience, but she 

nevertheless revealed traumatic experiences to Granet, such as being forced to walk 

barefoot in the snow over ten days when moving from one prison to another.105 From the 

emotional content of these testimonies it is possible to infer that Granet performed affective 

labour in her role as interviewer to facilitate a conversation about resisters’ trauma, and to 

ensure that she was able to record their experience of Nazi violence for posterity. 

While Granet spoke to many who had experienced trauma and deportation, in rare 

instances she also spoke to resisters such as Germaine Lamie who were not understanding 

of other resisters’ experiences and attributed deportations to resisters’ indiscretion.106 When 

noting this, Granet stressed that it was ‘Melle L’ who said this, rather than recording it as a 

factual statement as she did with most other claims, suggesting she was distancing herself 

 
101 See for example, AN 72AJ/60/1, Témoignage de Anne-Marie Bauer, recueilli par Marie Granet, 
15/1/1947. 
102 See for example AN 72AJ/50/3, Témoignage de Suzanne Guyotard recuilli par Marie Granet 
12/11/1957. 
103 AN 72AJ/50/2, Témoignage de Marlyse Guthmann, recueilli par Marie Granet, 14/2/1957. 
104 AN 72AJ/46/3, Témoiganages d’Élisabeth Ingrand, née Dussauze, recueillis par Marie Granet, 
31/3/1949, 16/5/1955; ‘beaucoup moins dure’. 
105 AN 72AJ/46/3, Témoignages d’Élisabeth Ingrand, née Dussauze, recueillis par Marie Granet, 
31/3/1949, 16/5/1955 ; see particularly the 16 May 1955 testimony. 
106 AN 72AJ/46/3, Témoignage de Germaine Lamie, recueilli par Marie Granet, 22/10/1955. 
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from Lamie’s comment. Yet it is important to note the context. Lamie was Jewish and went 

to help other Jews who had been rounded up in the Vel d’Hiv’ in July 1942 as a voluntary 

prisoner. Although not a deportee herself, this was certainly a traumatic wartime 

experience. Lamie witnessed trauma including an outbreak of diphtheria and a mother 

who killed herself to save her children, and she herself helped three children escape.107 It is 

possible that Lamie was comparing resisters’ fates to those of the Jews and was more 

dismissive and unable to empathise because of the traumatic events she had witnessed. 

Although the emotional content varied in Granet’s testimonies, almost all resisters 

spoke of those they had known who had died and were therefore unable to testify to their 

own resistance. This was largely those they had known in the resistance, including 

relatively unknown men and women. Alfred Coste-Florent highlighted the heroism of 

Teddy Piatt, who was arrested, deported and then executed in 1944, while Ingrand 

mentioned eighteen-year old Communist résistante Solange Vigneron, whom she had met in 

deportation and who was executed.108 A familiar refrain in testimonies is that the resister 

had been tortured but had not spoken and betrayed his or her camarades.109 Friends and 

family would not have known whether they had or not, as Laurent Douzou argued, 

although it was a way to emphasise the courage and the importance of their loved one, and 

to ensure that they were recorded for posterity in a positive light.110 

 
107 AN 72AJ/46/3, Témoignage de Germaine Lamie, recueilli par Marie Granet, 22/10/1955. 
108 AN 72AJ/46/3, Témoignage d’Alfred Coste-Floret, recueilli par Marie Granet, 3/10/1955; AN 
72AJ/46/3, Témoignages d’Élisabeth Ingrand, née Dussauze, recueillis par Marie Granet, 31/3/1949, 
16/5/1955. 
109 See for example, 72AJ/35/8, Témoignage sur le colonel Édouard Kauffmann et son épouse Marie-
Thérèse, recueilli par Marie Granet, 13/12/1952. 
110 Douzou, Périlleuse, pp.83-91. 
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5.3.1 Marie Granet, Brunschwig-Bordier and the testimonies’ emotional 

stakes 

While Brunschwig-Bordier’s testimony was emotionally constrained in comparison with 

many other testimonies Granet collected, it was nevertheless imbued with great emotional 

importance for him. In December 1973, Brunschwig-Bordier contacted Granet about his 

1948 testimony listing several factual inaccuracies within it.111 This was not unusual, as the 

examples of Claude Aveline and Anne-Marie Bauer demonstrated in Chapter Four. 

However, this dispute is important to put into focus the two subject positions of interviewee 

(Brunschwig-Bordier) and interviewer (Granet), the tensions between what they expected to 

get out of the interview process and particularly how Granet negotiated these disputes by 

using archival deposits to assert her power. Brunschwig-Bordier wished to inscribe his 

personal memory into the historical record and ensure that he was recorded as a key figure 

in the resistance, thus preserving his reputation for future generations. In contrast, Granet 

sought to do what she had been instructed to do as one of the CHOLF interviewers and as 

outlined in Chapter Four: use her historical training to examine Brunschwig-Bordier’s 

testimony as a historical source, fact checking and cross-referencing it with others to 

produce a coherent historical narrative. 

Shortly after his interview Brunschwig-Bordier joined CHOLF, and worked 

alongside Granet in the CHD.112 Under the Occupation, Brunschwig-Bordier played a 

prominent part in both Libération-Sud and then Libération-Nord under Christian 

Pineau.113 Brunschwig-Bordier was particularly charged with political resistance in both 

 
111 AN 397AP/9, Letter from Jacques Bruschwig-Bordier to Marie Granet, 6/12/1973. 
112 AN 72AJ/27, CHOLF Bulletin intérieur, 3/1948, No.2; Although there was also a historian called Henri 
Brunschwig at the time, it is likely that this M. BRUNSCHWIGG [sic] is Brunschwig-Bordier because 
Jacques Brunschwig-Bordier attended the September 1951: Sous-Commission de la Déportation, [Compte 
Rendu de la séance inaugurale le 20/6/1951 (au Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique)]. 
113 ‘Jacques Brunschwig-Bordier’, <https://www.ordredelaliberation.fr/fr/compagnons/jacques-brunschwig-
bordier> [accessed 20 January 2020]. 
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movements and represented Libération-Nord at the Consultative Assembly in Algeria.114 

Despite them knowing one another from these historical commissions, Brunschwig-Bordier 

claimed Granet was mistaken about why he joined Libération-Nord.115 Indeed, he alleged 

that he did so ‘under the instructions of Emmanuel d’Astier … to assume the functions of 

General Delegate for Libération-Nord’.116 Granet’s reply explained why she did not believe 

Brunschwig-Bordier. She attached a letter from Christian Pineau, in which he denied that 

the position of “general delegate” had existed.117 As Suleiman has argued, ‘the personal 

reliability of the witness’ is critical when receiving testimonies, which — as mentioned in 

Chapter Four —was something the CHOLF interviewers had been encouraged to 

comment on, and to make a judgement on who was telling the truth.118 In weighing the 

testimonies of Brunschwig-Bordier and Pineau, whom Granet had interviewed on 25 May 

1950, Granet seems to have found Pineau’s account more convincing. Granet knew both 

Pineau and Brunschwig-Bordier and it is possible that this impacted who she believed. 

Although Granet recorded in the transcription of the 10 February 1948 testimony that 

when Jean Cavaillès left, ‘B. … became the general delegate of the movement’, 

Brunschwig-Bordier had not mentioned that d’Astier had assigned him this role, and she 

claimed if he had she would have found it ‘unbelievable’.119 In the summary of their 

interview, Granet recorded the conflict between Brunschwig-Bordier and d’Astier as his 

reason for his leaving Libération-Sud for Libération-Nord.120 

Granet’s disbelief therefore rested in part on apparent contradictions in 

Brunschwig-Bordier’s two accounts: that he had a fraught relationship with d’Astier (1948) 

 
114 ‘Jacques Brunschwig-Bordier’. 
115 AN 397AP/9 Letter from Jacques Bruschwig-Bordier to Marie Granet, 6/12/1973. 
116 AN 397AP/9, Letter from Jacques Bruschwig-Bordier to Marie Granet, 6/12/1973, ‘sur les instructions 
d’Emmanuel d’Astier [de la Vigerie] pour assurer les fonctions de Délégué-Général de Libération-Nord’. 
117 AN 397AP/9, Letter from Marie Granet to Jacques Bruschwig-Bordier, 10/12/1973. 
118 Suleiman, p.67. 
119 AN 397AP/9, Letter from Marie Granet to Jacques Bruschwig-Bordier, 10/12/1973 ; ‘B. … devint le 
délégué general du mouvement’ ; ‘invraisemblable’. 
120 AN 72AJ/59/5, Témoignage de Jacques Brunschwig-Bordier, recueilli par Marie Granet, 10/2/1948. 
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and that d’Astier secured him a job in another movement (1973). However, as Susan 

Suleiman stated, something seeming implausible does not necessarily mean that it is 

untrue, and this chapter will not make a value judgement about who was correct.121 The 

difference in interpretations was not necessarily because Granet recorded his testimony 

inaccurately or that Brunschwig-Bordier had lied. As mentioned in Chapter Four, wartime 

trauma could impact the interviewee’s ability to recall events with precision. Brunschwig-

Bordier’s wartime experience had certainly been traumatic. He had been captured and 

tortured by the Gestapo in June 1944, before being interned at Fresnes and deported on 15 

August 1944 to Buchenwald and finally sent to the slave labour camp, Dora.122 It is 

possible he was still suffering from the impact of his wartime service when interviewed in 

1948. 

For Brunschwig-Bordier, how his resistance experience would be framed within the 

history Granet was writing was of paramount importance, and he threatened Granet’s 

professional reputation to prevent her from publishing what she had written. He told her 

his account and concluded that ‘[a]ll other presentation of the events could not be seen as 

anything but a deformation, a manipulation, or a falsification of the true history’.123 Granet 

took Brunschwig-Bordier’s threat seriously and did not risk her reputation by publishing 

information that Brunschwig-Bordier disputed. Instead, she focused exclusively on the 

journal Libération-Nord rather than the movement more broadly and therefore did not 

mention him in her work on Libération-Nord.124 Brunschwig-Bordier held more 

institutional power than Granet as he had been involved in politics both before and after 

 
121 Suleiman, p.74. 
122 ‘Jacques Brunschwig-Bordier’. 
123 AN 397AP/9, Letter from Jacques Bruschwig-Bordier to Marie Granet, 6/12/1973, ‘[t]oute autre 
presentation des faits ne pourrait être qu’une deformation, voire une manipulation, ou une falsification de la 
verité historique’. 
124 AN 397AP/9, Letter from Marie Granet to Jacques Bruschwig-Bordier, 10/12/1973. See Granet, ‘Un 
journal socialiste clandestin pendant l’occupation: Libération-Nord’, Revue Socialiste, 192 [ND]. 
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the war and had a grander — and more well-established — reputation, having been fêted 

as a resistance hero since the Liberation.125 

While Granet did not publish the work she had planned, she nevertheless wrote to 

explain to Brunschwig-Bordier why she did not believe his claims and threatened him in 

return with being known for posterity as a liar. She wrote to tell him that she would donate 

the letters he had sent to the Archives Nationales and that ‘the historians of the future will 

judge…’126 As promised, the letter and Brunschwig-Bordier’s previous testimony were 

donated to the Archives Nationales as part of the 397AP collection. In doing so — and 

openly stating that this is what she would do — Granet revealed the importance she 

attributed to the documents she was collating for donation. She was consciously curating 

private files that she believed would demonstrate that she was telling the truth and preserve 

her reputation as a scholar of the resistance when they were made public. As such, Granet 

used her private archive documents to assert the power that she otherwise lacked in a 

dispute with resisters such as Brunschwig-Bordier. 

 

5.4 Negotiating the history-writing process in Combat: 

d’histoire d’un mouvement  

In 1954, ten years after the Liberation of France, Marie Granet and Henri Michel decided 

to write Combat: Histoire as ‘a sort of prototype’ of how the CHOLF testimonies were to be 

used by scholars.127 It is possible that the desire to write Combat: Histoire was informed by 

the creation in the early 1950 of several national resisters associations.128 Through an 

 
125 ‘Jacques Brunschwig-Bordier’. 
126 AN 397AP/9, Letter from Marie Granet to Jacques Bruschwig-Bordier, 10/12/1973, ‘l’historiens de 
l’avenir jugeront …’. 
127 Michel, Bibliographie, p.72. 
128 These were the ANACR (Association nationale des anciens combattants de la Résistance) created in July 
1952, the ANCVR (Association nationale des combattants volontaires de la Résistance) created in October 
1953 and the CNCVR (Confédération nationale des combattants volontaires de la Résistance), also created 
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examination of Granet’s files on Combat (397AP/1-2) this section uses Combat: Histoire as a 

case study to explore how the publications of the Comité d’Histoire de la Guerre (CHG) 

worked in practice, from contacting resisters for interviews, the interviews themselves, the 

editing process and the aftermath. There is not a corresponding file on Combat to cross-

reference in Michel’s personal files. However, Granet’s files do not just include her 

correspondence, but also those of Michel and Combat’s chef, Henri Frenay, and therefore it 

is possible to examine the dynamics of this process beyond Granet’s personal involvement. 

The production process of Combat: Histoire demonstrates Granet’s agency and how she 

sought to negotiate her position despite holding a subservient role. 

5.4.1 Working with chef Henri Frenay 

Combat’s chef Henri Frenay was involved within the research and writing process and 

although Michel’s former chef, Frenay’s political outlook differed vastly from Michel and 

Granet’s socialism. Frenay was a right-wing, Catholic, and anti-Communist who had 

initially been a Pétainist. While Frenay had followed in the family tradition to become a 

career army officer, he gave it up to join the resistance in 1941.129 In the post-war period, 

Frenay was briefly the Minister of Prisoners, Deportees and Refugees before resigning and 

dedicating his time to his position as head of l’Union européenne des fédéralistes.130 At the 

start of the project, Frenay provided a list of resisters to Michel that he and Granet should 

contact, most of whom Michel acknowledged had not yet been interviewed.131 Michel 

wrote to government minister M. Lanet to say that in the process of writing Combat: Histoire, 

 

in 1953. Gilles Vergnon attributed the introduction of these to the 25 March 1949 law defining the conditions 
for the “combattant volontaire de la Résistance”. Gilles Vergnon, ‘Introduction: Les associations d’anciens 
résistants sous le regard des historiens’ in Les Associations d’anciens résistants et la fabrique de la mémoire de la seconde 
guerre mondiale, ed. by Gilles Vergnon and Michèle Battesti, (2006) pp.11-18 (p.13). 
129 Robert Belot, ‘Frenay, Henri’ in Dictionnaire Historique de la Résistance, ed.by François Marcot, Bruno Leroux 
and Christine Levisse-Touze (Paris: Éditions Robert Laffont S.A., 2006), pp.419-421. 
130 Belot, Europe, pp.15-17. 
131 AN 397AP/1, Letter from Michel to Frenay, 29/1/1954; 397AP/1, Letter from Frenay to Michel 
11/2/1954; 397AP/1, Letter from Frenay to Michel 26/6/1954. 
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‘we have interviewed close to 200 people’ and that they wanted to get a testimony from 

him, too.132 Although Michel used ‘we’ to express that the work was done by both himself 

and Granet, later in the same letter he referred Lanet to Granet to be interviewed as this 

was her responsibility.133 This suggests that Granet was doing the labour of collating the 

testimonial evidence that formed the source base for much of the book, which is confirmed 

by the 72AJ catalogue. Michel only received five testimonies for Combat between 1955 

and 1958, while Granet received over a hundred.134 Meanwhile Granet made her 

contribution explicitly clear in her archival deposits, as she donated the testimonies as proof 

of her work for the project.135 

Frenay enabled Granet and Michel’s access to the movement Combat, although 

Michel had already been a small part of it. Frenay frequently referred resisters to Granet to 

get their testimonies, testified to Granet and Michel’s resistance and scholarly credentials to 

encourage resisters to collaborate with them, and held networking events to make 

introductions in person.136 In their introduction, Granet and Michel claimed that no one 

had refused authorisation for their testimony to be used.137 However, it could be that – as 

with the example of Claude Aveline cited in Chapter Four – Michel ignored requests that 

testimonies not be used. Frenay’s letters to various resisters imploring them to make their 

documents and testimonies available would also have impacted this. It was only because 

Frenay wrote to François de Menthon — with whom Frenay had co-founded Combat — 

and asked him to contact Granet that she could interview de Menthon in late November 

 
132 AN 397AP/2, Letter from Michel to M. Lanet, 1/12/1956; ‘nous avons interrogé près de 200 personnes’. 
133 AN 397AP/2, Letter from Michel to M. Lanet, 1/12/1956. 
134 Patricia Gillet and Alexandra Hauchecorne, Archives du Comité d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale: 
Résistance intérieure: mouvements, réseaux, partis politiques et syndicats: Répertoire numérique détaillé: 72AJ/35-72AJ/89 
(Pierrefitte-sur-Seine: Archives Nationales, 2015), pp.128-167. This has been supplemented by the online 
catalogue where information is not available or incorrect in the inventory. 
135 AN 397AP/1; AN 397AP/2. 
136  AN 397AP/1, Henri Frenay, circular letter dated 3/2/1954; See also AN 397AP/1, Letter from Frenay 
to ‘Mon cher ami’, 7/3/1955; AN 397AP/1, Letter from Frenay to Granet, 1/6/1955. 
137 Marie Granet and Henri Michel, Combat: l’Histoire d’un mouvement de résistance ([Paris]: Presses Universitaires 
de France, 1957), p.2; see, for example, AN 397AP/1 letter from Frenay to Henry Aubry, 9/3/1955. 
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1955. He had previously ignored Michel’s attempts to contact him.138 While the letters 

reveal those Frenay wanted Granet and Michel to interview, they do not show those that 

Frenay was not keen for them to speak to. In acting as their primary contact for Combat, 

Frenay therefore held a powerful position. He was able to facilitate access to Combat’s 

members, while providing Granet and Michel with the credibility they needed to undertake 

the necessary work for their book. While Frenay was indubitably important in convincing 

resisters to speak, we should not overstate his influence upon the process: once Frenay had 

introduced a resister to Granet and Michel they would then ask for recommendations from 

the interviewee about other resisters they had worked with to speak to, with a list presented 

at the end of some of the testimonies.139 

 Using his position as the former chef of Combat, Frenay attempted to control the 

content of the book. In particular, he was keen for Granet and Michel to incorporate more 

about a united Europe.140 This desire to incorporate a federalist ideal into their book on 

the resistance was not surprising. Historian Robert Belot has shown that — despite his 

claims to be apolitical — Frenay’s federalism can be traced to 1942 and therefore had its 

origins in his resistance.141 Frenay was an active part of the federalist boom in the post-war 

period, corresponding with the heads of l’Union européenne des Fédéralistes (UEF) after it 

was created in December 1946 and getting elected to the Central Committee of the UEF 

on 11 November 1948.142 It is clear that he was using his position as the former chef of 

Combat in an attempt to influence the book to further his own political ends, and Michel’s 

letters suggest he was receptive to including this.143 

 
138 AN 397AP/1, Letter from Henri Frenay to François de Menthon, 1/9/1955; AN 397AP/1, Letter from 
François de Menthon to Henri Frenay, 6/9/1955; ‘François (de) Menthon’, 
<https://www.ordredelaliberation.fr/fr/compagnons/francois-menthon-de> [accessed 20 January 2020]; 
AN 72AJ/46/4/6, Témoignage de François de Menthon, recueilli par Marie Granet, 28/11/1955; AN 
397AP/1, Letter from Henri Michel to Henri Frenay, 29/1/1954. 
139 See for example AN 72AJ/46/2, Témoignage d’Anne-Marie Boumier, recueilli par Marie Granet. 
140 AN 397AP/2, Letter from Michel to Frenay, 19/11/1956. 
141 Belot, Europe, p.12; p.16; p.15. 
142 AN 397AP/1; Belot, Europe, pp.509-510; pp.524-6; p.507. 
143 AN 397AP/2 Letter from Michel to Frenay, 19/11/1956. 
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 Frenay also cautioned against the treatment of topics within the book. In a letter to 

Granet in early 1957, he warned that she should modify her section on the events at 

Caluire. On 21 June 1943, in the suburbs of Lyon, resistance leaders met to decide upon a 

replacement for Charles Delestrait, head of the Armée Secrète. A raid by the Gestapo on 

the meeting of resulted in the arrests of multiple resisters including Jean Moulin and 

Raymond Aubrac. Meanwhile René Hardy, who had been arrested and released by the 

Gestapo earlier that month, escaped arrest despite being at the meeting.144  While Frenay 

claimed he was not worried about the accuracy of her claims, he was concerned that they 

may cause a scandal.145 Combat had already been the subject of post-war scandal 

regarding Caluire, with member René Hardy arrested in December 1944 for betraying the 

resistance.146 Although not widely suspected of betrayal himself, Frenay was nevertheless 

widely criticised in the press because he allowed Hardy to continue to work for Combat 

despite the suspicions against him. Furthermore, after the war Hardy worked directly for 

Frenay in his position as Minister of Prisoners, Deportees and Refugees.147 Frenay 

continued to defend Hardy after his arrest and during his two trials in 1947 and 1950, and 

became known as Hardy’s protector.148 Although Hardy was not condemned, Suleiman 

attributed this to the heightened politicised context of the Cold War and Hardy’s staunch 

anti-communism, and claimed that his guilt was largely accepted, while Belot argued that it 

was this negative attention that ultimately led to Frenay leaving office.149 

 Granet began by stating that Caluire was one of the most emotive and dramatic 

episodes in the resistance, and by outlining Hardy’s arrest by the Germans. She stated the 

conditions under which Hardy was released, being that ‘Hardy must promise “to work” for 

 
144 Jackson, Dark Years, pp.461-2; Gildea, Fighters, p.141; Wieviorka, The French Resistance, pp.271-277. 
145 AN 397AP/2, Letter from Henri Frenay to Marie Granet, 25/2/1957. 
146 Belot, Europe, pp.443-4. 
147 Belot, Europe, p.444. 
148 Belot, Europe, pp.453-4. 
149 Suleiman, p.57; Belot, Europe, p.444. 
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the Germans’ and that this would have been difficult for him to avoid.150  She continued by 

casting doubt on Hardy, asking why he had not alerted his fellow resisters or else gone into 

hiding and avoided those he knew but instead carried on as normal.151 This included – 

Granet stated – attending the meeting at Caluire and outlining that Hardy had 

disappeared and escaped. Granet commented upon the result of this meeting being 

Moulin’s death and the deportation of all others, except Raymond Aubrac, as Lucie 

Aubrac was able to help him escape. She also concluded that ‘[d]espite his long history of 

resistance, Hardy is believed to be guilty’, and strongly implied that he may have also 

betrayed resisters Charles Delestraint and Joeseph Gastaldo, with whom he also had 

meetings shortly prior to their arrests.152 Combat: Histoire ended with the creation of the 

Mouvements Unis de la Résistance in 1943 and therefore did not state that Hardy had 

continued to work for Combat after these events. Although Frenay had warned Granet of 

potentially causing a scandal, Granet and Michel exercised their own discretion over what 

was to be included in their book. 

 Frenay was nevertheless keen to include controversial claims about Jean Moulin in 

the book. Frenay claimed — in his 9 December 1955 interview with Granet— that Moulin 

was working for the Parti Communiste Français, an accusation he also told historian 

Robert Aron in May 1957.153 Yet Frenay’s first interview with Jeanne Patrimonio in early 

1948 mentioned his disagreements with Moulin, but he did not accuse Moulin of being a 

‘cryptocommunist’, as he would later claim.154 The first public mention of Frenay’s 

accusations about Moulin were in his introduction to Colonel Passy’s 1951 memoir.155 

Granet and Michel refused to include this in their history of Combat and thus exercised 

 
150 ‘Hardy doit promettre de “travailler” pour les Allemands’, Granet and Michel, pp.271-2. 
151 Granet and Michel, pp.272-3. 
152 ‘On croit Hardy coupable – malgré son long passé de Résistance’, Granet and Michel, pp.273-4. 
153 AN 72AJ/46/1/2, Témoignage d’Henri Frenay recueilli par Marie Granet, 9/12/1955; La Contemporaine, 
F delta 1832/30. 
154 AN 72AJ/46/1/2, Témoignage d’Henri Frenay recueilli par Marie Granet, 9/12/1955, 
‘cryptocommuniste’. 
155 Belot, Europe, p.13. 
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their own agency, despite Frenay’s attempt to control the content of Combat: Histoire.156 

Frenay’s desire to impose his version of events and to encode them in the historical record 

through Combat: Histoire is nevertheless important. It demonstrates the continuation of the 

problem of who had authority to speak about the resistance outlined in Chapter Three, as 

well as showing that histories of resistance continued to have political stakes beyond the 

period of Liberation. 

5.4.2 Granet’s negotiation of the fraught relationship with Michel 

As well as negotiating the motivations and various claims of Frenay, Granet and Michel 

also had to negotiate their working relationship. Despite her prominent role in researching 

and writing the book, Granet was referred to as Michel’s deputy from the start, as stated in 

Frenay’s letters to the members of Combat.157 Granet was aware of this perception of 

herself as Michel’s second-in-command, and even believed that Michel had downplayed 

her role even further: she wrote a letter in 1963 that claimed Michel had told others that 

she had merely helped him rather than co-authored their book.158 However, Granet 

produced the vast majority of testimonies used within the collaboration with Michel and 

also wrote the majority of the chapters.159 Granet attempted to get the recognition she 

deserved by depositing a manuscript in her private files (397AP) at the Archives Nationales 

with a title page highlighting her contribution to the book.160 Through this, Granet showed 

an awareness not only that she and her work had been undervalued, but also that she 

would not be recognised without gathering the evidence to demonstrate it for herself. 

Granet wanted her labour to be appreciated, and consciously collated her own private 

 
156 AN 397AP/2, Letter from Michel to Madame Appleton, 9/4/58. 
157 AN 397AP/2, Letter from Frenay to “Mes amis”, 3/2/1954. 
158 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to “Monsieur le Ministre”, 4/6/1963. 
159 AN 397AP/1. 
160 AN 397AP/1. 
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archive documents that allowed that to happen, demonstrating how it was a means for 

Granet to assert herself used when she otherwise lacked power. 

 Granet’s desire to be recognised led to a seemingly ongoing feud with Henri Michel, 

which she ultimately attributed to professional rivalry and his desire to dominate the 

history of the Second World War.161 In a letter dated 4 June 1963 to an otherwise 

unnamed ‘Monsieur le ministre’, Granet explained how she had wanted acknowledgement 

of chapter authorship in the contents page as was the norm, but when Michel had refused 

she had put it into the preface.162 Although only a footnote, this acknowledged their work 

together in collating and analysing the documentation, while also highlighting the unequal 

division of labour in the writing and editing process.163 Granet claimed that her assertion of 

agency over her work had upset Michel, and that – although it was difficult to prove – he 

had not forgiven her and that she felt ‘his ill-will constantly’.164 It is likely that Michel 

understood her incorporation of this information for what it was: a means for Granet to 

assert her agency and wield power despite being in a subservient position. This was 

extremely problematic for Granet, as her roles were contingent on Michel, who had the 

power of the institutions he presided over on his side. Michel was Secretary General of the 

CHDGM, editor of Cahiers d’histoire de la guerre and co-director of the “Esprit de la 

Résistance” collection. As Zemon Davis’s work has demonstrated, women in academia 

often held roles that were either contingent on the goodwill of men or outside the academic 

establishment and thus did not have institutional power.165 Granet was aware that she 

lacked institutional support within the French university system in a conflict with Michel. 

She did not work for a university and, unlike Michel who had recently been awarded his 

 
161 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to “Monsieur le Ministre”, 4/6/1963. 
162 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to “Monsieur le Ministre”, 4/6/1963. 
163 Granet and Michel, p.3. 
164 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to “Monsieur le Ministre”, 4/6/1963, ‘sa mauvaise volonté 
constante’. 
165 See Zemon Davis, pp.121-137. 
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doctorate in 1962, did not hold a doctorate; although her husband had been an academic, 

he had long since died; and his former friends and colleagues were either dead or retired.166  

Granet wrote to Michel in January 1963 to propose undertaking further work for 

him in exchange for getting Ceux de la Résistance included in the “Esprit de la Résistance” 

series, thus attempting to negotiate using her knowledge of the resistance in full awareness 

of her inferior position.  Although Michel thanked her for her offers to help, he declined, 

claiming that this work was already being undertaken by others. Granet was undeterred, 

and continued to leverage her own extensive knowledge of the resistance, claiming that 

‘our young collaboratrices’ did not know the resistance as she and Michel – resisters 

themselves – did.167 Granet thus gestured to the young women working with her and 

Michel in the CHDGM and disputed their ability to truly understand the resistance, thus 

articulating the widespread belief that only those who had participated in the resistance 

could fully comprehend it. Although seemingly innocuous, the phrase ‘young collaboratrices’ 

also allows a further insight into the gender dynamics of the CHOLF and CHDGM 

project. They had hired young women — whom Granet suggested were not held in as high 

esteem as the first-generation historians, all of whom were resisters — to work for them.168 

Granet’s trump card in negotiating with Michel was his desire to write a study of a leftist 

movement, which she would be able to help with due to her contacts and previous research 

on the topic. Granet, who was seventy-one at the time, claimed she was uninterested in 

writing this history herself. Michel once more refused, and asked to meet Granet, who 

refused in turn, seemingly preferring to have written evidence of their exchanges.169 

Although Granet’s negotiations were convincing, she lacked power in a dispute with 

Michel and ultimately, they were unsuccessful. By June 1963, Michel had been convinced 

 
166 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to “Monsieur le Ministre”, 4/6/1963. 
167 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to Henri Michel, 4/2/1963; ‘nos jeunes collaboratrices’. 
168 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to Henri Michel, 4/2/1963. 
169 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Henri Michel to Marie Granet, 7/2/1963; AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie 
Granet to Henri Michel, 12/2/1963. 
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to include the book by their mutual colleague Basselier, whom they had worked with on 

Combat: Histoire. However Granet claimed Michel used his role as editor to demand 

excessive and unnecessary editorial changes, which Granet refused and requested that the 

minister intervene on her behalf with Michel.170 Granet also cited both M. Garcin and 

Basselier as also supporting her bid on the condition she received a grant from the Centre 

national de recherche scientifique, although Granet refused to make the changes and was 

therefore unable to publish within the collection.171 Granet’s negotiations with Michel had 

failed, and he explicitly controlled her desired route to publication.  Michel held the power 

within this situation and — she claimed — held a grudge against her. Instead, Granet 

withdrew her manuscript and published the book with formerly clandestine publisher 

Éditions de Minuit in 1964, and never again published with Michel’s “Esprit de la 

Résistance” collection, nor with Presses Universitaires de France.172 As with Granet’s other 

actions, this removal of future historical writings was used as a way for Granet to assert her 

agency. It is possible that Granet’s forceful character and willingness to use these methods 

and enter feuds with those such as Michel and Brunschwig-Bordier negatively affected her 

professional reputation. Granet certainly believed this was the case.173 However, in 1958, 

prior to their supposed feud and as cited in Chapter Four, Michel had defended Granet 

against Claude Aveline’s criticism of the testimony she had recorded for their book. If 

Michel began to publicly criticise Granet, this contradicted his previous attitude towards 

her.174 

 
170 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to “Monsieur le Ministre”, 4/6/1963. 
171 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to “Monsieur le Ministre”, 4/6/1963. 
172 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet, 4/6/1963. 
173 AN 397AP/6, Letter from Marie Granet to “Monsieur le Ministre”, 4/6/1963. 
174 AN 72AJ/66, dossier 1, piece 6: Letter from Henri Michel to Claude Aveline, 24/2/1958; Michel had, 
however, distanced himself from his former colleague and deputy Odette Merlat, claiming that she had not 
worked for him for a decade. This was not entirely accurate: while Merlat stopped interviewing for CHOLF 
in November 1947 and never published on the resistance, she continued to work alongside Michel in the 
sous-commission de la CHOLF into the 1950s. See AN 72AJ/26, sous-commission de la CHOLF, 
7/11/1951. 
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Despite the tense relationship between the two, Granet and Michel continued to 

correspond about a potential project of a leftist organisation, Libération-Nord, which 

shows the complexities of the power relationships between them. As Granet’s letters from 

October 1963 show, Granet contacted Christian Pineau, who agreed to a study of 

Libération-Nord and that the CHDGM would be able to make copies of the journal.175 

Granet put Pineau in touch with Michel and the study was agreed. Yet by January 1965 

the tone between Michel and Pineau had drastically changed, and Pineau made it clear 

that after the ceremony to transfer the ashes of Jean Moulin to the Pantheon on 19 

December 1964 he had changed his mind about Michel being involved in the project.176 

Unfortunately, neither Pineau nor Granet mention what Michel had done to upset Pineau. 

While Granet attempted to smooth over the conflict between the two, and Pineau followed 

through on Granet’s recommendation that he write to Michel, Granet ultimately wrote 

and published the history of Libération-Nord alone.177 This was not, as she had previously 

suggested, in Michel’s Revue d’histoire de la Deuxième Guerre Mondiale but as a supplement to 

Revue socialiste in 1966, where she worked.178 Granet therefore asserted her agency by 

removing her academic work and publishing it through her own networks. 

5.5 ‘Le rôle des femmes dans la Résistance’: Marie Granet as 

‘the Woman at the Doorway’ 

In 1976 — after years of interviewing resisters and writing histories of movements — 

Granet wrote a history of women in the resistance and thus showed how important they 

had been.179 In her introduction, she highlighted how she was using examples primarily 

 
175 AN 72AJ/644, Letter from Marie Granet to Henri Michel, 10/1963; AN 72AJ/644 Letter from Henri 
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176 AN 397AP/8, Letter from Christian Pineau to Marie Granet, 5/1/1965. 
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178 Girault, ‘GRANET’. 
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from her previous work, therefore acknowledging that she was developing her existing 

oeuvre and suggesting that she had previously neglected to pay résistantes the attention she 

felt they deserved.180 As Bonnie Smith’s work demonstrated, this was typical of many 

professional women historians, who often began writing about broader historical topics to 

establish themselves as serious historians before moving to women’s histories later in their 

careers.181 Granet’s personal experiences –including her wartime role, her difficulties in 

negotiating her working relationship with Henri Michel and navigating the academic 

publishing market – would have informed this work that highlighted the gendered 

experience of the resistance. It is likely that Granet’s many interviews with women would 

also have affected how she viewed women’s place within the resistance. Indeed, Rena 

Feld’s work on her interviews with Conscientious Objectors demonstrated how interviewers 

could be affected by their research.182 

5.5.1 Locating Granet’s subject position within ‘Le rôle des femmes dans 

la Résistance’ 

By focusing on aspects of Granet’s manuscript in which she located the home as a site of 

resistance, this section locates Granet’s subject position within her history, ‘Le rôle des 

femmes dans la Résistance’. While informed by personal experience, her extensive 

collection of interviews formed the source base of her manuscript, with some testimonies 

with women that are absent from the 72AJ collection present within her private documents 

in the 397AP collection.183 In a powerfully evocative section of her conclusion, Granet 

referred to women opening the door as one of the vital facilitators of resistance:  
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Who opened the door, when, at dawn, alarming blows [on the door] that could 
have been struck by miliciens or the Gestapo, summoned the inhabitants to show 
themselves? It was the woman nine times out of ten184 

The position of women at the door was thus important for Granet’s work, as it later 

became for Kedward and Douzou, and it is possible that Kedward’s work was partly 

informed by Granet’s manuscript. Yet Granet was also writing from personal experience. 

Jacques’ testimony demonstrates that Granet herself opened the door as Jacques — still 

living with his mother in Sceaux — joined Ceux de la Résistance.185 Granet did not 

mention this personal experience, although Granet’s phrasing was nevertheless emotive, 

and suggests that she had felt alarmed. 

Granet followed this section by describing how women were often interrogated but 

did not speak, despite many women being taken away, imprisoned, tortured and deported, 

and thus highlighted the risks associated with hiding a resister.186 Granet cited her 

interviewee Mme Maspero to emphasise her point. As previously stated, Maspero had been 

deported for shielding her son and had not been a member of a resistance organisation 

herself.187 As demonstrated earlier in the chapter, women were more likely to speak in 

detail about their wartime traumatic experience to Granet, and so she had heard about the 

difficulties of women’s experiences in deportation. This appears to have affected how 

Granet viewed the role of women in the resistance. Granet argued that medals and 

monuments did not adequately reflect women’s resistance and that taking the number of 

those deported was be a better gauge of their importance to the resistance, a suggestion 

undoubtably informed by her interviews for the CHOLF and the CHD.188 Although she 

did not make the same claim, Lacour-Astol’s statistical work on arrests of resisters 

 
184 AN 397AP/12 Granet, Femmes, p.124; ‘Qui ouvrait la porte lorsque, à la point du jour, des coups 
alarmants qui pouvait avoir été frappées par des miliciens ou la Gestapo, sommaient l’habitant de se 
montrer? C’était la femme neuf fois sur dix’. 
185 AN 72AJ/42/3, Témoignage de Jacques Granet recueilli par Marie Granet, 5/10/1946; See Kedward, In 
Search of the Maquis, Kedward, ‘Resiting French Resistance’, p.276 and Douzou, ‘Une affaire d’hommes?’. 
186 AN 397AP/12 Granet, Femmes, p.73-4. 
187 AN 397AP/12 Granet, Femmes, p.124. 
188 AN 397AP/12 Granet, Femmes, p.125. 
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nevertheless demonstrates that women’s arrests as a result of sheltering others made up 78 

percent of the total figure of arrests for this type of resistance.189 Granet concluded that 

women had known ‘a hard, dangerous, often heroic work, but that which had its 

compensation: the Liberation’, thus acknowledging how crucial the work of women was to 

the Liberation of French territory.190 The risks women took were echoed in later 

scholarship. Kedward observed that ‘women … bore the brunt of raids by the Vichy 

Milice, by the German army and the Gestapo in the hunt for the maquisards…. If the 

fighting front is where the enemy is, then at those precise moments the front was in the 

home’.191 Kedward incisively noted how the nature of foreign Occupation — and 

clandestine warfare against it — had broken down the traditional boundaries between the 

home and the front, leaving women on the front. Granet did not link her extensive 

examples of women hiding resisters and Jews to her own actions under the Occupation, 

although she would have personally acknowledged the risks she herself took. 

Granet mentioned the logistical difficulties women faced when hiding resisters, 

emphasising how the responsibility was far more than just ‘arranging a room for the 

resister’, but also to ‘prepare the meal, and assuring sustenance for one more person’, 

which was a challenge at a time of food shortages and rationing.192 This is something that 

Granet would have also known from personal experience, as she sheltered both Michel and 

Roger Sciama among others. Granet would have also been drawing on the interviews she 

had conducted. Dominique Pagel mentioned, for example, that Mlles Buisson prepared 

“excellent meals” for fellow resisters at their meetings.193 Although Granet did not mention 

it within her manuscript, in her interview with Pagel it was mentioned that only she knew 

 
189 Lacour-Astol, p.101. 
190 AN 397AP/12 Granet, Femmes, p.125 ‘un travail dur, dangereux, héroïque souvent, mais qui a sa 
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191 Kedward, ‘Home Truths’, p.11. 
192 AN 397AP/12 Granet, Femmes, p.73, ‘arranger une pièce pour le clandestin’ ; ‘préparer les repas, donc 
assurer le ravitaillement pour une personne de plus’. 
193 AN 72AJ/48/4, Témoignage de Mlle Pagel recueilli par Marie Granet, 7/10/1949; “repas excellents”. 
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where Henri Frenay lived. Meetings instead took place at Suzanne Buisson’s apartment. 

Using women’s lodgings as meeting and hiding places rather than men’s suggests that men 

were perceived as more important and could not risk their address being known, while 

women were expected to run this risk. Buisson was arrested, tortured and died in 

deportation.194 

 Granet passionately explained how women had facilitated men’s resistance within the 

resistance, stating that ‘women resisters not only “helped” their male comrades, they 

“completed” their action. They made it possible’.195 Granet argued that women were 

therefore not simply assistants, but vital to ensuring it could take place, which included 

looking after the children: ‘How many men could have gone underground if their wives 

had not been their accomplice and had not taken up the protection and care of their 

children?’196 In emphasising how many men were only able to resist because women had 

worked alongside them, as well as adopting all of the caring responsibilities for their 

children, Granet argued that women’s roles complemented and enabled men’s roles. This 

was shown in her manuscript. Granet commented how Hélène Viannay cared for her 

young son and yet still worked alongside her husband Philippe with the organisation of the 

maquis in Seine-et-Oise-Nord.197 Indeed, despite Hélène’s caring responsibilities, Philippe 

passed his leadership on to her when he was gravely injured.198 Granet’s conclusion also 

suggests that no fathers would be able to resist without the women in their lives facilitating 

it through caring responsibilities. As noted in Chapter Two, Philippe Viannay wrote 

articles imploring fathers to enlist in Défense de la France, which Granet would have read and 

disseminated. Granet was keen to stress that the role of women in allowing men to resist 

 
194 AN 72AJ/48/4, Témoignage de Mlle Pagel recueilli par Marie Granet, 7/10/1949. 
195 AN 397AP/12, Granet, Femmes, p.1; ‘[l]es femmes résistantes n’ont pas seulement “aidé” leurs camarades 
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was ‘erased, but indispensable’ within the scholarship and wider public discourse, yet 

paradoxically, she was reluctant to discuss her own experiences fulfilling this type of 

action.199 While Granet had not taken on caring responsibilities for her child — who was 

an adult — she had nevertheless made it possible for resisters to continue their actions by 

housing and feeding them. 

 As Granet’s phrase ‘erased, but indispensable’ suggests, she was angered by the lack 

of acknowledgement that women had played a crucial part in the resistance, as her 

conclusion demonstrates: 

One speaks less of women than of their male comrades — who were often their 
chef — just because it is the chefs who are known — just because they are the ones 
who received medals and decorations, because, after the war, they often played a 
political or diplomatic role, because they are the ones who wrote “Memoirs”, who 
were interviewed by journalists… while the women returned simply to their 
occupations as women of the house, of mothers… and left the glory to their 
husbands or sons. Men were the chefs, women were only the units in the troop, and 
we all know it’s the generals who are elevated to statues, not the foot soldiers. But 
without the foot soldier, what could generals do? To the foot soldier, they raise, at 
best, a “collective” monument.200 

In her conclusion Granet therefore highlighted how public memory and commemoration 

of the resistance was different based on gender after the Liberation. This was true. 

Capdevila’s work demonstrated that very few monuments were erected of women resisters 

in the post-war period.201 More broadly, very few women’s resistance was well-known after 

the war, with Douzou highlighting the notoriety of Berty Albrecht, Lucie Aubrac, Suzanne 

Buisson, Danielle Casanova and Marie-Madeleine Fourcade as rare exceptions.202 Men — 
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Granet argued — reaped the benefits of the immediate post-war period, gaining medals, 

decorations, roles in government, and having statues erected in their honour.203 Granet 

emphasised how the actions that allowed men to be recognised as heroes relied heavily on 

the undervalued labour of women. In contrast to the vaulted position of men, Granet 

claimed that women had taken a step back, often to traditionally ‘feminine’ roles, and let 

their male relatives take ‘the glory’ at the Liberation.204 Yet Granet neglected to mention 

that she was among them, taking her son’s testimony in 1946, but never giving her own 

resistance account. While Granet’s comments suggested the lack of women’s writings about 

their own experiences at the Liberation, she nevertheless underestimated the work that 

women did publish at the Liberation. As Chapter Three demonstrated, although women 

such as Elisabeth Terrenoire and Lucie Aubrac marginalised their own experiences, they 

still wrote and published on women’s roles within the resistance. 

 Granet emphasised that women were collectively important to the functioning of the 

resistance despite the fact they were undervalued. In her introduction, Granet highlighted 

the lack of official recognition of women, and commented that the number of women 

awarded the Croix de la Libération suggests women’s contribution to the resistance was 

‘insignificant’, when in reality ‘it would have been impossible’ without them.205 Although 

Granet herself had been awarded the carte de Combattant volontaire de la Résistance 

(CVR) in February 1958 she did not mention this award when writing her manuscript.206 

She also did not cite the number of women who had been awarded this, which Catherine 

Lacour-Astol placed at around 10 percent of the 260,000 resisters recognised.207 Lacour-

Astol argued that although theoretically open to all who had performed exceptional acts of 

resistance, in practice it was usually only awarded to those who had worked for a resistance 
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organisation for three months or more prior to 6 June 1944 because of the need for 

testimonial evidence, with 92 percent of dossiers refused in isolated cases.208 Women’s 

more informal resistance, which Granet demonstrated within her manuscript was often 

civil and less structured than men’s, was not necessarily recognised by this award, as 

Lacour-Astol observed.209 The internalisation of this requirement of adhering to a specific 

movement can also be seen in Granet’s testimonies. Although Granet detailed Suzanne 

Bidault’s resistance actions since 1940, she also noted that it was only in June 1942 that 

Bidault officially entered the resistance through Benjamin Crémieux.210 

5.5.2 Placing ‘Le rôle des femmes dans la Résistance’ in context: 

Women’s resistance and genre in the 1970s 

Although Granet’s manuscript drew on her personal experiences, it was a traditional 

academic history. It therefore seems to fit within the ‘historiographical explosion’ about 

women’s resistance from 1971 to 1984 that Annie Langevin cited in her 1999 Master’s 

thesis. The authors of these histories privileged a feminist viewpoint and, as with Granet, 

claimed women had been neglected by scholarship.211 Granet’s manuscript was therefore 

written at a moment when women’s experiences were increasingly being discussed by 

scholars.212 However, as discussed in Chapter Three, this was not necessarily new and can 

instead be seen as a rediscovery of the small but important scholarship by women including 

Terrenoire and Aubrac at the Liberation. Granet’s manuscript appears to represent a shift 

in her focus and her way of thinking about the experiences of women in the resistance. 

This shift suggests that she may have been influenced by Second Wave feminism within 
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France that came to fruit after the events of May 1968 and after the formation of the 

Mouvement de libération des femmes (MLF) in 1970.213 It is possible that the highly 

publicised attempt by feminist activists on 26 August 1970 to lay wreathes on the tomb of 

the unknown soldier, emblazoned with the phrase “[t]here is something more unknown 

that the unknown soldier: his wife”, would have brought the role of women as under-

appreciated wives and mothers to the fore of women such as Granet’s minds.214 In tandem 

with this, how women’s history was perceived within scholarship more broadly had 

changed. Smith demonstrated that although using the same historical methods as academic 

histories, histories about women were automatically deemed to be ‘amateur’ history until 

the 1970s, when women and their experiences were increasingly seen as a legitimate 

subject for historical analysis within academia.215 

Despite writing about the exclusion of women from resistance scholarship Granet 

continued to be reticent to speak directly of her own resistance activity. While she used the 

first-person authorial voice in her introduction and conclusion, she articulated her 

authority as a scholar rather than a resister, claiming to speak not from personal experience 

but instead her ‘thirty years of study on the Resistance’.216 As with her other archival 

documents in the 397AP collection, Granet once more signalled that she wished to be 

perceived as a scholar, rather than as a resister. In her index, Granet cited four hundred 

women that she knew as having been in the resistance, yet she was not featured among 

them.217 In her conclusion – and as with Terrenoire’s 1945 history – Granet emphasised 

how it was impossible for her to cite the thousands of women who had resisted.218 Yet — as 

with Terrenoire — Granet marginalised herself and her own experiences, neglecting to 
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mention her own activity.  Granet’s work therefore offers a paradox in which she 

challenged the exclusion of women from historical narratives, while excluding herself from 

the histories she wrote to highlight women’s roles. However, this was a conscious choice. 

The genre Granet used required her to use a seemingly impartial narrative voice and 

exclude herself for her work to be taken seriously as an academic piece of work. 

 In using a formal academic style and marginalising her subject position within the 

manuscript, Granet was unusual within the milieu of the 1970s. As Claire Gorrara argued, 

Second-Wave feminism impacted how women wrote about the resistance and about how 

this was received in the public forum.219 May 1968 and the creation of the MLF in 1970 

heralded a new era of women speaking about their resistance experiences, especially in 

borrowing from ‘[t]he vogue for women’s autobiographical accounts’, as Gorrara 

emphasised.220 The impact of feminism in France and elsewhere in increasing women’s 

willingness to speak about their resistance experiences can be seen in the conference on 

‘Les Femmes dans la Résistance’, held at the Sorbonne 22-23 November 1975 by the 

Union des Femmes Françaises (UFF), which was affiliated to the PCF.221 In the opening 

lecture the UFF’s president, Marcelle Georges Huisman, directly referenced contemporary 

events such as 1975 being proclaimed ‘International Year of the Woman’ by the United 

Nations, as well as claiming résistantes won women the vote, which Chaperon argued was 

accepted as fact across the political spectrum by contemporaries.222 The vote had indeed 

been framed as a reward for wartime conduct.223 One of the panels was therefore entitled 

“The Resistance, important step in the evolution of the female condition”, thus placing the 

 
219 Claire Gorrara, Women’s Representations of the Occupation in Post-’68 France (London: MacMillan Press Ltd, 
1998), p.16. 
220 Gorrara, Post-’68, p.68. 
221 Union des Femmes Françaises, Les Femmes dans la Résistance (Paris: Éditions du Rocher, 1977). 
222 Marcelle Georges Huisman, ‘Allocution d’ouverture de Marcelle Georges Huisman’ in Les Femmes dans la 
Résistance (Paris : Éditions du Rocher, 1977), pp.11-16 (pp.11-12); Chaperon, p.25. 
223 Tumblety, ‘Enfranchisement’, p.484. 
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resistance within a broader feminist tradition and — as Denise Breton, Vice-President of 

the UFF claimed — ‘the birth of the new woman’.224 

 The conference aimed to historicise the role of women in the resistance, with the 

imperative of protecting the memory of women’s roles for future generations strongly 

articulated in the preface to the proceedings.225 They also claimed objectivity, with the 

conference ‘neither a commemoration nor just a homage to résistantes, but also rigorous and 

scientific research’, which nevertheless did not ‘exclude emotion’.226 The conference 

merged both historical analysis with testimony, featuring papers by Lucie Aubrac talking 

about her experience in gendered terms, a statistical analysis of two convoys to 

Ravensbrück, and a homage to Berty Albrecht by her son, Frédéric.227 The published 

proceedings of the conference listed the participants and their affiliations, which 

demonstrate the presence of historians, all of whom were resisters. While there were 

representatives from many former resisters’ associations including the Amicale de 

Ravensbrück and from organisations such as the Conseil National de la Résistance and 

Musée de la Résistance d’Ivry, there was not a representative of the CHDGM in 

attendance.228 It is possible that Granet who lived near Paris attended this conference in a 

personal capacity, but the absence of a CHDGM representative listed suggests she did not 

attend in a professional capacity. If Granet did attend, she was not actively involved and 

 
224 Denise Breton, ‘Introduction au thème: “La Résistance, étape importante dans l’évolution de la condition 
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did not speak. In attendance were many high-profile resisters including Germaine Tillion, 

Marie Madeleine Fourcade and Geneviève de Gaulle-Anthonioz. Yet not all high profile 

résistantes were in attendance, with Hélène Viannay among the notable absences. 

Throughout the conference it was common for the subjective position to be articulated and 

to be fully embraced, with claims that they had legitimacy to speak because they were in 

the resistance.229 

 In contrast, Granet’s manuscript attempted to completely disassociate her experience 

of the resistance from her writing. While Gorrara drew attention to the disparity between 

how feminist historians interpretated the resistance and the refusal of many résistantes to see 

the resistance in gendered terms, Granet sits uneasily within this. She was a historian who 

acknowledged the gender disparity within the resistance and how resisters had been treated 

afterwards based upon their gender — including herself – yet did not adopt the 

autobiographical mode of writing that had become mainstream in feminist discourses.230 

When writing about Viannay, for example, Granet stated that ‘Hélène worked alongside 

her husband in all ways: recruitment […] printing and distribution of the journal’, which 

was something she knew first-hand as Granet had also distributed Défense de la France.231 

Although Viannay featured in two chapters and was important as one of the women 

Granet cited, both as a founder of Défense de la France and within the maquis, Granet did 

not mention that it was through Viannay that she had been involved in the resistance.232 

 Despite seemingly capturing the zeitgeist of the mid-1970s, Granet’s manuscript was 

never published. As stated earlier in the chapter, it is unclear exactly why. Granet wrote to 

American historian Margaret L. Rossiter in December 1976 to say that she was struggling 

to find a publisher and attributed it to a lack of backing of influential figures such as 
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Michel. 233 Despite this — and as Langevin’s work demonstrates — many histories 

examining the role of women were published during this time. It may be that Granet’s 

adoption of a traditional academic tone throughout most of the book hindered her chances 

of publication. 

5.5.3 Marie Granet’s legacy 

The impact of Granet’s work can be seen on both Francophone and Anglophone 

scholarship, despite Granet’s manuscript on women in the resistance never being 

published, and although her work was never translated. Granet’s documents on women in 

the resistance that she donated as part of her private archive, including her manuscript, 

have been consulted and cited by scholars including Rossiter, Margaret Collins Weitz, and 

Kedward. 234 It is probable that Granet’s work therefore influenced Kedward’s pivotal 

concept of the ‘woman in the doorway’, which has been used within this thesis and also 

adopted by other scholars including Douzou.235 Indeed, in his foundational book In Search 

of the Maquis, Kedward highlighted ‘[t]he pioneering work of Madame Marie Granet in 

interviewing women Resisters after the Liberation [which] resulted in the first emphases on 

women’s role in the collective history of the maquis’.236 Kedward thus acknowledged the 

importance of Granet’s archive and her labour, including in forming his own scholarship 

on the maquis. Similarly, American scholars Margaret L. Rossiter and Margaret Collins 

Weitz, who were part of the second generation of resistance historians who had not been 

resisters themselves, acknowledged the importance of Granet’s scholarship on women in 

the resistance. Rossiter read Granet’s manuscript and wrote in August 1984 to tell her that 

it ‘is very important and I am happy to know that you have deposited it at the Archives 
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Nationales for reference’.237 Meanwhile, in May 1983 Weitz interviewed Granet and 

referenced her as a scholar rather than as a resister in her 1995 book, Sisters in the Resistance. 

Granet’s influence can also be found in her less tangible but nevertheless important 

connections with scholars such as Rossiter and Weitz. As the letters between Granet and 

Rossiter held at the University of Michigan archive demonstrates, they met when Rossiter 

visited Paris and corresponded for over ten years. Although the letters in Rossiter’s archive 

were sent between 1974 and 1986, it is likely that their communications spanned beyond 

these dates, and it is unclear when or how they initially met. Granet was generous with her 

advice and in sharing her documents with Rossiter, as well as with other women scholars. 

When Rossiter acted territorially about another American scholar working on the role of 

women in the resistance in 1984, it seems that Granet admonished her, reminding her that 

it was a broad topic and that many books were needed.238 It is probable that the other 

scholar was Weitz, who interviewed résistantes from the early 1980s onwards for Sisters in the 

Resistance.239 Although her book on women was not published, Granet continued to talk 

about women in the resistance, organising a conference in Sceaux on 8 December 1982 

and corresponding with other women scholars such as Rossiter and Weitz.240 

Granet’s attempts to control her own legacy had a mixed success. Despite her 

extensive publications, Granet has not been recognised as one of the foundational scholars 

of the resistance as Henri Michel has. This is both in scholarship and in personal 

commemoration. The plaque to commemorate Marie and Marcel Granet at the 

columbarium at Père Lachaise states Marcel’s profession as a sinologist but not Marie’s as a 
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historian of the resistance. Granet’s publications were generally well-reviewed by 

contemporaries and praised for their descriptions and depth of factual detail, although it 

was noted by several reviewers that this was also their downfall. Granet attempted to 

recreate the resistance for the reader, rather than formulating an argument.241 The same 

was true for reviews of Granet’s collaboration with Michel, Combat: Histoire, which 

nevertheless remains the only full-length published history on the movement Combat.242 

Granet’s other publications have however been largely ignored in favour of more 

recent scholarship, which Olivier Wieviorka has attributed to her reliance on oral 

testimonies rather than on documentary evidence. Indeed, he stated that: 

Marie Granet did not make full use of the archives, not because of laziness, but 
because she lived in a time where oral testimony, sanctified, was considered proof, 
notably because of the aura attributed to former fighters of the shadows.243  

Wieviorka thus highlighted the importance that Granet and her contemporaries attributed 

to the interview process, as well as her reliance on those that she herself collated and how 

resisters’ testimonies were deemed to be sacred. 

It is these testimonies held in the 72AJ series of the Archives Nationales where 

Granet’s legacy lays. They provide a vital source for understanding both early resistance 

testimony and how the CHOLF project worked in practice. The CHOLF project has 

become the object of scholarly scrutiny by Douzou et al., but this has largely focused on the 

committee itself and Secretary General Michel. While Steinlight examined the relationship 

between regional delegate Marcelle Appleton and Michel in the central committee, 

Granet’s position lay outside the scope of her research on the CHOLF’s archival process. 
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Indeed, Granet has seemingly been hidden in plain sight, with her name almost 

omnipresent in the 72AJ catalogue, but with very little recognition of the labour that this 

denotes. This has continued into broader scholarship. Michel was included in the 2006 

Dictionnaire Historique de la Résistance while Granet was not, and even in 2012 Granet was 

referred to by Wieviorka as Michel’s deputy, a position that – while true – rendered the 

extensive labour she had performed invisible.244 However, it may be that this is slowly 

beginning to change: in December 2018 Granet was recognised by an entry in the online 

socialist biographical dictionary Le Maîtron as a socialist, professor, resister and historian, 

albeit eight years after Michel’s entry was included.245 

5.6 Conclusion 

Despite establishing her name in the field through both extensive research and 

publications, some resisters contacting her about her work nevertheless assumed Granet 

was a man, as the numerous letters she received addressed to ‘Monsieur Granet’!

demonstrates.246 This is not surprising. Granet manoeuvred as a woman in a male-

dominated world and used academic history, which was a traditionally male genre, to write 

about the resistance. As this chapter has argued, while Granet lacked the institutional 

power held by men such as Michel, she was nevertheless able to negotiate her position: By 

embracing her lower status as an interviewer Granet gained knowledge and contacts that 

she was able to use to her advantage, and she carefully planned her archival deposits that 

would become the 397AP series. Ultimately this meant Granet formed her own collection 

of documents through which she constructed a subject position for herself as a scholar. 
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Granet’s interviews, files and scholarship demonstrate that she was both a literal 

and figurative ‘woman at the doorway’ and may even have contributed towards Kedward’s 

recognition of women as such. Granet’s reluctance to speak about her own resistance 

experience fits into typical behaviour of résistantes, although was a little unusual within the 

context of the 1970s. However, Granet moved beyond ‘the doorway’ to help shape the 

scholarship of the resistance, both explicitly in her publications, the 72AJ archive and the 

397AP documents, and implicitly in influencing scholars including Kedward, Rossiter, and 

Weitz. It is not clear whether Granet identified as a feminist. However, her later work is 

nevertheless characteristic of the same historical moment and of a shift in her scholarship 

towards an increasing integration of women’s roles in clandestinity, as well as the 

culmination of years of speaking to résistantes about their experiences.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

6.1 Genre, subjectivity and gender 

This thesis analyses the historicising imperative within the resistance, which was the need 

felt to turn the resistance into historical knowledge. It does so through analysis of a broad 

range of resister-authored sources and examines this process through the lenses of gender 

and subjectivity. It argues that while men sought to include their own experience of the 

resistance within the historical record and thus historicise their own experiences, women 

sought to historicise the resistance as a whole, without acknowledging or privileging their 

own subject positions. Although the women resisters I have examined did not present their 

actions as resistance in their writings, they were nevertheless more likely to identify other 

women’s resistance as such. These different approaches to historicising the resistance gave 

rise to gendered narratives of the resistance, which highlighted the role of men at the 

expense of that of women. Addressing the considerations of gender and subjectivity allows 

scholars to explore resistance-authored writings across genres and thus deepens our 

understanding of how resisters understood their wartime roles both at the time and with 

hindsight.  

This thesis explores a variety of genres written by resisters from 1940 onwards: the 

clandestine press, essays, memoirs, histories, and testimonies. Using this approach 

demonstrates that the choice of genres affected what was said about the resistance and by 

whom. It shows the continuation of gender dynamics and gendered roles from the 

Occupation to the post-war world. It argues that men were more likely to foreground their 

subject position, regardless of the genre they used, whereas women were more likely to 

marginalise their own subject position, using the genre of history to do so. Men were more 

likely to speak on their own behalf than women were. Nevertheless, this thesis has further 

integrated women’s agency into the history of the resistance and into the post-war world, as 
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well as in historical research through the CHOLF project. Throughout, this thesis 

demonstrates that women were important to the research and writing of histories of 

resistance from the start of the Occupation. 

Due to the secrecy around clandestine journals, the authors avoided giving specifics 

about personal information and had to disguise their identities. Despite this secrecy, these 

publications constituted a form of witnessing rooted in the subject positions of resisters. The 

resisters who wrote at the Liberation were able to draw on their clandestine experience and 

use this to interject in political debates. This was seen particularly in the personal essays of 

those who had been in prominent resistance positions and who used their resistance 

experience to their best political advantage. Authors of memoirs such as Guillain de 

Bénouville also foregrounded their subject positions as resisters and claimed ‘truth’ and 

‘authenticity’ within their writings, although such claims were often disputed. 

While also claiming to tell the ‘truth’ about the resistance, histories marginalised the 

subject position of the author and attempted to be objective. This thesis argues that women 

used the genre of historical writing to interject in the historicisation on the resistance. The 

examples of Elisabeth Terrenoire and Marie Granet demonstrate that they identified 

women as resisters while side-lining their own resistance experiences. However, as the 

example of Granet demonstrates, although women may have identified other women’s 

experiences as resistance, it was not always articulated as such at the time. Over time there 

was an increasing articulation of women’s resistance as important especially from the 

1970s, which can be mapped onto broader historiographical trends in which women’s 

history was seen as legitimate in combination with second-wave feminism. This thesis 

argues that although claiming to be objective, women nevertheless expressed aspects of 

their own clandestine experience within these historical works. This focus on historical 

writing complicates and adds nuance to the existing scholarship on gender and history. 

Although history was a traditionally male genre, it argues that the focus on the process of 

research within the scholarship of the resistance meant that the women who were involved 
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in historical processes were ultimately fulfilling traditionally feminine roles: women 

frequently worked on the research and editing of male scholars works in the interwar years 

within France and accepted and embraced their marginal roles within this process.1 

Although in a marginal position within the histories – and not acknowledging their 

subject position within the CHOLF testimonies – this thesis demonstrates that the 

interviewer was central to the creation of the testimonies. They chose their own definition 

of ‘resistance’, sourced their interviewees from their clandestine and social networks, 

provided notes on the interviewee, and mediated and fact-checked the content of the 

testimonies. The interviewers largely privileged producing a factual record about the 

resistance and therefore testimonies were emotionally sparse in their content. However, this 

does not mean that resisters did not speak about their emotional lives, but rather that 

interviewers, apart from notes on the interviewee, did not generally record this, thus 

removing much of the emotional content from the testimony. 

Common to all these genres and to both men and women involved in the process of 

historicising the resistance was the desire to commemorate their fellow resisters who had 

died. As stated in Chapter Four, this revealed aspects about survivors’ emotional lives after 

the war, as they searched for their clandestine comrades. This was an extremely personal 

and emotive topic, with clandestine journals, publications and testimonies paying homage 

to those who had died. Yet it was also, in some ways, gendered: men were more likely to 

simply write about those they had known in their publications, while women such as 

Terrenoire and Granet sought public recognition for other women. Terrenoire used her 

histories to argue for increased representation of women’s resistance in commemorative 

culture and highlighted the disparity in how men and women had been ‘remembered’ in 

popular discourse. As Granet’s manuscript from 1976 demonstrates, however, Terrenoire 

 
1 See Zemon Davis. 
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was unsuccessful in doing so as women were still under-represented in commemorative 

culture and in public recognition. 

The focus on historical processes in the latter half of this thesis develops the existing 

scholarship on oral histories and particularly the link between oral histories and women’s 

histories.2 Neither oral histories nor women’s histories were developed fields in the post-war 

period. The CHOLF project nevertheless allowed those who were interested in women’s 

roles within the resistance (namely women themselves) to empower women to give a 

testimony, and therefore commit their resistance experiences to the historical record.  

6.2 Chapter summaries 

6.2.1 Part One 

The first half of this thesis addresses the role of gender within the content produced by 

those keen to historicise the French resistance while it was still happening. It demonstrates 

that within contemporary writings by resisters, men were portrayed as historical agents, 

while women were largely presented as either facilitators of male bravery or simply 

continuing their traditional domestic role within a clandestine context. Although a few 

women were acknowledged as historical agents, this was framed largely in terms of 

exceptionalism, as was the case with resisters Berty Albrecht, Lucie Aubrac and Danielle 

Casanova. Elisabeth Terrenoire’s work explicitly acknowledged women’s resistance more 

broadly, but this was not typical of early histories. 

The second chapter of this thesis demonstrates that the writers of the clandestine 

press invoked legacies to situate themselves historically and to claim legitimacy in the 

present. Acknowledging that the men who published clandestine journals such as Henri 

 

2 Joanna Bornat and Hanna Diamond, ‘Women’s History and Oral History: developments and debates’, 
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Frenay, Robert Salmon and Philippe Viannay had fought in the Battle for France allows us 

to understand their focus on traditional wartime rhetoric. Accepting their position as 

former soldiers and – in Frenay and Salmon’s cases – escaped Prisoners of War, illuminates 

their belief that their clandestine role was a continuation of their role in the army. Thus, 

they articulated that men were soldiers and historical actors, while women were auxiliaries 

and mourners for the (male) casualties. Their emphasis on martial masculinity outside a 

formal military hierarchy meant correct soldierly conduct had to be negotiated. Violence – 

both inflicted upon and committed by the resistance –  brought to the fore the conflicting 

qualities soldiers were believed to have: whether they were stoic and self-controlled, or 

passionate in their defence of the women and children of France. 

Chapter Two argues that women were actively involved in shoring up the traditional 

gender roles within the resistance and reproducing these rhetorically. In doing so, it 

deepens our understanding of how the men and women in the resistance perceived their 

own roles and how engrained these gender roles were. Women were implored by the 

authors of the clandestine presses, including other women, to mourn those who had died 

and encouraged to support the men of the resistance. The roots of the historical record that 

emphasised male resisters as soldiers, while women were marginalised, can therefore be 

found in the discourses of clandestine journals. 

Chapter Three continues to examine how men presented themselves as historical 

actors within their own accounts, while moving towards a more specific focus on women’s 

involvement in collecting, gathering, and writing histories of resistance. It argues that men 

such as Viannay and Pierre Hervé, who had been in prominent positions within the 

national resistance, foregrounded their subject positions in their writings on the subject to 

assert their authority. Indeed, they continued the wartime rhetoric they had published in 

the clandestine press that presented the resistance as producing men of the future, thus 

arguing that they should have an important role within the future of France. Men who had 

been in regional roles in the armed resistance drew upon this experience to imbue 
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themselves with authority to interject in contemporary debates on military reforms. 

Chapter Three demonstrates that men used their writings to assert personal authority 

through resistance activity that lent them credibility. In contrast to how men used their 

subject position as resisters, women chose the genre of history, which allowed them to 

marginalise their resistance experiences within their own writing. Through history-writing, 

women continued the role of communicators of memory for the lived experience of 

resistance that they had adopted while living clandestinely. Part One therefore therefore 

lays the foundations for Part Two by demonstrating women resister’s agency and their 

marginalisation of their own subject positions within resistance narratives that centre male 

resistance. 

6.2.2 Part Two 

The second half of this thesis examines the more systematic historicisation of the resistance 

through the CHOLF project and in doing so, addresses the research question of how 

gender impacted the recording and writing of resistance histories. It demonstrates that 

women were prolific researchers of resistance history – and therefore within the scholarship 

of resistance – from 1944. 

Chapter Four examines the CHOLF, which put the historicising imperative into 

place through its post-war resistance enquiry. The method of testimony collection in which 

the interviewer summarised the interview positioned the interviewer as crucial to the 

CHOLF project. Statistical analysis of the CHOLF project demonstrates that women 

conducted two-thirds – 66% – of the interviews. The role of interviewer therefore allowed 

middle-class women to use their professional skills to become involved in the scholarship on 

the resistance. In the absence of a clear definition of ‘resistance’, the interviewer chose what 

they believed counted as resistance, with women interviewers more likely to recognise other 

women’s resistance as such in the post-war period than their male counterparts. This 

chapter develops a methodology for reading in the light of this knowledge. It explores the 
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perspective of the interviewer and the interviewee that the concept of intersubjectivity 

brings to the fore, while developing it by reading these intersubjective relations within the 

interview process in conjunction with the CHOLF instructions. This perspective allows an 

analysis of resisters’ different motivations in collaboratively producing these testimonies. 

The interviewee wanted to communicate their wartime experiences, to have their 

resistance recorded for posterity and to pay homage to those that had died under the 

Occupation. Meanwhile, the absences within these testimonies demonstrate aspects of the 

resistance experience – especially when coupled with written testimonies – that resisters 

were unwilling or unable to express verbally. By examining the interviewee and what the 

interview process meant to them, this thesis therefore challenges Annette Wieviorka’s 

contention that the primary role of testimony before the Eichmann trial was to construct 

knowledge.3 Although the interviewer had been instructed to construct knowledge about 

the resistance, acknowledging their subject position as a resister nevertheless facilitates our 

understanding of the affective bonds that had been forged between resisters during the 

Occupation. These bonds continued in the post-war period and facilitated the initial 

interviews for the CHOLF project. 

 Chapter Five uses the most prolific of the interviewers for the CHOLF central 

committee, Marie Granet, as a case study to explore how interviewers historicised the 

resistance in gendered ways. It situates Granet within her resistance networks and 

demonstrates how women navigated the male-dominated world of historical endeavour. It 

argues that Granet’s experience as an interviewer expanded her networks and knowledge, 

which she was able to use to negotiate with men who were in prominent positions, such as 

her colleague Henri Michel, Secretary General of the CHOLF. Marie Granet’s private 

documents in conjunction with information about her personal life allows me to explore 

the question of subjectivity through both the testimonies she collected and her unpublished 

 
3 Annette Wieviorka, ‘On Testimony’, p.24. 
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manuscript, ‘Le rôle des femmes dans la Résistance’. The case study of Granet sheds new 

light on the gendered process of historicisation in the CHOLF project, how the interviews 

were turned into published and unpublished histories and how professional women and 

résistantes alike were able to negotiate the world around them. It offers an example of how to 

use the 72AJ series within context, while demonstrating the increasing visibility of women’s 

resistance within resistance histories over time.  

 

6.3 Avenues for future research 

A potentially fruitful avenue of future research would be to apply a similar approach and 

employ the same frames of analyses to other resistance testimonies, including the 

testimonies Robert Aron collected that are held in La Contemporaine.4 Further research 

could also ask similar questions of the resistance archive containing written testimonies at 

the Musée de la Résistance Nationale in Champigny-sur-Marne, which unfortunately was 

closed when I was in Paris for archival research. To develop the scholarship on genre and 

gender at the Liberation, it would be beneficial to explore the publications of women about 

their male relatives and to situate the authors’ subject positions within them. It would be 

particularly interesting to examine how Laure Moulin contributed to the historicisation of 

Jean Moulin in the post-war period. 

The approach used in Chapter Four and Chapter Five argued for a reappraisal of the 

72AJ collection and proposed a methodology that would allow scholars to reclaim the 

testimonies rather than dismissing them as unreliable. This is particularly important as at 

the time of writing this thesis, there are no surviving Compagnons de la Libération after the 

death of Humbert Germain in October 2021, which means that the testimonies that have 

 
4 La Contemporaine, F delta 1832. 
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already been collected are even more valuable.5 A potential development of my research 

would be applying the same methodology to other CHOLF interviewers. Although this 

depends on the availability of archives, these exist for the CHOLF Secretary General 

Henri Michel as well as interviewer Yvette Gouineau, and potentially for others. 

Comparing these interviewers with Granet would further deepen our understanding of the 

CHOLF project and the role of subjectivity within it. This research could also be further 

developed by applying these methods to a study of specific movements, combining a study 

of associational life alongside their wartime journals and their testimonies. 

6.4 Final thoughts 

Acknowledgement of the subject position of the author is a mainstay of popular histories, 

such as Sarah Knott’s Mother: An Unconventional History, Bart van Es’ The Cut-Out Girl and 

Daniel Lee’s The SS Officers Armchair.6 It has also informed other scholarly works, with 

examples including Carolyn Steedman’s monograph Dust and Emily Robinson’s 2016 

article, both of which examined archival work and history-writing as a process and as 

affective labour, as well as being the subject of the ‘Historian’s I’ conference organised by 

Tracey Loughran and Michael Roper in the summer of 2019.7 Writing a thesis on 

historicisation and subjectivity has similarly made me reflect on how my own subject 

position has influenced my thesis. My interest in gender has been indisputably shaped by 

my feminist politics, although this also caused frustration: I had assumed that these women 

who had been so important in the resistance and – in many cases – had been politically 

engaged would have held similar values to myself. I wanted the women I studied to 

 
5 Davison, Phil, ‘Hubert Germain: Last member of elite French resisters’, The Independent, 26 October 2021, 
<https://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/hubert-germain-french-resistance-obituary-death-
b1942058.html> [accessed 17 May 2022].  
6 Sarah Knott, Mother: An Unconventional History (London: Viking, 2019); Bart van Es, The Cut-Out Girl (London: 
Penguin Books, 2019); Daniel Lee, The SS Officer’s Armchair: In Search of a Hidden Life (London: Jonathan Cape, 
2020). 
7 Carolyn Steedman, Dust (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001); Emily Robinson, ‘Touching the 
void: Affective history and the impossible’, Rethinking History, 14.4 (2010), 503-520. 
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confidently assert their own agency and to push back against the patriarchal structures they 

were working within rather than downplaying their own experiences. By accepting them 

on their own terms I was able to understand how they negotiated their position within the 

resistance and in the post-war world. This understanding and acceptance made me realise 

that not only had my thesis been shaped by my own subject position, but that I had been 

shaped by the process of writing and researching my thesis. 
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